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I.

THE TESTIMONY OF CHEIST TO THE OLD
TESTAMENT.

BOTH Jews and Christians receive the Old Testament as con-

taining a revelation from God, while the latter regard it as

standing in close and vital relationship to the New Testament.

Everything connected with the Old Testament has, of recent years,

been subjected to the closest scrutiny—the authorship of its several

books, the time when they were written, their style, their historical

value, their religious and ethical teachings. Apart from the ven-

eration with which we regard the Old Testament writings on their

own account, the intimate connection which they have with the

Christian Scriptures necessarily gives us the deepest interest in the

conclusions which may be reached by Old Testament criticism. For

as the New Testament dispensation presupposes and grows out of

the Mosaic, so the books of the New Testament touch those of the

Old at every point :
“ In vetere testamento novum latet, et in novo

vetus patet.”

We propose to take a summary view of the testimony of our

Lord to the Old Testament, as it is recorded by the evangelists.

The New Testament -writers themselves largely quote and refer to

the Old Testament, and the views which they express regarding the

old economy and its writings are in harmony with the statements

of their Master
;
but, for various reasons, we here confine ourselves

to what is related of the Lord Himself.

Let us refer, first, to what is contained or necessarily implied in

the Lord’s testimony to the Old Testament Scriptures, and, secondly,

to the critical value of His testimony.

26
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1. 1. Oar Lord’s authority—though this is rather the argument

e silentio—may be cited in favor of the Old Testament Canon as

accepted by the Jews in His day. He never charges them with

adding to or taking from the Scriptures, or in any way tampering

with the text. Had they been guilty of so great a sin it is hardly

possible that, among all the things brought against them, this mat-

ter should not even be alluded to. The Lord reproaches His coun-

trymen with ignorance of the Scriptures, and with making the law-

void through their traditions, but He never hints that they have

foisted any book into the Canon, or rejected any which deserved a

place in it.

Now the Old Testament Canon of the first century is the same as

our own. The evidence for this is complete, and the fact is hardly

questioned. The New Testament contains, indeed, no catalogue of

the Old Testament books, but the testimony of Josephus, of Melito

of Sardis, of Origen, of Jerome, of the Talmud, decisively shows that

the Old Testament Canon, once fixed, has remained unaltered.

Whether the steady Jewish tradition that the Canon was finally

determined by Ezra and the Great Synagogue is altogether correct

or not, it is certain that the Septuagint agrees with the Hebrew as

to the Canon, thus showing that the subject was not in dispute two

centuries before Christ. Nor is the testimony of the Septuagint

weakened by the fact that the common Old Testament Apocrypha

are appended to the Canonical books, for “ of no one among the

Apocryphal books is it so much as hinted, either by the author,

or by any other Jewish writer, that it was worthy of a place

among the sacred books”
(
Kitlo's Cycl., art. “ Canon”). The Lord,

it is observed, never quotes any of the Apocryphal books, nor refers

to them.

2. If our Lord does not name the writers of the books of the

Old Testament in detail, it may at least be said that no word of His

calls in question the genuineness of any book, and that He distinctly

assigns several parts of Scripture to the writers whose names they

pass under. The law is ascribed to Moses, David’s name is con-

nected with the Psalms, the prophecies of Isaiah are attributed to

Isaiah, and the prophecies of Daniel to Daniel. We shall after-

wards inquire whether these references are merely by way of

accommodation, or whether more importance should be attached to

them; in the meantime we note that the Lord does not, in any

instance, express dissent from the common opinion, and that, as to

several parts of Scripture, He distinctly endorses it.

The references to Moses as legislator and writer as such are these.

To the cleansed lepers He says :
“ Go thy way, shew thyself to the

priest, and offer the gift that Moses commanded ” (Matt. viii. 4). “ He
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saith unto them, Moses because of the hardness of your hearts suf-

fered you to put away your wives” (Matt. xix. 8). “If they hear

not Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded, though

one rose from the dead ” (Luke xvi. 81). “ For Moses said, Honour

thy father and thy mother
;
and, Whoso curseth father or mother, let

him die the death” (Mark vii. 10). “And beginning at Moses and

all the prophets, he expounded unto them in all the Scriptures the

things concerning himself” (Luke xxiv. 27). “All things must be

fulfilled that are written in the law of Moses, and in the prophets,

and in the psalms, concerning me ” (Luke xxiv. 44). “ There is one

that accuseth you, even Moses, in whom ye trust. For had ye

believed Moses, ye would have believed me, for he wrote of me
;
but

if ye believe not his writings, how shall ye believe my words ?”

(John v. 46, 47). “ Did not Moses give you the law, and yet none of

you keepeth the law ” (John vii. 19). “ Moses therefore gave unto you

circumcision. ... If a man on the Sabbath day receive cir-

cumcision that the law of Moses should not be broken, etc.” (John

vii. 22, 28). The omitted parenthetical words—-“ not because it is

of Moses, but of the fathers ”—seem clearly to show, it may be

remarked in passing, that the Lord is not unobservant, in such ref-

erences, of historical exactness.

The Psalms are quoted by our Lord more than once, but only

once is a writer named. The 110th Psalm is ascribed to David;

and the validity of the Lord’s argument depends on its being

Davidic. The reference, therefore, so far as it goes, confirms the

inscriptions of the Psalms in relation to authorship.

Isaiah vi. 9 is quoted thus: “In them is fulfilled the prophecy

of Isaiah, which saith, By hearing ye shall hear and shall not under-

stand” (Matt. xiii. 14, 15). Again, chap. xxix. 13 of Isaiah’s

prophecy is cited: “Well hath Isaiah prophesied of you hypo-

crites. . . . this people honoureth me with their lips, but their

heart is far from me ” (Mark vii. 6). When, in the beginning of His

ministry, the Lord came to Nazareth, there was delivered unto Him
in the Synagogue “ the book of the prophet Isaiah. And when he

had opened the book, he found the place where it was written, The
Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to

preach the gospel to the poor, etc.” (Luke iv. 17, 18). The passage

read by our Lord is from the forty-second chapter of Isaiah, which be-

longs to the section of the book very often, at present, ascribed to the

second or pseudo-Isaiah
;
but we do not press this point, as it may

be said that the evangelist, rather than Christ, ascribes the words to

Isaiah.

In His great prophecy respecting the downfall of the Jewish

State the Lord refers to “ The abomination of desolation spoken of
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by Daniel the prophet; ” as in Dan. ix. 27 we read that “for the

overspreading of abomination he shall make it desolate,” and in

chap. xii. 11 that “ the abomination that maketh desolate shall be

set up.”

3. When Christ makes reference to Old Testament narratives

and records He accepts them as authentic, as historically true. He
does not give, or suggest, in any case, a mystical or allegorical inter-

pretation. The accounts of the creation, of the flood, of the over-

throw of Sodom and Gomorrah, as well as many incidents and events

of later occurrence are taken as authentic. It may, of course, be

alleged that the Lord’s references to the creation of man and woman,

the flood, the cities of the plain, etc., equally serve His purpose of

illustration whether He regards them as historical or not. But on

weighing His words it will be seen that they lose much of their

force and appropriateness unless the events alluded to had a histori-

cal character.

Let us refer more particularly to this matter. When the Phari-

sees ask Christ whether it is lawful for a man to put away his wife

for every cause, He answers them :
“ Have ye not read that he

which made them at the beginning made them male and female,

and said for this cause shall a man leave father and mother and

shall cleave to his wife, and they twain shall be one flesh” (Matt,

xix. 4, 5). Again : “As the days of Noe were so shall the coming

of the Son of man be. For as in the days of Noe that were before

the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in

marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the ark, and knew

not till the flood came and took them all away
;
so shall also the

coming of the Son of man be ” (Matt. xxiv. 37). Again: “And thou

Capernaum which art exalted unto heaven shalt be brought down

unto hell
;
for if the mighty works which have been done in thee

had been done in Sodom it would have remained until this day.

But I say unto you that it shall be more tolerable for the land of

Sodom in the day of judgment than for thee ” (Matt. xi. 23). These

utterances, every one feels, lose their weight and solemnity if there

was no flood such as is described in Genesis, and if the destruction

of wicked Sodom may be only a myth. Illustrations and parallels

may, for certain purposes, be adduced from fictitious literature, but

when the Lord would awaken the conscieuce of men and alarm

their fears, by reference to the certainty of divine judgment, He
will not confirm His teaching by instances of punishment which

are only fabulous. His argument that the Holy and Just God will

do as He has done—will make bare His arm as in the days of old

—

is robbed, in this case, of all its validity.

A view frequently urged in the present day is that, as with other
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nations, so with the Jews, the mythical period precedes the histori-

cal, and thus the earlier narratives of the Old Testament must be

taken according to their true character. In later periods of the

Old Testament we have records which, on the whole, are historical

;

in the accounts of patriarchal life we have fact and fiction inter-

mingled
;
but in the very earliest times we must not look for authen-

tic history at all. An adequate examination of this theory (which

has, of course, momentous exegetical consequences) cannot here be

attempted. We merely remark that our Lord’s brief references to

early Old Testament narrative would not suggest the distinction so

often made between earlier and later Old Testament records, on the

score of trustworthiness.

4. We advance to say that Christ accepts the Old Dispensation

and its Scriptures as, in a special sense, from God, as having special,

divine authority. Many who recognize no peculiar sacredness or

authority in the religion of the Jews above other religions of the

world, would readily admit that it is from God. But their conten-

tion is that all religions (especially what they are pleased to call

the great religions) have elements of truth in them, that they all

furnish media through which devout souls have fellowship with the

Power which rules the universe, but that none of them should exalt

its pretensions much above the others, far less claim exclusive divine

sanction
;

all of them being the product of man’s spiritual nature,

as molded by his history and environment, in different nations and

ages. This is the view under which the study of comparative

religion is prosecuted by many eminent scholars. A large and

generous study of religions—their characteristics and history

—

tends, it is held, to bring them into closer fellowship with each

other; and only ignorance or prejudice (say these unbiased

thinkers) can isolate the religion of the Old Testament or of the

New, and refuse to acknowledge in other religions the divine

elements which entitle them to take rank with Judaism or Chris-

tianity. One regrets to find Prof. Cheyne, of Oxford, approaching

too near this view. In a recent number of the Expository Times
,
in

an article on the influence of Zoroastrianism on the religion of

Israel, he thus writes: “I will conclude with a wish that does not,

I am sure, exceed the limits of Christian generosity. May these

two great religions, committed to highly gifted peoples which have

survived equal misfortune simply and entirely through their strong

attachment to their Scriptures, find in my own time a more un-

reservedly historical, and therefore also at once a more just and a

more sympathetic appreciation from English students !

”

The utterances of Jesus Christ on this question of the divinity of

the Old Testament religion and cultus are unmistakable
;
and not
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less clear and decided is His language respecting the writings in

which this religion is delivered. God is the source, in the directest

sense, of both the religion and the records of it. No man can claim

Christ's authority for classing Judaism with Confucianism, Hindu-

ism, Buddhism and Parseeism. There is nothing, indeed, in the

Lord’s teaching which forbids us to recognize anything that is good

in ethnic religions
;
any of those elements of spiritual truth which

became the common property of the race, and which were not com-

pletely lost in the night of heathenism : but, on the other hand, it is

abundantly evident that the Jewish faith is to our Lord the one true

faith, and that the Jewish Scriptures have a place of their own
;
a

place which cannot be shared with the sacred books of other

peoples. Samaritanism, even though it had appropriated so largely

from the religion of Israel, He will not recognize :
“ For salvation

is of the Jews.”

Almost any reference of our Lord to the Old Testament will sup-

port the statement that He regards , the Dispensation and its Scrip-

tures as from God. He shows, e. y., that Old Testament prophecy is

fulfilled in Himself, or He vindicates His teaching and His claims

by Scripture, or He enjoins obedience to the law (as in the case of

the cleansed lepers), or He asserts the inviolability of the law till its

complete fulfillment, or lie accuses a blinded and self-righteous

generation of superseding and vacating a law which they were

bound to observe. A few instances of explicit recognition of the

Old Testament Scriptures as proceeding from God and having

divine authority may be here adduced. In his Sermon on the

Mount the Lord makes this strong and comprehensive statement

:

“ Yerily I say unto you till heaven and earth pass away one jot or one

tittle shall in. no wise pass from the law till all be fulfilled ” (Matt,

v. 18). In the context the law is distinguished from the prophets,

and designates therefore the Pentateuch
;
and surely the divine

ori'jin of this part of Scripture is unquestionably implied. No
such inviolability could be claimed for any merely human institu-

tion or production. When the hypocritical and ' heartless son pre-

tended to devote to God what should have gone to support his

indigent parents he “ made the commandment of God of none

effect,” “ for God commanded saying, Honour thy father and thy

mother” (Matt. xv. 5, 6). In purging the temple, the Lord justifies

11 is action in these words: “It is written, My house shall be called

an house of prayer for all nations ” (Malt. xxi. 13). Again : “As

touching the resurrection of the dead have ye not read that which

was spoken unto you by God, saying, I am the God of Abraham,

of Isaac and of Jacob ” (Matt. xxi. 31, 32). Again :
“ Laying aside

the commandment of God, ye hold the traditions of men, as the
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washing of pots and cups, and many other such things ye do ” (Mark

vii. 7). So many passages of the Old Testament are quoted, or

alluded to by the Lord as having received, or as awaiting fulfillment

that it is scarcely necessary to make citations of this class. These

all most certainly imply the divinity of Scripture; for no man, no

creature can tell what is hidden in the remote future.

We are not forgetting that the Lord fully recognizes the imper-

fect and provisional character of the Mosaic law and of the Old

Dispensation. Were the Old faultless, no place would have been

found for the New. Had grace and truth come by Moses the

advent of Jesus Christ would have been unnecessary. So when the

Pharisees put the question to Christ why Moses commanded to give

to a wife who has found no favor with her husband, a writing

of divorcement and to put her away, He replied :
“ Moses because

of the hardness of your hearts suffered you to put away your wives,

but from the beginning it was not so ” (Matt. xix. 8). The Mosaic

legislation was not, in every part, absolutely the best that could be

given, but it was such as the divine wisdom saw best for the time

being, and under the special circumstances of the Hebrew people.

Not only did the Old Testament set forth a typical economy, which

must give place to another, but it embodied ethical elements of a

defective and provisional kind, which must pass away when the

incarnate Son had fully revealed the Father. The Old Testament

is conscious of its own imperfections
;
for Jeremiah thus writes

:

“ Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new

covenant with the house of Israel and the house of Judah
;
not ac-

cording to the covenant that I made with their fathers, in the day

that I took them by the hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt.”

But in all this there is nothing to modify the proposition which we
are illustrating, viz., that our Lord accepts the Old Testament Econ-

omy and its Scriptures as from God—as stamped with divine author-

ity, and as truly making known the divine mind and will.

Marcion and the Gnostics did not receive any part of the Old

Testament Scriptures, and the Old Dispensation itself they held to

be of evil origin. So decided were they against the Old Testament

that they would not admit into their New Testament Canon the

books which especially bear witness to the Old. But the Christian

Church has followed its Master in regarding the Old Testament as

the Word of God, as the Bible of the ages before the Advent, and

as sti-11 part of the Bible for the Christian Church. Not until the

days of developed rationalism was this position called in question,

except among unbelievers. But it is obvious that the style of criti-

cism, which, in our own time, is frequently applied to the Old Tes-

tament (not to say anything about the New), touching its histories, its
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laws, its morality, is quite inconsistent with the recognition of any

special divine characteristics or authority as belonging to it. The
ver}T maxim so often repeated, that criticism must deal with these

writings precisely as it deals with other writings, is a refusal to

Scripture, in limine
,
of the peculiar character which it claims and

Avhich the Church has ever recognized in it. If a special divine

authority can be vindicated for these books, or for any of them, this

fact, it is clear, ought to be taken into account by the linguistic and

historical critic. Logically, we should begin our study of them by in-

vestigating their title to such authority, and should their claim prove

well-founded it should never be forgotten in the subsequent critical

processes. The establishment of this high claim will imply in these

writings moral characteristics (not to mention others) which should

exempt them from a certain suspicion which the critic may not un-

warrantably allow to be present when he begins to examine docu-

ments of an ordinary kind. It is not, therefore, correct to say that

criticism in commencing its inquiries should know nothing of the

alleged divine origin or sacred character of a book. If the book

has no good vouchers for its claims to possess a sacred character

criticism must proceed unhindered
;
but correct conceptions of criti-

cal methods demand that every important fact already ascertained

as to any writings should be kept faithfully before the mind in the

critical examination of them. Science must here unite with rever-

ential feeling in requiring right treatment of a book which claims

special divine sanction, and is willing to have its claims duly inves-

tigated. The examination of a witness of established veracity and

rectitude would not be conducted in precisely the same manner as

that of a witness whose character is unknown or under suspicion.

Wellhausen’s style of treating the history of Israel can have no

justification unless he should first show that the claim so often ad-

vanced in “ Thus saith the Lord ” is entirely baseless. So far from

admitting the validity of the axiom referred to we distinctly hold

that it is unscientific. A just and true criticism must have respect

to everything already known and settled regarding the productions

to which it is applied, and assuredly so momentous a claim as that

of divine authority demands careful preliminary examination.

But criticism, it may be urged, is the very instrument by which

we must test the pretensions of these writings to a special divine

origin and character, and hence it cannot stand aside till this ques-

tion has been considered. In requiring criticism to be silent till the

verdict has been rendered we are putting it under restrictions incon-

sistent with its functions and prerogatives. The reply, however, is

that the principal external and internal evidences for the divine

origin of the Scriptures can be weighed with sufficient accuracy to
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determine tlie general character and authority of these writings

before criticism, either higher or lower, requires to apply its hand.

“ The heavenliness of the matter, the efficacy of the doctrine, the

majesty of the style, the consent of all the parts, the scope of the

whole (which is to give glory to God), the full discovery it makes

of the only way of man’s salvation, the many other incomparable

excellencies, and the entire perfection thereof, are arguments

whereby it doth abundantly evince itself to be the Word of God”

( Con/ of Faith
,

i, 5). But all these considerations can, in all

that is material, be weighed and estimated before technical criti-

cism begins its labors; as they have been estimated to the entire

conviction of the divinity of Scripture on the part of thousands

who had no acquintance with criticism. Should the fair application

of criticism, when its proper time comes, tend to beget doubt as to

the general conclusion already reached regarding the Bible, it will

doubtless be right carefully to review the evidence on which our

conclusion depends
;
but the substantive and direct proofs of the

Scriptures being from God should first be handled, and the decision

arrived at should be kept in mind while criticism is occupied with

its proper task. This seems to us the true order of procedure.

5. But in showing, as is easily done, that our Lord regards the Old

Testament Scriptures as from God, we have by no means given a

complete view of His teaching on the authority and sacred char-

acter of these writings. The Old Testament religion and the books

in which it is conveyed might, as distinguished from all other re-

ligions and sacred books, be from God, and yet these books might

contain much that was alien to their general character—much that

could not claim God as Author—much that might better have been

omitted. The human might so qualify the divine as greatly to

lessen the authority and value of these Scriptures : truth might so

intermingle with error that while we could speak of them as the

records of a true religion, and a revelation from God, we could not

implicitly receive their whole contents, but might, in reading them,

have continually to ask, Has this or that historical narration, or

legislative enactment, or ethical judgment, the divine seal upon it, or

is it to be ascribed to the imperfect knowledge or erroneous opinions

of the writer ? It is, I say, quite conceivable that the Old Testament,

while in a real sense a divine book, might have this mixed char-

acter—relating histories partly true and partly fictitious, delivering

an ethical and religious code higher than that of heathen religions,

yet manifestly the joint product of the divine wisdom and goodness

and of man’s selfishness and passions, and presenting a cultus by

which God may be sincerely worshiped, but which combines divine

elements with the superstitions common to the Jews and the gentiles.
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Our Lord certainly attributes to the Old Testament a far higher

character than we have just supposed. God speaks in it through-

out; and while He will more perfectly reveal Ilimself in His Son,

not anything contained in the older revelation shall fail of its end

or be convicted of error. Christ does not use the term Inspiration

in speaking of the Old Testament, but when we have adduced His

words regarding the origin and authority of these writings it will be

evident that to Him they are God-given in every part. It will be

seen that His testimony falls not behind that of His apostles who
say :

“ Every Scripture is inspired of God ” (2 Tim. iii. 16), and “ the

prophecy came not in old time by the will of man, but holy men of

God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost ” (2 Pet. i. 21).

(a) In speaking of Christ as teaching that the Old Testament is

from God we have referred to passages in which He says that its

words and commands are the words and commands of God, e. </.,

“God commanded, saying, Honour thy father and mother: and he

that curseth father or mother let him die the death ” (Matt. xv. 4).

Again :
“ Have ye not read that which was spoken unto you by

God, saying, I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and

the God of Jacob ?”

In a comprehensive way the laws of the Pentateuch, or of the

Old Testament, are called “the commandments of God.” Thus,

“ In vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the command-

ments of men
;
for laying aside the commandment of God ye hold

the traditions of men Full well ye reject the commandment

of God that ye may keep your own tradition” (Mark vii. 7) ;
and in

the context of this last quotation the commandment of God is

identified with what “ Moses spake,” showing that the words of

Moses are also the words of God.

Passages like these do more than prove that the Old Testament

Scriptures express on the whole the mind of God, and therefore pos-

sess very high authority. If it can properly be said that God spake

certain words, or that certain words and commandments are the

words and commandments of God, we have more than a general

endorsement—as when, e. g., the editor of a periodical states that he

is responsible for the general character and tendency of articles

which he admits but not for every sentiment expressed in them.

It needs, of course, no proof that the words quoted in the New
Testament as spoken by God are not the only parts of the Old

which have direct divine authority. The same thing might

evidently be said of other parts of the book. The impression left,

we think, on every unprejudiced mind is that such quotations as

the Lord made are only specimens of a book in which God speaks

throughout. There is no encouragement certainly to attempt any
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analysis of Scripture into its divine and its human parts or elements

—

to apportion the authorship between God and the human penmen
;

for, as we have seen, the same words are ascribed to God and to

His servant Moses. The whole is spoken by God and by Moses

also. All is divine and at the same time all is human. The divine

and the human are so related that separation is impossible.

(b) Attention may be specially called to three passages in which

the Lord refers to the origin and the absolute infallibility of Scrip-

ture. “ Jesus said unto the Pharisees, What think ye of Christ ?

Whose son is He? They say unto Him, the Son of David. He
saith unto them, how then doth David in Spirit call Him Lord ?

”

The reference is to Psalm cx, which the Lord says that David

spake or wrote “in Spirit :
” i. e., David was completely under the

the Spirit’s influence in the production of the Psalm, so that when
he calls the Messiah his “ Lord ” the word has absolute authority.

Such is clearly the Lord’s meaning, and the Pharisees have no reply

to his argument. The Lord does not say that the entire Old

Testament was written “ in the Spirit,” nor even that all the Psalms

were so produced
;
He makes no direct statement of this nature

;

yet the plain reader would certainly regard this as implied. His

hearers understood their Scriptures to have been all written by

immediate inspiration of God, and to be the Word of God, and He
merely refers to Psalm cx as having the character which belonged

to Scripture at large.

In John x. 34-36 Christ vindicates Himself from the charge of

blasphemy in claiming to be the Son of God. “ Jesus answered

them, Is it not written in your law, I said, Ye are gods? If he

called them gods, unto whom the word of God came, and the Scrip-

ture cannot be broken
;

say ye of him, whom the Father hath

sanctified, and sent into the world, Thou blasphemest; because I said,

I am the Son of God ? ” The Scripture cannot be broken—ou duvarac

kuOrjvai. The verb signifies to loose, unbind, dissolve, and as applied

to Scripture means to subvert or deprive of authority. The
authority of Scripture is then so complete—-so pervasive—as to

extend to its individual terms. “Gods” is the proper word because

it is used in the Psalm
;
and so the Lord does not hesitate to reason

from the exactness of the term used to designate the Jewish rulers.

If this is not verbal inspiration it comes very near it. One may,

of course, allege that the Lord’s statement of inerrancy implies only

that the principal words of Scripture must be taken precisely as

they are, but that He does not claim the like authority for all its

words. Without arguing this point, we merely say, that it is not

certain or obvious that the way is left open for this distinction.

In face of Christ’s utterances it devolves on those who hold that
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inspiration extends to the thought of Scripture only, but not to the

words, or to the leading words but not to the words in general, to

adduce very cogent arguments in support of their position. The
onus probandi, it seems to us, is here made to rest on them. The
theory that inspiration may be affirmed only of the main views or

positions of Scripture, but neither of the words nor of the develop-

ment of the thoughts, cannot, it seems clear, be harmonized with

the Lord’s teaching. Before adverting to a third text we may be

allowed to set down these words of Augustine in writing to Jerome :

“Ego enim fateor caritati tuae, solis eis scripturarum libris, qui jam
canonici appellantur, didici hunc timorem honoremque deferre, ut

nullum eorum auctorem scribendo aliquid errasse firmissime

credam. Ac si aliquid in eis offendero litteris, quod videatur con-

trarium veritati, nihil aliud, quam vel mendosum esse codicem, vel

interpretem non assecutum esse quod distum est, vel me minime

intellexisse non ambigam.”

In his Sermon on the Mount our Lord thus refers to His own
relation to the Old Testament economy and its Scriptures: “ Think

not that I am come to destroy the law or the prophets
;

I am not

come to destroy but to fulfill. For verily I say unto you, till heaven

and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the

law till all be fulfilled ” (Matt. v. 17, 18). No stronger words could

be employed to affirm the divine authority of every part of the

Old Testament; for the law and the prophets mean the entire Old

Testament Scriptures. If this declaration contemplates the moral

element of these Scriptures, it means that no part of them shall be

set aside by the New Dispensation, but “fulfilled,” i. e., filled up and

completed by Jesus Christ, as a sketch is filled up and completed

by the painter. If, as others naturally interpret, the typical features

of the old Testament are included in the statement, the term

“ fulfilled,” as regards this element, will be taken in the more usual

meaning. In either case the inviolability and—by implication

—

the divine origin of the Old Testament could not be more impres-

sively declared. Mark how comprehensive and absolute the words

are: “One jot or one tittle.” “Jot,” hora, is yodh
,
the smallest

letter of the Hebrew alphabet; “tittle,” literally, little horn or

apex, designates the little lines or projections by which Hebrew

letters, similar in other respects, differ from each other. We have

here, one might say, the inspiration of the letters of the Old Testa-

ment. Everything contained in it has divine authority, and must,

therefore, be divine in origin
;
for it is unnecessary to show that no

such authority could be ascribed to writings merely human, or to

writings in which the divine and the human elements could be

separated analytically.
4
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Should it be said that the “law,” every jot and tittle of which,

must be fulfilled, means here the economy itself, the ordinances of

Judaism, but not the record of them in writing, the reply is that we
know nothing of these ordinances except through the record, so

that what is affirmed must apply to the Scriptures as well as the

dispensation.

The only questions which can be well raised are, first, whether

the “ law and the prophets ” designate the entire Scriptures or two^

great divisions of them only, and, secondly, whether the words of

Jesus can be taken at their full meaning or, for some reason or

other, must be discounted. The first question it is hardly worth

while to discuss, for, if neither jot nor tittle of the “law and the

prophets ” shall fail, it will hardly be contended that the Psalms, or

whatever parts of the Old Testament are not included, have a less

stable character. The latter question, of momentous import, we
shall consider presently.

(c) The inspiration of the Old Testament Scriptures is clearly

implied in the many declarations of our Lord respecting the fulfill-

ment of prophecies contained in them. It is God’s prerogative to

know, and to make known, the future. Human presage cannot go-

beyond what is foreshadowed in events which have transpired, or

is wrapped up in causes which we plainly see in operation. If, there-

fore, the Old Testament reveals, hundreds of years in advance, what

is coming to pass, omniscience must have directed the pen of the

writers, i. e., these Scriptures, or at least their predictive parts must

be inspired.

The passage already quoted from the Sermon on the Mount may
be noticed as regards its bearing on prophecy :

“ I am not come to-

destroy the law or the prophets, but to fulfill.” While rA^ptuaai as

referring to the law has the special meaning above pointed out, as

referring to the prophets
,
it has its more common import. We have

here, then, a general statement as to the Old Testament’s containing

prophecies which were fulfilled by Christ and in Him. Here are

examples. The rejection of Messiah by the Jewish, authorities, as

well as the ultimate triumph of His cause, is announced in the 118th

Psalm, in words which. Christ applies to Himself :
“ The stone

which the builders rejected is become the head of the corner.” The

desertion of Jesus by His disciples when He was apprehended ful-

fills the prediction of Zeckariah :
“ I will smite the Shepherd, and

the sheep shall be scattered ” (Matt. xxvi. 31). Should angelic inter-

vention rescue Jesus from death, “ how then should the Scriptures

be fulfilled, that thus it must be ?” All that related to His betrayal,

apprehension and death took place “ that the Scriptures of the

prophets might be fulfilled ” (Matt. xxvi. 56). “ Had ye believed
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Moses,” said our Lord, “ ye would have believed me, for he wrote

of me ” (John v. 46). The 41st Psalm preannounces the treachery of

Judas in these words: “ He that eateth bread with me hath lifted

up his heel against me and the defection of the Son of perdition

takes place “that the Scriptures may be fulfilled” (John xvii. 12).

The persistent and malignant opposition of His enemies fulfills that

which is written, “ They hated me without a cause” (John xv. 25).

Finally, in discoursing to the two disciples on the way to Emmaus,
the Lord, “ beginning at Moses and all the prophets, expounded unto

them in all the Scriptures the things concerning himself.” “ And
he said unto them, These are the words which I spake unto you,

while I was yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled, which

were written in the law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the

psalms, concerning me. Then opened he their understanding, that

they might understand the Scriptures, and said unto them, Thus it

behooved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day ”

(Luke xxiv. 44-46).

It is not denied that in some instances the word “ fulfill ” is used

in the New Testament merely as signifying that some event or con-

dition of things corresponds with or realizes something that is written

in the Old Testament
;
as when the words in Isaiah, “ By hearing ye

shall hear and shall not understand,” are said to be fulfilled in the

blind obduracy of the Pharisees. Nor, again, is it denied that “ful-

fill ” has the meaning of filling, or expanding, or completing. But

clearly our Lord, in the passages here cited, employs the term in

another acceptation. He means nothing less than this : that the

Scriptures which He says were “fulfilled,” were intended by the

Spirit of God to have the very application which He makes of

them
;
they were predictions in the sense ordinarily meant by that

term. If the Messiah of the Old Testament were merely an ideal

personage there would be little force in saying that the Lord

“opened the understanding” of the disciples that they might

see His death and resurrection to be set forth in the prophecies.

But to teach that the Old Testament contains authentic predictions

is, as we have said, to teach that it is inspired. The challenge to

heathen deities is, “Shew the things that are to come hereafter that

we may know that ye are gods” (Isa. xli. 23).

We thus find that our Lord recognizes the same Old Testament

Canon as we have, that so far as He makes reference to particular

books of the Canon He ascribes them to the writers whose names

they bear, that He regards the Jewish religion and its sacred books

as in a special sense—a sense not to be affirmed of any other reli-

gion—from God, that the writers of Scripture, in His view, spake

in the Spirit, that their words are so properly chosen that an argu-
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raent may rest on the exactness of a term, that no part of Scripture

shall fail of its end or be convicted of error and that the predic-

tions of Scripture are genuine predictions, which must all in their

time receive fulfillment.

We cannot here discuss the doctrine of inspiration
;
but on the

ground of the Lord’s testimony to the Old Testament, as above

summarized, we may surely affirm that He claims for it throughout

all that is meant by inspiration when we use that term in the most

definite sense. No higher authority could well be ascribed to apos-

tolic teaching, or to any part of the New Testament Scriptures,

than the Lord attributes to the more ancient Scriptures when He
declares that “jot or tittle shall not pass from them till all be

fulfilled,” and that if men “ hear not Moses and the prophets, neither

will they be persuaded though one rose from the dead ” (Luke

xvi. 81).

II. It remains that we should briefly advert to the value, for the

scientific student of the Bible, of Christ’s testimony to the Old Tes-

tament. The very announcement of such a topic may not be heard

without pain, but in view of theories with which Biblical students

are familiar, it becomes necessary to look into the question. Can

we, then, accept the utterances of Christ on the matters referred to as

having value—as of authority—in relation to Biblical scholarship ?

Can we take them at their face value, or must they be discounted?

Or, again, are these words of Jesus valid for criticism on some

questions, but not on others ?

There are two ways in which it is sought to invalidate Christ’s

testimony to the Old Testament.

1. It is alleged that Jesus had no knowledge beyond that of

His contemporaries as to the origin and literary characteristics of

the Scriptures. The Jews believed that Moses wrote the Penta-

teuch, that the narratives of the Old Testament are all authentic

history, and that the words of Scripture are all inspired. Christ

shared the opinions of His countrymen on these topics, even when
they were in error. To hold this view, it is maintained, does not

detract from the Lord’s qualifications for His proper work,

which was religious and spiritual, not literary
;
for in relation to the

religious value of the^ Old Testament and its spiritual uses and

applications He may confidently be accepted as our Guide. His

knowledge was adequate to the delivery of the doctrines of Hjs

kingdom, but did not necessarily extend to questions of scholarship

and criticism. Of these He speaks as any other man, and to seek

to arrest, or direct, criticism by appeal to His authority is pro-

cedure which can only recoil upon those who adopt it. This view

is advanced not only by critics who reject the divinity of Christ,
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but by many wbo profess to believe that doctrine. In the Preface

to his first volume on the Pentateuch and Joshua, Colenso thus

writes: “ It is perfectly consistent with the most entire and sincere

belief in our Lord’s divinity to hold, as many do, that when He
vouchsafed to become a ‘Son of Man’ He took our nature fully,

and voluntarily entered into all the conditions of humanity, and,

among others, into that which makes our growth in all ordinary

knowledge gradual and limited It is not supposed that, in

His human nature, He was acquainted more than any educated Jew
of His age, with the mysteries of all modern sciences, nor ....
can it be seriously maintained that, as an infant or young child, He
possessed a knowledge surpassing that of the most pious and learned

adults of His nation, upon the subject of the authorship and age of

the different portions of the Pentateuch. At what period, then, of

His life on earth is it to be supposed that He had granted to Him
as the Son of Man, supernaturally, full and accurate information on

these points,” etc. (Yol. i, p. 32). “It should also be observed,”

says Dr. S. Davidson, “ that historical and critical questions could

only belong to His human culture, a culture stamped with the

characteristics of His age and country.”

The doctrine of the Kenosis is invoked to explain the imperfec-

tion of our Lord’s knowledge on critical questions, as evidenced by

the way in which He speaks of the Pentateuch, and of various Old

Testament problems. The general subject of the limitation of

Christ’s knowledge during His life on earth is of course a very

difficult one, but we do not need here to consider it. The Gospel of

Mark does speak of the day and hour when the heaven and earth

shall pass away as being known to the Father only, and not to the

Son. But without venturing any opinion on a subject so mysteri-

ous, we may at least affirm that the Lord’s knowledge wras entirely

adequate to the perfect discharge of His prophetical office. To
impute imperfection to Him as the Teacher of the Church were,

indeed, impious. How the case stands thus : By a certain class of

critics we are assured that, in the interests of truth, in order to

an apologetic such as the present time absolutely requires, the

traditional opinions regarding the authorship of the Old Testament

books and the degree of authority which attaches to several, if not

all, of them must be revised, in order to save the ship we must

throw overboard this cumbrous and antiquated tackling. Much
more, we are assured, than points of scholarship are involved

;
for

intelligent and truth-loving men cannot retain their confidence in

the Bible and its religion unless we discard the opinions which have

prevailed as to the Old Testament, even though these opinions can

apparently plead in their favor the authority of Jesus Christ.
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Now mark the position in which the Lord, as our Teacher, is thus

placed. We have followed Him in holding opinions which turn

out to be unscientific, untrue
;
and so necessary is it to relinquish

these opinions that neither the Jewish nor the Christian faith can

be satisfactorily defended if we cling to them. Is it not, therefore,

quite clear that the Lord’s teaching is, in something material, found

in error—that His prophetical office is assailed? For the allegation

is that, in holding fast to what He is freely allowed to have taught,

we are imperiling the interests of religion. The critics whom we
have in view must admit either that the points in question are of no

importance or that the Lord was imperfectly qualified for His pro-

phetical work. Those who have reverence for the Bible will not

admit either position. For why should scholarship so magnify the

necessity to apologetics of correcting the traditional opinion as to the

age and authorship of the Pentateuch, and other questions of Old

Testament criticism, unless it means to show that the Old Testament

requires more exact, more enlightened handling than the Lord gave

it ? Should it be replied that the Lord, had He been on earth «oiu,

would have spoken otherwise on the topics concerned, the obvious

answer is, that the Lord’s teaching is for all ages, and that His Word
“ cannot be broken.”

2. The theory of accommodation is brought forward in explana-

tion of those references of Christ to the Old Testament, which

endorse what are regarded as inaccuracies or popular errors. He
spake, it is said, regarding the Old Testament, after the current

opinion or belief. This belief would be sometimes right and some-

times wrong, but where no interest of religion or morality was

affected—where spiritual truth was not involved—He allowed Him-

self, even where the common belief was erroneous, to speak in

accordance with it. Some extend the principle of accommodation

to the interpretation of the Old Testament as well as to questions of

Canon and authorship, and in following it the Lord is. declared to

have acted prudently, for no good end could have been served, it is

alleged, by crossing the vulgar opinion upon matters of little impor-

tance, and thus awakening or strengthening suspicion as to His

teaching in general.

As to the accommodation thus supposed to have been practiced

by our Lord, we observe that if it implies, as the propriety of the

term requires, a more accurate knowledge on His part than His

language reveals, it becomes difficult, in many instances, to vindi-

cate His perfect integrity. In some cases where accommodation is

alleged it might, indeed, be innocent enough, but in others it would

be inconsistent with due regard to truth
;
and most of the statements

of the Lord touching the Old Testament to which attention has been

27
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directed iu this paper seem to be of this latter kind. Davidson

himself says: “Agreeing as we do in the sentiment that our Saviour

and His apostles accommodated their mode of reasoning to the

habitual notions of the Jews, no authority can be attributed to that

reasoning except when it takes theform of an independent declaration

or statement
,
and so rests on the speaker’s credit.” Now the state-

ments of Christ respecting the Old Testament Scriptures, to which

we desire specially to direct attention, are precisely of this nature.

Are not these “independent declarations:” “One jot or one tittle

shall not pass,

'

etc.
;

“ The Scripture cannot be broken
;

” “David in

spirit calls him Lord
;

” “ All things must be fulfilled which are

written in the law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the psalms

concerning me ?
”

Further, we may say as before, that if our Lord’s statements

—

His obiter dicta, if you will—about the authorship of parts of Scrip-

ture give a measure of countenance to opinions which are standing

in the way both of genuine scholarship and of faith, it is hard to see

how they can be regarded as instances of a justifiable accommoda-

tion. It seems to us (may we reverently use the words) that in this

case you cannot vindicate the Lord’s absolute truthfulness except by

imputing to Him a degree of ignorance which would unfit Him for

His office as permanent Teacher of the Church. Here is the

dilemma for the radical critic
;
either he is agitating the Church

about trifles, or, if his views have the apologetical importance which

he usually attributes to them, he is censuring the Lord’s discharge

of His prophetic office
;
for the allegation is that Christ’s words

prove perplexing and misleading in regard to weighty issues which

the progress of knowledge has obliged us to face. Surely we should

be apprehensive of danger if we discover that views which claim

our adhesion, on any grounds whatever, tend to depreciate the wis-

dom of Him whom we call “ Lord and Master,” upon whom the

Spirit was bestowed “ without measure,” and who “ spake as never

man spake.” It is a great thing in this controversy to have the Lord

on our side.

Are then the Lord’s references to Moses and the law to be

regarded as evidence that He believed the Pentateuch to be written

by Moses, or should they be classed as instances of accommodation ?

We can hardly insist on committing our Lord in every reference of

this kind to the definite opinion of a Mosaic authorship
;
but when

we take in cumulo all the passages in which the legislation of the

Pentateuch and the writing of it are connected with Moses, a very

strong case is made out against mere accommodation. The obvious

accuracy of speech observed in some of these references cannot be

overlooked; e. g., “Moses, therefore, gave you circumcision
(
not
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because it is of Moses
,
but of the fathers)." Again, “ There is one that

accuseth you, even Moses in whom ye trust
;
for had ye believed Moses

ye would have believed me, for he wrote of me ;
but if ye believe not

his writings how shall ye believe my words?” This is not the

style of one who does not wish his words to be taken strictly.

Two positions may, I think, be affirmed
:

(a) The legislation of

the Pentateuch is actually ascribed to Moses by the Lord. If this

legislation is, in the main, long subsequent to Moses, and a good

deal of it later than the exile, the Lord’s language is positively mis-

leading and endorses an error which vitiates the entire construction

of Old Testament history and the development of religion in Israel.

(b) Moses is to such extent the writer of the law, that it may,

with propriety, be spoken of as “ his writings.” All admit that

there are passages in the Books of Moses which were written by

another hand or by other hands; and should even additions other

than certain brief explanatory interpolations and the last chapter

of Deuteronomy have to be recognized (which has not yet been

demonstrated), the Pentateuch would remain Mosaic. Should

Moses have dictated much of his writings, as Paul did, they would,

it is unnecessary to say, be not the less his. The words of Jesus

we consider as evidence that He regarded Moses as, substantially,

the writer of the books which bear his name. Less than this robs

several of our Lord’s statements of their point and propriety.

It is hardly necessary to say that we have no desire to see a true

and reverent criticism of the Old Testament, and of the New as

well, arrested in its progress, or in the least hindered. Criticism

must accomplish its task, and every lover of truth is more than will-

ing that it should do so. Reluctance to see truth fully investigated,

fully ascertained and established, in any department of thought

and inquiry, and most of all in those departments which are the

highest, is lamentable evidence of moral weakness, of imperfect con-

fidence in Him who is the God of truth. But criticism must pro-

ceed by legitimate methods and in a true spirit. It must steadfastly

keep before it all the facts essential to be taken into account. In

the case of its application to the Bible and religion it is

most reasonable to demand that full weight should be allowed to

all the teachings, all the words of Him who only knows the Father,

and who came to reveal Him to the world, and who is Himself

the Truth. If all Scripture bears testimony to Christ we cannot

refuse to hear Him when He speaks of its characteristics. It is

folly, it is unutterable impiety, to decide differently from the Lord

any question regarding the Bible on which we have His verdict

;

nor does it improve the case to say that we shall listen to Him
when He speaks of spiritual truth, but shall count ourselves free
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when the question is one of scholarship. Alas for our scholarship

when it brings us into controversy with Him who is the Prophet,

as He is the Priest and King of the Church, and by whose Spirit

both prophets and apostles spake.

Nothing has been said in this paper respecting the proper

method of interpreting the different books and parts of the Old
Testament, nor the way of dealing with specific difficulties. Our
object has been to show that the Lord regards the entire book, or

collection of books, as divine, authoritative, infallible. But in the

wide variety of these writings there are many forms of composition,

and every part, it is obvious to say, must be understood and

explained in accordance with the rules of interpretation which

apply to literature of its kind. We have not been trying in

advance to bind up the interpreter to an unintelligent literalism in

exegesis, which should take no account of what is peculiar to differ-

ent species of writing, treating poetry and prose, history and alle-

gory, the symbolical and the literal as if all were the same. The
consideration of this most important subject of interpretation, with

which apologetical interests are, indeed, closely connected, has not

been before us. But nothing which we could be called on to

advance regarding the interpretation of the Old Testament could

modify the results here reached in relation to the subject of which

we have spoken. Our Lord’s testimony to the character of the Old

Testament must remain unimpaired.

Nor, finally, has anything been said regarding the Lord’s testi-

mony to the Old Testament as affected by the changes in it due to

frequent transcription of the original, or due to translation. It is

clear, however, that what Christ witnessed to cannot be held to

sanction any error of the copyist or the translator. In its full force

His testimony applies to the uncorrupted original alone. But it

were easy to show that while neither transcribers nor copyists may
claim infallibility, yet the value of Scripture (Old Testament and

New) for all practical purposes is hardly less in a good translation

than in the original
;
and the testimony of the Lord to Scripture

should inspire full confidence in it on the part of those who read

their English, or French, or German Bible. Doubtless many of the

small difficulties which lie in the path of the Old Testament student

—which have perplexed translators and exegetes, and have been

vaunted by the adversaries of Scripture as destroying its lofty claim

—are due to changes made in transcription. Let an earnest scholar-

ship deal with these, and all other difficulties, as best it can. Its

work is useful and always to be regarded with favor.

Toronto. William Cayen.



II.

MOVEMENTS OF THEOLOGICAL THOUGHT
AMONG FRENCH-SPEAKING PROTES-
TANTS FROM THE REVIVAL OF

1820 TO THE END OF 1891*

I
T is a favorable circumstance for the study with which the Edi-

tors of The Presbyterian and Reformed Review have

kindly charged me, that the date of its completion was fixed at the

close of 1891 rather than 1890
;
and it is not without a purpose

that I include the year 1891 in the title itself. In the course of

this year issues have hurried, one upon the other, in the domain of

theological thought; symptomatic manifestos have been put forth
;

opinions have emerged from a state of latent hostility to one of

open and public war, and the reverberation of these conflicts has de-

scended from the high spheres of theological science to the religious

journals circulated among the people of our churches. That is to

say, French-speaking Protestantism, in Latin Switzerland especially,

is passing through an intense dogmatic crisis, that reached its cul-

minating degree of acuteness during the summer of 1891, as the

following citations from two representatives of opposite tendencies

will testify. Prof. Lobstein, of Strasburg, said a few months

ago in the Revue de theologie et de philosophic
,
of Lausanne :

“ The
crisis through which our Protestaut dogmatics are now passing dis-

closes itself in no way with more irresistible evidence than in the

doctrines that have for their object the person and work of Jesus

Christ.” And Mr. F. Godet said in his turn in the Chretien Evan-

gelique
,
the organ of the Free Church of the Canton of Vaud, in

the September number, 1891 :
“ If it were really agreed to acknowl-

edge the revelation in the person, the life and the teachings of

Christ, and if men were content to dispute an apostolic complemen-

tary revelation, the situation would be serious, and yet, perhaps I

would not have uttered a cry of alarm. But it is the teaching of

our Lord Himself that is concerned
;
His testimony upon a number

of points, such as the divinity of His person, His expiatory work,

* [Our readers are indebted to the Rev. Joseph H. Dulles, A.M., Librarian of

Princeton Seminary, for the translation of Prof. Gretillat’s article.

—

Editors.]
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the existence of good and bad angels, His future return, the resurrec-

tion of the body, etc., is represented as not furnishing authority for

the Christian conscience. All these subjects are considered as per-

taining to theology and not to the religion, properly so called, of

which Christ is the founder
;
this is reduced to the revelation of the

holiness of God and of His love for humanity, as well as to the duty

of men to love one another. This, if I understand the matter

aright, is the position of one of our modern reformers.”

I may be permitted to begin this account of our situation by a

parallel of a more general range. The movement of the theological

and religious thought of our century exhibits, in French-speak-

ing countries at least, a striking analogy to that of the apostolic

age. In the first century, as in the nineteenth, anthropological

questions were the prominent ones. The conflict of St. Paul with

the Judaizing party and the proclamation of the grand principle of

the gratuitousness of salvation and of justification by faith, were

followed, towards the close of the apostolic era, by the christologi-

cal speculations which gave birth to the conflict of St. John with

the first deniers of the incarnation of the Son of God. The same

evolution is being accomplished under our eyes. The dominant

thought of the Revival of 1820-80, which was a powerful and justi-

fiable reaction from the Pelagian moralism of the preceding period,

was the placing again in a position of honor of the doctrine

preached by St. Paul and Luther and put under the ban succes-

sively by Catholicism and degenerated Protestantism, that the only

necessary and sufficient condition of salvation is living faith in

Jesus Christ. At present and for the past quarter of a century, the

cause of justification by faith seems to have been gained, or, at

least, it is no longer upon this point but upon the doctrine of the

person of Christ and of the relation between His divinity and His

humanity that the great conflicts are waged
;

it is this point of the

fortress that has become the centre of attack and defense.

I owe a preliminary statement to the reader. The reporter of

the dogmatic movement in French Protestantism meets a difficulty

that his German and English colleagues do not experience
;

it is

that of speaking of a dogmatic movement where there are no dog-

maticians. French Protestantism in the nineteenth century has

been desperately poor in theological productions in general and

in dogmatics in particular. The only work in this department

that appeared in the central half of the century is the Dogmatique

chretienne
,
of M. Chenevi&re (1840), belonging to the rationalistic

tendency; and after that it is necessary to come down as far as 1885

1888 and 1890 to meet the Expose de theologie systematique of the

author of these lines. During the past year the Manuel de dogma -
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tique
,
of Pastor Arnaud, has appeared. We are thus, for the

greater part of our inquiry into the state of dogmatic activity in

French-speaking countries, restricted to monographs and articles in

the journals, or to excerpts taken from exegetical works.

The theology of the Revival, which one may well say was, for

French Protestantism, a reformation within the Reformation, and to

which we are in great part indebted for the progress made for the

past fifty years in religious practice as well as in religious science,

suffered from certain weaknesses or certain limitations, promptly

perceived no doubt, and now corrected, but which have provoked

the reactions in which we to-day share.

The accusations which we may justly make against the theology

of the Revival, and, in general, against the movement itself, are

aimed at both its method and substance. As to method, the Revival

has laid itself open to blame, which it would, indeed, be unjust to

make too severe, in yielding to an almost inevitable inclination of

human nature, and one that almost seems to be the price of great

conquests and of powerful reactions, the fault of intellectualism or of

dogmatism. The truth, rehabilitated at the cost of many conflicts

and sometimes of sacrifices, when once victorious, runs the danger

of being transformed into a mere formula, from which the life

escapes gently and almost imperceptibly under the cover of fidelity

to principles, leaving behind nothing more than material for

polemics. “ One thing,” wrote Felix Neff on the 22d day of Sep-

tember, 1827, “which makes my stay in Geneva very painful, is

the sad state in which I find the kingdom of God; the spirit of

formal theology, of system, of disputation, of criticism, and I had

almost said of inquisition, which disturbs and destroys all simplicity

of faith and soon all life. One condemns to the fire all the religious

books of which he is not himself the author; one accuses of heresy

all the preachers who do not daily take the countersign from him-

self; one makes of his followers so many policemen.” We may
justly compare with this undoubtedly too pessimistic judgment the

impressions that Yinet received at the age of twenty-five years, that

is, before his conversion, of this movement, the beneficent elements

of which he would later acknowledge, but which in the first instance

crushed the inner and delicate fibres of his soul and seemed to him

only as “an envious mixture of humility and pride.” Alluding to

the militant measures which, since 1820, had accompanied the

revindication of pure evangelical doctrine, Yinet wrote :
“ My spirit

has been distressed by these quarrels, and whereas before I had

made a tranquil paradise of my religious ideas, to which I loved to

retire, I see here a field of battle, where my opinions are disputed,

where my piety is regulated and the emotions that my heart experi-
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ences spontaneously are imperiously prescribed. It seemed to me
formerly that God was with me

;
I saw in Him a particular, intimate

friend
;
now the entire polemic theology places itself between Him

and me.” Later, recurring to this subject, he confirmed his first

impressions in these terms :
“ The religious awakening of our day

in certain countries is linked with a very fixed and formal dogmatic

system, and it has taken a long time to perceive that such a system

has come from rationalism, or, at least, that it easily leads to ration-

alism, and to understand that one is tempted, consequently, to sub-

stitute a human system for the plan of God and to subordinate the

work of God to the ideas of man. Many of the most boasted results,

when put to the proof, would have to be recognized as artificial

;

many of the prizes as illusory
;
many of the conversions as natural

human evolutions; in fine, that which has been regarded as life has

too frequently left in the bottom of the crucible only a certain fervor

of dialectic, a mania for inference, a party spirit infused with asceti-

cism. In a word, it was demonstrated that many, even among the

ignorant (for the ignorant were constrained to dogmatism), were

Christians only with the same title and in the same sense that one is

a Platonist or an Aristotelian.”

As to substance of doctrine, it was thought that the reigning

Pelagianism could not be more effectually resisted than by reducing

or even suppressing the part played by human nature in the appre-

hension ot salvation and of Christian truth. It was in this that the

Evangelical School of Geneva might be distinguished, in that the

two doctrines of absolute predestination and of inspiration, which

should respond in two different directions to this postulate, found at

this time their most determined and most authoritative representa-

tives. Cdsar Malan was the recognized apostle of the one, and

Gaussen, the venerable author of the famous book entitled, Tlieo-

pneustie (1840), Merle d’Aubigne, the illustrious author of the His-

toire de la reformation
,
and Count Agenor de Gasparin, were the

champions of the dogma of the plenary inspiration of the Sacred

Scriptures. The reaction against these extreme formulas was

not long in coming, and was soon complete
;
so complete that now

one may count upon his fingers the pastors and theologians among

French-speaking Protestants who still dare to profess the doctrine

of the absolute election of some to salvation and of others to perdi-

tion, or who are ready to identify, as Gaussen does, the traditional

Canon of the Holy Scriptures in all its parts and from the first to

the last of its verses with the infallible Word of God.

We do not know whether we should include among the reactions

excited by the theology of the Revival the Dogmatique chretienne

of M. Cheneviere (1840), Professor of Theology in the Academy of
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Geneva. It was, rather, one of the last manifestos of the old Socin-

ianism, which, under forms more or less acknowledged, ruled in

the official Church of Geneva for about a century. The supernatu-

ral was still recognized
;
the corporeal resurrection of Christ was

preached, upon the testimony of St. Paul, as a fundamental fact in

Christianity; but the divinity of the Saviour was reduced to a one-

ness of views, purposes and will with God, “ to the exclusion of one-

ness of essence.” The sacrifice of Christ was transformed into a sim-

ple manifestation of divine goodness towards sinful humanity, from

which the element of punitive justice was entirely absent. “For,”

wrote the author, “ God was not angered, and it was not necessary

to appease his wrath
;

it is He who has anticipated us, and who, be-

cause of His love, has sent His Son to restore to Himself man, who
had gone astray through liis own transgression and sin ” (John

iii. 16).

Let us now consider the opinion of Yinet upon the general

method of the theology of the Revival. It may be said that, with-

out repudiating the really sound and valuable elements restored to the

Church by this great movement, all the theological work of Yinet,

scattered through his numerous literary and philosophical writings,

was a protest more or less avowed against the dogmatics character-

istics of the School of Geneva; for the controlling thought of the

Yaudois thinker, that which inspired, among other things, his

entire apology for Christianity, was the harmony existing between

Christianity and the human conscience, after all the disfigurations

caused by sin. Yinet’s view is made plain in the following lines

written in 1836 : “If there are any readers in whom the serious

truth (so rare nowadays, even in the works that most pride them-

selves upon it) inspires sufficient interest to prevent their being too

exacting as to form, I may hope that some ideas, which are not

mine but the gospel’s, and which likewise are original, as is the

gospel itself, may receive some welcome and some attention. Noth-

ing is more novel in the age in which we live than its evangelical

morality, as to its foundations and in its special features
;
nothing is

more curious than its profound suitableness to the nature and the

life which at the first glance it seems to contradict. As you know,

it is this internal and concealed agreement which I am endeavoring

to make manifest. I shall be only too happy if I succeed. This

idea has become the intellectual mistress of my life
;

it is, if you
will, my idee fixe. Entertained at first as an idea, it may, by the grace

of God, become a conviction, a life. It is a form in which a living

soul may breathe.” The premises of the thought of Yinet, this

idee fixe,
of which he speaks, made him reject together the dogmas

of inspiration and predestination. As to the first, he wrote in
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1843, that is to say, two or three years after the appearance of M.
Gaussen’s book :

“ I will not speak of inspiration, (1) because I

have not the time; (2) because I could not conscientiously, with-

out uttering my entire thought, which is, I fear, very far removed

from the system of M. Gaussen.”

Faithful to his ethical and synergistic conception of the conditions

of salvation, Vinet, not without occasioning a certain scandal, set

over against the intellectual conception of faith the profoundly evan-

gelical definition of it as an act the initiative of which is human and

which is the fundamental act of the religion of salvation. In this he

condemns the principle of particular election and predestination,

which makes faith a gift of God, suppressing free will, and as a con-

sequence, human responsibility. The exaggerations of the doctrinal

teaching of the Revival carried, in certain points, the reaction repre-

sented by Yinet even beyond the limits that seem reasonable to us.

It is in this way that it ends by including in the same condemna-

tion the scholastic theory of the judicial equality of the suffering of

Christ and the guilt of man, and the Biblical conception, as it seems

to us, of substitution. “ I cannot believe in substitution,” he wrote

in 1844, thus giving in advance a sufficiently important earnest of

the so-called doctrine of “ ethical expiation.” It could be foreseen,

moreover, that the controlling principle of the thought of Yinet

would easily lend itself to misunderstandings and exaggerations

;

and that after having sought with the teacher the most manifest

sign of the divinity of the gospel in the agreement between Chris-

tianity and human nature and in the completeness with which the

one satisfies the needs of the other, one ends by reducing Chris-

tianity to the satisfaction of these needs, the task of apologetics to

the establishment of agreement between Christianity and human
nature, and dogmatics itself to the description of individual experi-

ence.

The present movement, which tended towards actual subjectivity,

and which was a second reaction passing beyond and outrunning

that of Yinet, condemned indeed by him, and counter to the

theology of the Revival, was inaugurated about forty years

ago by the theological crisis which attaches itself to the name

of Edmond Schdrer. We here name the man who will continue

to be one of the most mysterious and, we may add, one of the most

tragic psychological problems in the history of the Church, in

whom has been wrought the most unexpected and the most abso-

lute development from implicit and traditional faith, supported,

moreover, by certain inner experiences of a rare intensity, and, it is

said, by the remembrance of veritable visions, to the progressive

repudiation of all the fundamentals of Christian belief, religious and
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even moral, up to the point of absolute skepticism. After having

refused for forty years to admit that a man of so serious and so true

a judgment, of a scientific and moral honesty so justly recognized,

would persist to the end in the rejection of that truth which

he had before preached with so much assurance and joy, which had

even inspired in him one of the most beautiful songs of Protestant

hymnology,* evangelical Protestantism has learned, during the

past year, with grief and almost stupefaction, that Edmond Schdrer

died without uttering a single disavowal of the opinions of the

second part of his life—a sad and terrible example that shows us

also the necessity of keeping watch upon movements of thought,

which are, moreover, classed by the apostle with those gratifications

of the flesh that are at enmity against God.

As we were about to say, M. Scherer, during the period of his

career immediately following his conversion, belonged to the tradi-

tional orthodoxy, and that the most uncompromising. Belief in

authority and in the dogma of plenary inspiration had counted him

among its most determined champions. “ Since it was possible for

us to admit,” said he at that time in a sermon, “that morality has

its principle and its seat in the conscience, it must be that this last

may be sufficient in itself and was always independent of that which

is not itself. We know the conscience as an internal voice that ena-

bles us to distinguish the good from the evil, but is not this voice

formed under the influence of the society in which we live ? Con-

science, indeed, varies among different people. A revealed morality

is the only one which harmonizes with the idea of God
;

it is for

God only to set us tasks. Without revelation moral ideas will be

nothing more than opinions more or less individual. Morality

without the idea of reward will be without force. Morality can

come to us only from God, and God speaks only through the Christ,

His eternal Son. It all reverts, it is seen, to external revelation.”

This expression of implicit faith, this disparagement of the indi-

* Here are two stanzas of this hymn composed by M. Scherer during the first

fervor of his conversion :

Je suis a toi, gloire a ton nom supreme,

O Fils de Dieu, mon Sauveur et mon Roi,

Je suis a toi, je t’adore, je t’aime,

Je suis a toi.

J’errais jadis dans les sentiers du doute,

Le vide au cceur et la mort devant moi,

Lorsque tu vins resplendir sur ma route,

Je suis a toi.

There is a second fact worthy of note, that another of the most beautiful

hymns sung in our service has for its author M. Chavannes, who afterwards be-

came one of the leaders of free thought.
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vidual conscience, this essentially authoritative method, which con-

sists in adding external revelation to an inert belief, contained

already within itself, to the eyes of the attentive observer, the ele-

ments of the reaction which was about to take place, when this

authority, purely external and disdainful of every point of contact

with the conscience, began to be disputed. When once put

in question it is overthrown, as Prof. Eeuss had predicted to

Scherer himself, it is said, when he passed his examination before

the Faculty of Strasburg. The Prolegomlnes to the dogmatics of

the Reformed Church, published in 1843, brought M. Schdrer to the

notice of the direction of the Evangelical School of Geneva, where

he became the colleague of Messrs. Gaussen and Merle d’Aubigne.

But a few years were enough to make the disagreement between

minds so differently constituted evident. The theory of inspiration,

to which Scherer himself had adhered up to this time, became the

first occasion of the rupture, which declared itself in the resignation

of M. Scherer from his Chair in the Theological School of Geneva

(1849), a resignation explained in two letters, entitled La Critique

et la foi (1850). There appeared also at this period a new organ of

theological thought, which opposed strict orthodoxy, yet without

denying the fundamental principles of Christian revelation. This

was the Revue de Strasbourg
,
controlled by M. Colani, in the first

number of which appeared the signature of M. de Pressense, and to

which Ed. Scherer contributed actively in articles treating of the

burning questions of the moment
;
authority in matters of religion,

and the inspiration of Scriptures. But this review, otherwise

ephemeral,was not slow to accentuate its leaning towards the Liberal

party, of which it became the accredited organ.

At the beginning of the crisis it was allowable to think that the

disagreement between M. Scherer and his old Geneva colleagues

touched only upon the outskirts of the theopneustic theory and upon

the principles of method, authoritative with some, a matter of indi-

vidual concern with others. The articles upon Alexander Yinet,

published in the Revue de Strasbourg
,

in which Schdrer still

expresses an admiration and a sympathy that soon gave way to a

pronounced antipathy, seem to prove this. In another article, pub-

lished in the same review in 1851 under the title, La Grise de lafoi
)

Scherer wrote :
“ There is a nai ve and self-conscious faith that

embraces an entire system without examination, and there is a criti-

cal faith that weighs a system before receiving it. The first is

determined by a certain pressure, which considerations external to

the object of faith exercise upon it, education, habit, the ascendency

of individuals, or, still further, by the inability to distinguish the real

spiritual content, the truly specific character of a religion, from those
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accessory and adventitious elements which are found combined with

it. That which allows faith to remain in this naive state is igno-

rance of objections, or the absence of the intellectual development

necessary in order to feel the force of these objections. Thus implicit

faith is the faith of childhood, and it must be said that of the

majority of believers. As to those who have the necessary leisure

and capacity for study, who mingle in the world of men and books,

there is wrought in them, sooner or later, a crisis which marks the

passage from naive faith to reflective faith, a crisis that provokes

denial, that determines doubt, that is made complete by examina-

tion and that gives birth to religious science.” It must be observed

that all the bad reasons were not on M. Schdrer’s side in his

polemic with the partisans of inspiration. In 1854 he wrote in an

article, entitled Ce que c'est que la Bible: “ There are certain ortho-

dox arguments about the Scriptures as proofs of the existence of

God
;
they prove nothing except for those who already believe by a

personal experience. Put aside these demonstrations, always more

or less illusory, and permit the Bible itself to speak for itself and to

plead its own cause. Instead of busying yourself in placing the

reader under the influence of your own dogmatic ideas, encourage

him to approach the Scriptures without the interference of a fore-

gone conclusion. Do not prevent his reading them as he would

read any other book. Have confidence in the power of the Spirit.

Beware of attributing to your dogmas a force that the sacred volume

would not possess of itself. If the Bible says nothing to my heart,

be sure that your systems upon the Bible will not be more effica-

cious. Your arguments drawn from the prophets and miracles, your

vicious circles that pretend by texts to establish the authority of

texts—you imagine that all this can persuade a man to submit to a

book that will not speak to his soul.”

The following lines, written by the celebrated Dr. Malan, of

Geneva, may give some idea of the harshness of the polemics called

forth at this time by the new profession of faith of M. Schdrer

:

“ As to him who is troubling us, as the apostle says, and who will

certainly pay the penalty of it, you should do two things : Keep

away from his words, for they gnaw like gangrene
;
and pray God

for him often, to the end that, if possible, God may grant him repen-

tance in order that he may know the truth. But this is a

thick and fetid smoke that comes up from the very shafts of

the pit against you, who are the flock of the good Shepherd.

.... Yet once more, here, as in everything that is from God’s

heaven, let rationalism at last understand that in spite of its

text-books, its dictionaries and its journals, it is debarred by

the Holy Spirit from all discernment of an uncreated evidence
;
and
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this just as much as the idiot of the Alps cannot understand an

equation in higher mathematics; yes, just as the body in its dead

state is and continues to be without the least admiration for a bril-

liant dawn.” In the circumstances in which it was pronounced,

this sentence of excommunication seems to us to-day very unjust and

excessive. And yet in this instance the issue proved that the scent

of the defenders of strict orthodoxy did not deceive them. In 1854

there appeared in the Revue de Strasbourg the articles of M. Scherer

on “Sin,” in which sin was derived from the necessary conflict of

the flesh and the spirit, and presented, consequently, as a primordial

necessity of the existence of the fully developed being, to which, as

a further consequence, no blame is attached. From this time M.

Scherer withdrew himself more and more, not only from his first

belief, but also from the very study of religious questions. One of

his last public statements was an article published in Le Temps
,

of Paris, under the title, La Crise de la morale
,
in which his skepti-

cism, now become absolute and complete, ended in attacking the

principle of morality itself, to which, as to religious belief, he denied

all certitude and all foundation. He proclaimed that which he

called by a very trivial term, “ The defeat of the absolute,” which

he pretended to establish in the universe as well as in himself.

The movement inaugurated by the editors of the Revue de Stras-

bourg extended to France, where it created a strong party that

accented more and more the denial of every supernatural and even

of every doctrinal element, aroused an ardent strife in the bosom of

the Reformed Church, and a score of years ago invaded Latin

Switzerland under the name of Liberal Christianity . The principal

starters of this movement were : In France : Picaut, who went so far

as to deny the holiness of Jesus Christ; Martin-Paschoud, a pastor

in Paris, at one time colleague of Adolph Monod in Lyons, and one

of those who had constrained him to give in his resignation as pastor

of the Reformed Church; Reville, at present Professor of the His-

tory of Religions in the College de France. In Switzerland : Messrs.

Cougnard, at present Professor of Theology in Geneva, and Buisson,

formerly Profeasor of Philosophy in the Academie de Neuchatel and

now Director of the Department of Primary Instruction in France.

The so-called Liberal Christianity, such as has been proclaimed with

eclat in Latin Switzerland for the past twenty years, may be defined

as the system of independent morality covered by the epithet

Christian, this being necessary in order to justify the presence of its

adherents within the pale of the national churches and their right

to draw upon the religious-worship budget.

The main points of the programme of the new party were for-

mulated as follows in the paper, L'Emancipation, which served as
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their organ for two years : A church without a priesthood
;

a

religion without a catechism
;

a morality without dogmatics
;

a

God without an obligatory system. The whole of Christianity is

thus reduced to the old precept of the Israelitish law : to love God
and one’s neighbor

;
but as it was claimed that every dogmatic

element should be taken from morality, it was meant that under

the name of the God, whom it was necessary to love, every one

should understand what he wished—personal being, idea, or law of

the world. Pantheism, deism and even theism would have an

equal right to the table of the new kingdom of God, at which the

only thing forbidden would be the exclusion of the most contra-

dictory doctrines. Yet it has justly been noticed that the oppo-

sition to evangelical truth, which was and still is rather pantheistic

and deterministic in German Switzerland, has shown itself by pref-

erence, at this period at least, deistic and Pelagian on Latin soil.

The two tendencies which we may call, provisionally, evangelical

and liberal, were present together at the annual reunion of the Soci-

ety of Swiss Pastors, at Lausanne, on the 6th and 7th of August,

1872. The subject in the order for the first day was : “Agreements

and Differences between Evangelical Christianity and Liberal Chris-

tianity.” According to the custom of the organization the two op-

posing sides had the floor, one after the other; the evangelical

faction, in the person of M. Ch. Porret, now Professor in the Free

Faculty of Lausanne, while the liberal faction was represented by

Prof. Cougnard, already named. The contrast between the two

tendencies was characterized by M. Porret in the conclusion of his

report in these terms: “On the one hand we have God possessing

no other activity than that of the world
;
on the other, God sov-

ereignly lifted above the world, absolutely free and all-powerful.

On the one hand, a Jesus who introduces us into the spiritual life,

because He Himself was raised from the animal life to the higher

life of the Spirit in passing through repentance to conversion
;
on

the other, a holy Jesus, the only name by which we can be saved.

On the one hand, an idea as the centre of the gospel
;
on the other,

a person, historic, but still living a personal life, and disposing of

sovereign power. On the one hand, reconciliation entering, as one

of its phases, into the natural development of man, who finds God
in himself

;
on the other, man, lost because of his sins, saved only

by an act of the grace of God, external to himself. On the one

hand, a spiritual life, which is the glorification of the terrestrial

life and the expanding of our natural dispositions
;
on the other,

strangers and pilgrims upon the earth, whose citizenship is in hea-

ven, and who must die to themselves that they may live again with

Christ.”
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From the reply of M. Cougnard we extract only the passage re-

lating to the condition of salvation, which will confirm our assertion,

that Liberal Christianity was, in reality, only a return to the moral-

ity of works minus the religious sanction :
“ The Gospel,” says

M. Cougnard, “ makessalvation depend upon our works. Practically,

works and moral ability are one and the same thing. After having

acquired, little by little, this ability for the practice of the good,

while refining his soul the man dies and enters heaven (we can only

represent it to ourselves as a locality); he arrives there more or less

prepared for the life that he must there lead, and followed by his

works of charity. . . . Jesus is our Redeemer, not that He has

reconciled God to us—the God of love never had need to be recon-

ciled to His poor children—but He has reconciled man to His Father
;

for man had need of being reconciled, that is to say, of entering

into the ideas, into the plans, into the spirit of His Father. And it

is this that Jesus has done; He has reinstated man by making him

know the true law of his destiny, which is to fulfill the divine will.

Jesus has given us His Spirit, He has created the Christian con-

science which permits us to comprehend the plan of God. He is

further our Saviour by His example.”

The party of Liberal Christianity had only a fleeting existence,

and its name, to speak in popular language, soon disappeared from

the handbill. The conflict between orthodoxy and rationalism

within the borders of the Reformed Church of France, lately so vig-

orous, seems in these last years to have turned to the advantage of

the former. Some of the prominent leaders of the Liberal party in

France are dead, while others have abandoned the career of theol-

ogy and the ministry, in order to devote themselves to a secular

profession, to politics, nay, even, as the late M. Colani, to trade and

commerce. And the old rationalism that claimed to submit Chris-

tian truth to the control of reason is at the present time so out of

fashion that many of the men whom we regard as the enemies of

some of our most cherished beliefs, do not fail to claim the name of

evangelicals, and to repudiate those of rationalists and intellectual-

ists, casting these back upon us. There is thus nothing more left of

the old rationalism, or of the so-called Liberal Christianity, than the

horror of all doctrinal authority or dogmatics external to and su-

perior to the ego

;

but the solution of the eternal antinomy of

authority and individuality, which, during the past forty years,

caused the rupture between M. Schdrer and the authoritative school

of Geneva, has not yet been found, and this formidable unknown

quantity still continues to be the occasion in these last years of the

most violent debates among French-speaking Protestants. The

state of the seemingly insoluble dilemma is always the same
;
either
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individuality has its rights
;
there is liberty of investigation, if only

for an instant, and then the authority investigated is no longer an

authority
;

or, there is external authority, blind and implicit faith,

prohibition of discussion, even for an instant, and then, where is

individuality ?

It is in the method called experimental that contemporary

thought has believed that it could find the solution of the above-

mentioned antinomy. For reason, formerly reputed to be the

supreme criterion of the truth, the adversaries of all external au-

thority substitute to-day the testimony of the Christian consciousness,

or of inward experience. This reaction of men’s minds has become

a fact so general in our French Protestantism for the past ten years,

that, starting from the leaders of contemporaneous thought, it pene-

trates even to its embryonic or newly-fledged organs; and it is

hardly possible any more to receive a French production proceed-

ing whether from either the masters or the pupils of the schools

of theology or from the pastors, without meeting again the influ-

ence of this dominant preoccupation. Since, thus, the so-called

experimental method may now be called the “cock of the walk,”

it is a matter of importance to determine its sources and affiliations.

Now, I believe that I can say that it is a German importation, the

method of Eitschl, lately professor at Gottingen, transported for the

use and within the reach of French minds. This method of Ritschl

may be defined as a return to the nominalism of the Middle Ages,

or as a reappearance, in the domain of theology, of contemporary

positivism. To the excesses of theological speculation which have

signalized the first half of this century, and of which the illustrious

theologian, Eothe, professor in Heidelberg, was the last represent-

ative within the circuit of theology
;
to the absolute idealism which

had claimed to reconstruct God and the world after the manner of

a mathematical theorem by the mere virtue of logic and dialectic;

there has succeeded the reaction, brought on by the inevitable fail-

ure of this mad enterprise.

This reaction consists in disdaining every general idea of genus

or of species, in order to retain, as the sole demonstrable verity,

nothing more than the particular fact, and still further, that which

concerns me, that which interests me and is become an integral part

ofmy experience. And since the sensible fact itself, the phenomenon,

has only as much reality as my organs of perception give it, one

ends by reducing the entire domain of legitimate cognition to the

existence of one’s self. The war cry hurled against contemporaneous

theology, with a passionate and sometimes peevish frequency, is

:

“ Down with metaphysics !
”—thislast term embracing every idea that

goes beyond the statement of an experimental fact. Carried over

28
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into the sphere of theology, this method would work a general

revolution in dogmatics and apologetics. Henceforth, instead of

starting with the external and historic proofs of the revelation of

salvation in order to end with the experience of the individual,

the individual, on the contrary, is exhorted to start with his inner

and personal experience in order to find the external and historic

data of Christianity
;
to take in the name of mysticism the same

path that was formerly taken in the name of rationalism and ideal-

ism. And all the elements of the Christian idea that lie beyond

individual experience, or are declared insufficient and useless for

this experience, will be relegated by the followers of this method to

the rank of metaphysical excrescences from which it is desirable to

free the domain of theology as soon as possible. But, as individual

experience varies with different individuals, it is easy to foresee

how varied also will be the conclusions and results that are given

up to the chance and the caprices of subjectivity. Among the

adherents of the experimental method we know some who, disci-

ples of Dr. Frank of Erlangen, claim that, starting from their

Christian experience, they have recovered the whole objective con-

tent of Christian revelation, up to and including the doctrine of the

personal preexistence of Christ. They contend that this fact or this

doctrine is the necessary presupposition of their own Christian

experience, which without it would be an effect without a sufficient

cause. Yet those who draw this conclusion are a very small

minority, as it would be easy to prove, and the mass of the experi-

mental school are in accord with the teacher of Gottingen, in limit-

ing the horizon of his researches to the earthly existence of Christ,

and relegating to the proscribed metaphysics the dogma of the per-

sonal preexistence of Christ, as well as that of the origin of sin in

humanity. Yet it is asked, How does their inner experience give

them the means of going back to this person, who lived eighteen

hundred years ago in Palestine under the name of Jesus Christ, of

reconstructing an existence and a person so remote from them and

from us? We must pause here only to mention this view without

discussing it.

In the front rank of the opponents of all external and coercive

authority, but whom the reaction which they have undertaken has

often led to subjectivism, we will name the modern disciples of

Yinet, the philosopher Charles Secretan, author of La philosophic

de la liberte
,
and of other less extended publications treating of

apologetic method; M. Edmond de Pressensb, whose recent loss

French Protestantism deplores
;
and M. Astid, professor of the Free

Theological Faculty of Lausanne. We merely mention here, M.

Secretan, who is never considered a theologian
;
but the other two

names merit a more extended notice.
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An enemy, as we may say, of the entire authoritative method,

which, under the name of the Bible or of the Church, of Protestantism

or of Catholicism, would attempt to neglect the consent of the indi-

vidual consciousness in matters of belief, yet gifted with a tempera-

ment rather oratorical than philosophical, M. de Pressensd has never

known how to distinguish clearly the line of demarcation between

authority and the individual consciousness; and he may be accused

of having attributed to this last, as a criterion of truth, a role that is

excessive and that menaces the authority of Holy Scripture. Domi-

nated, as was his master, Yinet, by the desire to show the agree-

ment of Christianity with human nature, he may have exaggerated

the apologetic significance and value of the manifestations of the

human consciousness in the first steps towards salvation; * but it is

necessary to do him this justice, that his subjective method has

never carried him away from the essential fundamentals of evan-

gelical belief. He has professed views upon expiation that have

seemed heterodox to many; but he has always remained faithful to

what he has loved to call “the great current” of evangelical

theology, which has sought at all times, and often successfully, to

bring into accord the two principles of order and respect for the

faith of the Church and for liberty in spiritual things. Pressense

always defended Christian supernaturalism, and, though not with-

out occasional oscillations, I believe that he has held fast to the

doctrine of the essential divinity of Christ. He has explained

himself in regard to this in the preface of the second volume of

the just-mentioned work, written in 1888 :
“ Is it necessary for

me to say, that the dominating point of view that inspires the

entire book has not changed for thirty years? I accept now,

as then, the Christian idea in its most characteristic features. I

see in Christianity a merciful work of relief and salvation for a

race that is separated from God, but that, nevertheless, seeks and
*

calls by all its aspirations for precisely that which the Christ has

brought me. That which now comes to me with more evidence

than ever is, at what point the divine activity harmonizes with

human activity; to what extent the assimilation of the grand veri-

ties personified in the Christ has been slow, progressive, submissive

to the laws of moral and intellectual evolution. There is nothing

that resembles decrees falling in some way directly from heaven, any

more for the doctrine than for the constitfition of religious society.”

The third of the above-mentioned disciples of Yinet, Prof.

* This is the fault that might he charged against the first volume, entitled,

L’Ancien Monde et le Christianisme, of the second edition (unfortunately remain-

ing unfinished) of his great work, Histoire des trois premiers siecles de VEglise

chretienne.
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Astid, has for many years attracted public attention, especially in

the Free Church of the Canton of Vaud, by the frankness and the

growing decisiveness with -which he rejects all external authority

and reduces Christian truth to the measure of subjective experience.

The experimental method was presented and advocated in a session

of the Societe theologique du Canton de Vaud
,
of which I find an

account in a local religious paper, dated June 20, 1890. I insert

here some extracts as being characteristic of this new tendency

:

“ The more I consider,” said, at the very outset, M. Dandiran, Pro-

fessor of the Theological Faculty of the Academy of Lausanne, “the

present state of affairs, the more I reach this conviction, that dogma,

as it has been formulated, is at an end, and that -we must give up

our dogmatics. I think it as serious a matter to effect this refor-

mation as that of the sixteenth century. Our old ideas are passing

away. This does not mean that it is necessary to give up formu-

lating the truth or to despise the past, but to apply ourselves to a

new task, taking things up again from the beginning. The idea of

authority, which is at the basis of the old dogmatics, is destroyed.

The facts are what I receive as supernatural, immutable revelation,

the essential object of faith. The truths are the manner of compre-

hending the facts
;
they are for me something altogether mutable

and human.” M. Astid followed: “I adhere altogether to what

M. Dandiran has said. The point of departure is the Christian life.

One knows the Christian life only in so far as one has experienced

it. If we put certain intellectual truths at the starting point of

Christianity, we put this upon the basis of the ancient religions
;
we

make it an intellectual matter, a philosophy. The dogmatics of

the future will certainly have its dogmas
;
they will also be different

from and much more Christian than those of the old dogmatics

;

but in order to reach this point in the future we must leave the

* position which we now occupy. W e have another dogmatic system

than that of the masses, and, indeed, in some respects a different

religion. Here is the difficulty. In the pulpit we should preach

very simply, from the standpoint of their Christian life, not on

dogmatics, but the life which has given birth to our dogmatics.”

Some months later, in December, 1890, M. Astie emphasized again

these declarations and, following the natural sense of the words, went

as far as the repudiation of the whole doctrinal authority of the sacred

Scriptures. “ The Bible,” said he before the same society, “ a

collection of the most dissimilar books, in spite of the unity of its

pervading religious spirit, has become a code of laws that must

teach the infallible truth upon a mass of points, doctrine, worship,

morals, ecclesiastical constitution, sacred song, etc., etc., when, in

reality, far from being an infallible rule for all times, it simply nar-
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rates facts without claiming the least shadow of authority.” Thus

the leaders of the experimental school do not hesitate to declare the

doctrinal teaching of the apostles to be out of date, apparently for

the reason that the inner experiences of a theologian of the nine-

teenth century cannot but be superior to those of a theologian of the

first. “We may have upon certain points,” said M. Dandiran more

recently, “ a higher conception than that of Paul, as, for example,

we may have another theory than his with reference to the death

of Christ.”

In France this same tendency which, for the sake of brevity, I

have designated by the word subjective
,
has in like manner in-

spired many manifestos, two of which may be cited, that of M.

Sabatier, Professor in the Protestant Theological Faculty of Paris,

and the other, less pronounced, it is true, from M. Leopold Monod
(nephew of Adolph Monod), pastor of the Free Church of Lyons.

In the opening lecture of the course of the Protestant Theological

Faculty of Paris, in 1889, and under this title-, De la vie intime des

dogmes et de leur puissance d'evolution, M. Sabatier, in his turn, was

obliged to show that religious dogmas are subject to an incessant

evolution, representing the always vital and doubtless productive,

yet constantly variable, element of religion
;
that they are destitute,

consequently, of any regulative character and of any intrinsic value.

In fact, the Christian religion is reduced by Prof. Sabatier to

religious emotion, without cause and without formula, excited

within one by the contact of or the encounter with a nameless ideal.

“ Here in one of our churches is a great crowd gathered together for

worship. There are in this audience, it may be, poor old women
very ignorant and rather superstitious, men of the middle class of

some literary culture, savants and philosophers who have studied

Kant and Hegel, nay, even professors of theology penetrated to the

marrow with the critical spirit. All prostrate themselves in spirit

and worship; all speak the same language learned in childhood
;

all

repeat with the heart and with the lips :
‘ I believe in God the

Father Almighty.’ I do not know if there be on earth a more
touching sight, anything more like heaven. All these spirits so

diverse, which, perhaps, would be incapable of understanding one

another in a single sphere of intelligence, commune really together

;

a common religious sentiment penetrates and animates them. The
moral unity of which Jesus spoke when He said, ‘ That they may
be one as we are one,’ is for the time-being realized upon earth.

But do you believe that this word God
,
uttered by all these lips,

awakens in all these spirits the same image ? The poor old woman
who recalls again the pictures of her big Bible, catches a glimpse of

the figure of the eternal Father with a great white beard and eyes
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"bright and glowing like coals of fire. Her neighbor smiles at this

naive anthropomorphism. He, for his part, has the conception of

God which was rationally established during his philosophical

course in college. Yet this conception seems even more gross to the

disciple of Kant, who knows that every positive idea of God is con-

tradictory, and who, to escape the contradiction, takes refuge in the

notion of the Unknowable. For all, however, the doctrine of God
exists, and it is because it is still vital that it is open to so many
different acceptations

;
but it is vital, notice carefully, only because

it serves as the expression of a religious feeling experienced by and

common to all these believers. The life of the dogma is in the

religious feeling.”

This passage reminds us, indeed, of the remark of a Reformed

pastor of German Switzerland, who, in a reunion of pastors, ex-

claimed that of the whole Apostles’ Creed he retained only the first

two words, Ich glaube

!

Some one else said with justice that he

retained in reality only the first word. But if, according to M.

Sabatier, dogma is only the language that faith speaks, one may
demand of him what there is at the source of this faith and of this

language. He answers: “A certain religious experience out of

which afterwards by reflection the dogma has come forth. That

which constitutes revelation, then, that which ought to be the norm

of our life, is the creative and prolific religious expression produced,

in the first instance, in the soul of the prophets, of Christ, and of

the apostles. We may be tranquil. So long as this redemptive

and recompensing experience continues and is renewed in Christian

souls, Christian dogmas will certainly be modified, but they are in

no danger of dying.” We are among those who are not tranquil,

for what we are told is either too much or too little. Why should

the evolution of dogma stop before the consciousness of Christ?

Why attribute to this last a regulative function, rather than see it

seized in its turn by the universal law of evolution and carried

away by the eternal cloud of individual things and beings?

The subject treated in 1891 by M. Ldopold Monod, before the Paris

Faculty, in order that he might obtain the diploma of Bachelor of

Theology, plunged him also into the great current of the discus-

sions of the day. It was the Problime de Vauthority. But all the

affection and respect which the person and the character of the

author merit cannot prevent our asserting that, here again, all doc-

trinal authority superior to one’s self, even that of the word of Jesus

Christ, is gravely menaced. Since doctrine does not suffice for

salvation, M. L. Monod concludes, following so many others, that

doctrine has nothing to do with salvation
;
and he thinks that he can

impute to the Master Himself this method of reasoning, “ It is not
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orthodoxy,” he writes, “ that Jesus wished
;

I frequently ask myself

if what we call Christianity was indeed in His mind. It seems to

me that His purpose was much less to found a new religion in

the world than to bring a new life to the world. He spoke of the

kingdom of God, not as a world of which humanity should receive

the impress and take the form, but as a leaven that should work

within it, in the infinite variety of its forms, and permeate at length

its entire mass. He did not make His word a canon, a rule to

which every one was urged to come to measure his own thought,

but a living germ, a divine seed, implanted in human souls that it

might bring forth its fruit in its season and according as the

nature of the soil should permit.” We recognize this language

and we have heard its echoes more than once. It is not only the

doctrinal authority of the apostles of Jesus Christ that is contro-

verted
;

it is, with the best intentions and in the pretended inter-

ests of life, the authority of the word of the Master Himself. Thus

we are not surprised to see the author claiming in the same pam-

phlet that the affirmations of Jesus Christ, even upon a point of doc-

trine such as the existence of the devil, were presented to us, so to

speak, as an accommodation, and should not constitute authority

for us. It is not astonishing that liberals should hold this language.

What is strange is to meet it coming from the pen of an evangelical

pastor, and one of the most eminent of them.

As far as we are concerned, the solution of the above-mentioned

antinomy, so often noticed, between authority and individuality,

seems to consist in the separation of two opposite values. We
believe that there are two elements in all authority : the one acces-

sible and subject to the control of my faculties, reason, aesthetic

sense or moral conscience
;
here is the legitimate and necessary

sphere of free investigation, without which individuality would be

oppressed or suppressed. The other element, without which author-

ity, scientific, aesthetic, religious or moral, would not exist, is the

transcendent element that slips from my grasp, from my power of

conception or of assimilation
;
and the credit which any authority

whatsoever has with me, through the element that is subject to my
control, exceeds that which it demands of me in the regions that are

beyond me. The holiness of Jesus Christ, of Christianity, of Scrip-

ture, here is the character of this person, of this religion, of this

book, which offers itself to the examination of my consciousness;

and this, once freely enlisted and engaged, constrains me to recognize

the authority of the testimony which Jesus Christ, Christianity and

Scripture together give to their divine origin.

The subjective method that denies all doctrinal authority superior

to the consciousness or the experience of the subject himself, has this
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year met aa adversary always valiant, in spite of his great age, in

the person of Prof. Fred. Godet, who put four articles upon the burn-

ing questions of the times into the Chretien Ivangelique of Lausanne,

which have made a great sensation : Le Nouveau Testament eonti-

ent-il des dogmes? (March, 1891); L'autorite de Jesus Christ (April)

;

L'autorite des apotres (May); Explications en reponse aux questions

d'un “ laique curieux ” (September). Upon the question of authority

M. Godet is just as far removed from the old theopneustic theory,

which suppressed all right of inquiry as to the traditional, the

so-called providential Canon, and identified as absolutely inter-

changeable the terms, Holy Scripture and Word of God. As to the

liberal tendency, he laid down the proposition that the Word of God
is in the Holy Scriptures, referring successively to the testimony of

Jesus Christ to Himself and of the apostles to their own teachings.

Replying to those who charged him with an intellectualistic point

of view, he closed the fourth of his articles with the following lines,

which seem to me happily to sum up the debate :
“ It is from my

point of view, which is, as we shall see, that of Jesus Christ Him-
self, a question of divine facts, the knowledge of which Christ has

brought to the world and which we ought to appropriate to our-

selves upon His testimony, because it is faith in these facts that con-

veys life to the soul This is not the method of intellectual-

ism, but of empiricism. How life (spiritual) can be produced,

according to M. Dandiran, without faith in these facts attested by

Christ, is something that I cannot comprehend. The spiritual life

is not a subtle fluid which man receives unconsciously and magi-

cally from above. The contemplation of Jesus, it is said, suffices

to awaken this life. But Jesus was not limited to showing Himself.

He taught and declared what relation He sustained to God and what

to us, and what He was sent to do here below. Thus the apostle

who had imbibed so profoundly that which he also called the life,

said not only, ‘That which we have seen with our eyes,’ but also

‘That which we have heard ’ (1 John i. 1). What good were the

two or three years of teaching before Pentacost if a sure knowledge

of the truth would not open the path of life ? Life results from the

personal assimilation of certain facts accomplished by divine love in

our behalf, facts attested by Jesus Christ and enjoyed by the soul

under the action of the Holy Spirit. It is necessary then that it

should know them. Thus John the Baptist did not say, ‘ He that

hath life believeth on the Son,’ but ‘ He that believeth on the Son

hath life.’ And the Apostle John said (xx. 31) :
‘ To the end that

ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that

believing ye might have life through his name ’—that is to say,

through the revelation which ye have received of what He is.
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Thus all spiritual life supposes a certain known and assimilated

truth, as, on the other hand, all progress in the knowledge of this

truth supposes a certain measure of life. Is there any intellectual-

ism in this ? No. This is the exclusion of a subjective mysticism

that apprehends nothing except itself.”

In reply to the first three articles of M. Godet, Prof. Astie,

who was had in view most distinctly, although without being

named, published last August twenty theses, whose tone, which was

of an unheard-of violence, was judged severely enough by every-

body, whatever opinion he may have had upon the matter in

debate. The quotations that we are about to give will suffice, I

think, to confirm this judgment.

Thesis iii : “We protest with the greatest energy against this

aggressive attempt of orthodox rationalism ” (it is the theology of

M. Godet and of his disciples that is here meant), “ and we count

upon the sympathy of all those who for forty years past ” (an allu-

sion to the resignation of M. Schdrer) “ have forgotten and learned

anything We will not give up our theological liberty in

order that we may be put under the yoke of an authority that is

unhuman, unphilosophical, uniting the contrarieties of Catholicism

and Protestantism, and above all anti-Christian, which lowers the

gospel to the level of religions that are formal, local and temporary

by taking from it its distinctive character as a religion, spiritual,

universal, controlling all times and all places, called to vivify like

a powerful sap, to penetrate like leaven, to transform, like a force

from above, all the authentic elements of our divine-human nature.”

Thesis iv :
“ Our conflicts for the past forty years have had the

effect of bringing more and more into opposition two mutually

exclusive parties : The authoritative school, claiming to illuminate

the sun by a light that is external and superior to it, and the spirit-

ualistic school, bowing only before the intrinsic authority of reli-

gious and moral truth which alone is in a position to confer upon

external authority any value whatever.”

Thesis vi :
“ The degree of certitude which is indispensable to

believers and which the intellectualists have demanded in vain of

miracles, of external or supernatural testimony, thus, contrary to

the Protestant method, making Christian people dependent upon

scholars and experts, can only be acquired through faith, the indis-

pensable organ for the perception of moral and religious facts.”

Thesis vii :
“ The only way of establishing peace between the

two schools will be this : Let them be willing to agree in recogniz-

ing, on either side, that they cannot agree. Let each frame its dog-

matics after its own fashion
;
but let each grant to the opposing

school the right to frame its own also
;
while contending frankly
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and vigorously, let them renounce the weapons disowned by scienti-

fic methods, the means condemned by Christian loyalty, sincerity

and charity.”

One of the arguments most frequently employed against the

experimental school is drawn from the case of M. Scherer. Be-

hold, they have very frequently heard said, what is the goal of

the denial of all external authority ! M. Astie was prepared to

confront this attack in the address at the opening of the course

of the Free Faculty of Lausanne with which he was charged, fol-

lowing the regular rotation observed among the professors, and

which was to take place at the beginning of last October*. The
Synodical Commission of the Free Church of the Canton of Vaud
having, for reasons that we need not comment on here, suppressed

the session in order to suppress the address, M. Astie published it

in the number for November, 1891, of the Revue de theologie et de

philosophie de Lausanne. It is entitled, Edmond Scherer et la theo-

logie independante
,
and in it the attempt is made, with greater or

less success, to show that there is nothing in common between the

case of M. Scherer and that of M. Astie and his companions. M.

Schdrer is even treated in this article with a severity perhaps excess-

ive, the evident purpose of which is to break all solidarity between

the contemporary subjective school and the old apostate, who has

become a bugbear to the faithful of the Church. We may, how-

ever, be permitted to express the opinion that, though there is a con-

siderable difference between the conclusions of M. Scherer, and those

of Messrs. Astie and Chapuis, yet a common method unites them, the

one with the other—one which claims to seek for the rule and the

criterion of truth in the subject, in his reason or in his experience.

The latest treatise relating to the question of the conflict between

authority and individuality, is the report recently presented by M.

Roger Hollard, pastor of one of the Free Churches of Paris, to the

Theological Society of Paris, and inserted in the December, 1891,

number of the Revue chretienne under the title, La theologie de la

peur et la theologie de lafoi. Since the author does not mention proper

names for the illustration of his exposition, it is difficult to deter-

mine precisely where he places the limits of “ the theology of fear.”

If he only meant to condemn the dogmatic narrowness which

anxiously forbids the loyal search after truth in matters of biblical

criticism, under the pretext of the perils with which the results of

these researches would threaten the faith of the Church, I agree

with him in the name of the maxim that rules all debates of this

kind : There is no truth that is inimical to the truth.

Passing now from the consideration of the principles of method

to that of the present dogmatic parties in the Protestantism of
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French-speaking peoples, we reduce these to the three tendencies

called, the Left, the Fight, and intermediate between these, the new-

born party which calls itself, or which has been called, the Evan-

gelical Left, and which, for the present, has thrown the Left itself

somewhat in the shade. We place in the Left all the theologians

who, after the example of Schdrer, denying the reality of the fall

or transforming it into a progress, interpreting the third chapter

of Genesis as the myth of the passage of the first man from the ani-

mal state to that of conscious and voluntary morality, deny also

redemption as well as every miracle, every supernatural interven-

tion of 'free and voluntary divine action in the immutable course of

nature. The most pronounced representative of this tendency, pre-

serving with a touch of mystic pantheism the ancient traditions of

rationalism and of liberal Christianity, is Prof. Bouvier of

Geneva, who has exploited his views, not in a continued and com-

plete work, but in lectures, reports and pamphlets published in

various circumstances.

As we stated in the beginning of this study, the principal object

of attention, of discussion and of polemics, in the field of contempo-

rary dogmatics, the burning question which now separates the

Evangelical Left and the Right, is the christological question, which

is directly answerable, no doubt, for the questions of method and

authority, in such sort that the greater part of the disputants whom
we have just now seen to be at sword’s points, are found in conflict

in the matter of christology. It is, indeed, in christology that the

subjective or experimental school claims to make the first and most

important application of its method. Opposing at the same time

rationalism and naturalism on the one hand, and the traditional

dogmatics on the other, the Evangelical Left still professes faith in

the supernatural fact that was made manifest in the historic person

of Christ; it acknowledges the divine quality in Christ, the perfect

holiness, the unique and sovereign role of Saviour of sinful humanity

and universal King
;

it teaches, or at least does not deny, the

reality of His corporeal resurrection
;
but it rejects the personal

preexistence of the Son of God as being a shred of metaphysics in

Protestant dogmatics, and makes the divinity which it persists in

attributing to Christ to consist in the perfection of His humanity.

“ The divinity of Christ,” writes M. Chapuis, one of the chief repre-

sentatives of this tendency, “ is a matter of rank, not of essence
;

”

or, again, as Prof. Ch. Secrdtan has expressed it, “ Christ is God
because He is man.”

The signal for the coming, or, if one wishes, the transplanting, of

experimental christology from Germany to French soil, was given

some years ago by M. Lobstein, Professor in the Theological
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Faculty of the University of Strasburg, well known in French-

speaking theological circles by numerous writings that have made
a great sensation. The subtitle of his first pamphlet published in

French: La notion de la preexistence du Fils de Dieu ; Fragment

de christologie experimental (1883), announced its method and gave

a foresight of its conclusions. While interpreting, as we do, the

passages of the New Testament relative to the personal preexist-

ence of Christ, M. Lobstein has none the less claimed the right to

eliminate from Christian teaching this “ metaphysical ” element

which had been with the apostles themselves only a “ simple theo-

logical corollary of their religious faith
;
a secondary projection of the

image which the Lord had graven in the consciousness of His disci-

ples
;
an auxiliary line traced by the reflection of the thinker over

the experience of the believer ” (this, indeed, is no clearer than it

should be). “ Hence,” the author writes in his conclusions, “ there

is no boldness in maintaining that traditional dogmatics commits a

grave error in not taking account of the essential distinction

brought to light by exegesis and by history. Of a secondary prob-

lem, that has an interest for the schools only, it makes a vital ques-

tion interesting the Church directly. More than this, it employs a

method absolutely contrary to the course that Christian thought

originally followed. The thought of the writers of the New Testa-

ment tended towards the formula of preexistence as towards a theo-

logical corollary that explains the faith of the Church
;
traditional

dogmatics starts from the formula of preexistence as from a reli-

gious axiom upon which the faith of the Church rests. For the one

the preexistent Logos is the terminus ad quern, the culminating

point that reflection has attained, working on the data of faith
;

for

the other, the preexistent Logos is the terminus a quo, the point of

departure whence speculation launches out, leaving the terra firma

of experience. To make the metaphysical problem of the preexistence

of the Son of God the keystone of the Christological edifice, is to

reverse all the teaching of the New Testament."

In a recent publication M. Lobstein has gone still further, and

while continuing to affirm the perfect holiness of Christ he thinks

he is right in denying his supernatural essence. The chief defenders

of this christology, which reduces the divinity of Christ to the per-

fection of His humanity, are, in Switzerland, M. Astid and M.

Chapuis, formerly Professor of Theology in Lausanne and now

editor of the paper Evangile et Liberte
,
which a year ago became

the principal organ of this tendency; in France, MM. Jean Monod

and Bruston, Professors of Theology in Montauban, and M. Frank

Puaux, editor of the Revue chretienne. It will be noticed that the

lines of demarcation in dogmatics no longer correspond to the eccle-
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siastical lines of demarcation, and that the Evangelical Left includes

some determined representatives in the Free Churches of France and

of Switzerland, as well as in the National Churches.

The idea of the person of Christ set forth above should have its

corollaries in the other parts of dogmatics, especially in the doctrine

of redemption and in the eschatological conceptions. The element

of expiation, of the substitution of the holy victim for guilty human-
ity, is derived from the conception of the work accomplished by

Christ upon the cross, and His death is reduced to an act of human
solidarity accepted as holy. M. Bruston, in his turn, in some articles

published in recent years in the Revue de theologie et de philosophie

of Lausanne, thinks that he can interpret in a spiritual sense the pre-

dictions of Jesus and of the apostles concerning the parousia, claim-

ing that there will be no other return of Christ than that which

has been accomplished spiritually during the entire course of the

economy existing since the fall of the Roman Empire.

In the number of those theologians who, starting out from the

Right, have diverged more and more towards the Left, and now,

while still claiming the position of evangelicals, occupy the extreme

limit of negation, we will name M. Sabatier, already mentioned,

who, before the annexation of Alsace to Germany, was a professor in

the Academy of Strasburg, a position to which he had been called

upon the recommendation of the orthodox consistories of the

Reformed Church of France, and who is now Professor of Reformed

Theology in the Protestant Faculty of Paris. In an article upon

Jesus Christ, published in Lichtenberger’s Encyclopedic des sciences

religieuses (13 vols.), M. Sabatier retains of the holiness of Jesus

Christ only the unalterable consciousness which He Himself pos-

sessed of being without sin, but without pronouncing upon the

objective reality of the fact itself, and he seems to suppose the pres-

ence in Christ as in us of a defect of nature, but one constantly sup-

pressed by the energy of His will. “ Without doubt,” he writes,

“ there were human temptation, conflict and toil in the life of Jesus,

and it is for this reason that He took so living and so profound a

view of sin
;
He had felt in Himself the pangs of the flesh, the

dreams of pride, the seduction of easy and immediate success.”

Still further, with M. Sabatier the interval between the death of

Christ and the first founding of the Church is covered with a pro-

found obscurity, and one that will never be dissipated.

That which constitutes the gravity of the present hour is not so

much the excess or the audacity of the denials that are heard, as the

absence of distinct dividing lines between the affirmations of some

and the denials of others
;
the mass of contradictions that seem to

make all discernment of the spirits impossible to the people of the
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Church. The extreme Right, the party of the Malans, of the Merle

d’Aubignds and the Gaussens, having almost disappeared from the

horizon, the Evangelical Right is represented, in Switzerland, by
the Messrs. Godet, father and son, both professors in the Indepen-

dent Theological Faculty of Neuchatel, Ch. Porret, professor in the

Free Faculty of Lausanne, Barde and Berthoud, professors in the

Free School of Geneva and Ernest Martin, Professor of New Testa-

ment Exegesis in the Government Faculty
;
in France, by Messrs.

Doumergne, Bertrand and Henri Bois, theological professors at Mon-
tauban—the last the son of Dean Bois, who some months ago was

removed from the Faculty of Montauban and from the Reformed

Church of France. The Evangelical Right holds with the universal

Church the doctrine of the personal p^eexistence of Christ
;
but rec-

ognizing the docetism with which the traditional christology has con-

tinued to be tainted since the councils of the fourth and fifth centu-

ries, and the impossibility of reconciling in an intelligible way the

essential divinity of Christ and His real humanity by means of the

doctrine of the union of two natures, relying on Philippians ii. 6, 7,

it teaches the doctrine of Kenosis, that is to say, the complete obscu-

ration of the eternal Son of God in a human body
;
in other terms, the

union of a divine preexistent ego stripped of its divine nature with

a perfect and normal human nature. Those who, with the greatest

ardor, have defended this doctrine, which seems to them to harmonize

and resolve the apparent contradictions of Scripture, and which was

formulated for the first time with eclat twenty-five years ago by M.

Gess, at that time Professor of the Mission House of Basle, are

:

M. Fred. Godet, in his commentaries, the late M. Bonifas, Professor

at Montauban, author of a history of dogmas, M. Vehnagel, French

pastor at Mulhouse, and very recently, M. Recolin, pastor in Paris,

in a pamphlet upon this special subject, as well as the author of these

lines in the fourth volume of his Expose de theologie systematique.

The principal organs of French theological science are, in France,

the Revue de theologie et des questions religeuses
,
published at Mon-

tauban under the direction of the professors of the theological

faculty, and the Revue de theologie pratique
,
conducted by Pastor

Chastand—both of which have a positive tendency
;
in Switzerland,

the Revue de theologie et de philosophic
,
published at Lausanne under

the direction of Professors Yuilleumier, Dandiran and Astie. These

three are without any marked dogmatic character and are freely

open to all tendencies. Along with these more specifically scien-

tific organs, French Protestantism counts two reviews of a mixed

character, which serve to popularize religious, philosophical, or

literary studies, and which we have mentioned in the course of this

work, the Revue chretienne of Paris and the Chretien evangelique of
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Lausanne. The Revue chretienne, founded forty years ago by M. de

Pressense, in order to defend at the same time the two causes of

evangelical spiritualism and of the separation of Church and State,

has, indeed, deviated from his first intention, in passing from the

hands of M. de Pressense into those of M. Frank Puaux, although

gaining in the matter of form. As to the question of the separation

of Church and State, it is only too evident that this is now the

thing that troubles him least, and that all the sympathies of the

editorial management look rather towards the principle of the offi-

cial unity of the Reformed Church of France, reuniting in its vari-

ous bodies all the so-called Protestant opinions. It is thus not

astonishing that the Revue chretienne in its number for December,

1891, openly espoused the cause of M. Astid.

French-speaking Protestantism supports, besides, eight theological

faculties, two, one supported by the government and one free, in

each of the three cantons of Latin Switzerland, Yaud, Neuchatel and

Geneva
;
and two in France, that of Paris, which, since the annexa-

tion of Alsace by Germany, takes the place of the old Faculty of

Strasburg, and the ancient Faculty of Montauban.

At the opening session of the course of the Theological Faculty

of the Independent Church of Neuchatel, which occurred on the

5th of last October, M. Godet, the elder, pronounced a discourse,

which was a veritable manifesto, and which was received as such

by both friends and foes, upon the theme, “What the minister owes

the Church,” and he enumerated three debts: respect for the au-

thority of the Scriptures, and the faithful teaching of these two

fundamental doctrines, the denial of which means suicide for the

Church : the doctrine of expiation through the blood of Christ, and

the doctrine of the personal preexistence of the Sou of God.

Neuchatel. A. Gretillat.



III.

THE SEMITIC TRADITION OF CREATION.

FROM the broken and scattered remains of ancient Assyrian

and Babylonian literature there has been recovered, as is

well known, a story of creation, notable for its striking resemblance

to the Hebrew account. The narrative exists in mutilated condi-

tion, it is true
;
nevertheless, since it was written on a series of

tablets, each of which contained the title of the complete work, the

number to indicate its place in the series, and a catch-line with the

opening words of the succeeding plate, the rearrangement of the

fragments in their original order is possible and with that is estab-

lished the succession of incidents in the story as once told.*

The account begins with a primitive chaos.

“At the time when on high the heaven announced not,

Below the earth named not a name,

[That is to say : When heaven and earth did not exist]

Then primeval ocean, their generator, [and]

Mummu-Tiamat [the watery deep], the bearer of their totality,

United their waters as one.”

The origin of the gods was next narrated
;
but unfortunately the

tablet is broken off obliquely at this point and the ends of several

lines carried away. The remnants state that

“At the time when none of the gods had been brought into existence,

[When] a name had not been named, destiny not determined,

Then were made the gods ....
The gods Lahmu and Lahama were brought into existence . ...
And grew up ... .

Ansar and Kisar were made ....

Many days passed by ... .

God Anu [was then made] ....

This portion of the story has been told in Greek by the Neo-

platonist Damascius, who had opportunities for learning it, if not in

the schools of Alexandria and Athens, at least during his sojourn at

the Persian court. His version goes beyond the tablets in expressly

* Translations of the text, inclusive of Rassam’s additions, are offered, though

of course with many reservations, in English by Sayce, Records of the Past, New
Series, Yol. i, 122 seq., and in German by Jensen, Kosrnologie der Babylonier, S.

268 ff.
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stating the material origin of the gods. With omission of his inter-

pretation, his report is that

“The Babylonians assumed two principles of the universe Tauthe and Apason

O', e., Tiamat and Apsu]
;
making Apason the husband of Tauthe and naming

her the mother of the gods. Of these two there was born an only-begotten son,

Moymis. From these same another generation proceeded, Lache and Lachos.

Then also from the same [original pair] a third generation, Kissare and Assoros ;

from whom sprang Anos, Illinos and Aos ; and of Aos and Dauke, Belos was
born, the fabricator of the world.”

The cuneiform narrative suffers a long interruption at this point,

due to breakage and loss of the tablets. When the story is recov-

ered. it appears that trouble has arisen :

Tiamat has done evil to the gods and is now their enemy. Lahama has

become her ally (iii, 31 obv.) and a troop of hideous creatures, eleven in number,

stand ready to assist her (iv, 106, 115). Ansar has in vain sent god Anu
[heaven] to punish the offenders ; Ea [the waters of the earth] has turned back

from the mission aghast ; and finally Marduk [the rising sun] has been chosen

as avenger and hailed as king.

The gods seat their chosen champion in the princely chamber and assign

him dominion over the universe (iv, 14), declare his weapons irresistible (1. 16),

proclaim his word all powerful, furnish him proof thereof (20-26), and bid him
go forth and slay Tiamat (31).

Marduk thereupon arms himself
;
grasps a spear in his right hand, hangs

bow and quiver on his side (37, 38), places lightning in front of him, fills his

body with flames ; he prepares a net to cast over the foe, takes in hand the four

winds, arouses a hurricane, an evil wind, a storm, a tempest, the four winds,

the seven winds, the cyclone. He sends forth the seven winds in advance to

confuse Tiamat, while he himself takes the storm, his great weapon, mounts his

war chariot (50), and in the sight of the gods sets out to meet the monster (60).

He finds her and challenges her to combat (86). She at once arms, and the

combatants approach. Marduk spreads his net around her, releases a hurricane

against her which enters her open mouth and prevents her lips from closing,

fills her body with a strong wind, pierces her with his spear, grasps and slays

her, casts her body dowrn and stands upon it. Leaving the slain Tiamat, he

turns his attention to her hideous troop, at once routs them, pursues, captures

and binds them and destroys their weapons.

Having established Ansar’s superiority over the enemy, he returned to the

body of Tiamat, cleft it in twain and with one half overshadowed the heavens

[made a covering for the heavens], then shoved in a bolt, and also set a watch-

man with orders not to allow the waters t-o stream forth. Having placed the

heavens opposite the watery abyss, he measured the latter and founded an edi-

fice like unto Isara, like the palace Isara, which he had built as heaven
; and let

Anu, Bel and Ea, occupy their dwellings. Then he embellished the heavens,

prepared places for the great gods, made the stars, set the zodiac, founded a

place for Nibiru, fixed the poles and opened gates provided with locks on either

side.

ne caused the moon to shine forth and subjected the night to it, furnished

it every month with a crown, in order at the beginning of the month to become
bright at evening, on the seventh day to show half (he crown, on the fourteenth

day to stand opposite.

The remainder of this tablet is too broken to admit of connected

translation.

29
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One more small fragment of the series exists, but its place in' the

set is not known further than that, judged by its contents, it must

follow those already mentioned. It narrates only the creation of

plants (possibly) and animals. Auy reference to man it may have

contained is broken off. According to it,

“When the gods in their assembly created, they (?) made strong tree trunks

(?) brought forth living [crea]tures .... cattle of the field, [beasts] of the

field and creeping things . . .
.”

Such is the story of creation as told by the tablets. But as is

well known the teaching of the Babylonians was also committed to

writing by Berosus, priest of Bel. A portion of the priest’s account

was cited by Alexander Polyhistor and quoted from his writings

by Eusebius and Georgius Syncellus. In these citations the Baby-

lonian priest states that, according to the doctrine of his fellow-

countrymen,

“There was a time when nothing existed but darkness and water, wherein

resided most hideous beings which were produced of a twofold principle. For

men were begotten with two wings, some moreover with four wings and two

faces. . . . Bulls likewise were bred with the heads of men, dogs with four

bodies, and horses with the heads of dogs. ... In short, there were creatures

which combined the shapes of all sorts of animals, and in addition to these were

fishes, reptiles, serpents and other animals monstrous and transformed in that

they had each other’s faces. Representations of them are preserved in the tem-

ple of Bel.

“A woman presided over all these by name Omoroka, which in the Chaldean

language is OaAarfl,* but in Greek is interpreted the sea (daXacnja), or, as it

might be equally well rendered, the moon. When all things were in this con-

dition, Bel came, cut the woman asunder, of one-half of her formed the earth

and of the other half the heavens, and destroyed the animals which were within

her. All this, he says, was an allegorical description of nature
;
for the whole

universe consisting of moisture and animals having been generated therein, the

deity above mentioned removed his own head and the other gods mixed the out-

flowing blood with earth and formed men
;
wherefore they are intelligent and

partake of divine thought. Now this Bel, by whom they signify Zeus, cleft [as

has already been stated in more allegorical language] the darkness asunder,

separated earth and heaven from each other, and reduced the universe to order.

Now the [nondescript] animals, since they were notable to endure the power

of the light, perished : Bel thereupon seeing a waste but fertile region, com-

manded one of the gods to remove his (Bel’s) head and mix the earth with the

thence flowing blood and form men and beasts capable of enduring the air.

Bel, moreover, made stars and sun and moon and the five planets.’’

No argument is needed to prove that Berosus and Damascius and

the scribe who wrote the tablets have the same story in mind.

The fact is patent that these tales are the outcroppings of one and

the same tradition
;
a tradition furthermore which extends through

many ages and whose traces may be followed back into remote

* In uncials 6A A A T9, which Robertson Smith happily conjectures to be a

misreading of 9A MTE, tamtu (ZA., 1891, S. 339).
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antiquity. The Neoplatonist philosopher wrote his concise version

about the year 560 after Christ. The priest Berosus penned his

account nine hundred years earlier, in the days of Alexander the

Great
;
but even then tablets containing the cuneiform account

were old. They had been lying buried for three centuries beneath

the ruins of Nineveh, having been prepared for Ashurbanipal about

650 before Christ (colophon of 5th tablet). But the story in some

form was current earlier still. The conflict of Marduk and the

dragon was depicted on the sculptured mural slabs of the palace

which Ashurnatsirpal built at Calah 880 years before Christ. Yet

more ancient was the restoration of Marduk’s temple at Babylon

which Agukakrime undertook. This king reigned later than 1050

B.C. (Delitzsch, 1883) or more probably before the beginning of the

fifteenth century B. C. (Tiele, 1885; Bezold, 1886; Sayce, 1888;

Guide to British Museum
,
1890). The royal restorer relates that

he decorated the temple doors with certain objects which he names

and which prove to be the hideous beings allied with Tiamat. Be-

sides these more important monuments of which the date is known,

there are numerous undated cylinder seals covering fairly well the

entire period of Assyro-Babylonian civilization, engraven with

various scenes from the story and revealing thereby the wide pub-

licity and popularity of the tale. Jensen surmises an earlier date

than the earliest which has been mentioned. He argues that the

progress of the returning sun of spring among the constellations,

placed and named as they are, and its position at the autumnal

equinox repeat the story of the conflict of Marduk with Tiamat and

her allies
;
and hence that the starry host received these names

when they occupied such a position with reference to the sun that

with his appearance at the vernal equinox the story began. This

event, he finds, was not later than 3000 B. C., and concludes that

the creation legends are, in part at least, as old as that (p. 309-320).

A tradition which was current among the inhabitants of the

Tigris and lower Euphrates valleys for several thousand years

would be known and might perhaps be entertained by peoples who
had been brought under the influence of Babylonian culture. Our

main interest in the Babylonian tale centres in its possible affiliation

with other cosmogonies, especially with the Hebrew account of

creation. Greater or less differences develop themselves in a tradi-

tion in the ordinary course of transmission, a fact which is abun-

dantly exemplified by the variations of the Babylonian legend in

Babylonia itself. It is not surprising, therefore, that even on the

assumption of common origin, in the Assyro-Babylonian and

Hebrew traditions of creation after their subjection to diverse condi-

tions, differences obtrude themselves. There is literary unlikeness.
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The Babylonian story knows nothing of a division into days (see

Presbyterian Review, x, p. 670 seq.)
;
whereas the Hebrew account

is distributed within a framework of six days. The Babylonian

tale, moreover, not only encumbers the plain narrative of creation

with an account of the choice and exaltation of a demiurge and of

his preparation for the mission, but it is, to say the least, highly

figurative and to the last degree anthropomorphic
;
the Hebrew

story on the other hand is the sober recital in simple yet stately

prose of the impressive tradition concerning the development of the

ordered universe from chaos.

In addition to the marked literary contrasts, there are profound

differences in conception. The Babylonian stories taken together

describe the primeval waters as spontaneously generative
;
the He-

brew account represents the material of the universe as lying waste

and lifeless and as not assuming order or becoming productive of

life until the going forth of the divine command. These divergent

views are allied with different theistic conceptions of the two peoples.

On this subject the fragments of Berosus’ narrative throw no light.

He is describing the origin of the ordered universe and assumes

the existence of the gods, however he may have treated of them

in his complete history, mentioning them only casually in connec-

tion with their respective activities in the work of creation. But

the cuneiform story goes back to a time when the gods did not

exist. It depicts the primeval chaos of waters and proceeds to state,

without determining the manner of origination, that the gods came

into being in successive periods of long duration and in the order

assigned by Damascius. The tradition as reported by the latter

ascribes a material origin to the gods; the primeval waters produc-

ing among others an early pair of deities from which the other gods

were descended by successive generations—a conception which is

perhaps allied to the Phoenician doctrine that out of the material

of the universe were evolved sun, moon, stars and constellations

which eventually arrived at consciousness and were called the

watchers of heaven. In the Hebrew records, however, a different

theistic doctrine prevails. God is the creator of the heavens and

the earth, the bringer into existence of that which did not previ-

ously exist. Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever he

had formed the earth and the world, even from everlasting to ever-

lasting He is God. He -was from the beginning or ever the earth

was, when there were no depths, no t'hdmdth
,
no ti'dmdti (Prov.

viii. 22-24).

But this difference in conceptions, diametrically opposed though

these views be, is explicable -without denial of kinship between the

accounts so soon as the divergent thought of the two peoples is
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recalled. And two considerations leave no reasonable doubt of a

relationship between the two traditions : first, the ancient common
habitat in Babylonia of the two peoples who transmitted these

accounts
;
and second, the community of conception, Hebrews and

Babylonians uniting in describing the primitive condition of the

universe as an abyss of waters shrouded in darkness and subse-

quently parted in twain in order to the formation of heaven and

earth. The kinship between the traditions need not be close, but

kinship there is.

The question then is, How are these two traditions related to the

original source? An answer is offered by the mediation theory

which regards the Babylonian legend as intermediate in time and as

forming the connecting link between the primitive story and its

assumed Hebrew modification. According to this theory, the early

tradition, ever changing, passed through the elaborate Babylonian

tale and thence into the purified Hebrew form. The prevalent

opinion is expressed by Jensen, who declares that “ the end of the

fourth and the fragments of the fifth and seventh (?) tablets, together

with the beginning of the first, quite unquestionably form the proto-

type of the biblical legends”
(
Kosmologie

,
S. 304). Notice that,

in addition to the opening lines in the first tablet which depict the

primitive condition of the universe as watery chaos, the part of the

Babylonian tale which is declared to form the prototype of the

biblical story is that portion which is taken up with the description

of the work of Marduk as fabricator of the universe (S. 304-306).

The monotheistic revisers, finding nothing objectionable in the con-

ception, allowed the description of the universe to remain, which

represented it as once existing in a state of chaotic waters enshrouded

in darkness. The story of the origin of the gods believers in one

god necessarily omitted and took up the tale again with the work

of the demiurge, Marduk the light bringer, whom they simply iden-

tified with the one eternal God
;
following the order of the Baby-

lonian narrative, they next related the separation of the waters and

formation of heaven
;
then the gathering of the lower waters into

one place and the appearance of the dry land
;
then, departing for a

moment from the Babylonian order, the clothing of earth’s surface

with vegetation
;
then, once more like the Babylonian narrative,

the creation of the heavenly bodies and the calling forth of animate

terrestrial beings. The Babylonian tale was thus, it is claimed,

stripped of all features repugnant to the spirit of monotheism,

reduced to a fundamental though modified physical conception and

transfused and glorified with the doctrine of the eternal God, creator

and sovereign of the universe.

This mediation theory, however, rests, we believe, on a demon-
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strable error. Contrary to the common assumption, the Hebrew
narrative is not chiefly, if it is at all, reflected in the Marduk section

of the cuneiform story, but in the first tablet and in Damascius. It

shines conspicuously in the lineage which is assigned to the gods by
these authorities, for the genealogical succession of the gods is the

creational order of the natural objects which they were supposed to

animate. Damascius, it will be remembered, reports the Babylo-

nian belief that at first there were two principles of the universe,

viz., the two primeval waters, from which, as from parents, sprang

not only Moymis and the gods Lahmu and Lahama, but also

two others, related as children of the same generation, Kisar and

Ansar, which, being interpreted, mean the comprehensive heavens

above and the comprehensive earth beneath
;
and of these in turn

came a group of three, Anu, heaven, and Illinos, earth’s surface, and

Ea, the terrestrial waters
;
and the son of the latter, so called because

rising daily from that god’s abode, the ocean, was Bel [Marduk], the

sun, whom the Babylonians say is the demiurge. Evidently, if for

these divinities there be substituted the natural objects which the

divine names signify, an orderly statement is rendered, like that in

the book of Genesis, of the physical development of the universe.

A similar doctrine permeates the native literature. According to

the monuments, Gur, i. e., Apsu, the primeval ocean, was “ the

mother, the bearer of heaven and earth ” (II R. 54, 18e ASKT. 76,

15, 16), “ the mother of Anu and the gods ” (Ancient History from
the Monuments, “Babylonia,” p. 66 note; R. P., Yol. ix, p. 146, 64

note). Of these Anu, Bel, i. e., Illil or V/Utvo? and Ea constituted a

triad, the supreme one in the Assyrian pantheon. And of Ea and his

consort Damkina, i. e .,
Dauke (II R. 55, 53d), “ the king and queen of

the watery deep ” (II R. 55, 24c, d), was born Marduk (II R. 55, 64d).

The account as transmitted by the first tablet does not expressly

publish the descent of the gods from the primeval waters, as does

Damascius, though traces of a traditional genealogy are contained

in the later tablets of the series in allusions to the gods as the

fathers or ancestors of Marduk. It does, however, purport to give

the chronological order in which the gods came into existence. It pic-

tures a primitive chaos of waters and then proceeds to relate the origin

of the deities
;
teaches, like Damascius, that Lahmu and Lahama,

whoever they may have been and who later became involved with

Tiamat, came into existence and grew up
;
that Ansar and Kisar,

in other words that heaven and earth in the widest meaning of these

terms, namely all above and all below, were formed
;
that after a long

period Anu, the spirit of the heavens proper, and Bel, the surface

of the earth, and Ea, the terrestrial waters, were made.* Here

*Last two names restored from context and Damascius.
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again the substitution for the gods of the natural objects which

their names signify and which they were believed to animate yields

a correct chronological account of the physical development of the

universe. In the light of this evidence, the story which the tablets,

especially in their opening sentences, tell and which they reveal

later between the lines, is not in its germ a sun myth, although it

has unfolded into or been engrafted on a sun myth (cp. Sayce, Hib-

bert Lectures
, 1887, p. 393), but it is the deformed outgrowth of an

earlier physical doctrine of the origin of the universe.

It may be read later between the lines of the Marduk section we
say, for it is legible in Marduk’s inferior rank and in the actual place

assigned to him in the pantheon. The Babylonian religion was a

nature worship, according to which natural objects were regarded

as animated. Yet Marduk, the rising sun, who in earliest times

was represented as destroyer of Tiamat, framer of heaven and earth

and seas, and constructor of the abodes of the gods, was not origi-

nally worshiped as father of the gods, the first in order of time, the

head of the pantheon, but as a subordinate deity
;
and when at a late

period he was admitted into the number of the great gods, it was as

occupant of an humble position. To this fact the story of creation

as told by the tablets, and in a part which is traceable to the earliest

times, bears witness. The king of the gods is Ansar
;
he sends Anu

to subdue Tiamat, and on Anu’s failure employs Ea
;
and not until

the god of terrestrial waters proves unable does Ansar turn to Mar-

duk as a last resort. It is only after this commission has been

announced that Marduk is led into the princely chamber by the

gods who are called his ancestors, and there endued with might and

invested with dominion over the universe (iv, 14). This pecu-

liarity is not accidental, but significant. The explanation is found

in the underlying cosmological theory: Marduk’s birth immediately

followed that of the triad of deities Anu (heaven), Bel (earth) and

Ea (house of terrestrial water). The universe had in part developed

before Marduk came into being
;
his rank coincides with his place

in unfolding cosmos, and the order in which the gods, one after the

other, are sent forth to battle, the reliance which is placed in

Marduk’s predecessors before he is appealed to for help, likewise

correspond broadly to the chronological succession of the gods as

determined by the creative order of the natural objects which they

represent. Thus even the Marduk section of the creation story,

notwithstanding its representation of that god as a maker of heaven

and earth, seems in reality to presuppose a somewhat advanced

stage in the formation of the universe before his offices are called

into requisition. In other words the sun-myth section was not at

first intended to describe creation, but only to depict the subsequent

potent benign influence of the sun.
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With this elucidation in mind, the cuneiform story as a whole

should be reviewed. The tale begins with the statement that at

first the primeval waters lay mingled together and eventually

became the begetter and bearer of heaven and earth. Deities came

into existence : first, Lahmu and Bahama
;
then after a considerable

period, all above and all below
;

after lapse of other years, heaven,

earth’s surface and terrestrial waters; finally Marduk, the rising

sun. But Tiamat, the watery abyss, resisted the unfolding order and

infringed the divine command (iv, 82) probably by her continual

endeavor to confound earth and heaven and sea. The nightly dark-

ness obscuring the regions of the universe and enveloping all nature

in the primeval shroud, the dense mists reuniting at times the waters

of heaven and earth, continued rains when the windows of heaven

were opened and the fountains of the great deep broken up, which

threatened to deluge the earth and again convert the celestial and

terrestrial waters into the one vast original ocean, suggested a possi-

ble return to chaos
;
yea, told these Babylonians, who believed in

the existence of animate beings back of every natural object, of a

determined struggle on the part of Tiamat to reduce all things to

primitive disorder
;
while the black clouds and vapors of fantastic

shape, the angry mutterings of thunder and the fierce tornado,

evoked in their superstitious minds the conception of a brood of

horrid creatures, offspring and abettors of Tiamat, allied with their

cruel progenitress in bitter warfare against the established order of

the universe. These foes, which the Babylonians discerned in dark-

ness and fog and storm, the deity of the comprehensive heavens,

Ansar, in vain sent Anu to overcome. Ea, lord of earthly waters,

availed still less. Finally Marduk, the rising sun, was sent. A
fearful storm was the result (Tablet iv, 45 seq .) ;

but the god of the

rising sun dispelled the darkness, scattered the hideously shaped

clouds, lifted the vapors in masses on high, subdued the tempest,

reopened the space between heaven and earth, revealed the blue

firmament, cleared a pathway for the starry host, brought to light

the earth and dried its surface, awdke animal and vegetable life.

The story in its developed form is an exaltation of the sun.

The events which preceded the sun’s appearance are recognized, but

being apart from the plan are not dwelt upon. Moreover, in course

of time, with the growth of the mythological conception and the

consequent partial concealment of the germ of the tale, there ulti-

mately developed a story which ascribed to the hero Marduk results

which even in Babylonian thought were in no wise due to the sun’s

agency (cp. Jensen, S. 809).

Compare with this Babylonian story the account which the Israel-

ites transmitted. A striking feature of the Hebrew narrative is its
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symmetry. While by necessity a natural sequence of events is

observed, the principle of grouping prevails. Creative acts, so dis-

tinct as to be introduced by the recurring formula, “ God said Let

there be,” and dismissed by the statement, “ God saw that it was

good;” creative acts, so diverse as is making from creating or as

is the gift of life from the mere separation of the material elements,

are in several instances grouped in one and the same period, as in

the first, third, fifth and sixth days. Again, the motionless objects

are grouped as the works of the first three days, and the moving

objects, or those which appear to move, as the works of the last three

days. Still again, the respective periods of the two great divisions

offset each other : the creation of light on the first day corresponds

to the making of the heavenly luminaries on the first day of the

second period
;
the division of waters by a firmament on the second

day, to the calling forth of animate beings in the waters and in front

of the firmament on the same day of the second period
;
the appear-

ance of dry land and of vegetation on the third day, to the land ani-

mals and the appointment of herbs for their food on the third day

of the second division. This distribution of the various works of

creation is not arbitrary, but logically determined
;

it is based on

the relations of these objects the one to the other, and it exhibits the

true character and progress and purpose of creation.

Of course the conclusion would be unwarranted that this sym-

metry is necessarily artificial
;
but the theory that it is the result of

intentional arrangement is plausible and has been adopted and

advocated by leading interpreters. If entertained, its bearing upon

another question must not be overlooked. If it be true that the

material has been arranged, it follows that while the natural sequence

of events has in a measure been retained in the narrative, chron-

ology has been subordinated
;

it has been either intentionally

ignored or at least only so far regarded as that the works of crea-

tion, which may have had their beginning in a prior period, have

been recounted in the order of their day or period of prominence,

not in the order of their coming into existence.

What then is meant by the much discussed days of the Hebrew
tradition

;
for so far as yet appears they are peculiar to the Hebrew

transmission ?* Under the teaching of God they are the accurate and

admirable classification of the works of creation in six divisions

;

six distinct groups of deeds followed by cessation from creative

activity, for the end and ideal of creation had been attained. And
in view of the sacredness which was conventionally attached to the

number seven, even by the authorized teachers of Israel, seven

sections were peculiarly appropriate in a narrative of God’s works.

*Tlie Etruscan story is of course not forgotten.
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And these sections are called days. It is to be admitted that these

expressions can, on purely linguistic grounds, be interpreted as ordi-

nary days, which taken together form a week of seven times twenty-

four hours. It is also to be admitted that, on literary grounds, these

terms can be interpreted as days, marked by the alternation of light

and darkness, but not consecutive. The several days are the

respective points of time when God issued His decrees. No stringent

reason compels belief that this same writer would teach that there

were ten generations and no more from Adam to Noah and from

Shem to Abraham
;
and certainly Matthew neither believed nor

would teach that the generations from Abraham to David, and from

David to the captivity, and from the captivity to Christ, were in

every case consecutive and in each group were fourteen and no

more. Perhaps the Hebrew writer is pursuing the same plan when
he describes the six groups of creative deeds as the works of six

several days, and adds thereto the seventh day of divine rest; thus

making, when taken together, a complete week and a heavenly

example to man of labor and repose. Still again it is to be admitted

with Driver, Delitzsch and a host of other distinguished scholars,

that “ the writer may have consciously used the term [day] figura-

tively,” for the words “ day ” and “ week ” were unquestionably

employed by the Hebrews with latitude. It has, indeed, been

argued that the periphrastic division of the day into two halves

bounded by evening and morning is conclusive proof that an ordi-

nary day of twenty-four hours is meant (Dillmann)
;
but if day is

used figuratively, evening and morning must likewise be, and accord-

ingly the answer has been well returned that evening may mean

“the time when the creator brought his work [temporarily] to a

close, and morning the time when the creative activity began anew ”

(Delitzsch). Each period of creative activity was followed by one

of inactivity, corresponding to night when man works not
;
and

when creation was complete, when the ideal which God had set

before Him had been attained, when all had been pronounced very

good, God entered upon His long and as yet unended Sabbath of

cessation from creative work, or, as the writer himself significantly

phrases it, from “ work which God made in a creative manner.”

Three interpretations of the term “ day ” are accordingly in them-

selves admissible, and we are constrained to sav with Augustine

:

“ What kind of days these were it is extremely difficult or perhaps

impossible for us to conceive and how much more to say ! ” (de civ.

Dei, xi, 6). A breadth of statement is employed by the author

which is usual with biblical writers when setting forth the subordi-

nate elements of their doctrine and which renders the teaching of

Scripture broader than the varying conceptions which man in dif-

ferent ages entertains.
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The -writer’s own conception, not of day but of the time occupied

in bringing the world into its present condition, may be ascertained,

if not with certainty, at least with probability. The plausibility of

the theory that he subordinates time to arrangement has already

been mentioned. Add to that the fitting omission of the definite

article from the enumeration of the periods
;
day one, day second,

day third, day fourth, day fifth and, to judge from the versions, day

sixth, leaving the expressions in themselves indefinite, which is not

customary when as here ordinals are used and the days of an ordi-

nary week period are numbered (Num. xxix. 17, 20, 23, etc.; Neh.

viii. (2), 13, 18
;
cp. Num. vii. 12, etc., et pass.). The method of enu-

meration employed is suitable for exhibiting a relation between the

groups which the writer would not narrowly define, and accordingly

he speaks of a second day, a third day, etc. Add further the

Semitic tradition, which has been preserved in the Babylonian ver-

sion that the successive stages in the development of the ordered

universe occupied long periods of untold duration, and the presump-

tion becomes strong that the Hebrew writer likewise conceived of

the creation period, not as seven times twenty-four hours, but as

vastly, indefinitely long.

So much for the style and for the framework of the Hebrew

tradition, now as to its contents. The cosmology underlying the

Hebrew account, apart from its theology, is that at first there was a

chaos: called the earth, because the heavens had not yet been

detached from the mass, and because it contained all the elements

out of which the universe was formed
;
called also the great deep or

t'hom, because existing in watery or fluid state. This mass of

material was shrouded in darkness. Then light was created. All

accounts, Babylonian and Hebrew, presuppose the existence of light

before the sun. The idea was familiar to the ancients, being found

among the Aryans east and west as well as among the Semites.

The doctrine is true
;
the causes were of old at work which make

the light of myriad suns and render our own orb of day luminous.

Then the blue vault called the firmament parted the primeval

waters, dividing the fluid heavens from the fluid earth. The latter

watery body is next described as undergoing change
;

it was sepa-

rated into seas and dry land, and the land clothed with verdure. As
yet, however, notwithstanding the allusion to vegetation, no mention

has been made of the creation of the sun. In this the Hebrew departs

from the order of the Marduk section, which tells of the formation of

the sun and stars immediately after that of earth and before any

allusion has been made to vegetation. The explanation may be found

either in the author’s intention to teach that vegetation preceded the

sun’s formation, or at least the sun’s appearance through the mists,
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or else in liis method of grouping, already described. It may be

that the author, without intending to teach the priority of vegeta-

tion to the sun’s light and heat, having narrated the gathering

together of the terrestrial waters and the appearance of dry land,

wished to preserve the determined symmetry of his account and

to complete the present picture by telling of the verdure which

forthwith covered the earth and which, in reality, forms one stage

with the ground in the earth’s development. It may be added in

passing that perhaps no man to this day knows whether vegetation

delayed until the sun had thrown off the planets which are within

the earth’s orbit and had assumed its present dimensions, or whether

herbage appeared long before. Proceeding to the movable bodies,

the Hebrew narrator first describes those w'hich pass in solemn pro-

cession across the sky—the sun, moon and stars. Then he depicts as

a succeeding day the time when fish swarmed in the waters and

fowl flew in the heaven, when the lower animals reached great de-

velopment and dominated the earth. He pictures next the day of

the land animals, made of the earth, higher in order of being than

fish or fowl, attaining to prominence and dominion after the reign

of aquatic and aerial animals, and culminating in man created in

the same manner as were they, ruling at the same time with them

on earth, but made in the divine image and commissioned to sub-

due the earth to himself and reign supreme among its creatures.

The outcroppings of the Semitic tradition of the creation of the

world, as they come to light on the Tigris and the lower Euphrates

and in Palestine, reveal a diverging trend in southern Mesopota-

mia. The original tradition, discoverable even beneath the distor-

tions to which it was subjected by polytheism, represented a primi-

tive condition of the universe consisting of chaotic waters enveloped

in darkness; a separation of these so-called waters into two divi-

sions, the great above and the great beneath
;
the clear distinction,

later, of these into heaven above and land and ocean beneath.

Under the influence of animistic nature worship, however, this fun-

damental physical doctrine was perverted. The divisions of the

universe were severally assigned a spirit and deified
;
consequently

the original teaching of the orderly development of the material

universe became in allegory the genealogy of the gods. At the

point where the appearance of the sun was noted, the tradition

diverged still more. The worshipers of the one true God, preserving

both the physical doctrine and the sublime truth behind it, told of the

appearance, at God’s command, of sun, moon and stars, of animate

beings in sea and air, of beasts on earth and of man in the divine

image. The Assyro-Babylonian adorers of nature on the other

hand, worshiping the sun, hail him as offspring of ocean’s lord and
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lady, because going forth daily from the sea, laud him as the

restorer and preserver of order and the awakener of life
;
yea, they

exalt him at length to the rank of a creator and in their fervor

ascribe to him the completion of the universe. The physical doctrine

which is the substratum of the tradition has been preserved in the

Hebrew transmission. The deification of nature and the glorifica-

tion of the sun are polytheistic amplifications. The Hebrew
account is the intentional perpetuation of the basal doctrine of the

origin of the universe.

And now allow the eye to sweep in rapid survey over the litera-

ture of antiquity. Cosmological theories entertained by the peoples

who were akin or neighbor or by commerce and conquest bound to

the Babylonians, Assyrians and Hebrews come to light. In Etruria

and Greece, in Persia, India, Egypt and Phoenicia cosmogonies are

found which bear resemblances to the Semitic tradition
;
concurring

with it not in the accidents of literary form and mythological fancies,

but in the essential of physical doctrine. For the most part they,

too, like the Babylonian tale, find a place for the sun and exaggerate

his agency
;
and yet not one is a sun myth. The exact relationship

of these cosmogonies to the Semitic tradition cannot as yet be

finally determined
;
but all confirmation which, with increasing

knowledge of ancient thought, shall accrue that these teachings

have a common origin with the Babylonian and Hebrew transmis-

sions is additional proof that the genealogy of the gods is a distor-

tion and the sun myth an amplification of the primitive tradition.

These national traditions show more. They show that the origi-

nal doctrine was never wholly lost sight of by mankind at large.

It was an influential presence in human thought. But especially

among the ancient Babylonians was the primitive tradition appre-

hended despite its perversion
;
for the same agencies which distorted

worked also to preserve it. The early doctrine of the more or less

vital relation between the gods and the natural objects whose names

they bore and which they inhabited, a doctrine which had con-

verted the account of the physical development of the universe

into the genealogical descent of the gods, must act in the oppo-

site direction
;
the genealogy of the gods must be ever readily

reconvertible into the generations of the heavens and the earth.

Whenever, then, this primitive, ever discernible and imperishable

teaching of the origin of the universe was held by monotheists, it

was formulated essentially as is the doctrine in the opening chapter

of the book of Genesis.

Princeton. John D. Davis.



IV.

CALVIN AS A COMMENTATOR.

CALVIN was an exegetical genius of the first order. His com-

mentaries are unsurpassed for originality, depth, perspicuity,

soundness, and permanent value. The Reformation period was

fruitful beyond any other in translations and expositions of the

Scripture. If Luther was the king of translators, Calvin was the

king of commentators. Poole, in the Preface to his Synopsis
,
apolo-

gizes for not referring more frequently to Calvin, because others

had so largely borrowed from him that to quote them was quoting

him. Reuss, the chief editor of his works and himself an eminent

Biblical scholar, says that Calvin was “beyond all question the

greatest exegete of the sixteenth century.” Archdeacon Farrar liter-

ally echoes this judgment. Diestel, the best historian of Old Testa-

ment exegesis, calls him “the creator of genuine exegesis.” Few
exegetical works outlive their generation

;
those of Calvin are not

likely to be superseded, any more than Chrysostom’s Homilies for

patristic eloquence, or Bengel’s Gnomon for pregnant and stimulat-

ing hints, or Matthew Henry’s Exposition for devotional purposes

and epigrammatic suggestions to preachers.

Calvin began his series of Commentaries at Strasburg with the

Epistle to the Romans, on which his system of theology is chiefly

built. In the dedication to his friend and Hebrew teacher Grynmus,

at Basel (Oct. 18, 1539), he already lays down his views of the best

method of interpretation, namely, comprehensive brevity, trans-

parent clearness, and strict adherence to the spirit and letter of the

author. He gradually explained the most important books of the

Old Testament, the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Prophets, and

all the books of the New Testament with the exception of the

Apocalypse, which he wisely left alone. Some of his expositions,

as the Commentary on the Minor Prophets, were published from

notes of his free, extempore lectures and sermons. His last literary

work was a Commentary on Joshua, which he began in great bodily

infirmity and finished shortly before his death and entrance into the

promised land.

It was his delight to expound the Word of God from the chair

and from the pulpit. Hence his theology is Biblical rather than
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scholastic. The Commentaries on the Psalms and the Epistles of

Paul are regarded as his best. He was in profound sympathy with

David and Paul, and read in their history his own spiritual biog-

raphy. He calls the Psalms (in the Preface), “an anatomy of all the

parts of the soul
;
for there is not an emotion of which any one can

be conscious that is not here represented as in a mirror. Or, rather,

the Holy Spirit has here drawn to the life the griefs, the sorrows,

the fears, the doubts, the hopes, the cares, the perplexities, in short,

all the distracting emotions with which the minds of men are wont

to be agitated.” He adds that his own trials and conflicts helped

him much to a clearer understanding of these divine compositions.

He combined in a very rare degree all the essential qualifica-

tions of an exegete—grammatical knowledge, spiritual insight, acute

perception, sound judgment, and practical tact. He thoroughly

sympathized with the spirit of the Bible
;
he put himself into the

situation of the writers, and reproduced and adapted their thoughts

for the benefit of his age.

Tholuck mentions as the most prominent qualities of Calvin’s

commentaries these four : doctrinal impartiality, exegetical tact,

various learning, and deep Christian piety. Winer praises his

“truly wonderful sagacity in perceiving, and perspicuity in expound-

ing, the meaning of the apostle.”

1. Let us look first at his philological outfit.

Melancthon well says :
“ The Scripture cannot be understood

theologically unless it be first understood grammatically.” He had

passed through the school of the Renaissance
;
he had a rare knowl-

edge of Greek
;
he thought in Greek, and could not help inserting

rare Greek words into his letters to learned friends. He was an

invaluable help to Luther in his translation of the Bible, but his

Commentaries are dogmatical rather than grammatical, and very

meagre, as compared with Calvin’s.

Luther surpassed all other Reformers in originality, freshness,

spiritual insight, bold conjectures, and occasional flashes of genius.

His Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians, which he called

“his wife,” is a masterpiece of sympathetic exposition and forceful

application of the leading idea of evangelical freedom to the ques-

tion of his age. But he was no exegete in the proper sense of the

term. He had no method and discipline. He condemned allegor-

izing as a mere “monkey-game”
(Affenspiel),

and yet he often

resorted to it in Job, the Psalms, and the Canticles. He was emi-

nently spiritual, and yet, as against Zwingli, slavishly literal in his

interpretation. He seldom sticks to the text, but uses it only as a

starting-point for popular sermons, or polemical excursions against

papists and sectarians. He cared nothing for the consensus of the
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fathers. He applied private judgment to the interpretation with

the utmost freedom, and judged the canonlcity and authority of the

several books of the Bible by a dogmatic and subjective rule—his

favorite doctrine of solifidian justification; and as he could not find

it in James, he irreverently called that epistle “ an epistle of straw.”

He anticipated modern criticism, but his criticism proceeded from

faith in Christ and God’s Word, and not from skepticism. His best

book is a translation, and next to it, his little catechism for children.

Zivingli studied the Greek at Glarus and Einsiedeln, that he

might be able “ to draw the teaching of Christ from the fountain.”

He learned Hebrew after he was called to Zurich. He also studied

the fathers, and, like Erasmus, took more to Jerome than to

Augustine. His expositions of Scripture are clear, easy and natural,

but somewhat artificial. The other Swiss Reformers and exegetes

—GUcolampadius, Grynaeus, Bullinger, Pellican and Bibliander—had

a good philological preparation. Pellican, a self-taught scholar

(d. 1556), who was called to Zurich by Zwingli in 1525, wrote a

little Hebrew grammar even before Reuchlin, and published at

Zurich comments on the whole Bible. Bibliander (d. 1564) was

likewise professor of Hebrew in Zurich, and had some acquaintance

with other Semitic languages; he was, however, an Erasmian rather

than a Calvinist, and opposed the doctrine of the absolute decree.

For the Hebrew Bible these scholars used the editions of Daniel

Bomberg (Venice, 1518-1545); the Complutensian Polyglot, which

gives, besides the Hebrew text, also the Septuagint and Yulgate

and a Hebrew vocabulary (Alcala, printed 1514-1517, published

1520 sqq.)] also the editions of Sabastian Munster (Basel, 1536),

and of Robert Stephens (Etienne, Paris, 1539-1546). For the Greek

Testament they had the editions of Erasmus (Basel, five ed., 1516-

1535), the Complutensian Polyglot (1520), Colinseus (Paris, 1534),

Stephens (Paris and Geneva, 1546-1551). A year after Calvin’s

death, Beza began to publish his popular editions of the Greek

Testament, with a Latin version (Geneva, 1565-1604).

Textual criticism was not yet born, and could not begin its opera-

tions before a collection of the textual material from manuscripts,

ancient versions, and patristic quotations. In this respect, therefore,

all the Commentaries of the Reformation period are barren and

useless. Literary criticism was stimulated by the Protestant spirit

of inquiry with regard to the Jewish Apocrypha and some Antile-

gomena of the New Testament, but was soon repressed by dogma-

tism.

Calvin, besides being a master of Latin and French, had a very

good knowledge of the languages of the Bible. He had learned

the Greek from Yolmar at Bourges, the Hebrew from Grynaeus
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during his sojourn at Basel, and he industriously continued the

study of both. He was • at home in classical antiquity; his first

book was a Commentary on Seneca De Clementia, and he refers

occasionally to Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, Polybius, Cicero, Seneca,

Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Terence, Livy, Pliny, Quintilian, Diogenes

Laertius, Aulus Gellius, etc. He inferred from Paul’s quotation of

Epimenides, Tit. i. 12, “ That those are superstitious who never ven-

ture to quote anything from profane authors. Since all truth is

from God, if anything has been said aptly and truly even by impious

men it ought not to be rejected, because it proceeded from God.

And since all things are of God, why is it not lawful to turn to his

glory whatever may be aptly applied to this use?” On 1 Cor. viii.

1, he observes: “Science is no more to be blamed when it puffs up

than a sword when it falls into the hands of a madman.” But he

never makes a display of learning, and uses it only as a means to get

at the sense of the Scripture. He wrote for educated laymen as well

as scholars, and abstains from minute investigations and criticisms,

but he encouraged Beza to publish his Commentary on the New
Testament, in which philological scholarship is more conspicuous.

Calvin was also familiar with the patristic commentators, and

had much more respect for them than Luther. He fully appreci-

ated the philological knowledge and tact of Jerome, the spiritual

depth of Augustine, and the homiletic wealth of Chrysostom
;
but

he used them with independent judgment and critical discrimi-

nation.

2. Calvin kept constantly in view the primary and fundamental

aim of the interpreter, namely, to bring to light the true meaning

of the Biblical authors according to the laws of thought and speech.

He transferred himself into their mental state and environment so as

to become identified with them, and let them explain what they

actually did say, and not what they might or should have said,

according to our notions or wishes. In this genuine exegetical

method he has admirably succeeded, except in a few cases where his

judgment was biased by his favorite dogma of a double predesti-

nation, or his antagonism to Rome
;
though even there he is more

moderate and fair than his contemporaries, who indulge in diffuse

and irrelevant declamations against popery and monkery. Thus he

correctly refers the “ Rock ” in Matt. xvi. 18, to the person of Peter,

as the representative of all believers. He stuck to the text. He
detested irrelevant twaddle and diffuseness. He was free from ped-

antry. He never evades difficulties, but frankly meets and tries

to solve them. He carefully studies the connection. His judgment

is always clear, strong and sound. Commentaries are usually dry,

broken, and indifferently written. His exposition is an easy, con-

30
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tinuous flow of reproduction and adaptation in elegant Erasmian

Latinitj. He could truly assert on his- death-bed that he never

knowingly twisted or misinterpreted a single passage of the Scrip-

tures; that he always aimed at simplicity, and restrained the temp-

tation to display acuteness and ingenuity.

He made no complete translation of the Bible, but gave a Latin

and a French version of those parts on which he commented in

either or both languages, and he revised the French version of his

cousin, Pierre Robert Olivetan, which appeared first in 1535, for

the editions of 1545 and 1551.

3. Calvin is the founder of modern grammatico-historical exe-

gesis. He affirmed and carried out the sound and hermeneutical

principle that the Biblical authors, like all sensible writers, wished

to convey to their readers one definite thought in words which they

could understand. A passage may have a literal or a figurative

sense, but cannot have two senses at once. The Word of God is

inexhaustible and applicable to all times
;
but there is a difference

between explanation and application, and application must be con-

sistent with explanation.

Calvin departed from the allegorical method of the Middle Ages,

which discovered no less than four senses in the Bible, turned it into

a nose of wax and substituted pious imposition for honest exposi-

tion. He speaks of “ puerile ” and “ far-fetched ” allegories, and

says that he abstains from them because there is nothing “ solid and

firm ” in them. It is an almost sacrilegious audacity to twist the

Scriptures this way and that way, to suit our fancy. In comment-

ing on the allegory of Sarah and Hagar (Gal. iv. 22-26), he censures

Origen for his arbitrary allegorizing, as if the plain historical sense

of the Bible were too mean and too poor. “I acknowledge,” he

says, “ that Scripture is a most rich and inexhaustible fountain of

all wisdom, but I deny that its fertility consists in the various mean-

ings which any man at his pleasure may put into it. Let us know
then that the true meaning of Scripture is the natural and obvious

meaning, and let us embrace and abide by it resolutely. Let us not

only neglect as doubtful, but boldly set aside as deadly corruptions,

those pretended expositions which lead us away from the natural

meaning.” He quotes Chrysostom approvingly, who says that the

word “ allegory ” in this passage is used in an “ improper ” sense. He
was averse to all forced attempts to harmonize difficulties. He con-

structed his harmony of the gospels from the three Synoptists alone,

and explained John separately.

4. Calvin emancipated exegesis from the bondage of dogmatics.

He was remarkably free from traditional orthodox prepossessions

and prejudices, being convinced that the truths of Christianity do
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not depend upon the number of dicta probantia. He could see no

proof of the doctrine of the Trinity in the plural Elohim
,
nor in the

three angel visitors of Abraham (Gen. xviii. 2), nor in theTrisagion

(Ps. vi. 3), nor of the divinity of the Holy Spirit in Ps. xxxiii. 6.

5. He prepared the way for a proper historical understanding of

prophecy. He fully believed in the Messianic prophecies, which

are the very soul of the faith and hope of Israel
;
but he first per-

ceived that they had a primary bearing and practical application to

their own times, and an ulterior fulfillment in Christ, thus serving a

present as well as a future use. He thus explained Psalms ii, viii, xvi,

xxii, xl, xlv, Ixviii, cx, as typical and indirectly Messianic. On the

other hand, he made excessive use of typology, especially in his

sermons, and saw not only in David but in every king of Jerusalem

a “ figure of Christ.” In his explanation of the protevangelium

(Gen. iii. 15) he correctly understands the “seed of the woman,”

oollectively of the human race, in its perpetual conflict with Satan,

which will culminate ultimately in the victory of Christ, the Head
of the race. He widens the sense of the formula “ that it might be

fulfilled ” (?ya 7zXrjpujVij), so as to express sometimes simply an analogy

or correspondence between an Old Testament and a New Testament

event. The prophecy (Hos. xi. 1) quoted by Matthew as referring

to the return of the Christ child from Egypt, must, accordingly,

“ not be restricted to Christ,” but is “ skillfully adapted to the present

occasion.” In like manner, Paul, in Rom. x. 6, gives only an embel-

lishment and adaptation of a word of Moses to the case in hand.

6. He had the profoundest reverence for the Scriptures, as con-

taining the Word of the living God and as the only infallible and

sufficient rule of faith and duty
;
but he was not swayed by a par-

ticular theory of inspiration. It is true, he never would have

approved the unguarded judgments of Luther on James, Jude,

Hebrews and the Apocalypse
;
but he had no hesitancy in admit-

ting incidental errors which do not touch the vitals of faith. He
remarks on Matt, xxvii. 9, “ How the name of Jeremiah crept in,

I confess I know not, nor am 1 seriously troubled about it. That

the name of Jeremiah has been put for Zechariah by an error, the

fact itself shows, because there is no such statement in Jeremiah.”

Concerning the discrepancies between the speech of Stephen, in

Acts vii, and the account of Genesis, he suggests that Stephen or

Luke drew upon ancient traditions rather than upon Moses, and

made “ a mistake in the name of Abraham.”

He was far from the pedantry of the Purists in the seventeenth

century, who asserted the classical purity of the New Testament

Greek on the ground that the Holy Spirit could not be guilty of

any solecism or barbarism, or the slightest violation of grammar;
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not remembering that the apostles and evangelists carried the heav-

enly treasure of truth in earthen vessels, that the power and grace

of God might become more manifest, and that Paul himself con-

fesses his rudeness “in speech,” though not “in knowledge.”

Calvin justly remarks, with special reference to Paul, that by a

singular providence of God the highest mysteries were committed

to us “ sub contemptibili verlorum humilitate,” that our faith may not

rest on the power of human eloquence, but solely on the efficacy of

the divine Spirit
;
and yet he fully recognized the force and the

fire, the majesty and weight of Paul’s style, which he compares to

flashes of lightning.

The scholastic Calvinists, like the scholastic Lutherans of the

seventeenth century, departed from the liberal views of the

Reformers, and adopted a mechanical theory which confounds inspi-

ration with dictation, ignores the human element in the Bible, and

reduces the sacred writers to mere penmen of the Holy Spirit. This

theory is destructive of scientific exegesis. It found symbolical

expression, but only for a brief period, in the Helvetic Consensus

Formula of 1675, which, in defiance of historical facts, asserts even

the inspiration of the Masoretic vowel points. But notwithstanding

this restraint, the Calvinistic exegetes adhered more closely to.the

grammatical and historical sense of the Scriptures than their

Lutheran and Roman Catholic contemporaries.

7. Calvin accepted the traditional canon of the New Testament,

but exercised the freedom of the ante-Nicene Church concerning

the origin of some of the books. He denied the Pauline authorship

of the Epistle to the Hebrews on account of the differences of style

and mode of teaching (ratio docendi
),

but admitted its apostolic

spirit and value. He doubted the genuineness of the Second Epistle

of Peter, and was disposed to ascribe it to a pupil of the apostle, but

he saw nothing in it unworthy of Peter. He prepared the way for

a distinction between authorship and editorship as to the Pentateuch

and the Psalter.

He departed from the traditional view that the Scripture rests on

the authority of the Church. He based it on internal rather than

external evidence, on the authority of God rather than the authority

of men. He discusses the subject in his Institutes and states the

case as follows :
“ There has very generally prevailed a most perni-

cious error that the Scriptures have only so much weight as is

conceded to them by the suffrages of the Church, as though the

eternal and inviolable truth of God depended on the arbitrary will

of men For, as God alone is a sufficient witness of Himself

in His own Word, so also the Word will never gain credit in the

hearts of men till it be confirmed by the internal testimony of the
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Spirit. It is necessary, therefore, that the same Spirit, who spake

by the mouths of the prophets, should penetrate into our hearts to

convince us that they faithfully delivered the oracles which were

divinely intrusted to them Let it be considered then as an

undeniable truth that they who have been inwardly taught by the

Spirit feel an entire acquiescence in the Scripture, and that it is self-

authenticated, carrying with it its own evidence, and ought not to

be made the subject of demonstrations and arguments from reason
;

but it obtains the credit which it deserves with us by the testimony

of the Spirit. For though it commands our reverence by its internal

majesty, it never seriously affects us till it is confirmed by the Spirit

in our hearts. Therefore, being illuminated by Him, we now believe

the divine original of the Scripture, not from our own judgment or

that of others, but we esteem the certainty that we have received it

from God’s own mouth, by the ministry of men, to be superior to

that of any human judgment, and equal to that of an intuitive per-

ception of God Himself in it Without this certainty, better

and stronger than any human judgment, in vain will the authority

of the Scripture be either defended by arguments or established by

the authority of the Church, or confirmed by any other support,

since, unless the foundation belaid, it remains in perpetual suspense.”

This doctrine of the intrinsic merit and self-evidencing character

of the Scripture, to all who are enlightened by the Holy Spirit,

passed into the Gallican, Belgic, Second Helvetic, Westminster and

other Reformed confessions. They present a fuller statement of the

objective or formal principle of Protestantism, namely, the absolute

supremacy of the Word of God as the infallible rule of faith and

practice, than the Lutheran symbols which give prominence to the

subjective or material principle of justification by faith.

At the same time the ecclesiastical tradition is of great value as

a witness to the human authorship and canonicity of the several

books, and is more fully recognized by modern Biblical scholarship,

in its conflict with destructive criticism, than it was in the days of

controversy with Romanism. The internal testimony of the Holy

Spirit and the external testimony of the Church join in establishing

the divine authority of the Scriptures.

New Yoke. Philip Schaff.



THE STRUCTURE OF THE MESSAGES TO THE
SEVEX CHURCHES.

THE systematic arrangement of these messages, the exactness of

plan on which they are all constructed, the identity in the

order of certain prominent events in them and the artificialness of

their whole form, in both thought and language, are most note-

worthy. No one can even glance at them without receiving that

impression. When we get down to the mind of the Spirit as un-

mistakably seen in this, it becomes marvelous. It is so very

remarkable that it must have had a purpose in the economy of

revelation. In these messages where every point seems to be more
striking than the preceding, there is scarcely anything which is more

wonderful than this.

We are safe in affirming that in no other portion of the Word of

God is there such exact and such significant system as in this. In

this respect it is doubtful whether there is to be found, in any writ-

ing, sacred or secular, any such order as here. It is so perfectly

symmetrical as to have an indescribable charm. Most heartily do

we endorse the assertion of an eminent writer that “ there never

was a book penned with that artifice of this of the Apocalypse.”

Probably no other portion of the Bible is so charming in its system

and so exact in number. Like some splendid cathedral which has

been the admiration of centuries, every adornment is in its fitting

place, every proportion is according to precise number, all things

conspire to one effect
;
diversity gives prominence to the wondrous

symmetry and all is sublime. Even if we were impelled to the

study of this feature of the messages by no higher motive than a

wholesome curiosity it would be a very worthy pursuit. But there

is something far higher. This peculiarity of the passage must be

significant. There must have been an important purpose in a form

of revelation that was so peculiar.

1. We glance at the undoubted system according to which the

messages are arranged. In this we would notice the orderly method

in which the various churches are introduced. They are not ad-

dressed at random, but according to an exact plan. Ephesus is first

addressed because nearest to Patmos, and because a sort of metrop-
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olis of the whole country
;
then Smyrna, the next to the left, if we

take the cities in a kind of rude circle
;
then Pergamos, next in this

order
;
then Thyatira, going onward in the course

;
then Sardis,

still in the circle
;
then Philadelphia

;
then, last, Laodicea, after

which the circuit would lead back to Ephesus, the place of starting.

This is the obvions geographical order, but, as we shall see, there

was a deeper, a providential arrangement in the character of the

churches, and consequently in the messages sent them.

2. There is a marvelously significant method in the structure of

the messages. They are all framed on precisely the same plan. As
we closely examine them we find that in each message there are

seven leading elements. As the messages are seven in number,

from the seven spirits of God to the seven churches, so we find that

there are seven special elements in each one of them. This is the

general rule, with only very slight deviations in one or two instances,

as might be expected in a matter which is necessarily so complicated.

We place these special elements of each message in one view that

the arrangement may be better seen. The elements are—(1) The
title of the Son of Man, different in each message. (2) In each

church there is something rebuked, with only one slight exception.

(3) In each there is something applauded, with one slight exception

again. (4) Some special advice is given to each. (5) To each

there is a threatening in case of unfaithfulness. (6) In all of them

there is a promise to those who overcome. (7) Then, each con-

cludes with, “ He that hath an ear let him hear what the Spirit

saith to the churches.”

3. There are certain things which are precisely the same in each of

the seven messages. (1) In each we find the expression :
“ He that

overcometh ”—showing that all the churches would have to con-

tend for the faith. (2) In each of them there is some special sym-

bol taken from some local object, some symbol that could be applied

to that church and no other. Such symbols are “ Nicolaitans,”

“ Synagogue of Satan,” “ white stone,” “ that woman Jezebel,”

“ white raiment,” “ open door,” “spew thee out of my mouth.”

4. In each message there is one centralpoint around which every-

thing else is arranged, upon which everything else has a bearing

and which gives shape and color to all. There was some special

thing intended to be communicated to each church, which per-

tained to something peculiar in it, and which could not be addressed

to any other—some evil to be corrected, some virtue to be acknowl-

edged, some information to be given or some hope to be encouraged.

This was the one thing, the burden of the message. This will be

better understood and appreciated if we place the central points of

them all together, so that they may be distinctly seen. To Ephesus
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the burden of the message is, “ Thou hast left thy first love

to Smyrna, “ I know thy works and tribulations and poverty to

Pergamos, “Thou hast there them that hold the doctrine of

Balaam to Thyatira, “ Thou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which

callest herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants

to Sardis, “ Thou hast a name that thou livest and art dead to

Philadelphia, “ Behold, I set before thee an open door and to

Laodicea, “Thou art neither cold nor hot.” It was to convey to

each church that special thing that its message was sent. That key

being found all else can be opened.

5. There is a surprising gradation in the leading elements of the

messages. They are not isolated in the matters they contain, but

they are so related that in the leading elements of them all as

a body they form a complete embodiment of the subject. This

deserves our special attention.

(a) There is a gradation in the character of the churches, so that

in them we have specimens of almost all classes. Against the two

churches of Philadelphia and Smyrna there is no charge whatever;

Ephesus had lost its first love, Pergamos tampered with evil, Thya-

tira affiliated with corruption, Sardis was grossly hypocritical and

Laodicea was disgustingly lukewarm.
(
b
)
There is a gradation in

the threatenings. The mildest is that of removing the candlestick

—taking away gospel privileges. The worst is, “ I will spew thee

out of my mouth ”—utter abandonment, (c) But this gradation is

most striking in the promises. Nothing could be more beautiful

than this is. From the very lowest to the very highest, every shade

of blessedness is assured to those who shall prove faithful to the

Lord. Nothing but looking at the promises in detail will enable us

to see this in its astonishing beauty. (1) The first and lowest is

the promise to the faithful of Ephesus: “To him that overcometh

will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the midst of the

paradise of God.” This is simply an assurance of the continuance

of life forever. (2) The second is the promise to the suffering but

victorious believers of Smyrna :
“ Be thou faithful until death, and

I will give thee a crown of life.” This is a degree higher, but it is

merely an engagement to bestow a victorious reward of glory.

(3) The third is the promise to the steadfast amid the persecutions

of Pergamos: “To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the

hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in the stone a

new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that recei veth

it.” This is a great advance, inasmuch as it promises the everlast-

ing and intimate friendship of the Son of God. (4) The fourth is the

promise to the unyielding heroes of Thyatira :
“ He that overcom-

eth and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power
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over the nations
;
and he shall rule them with a rod of iron

;
as

the vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers
;
even as I

received of my Father.” This is higher still. It is an assurance

of going forward steadily forever in victory and power and glory.

(5) The fifth is the promise to the few noble and upright ones of

Sardis: “ He that overcometh, the same shall be clothed in white

raiment, and I will not blot out his name out of the Book of Life,

but I will confess him before my Father, and before his angels.”

More exalted still is this engagement. It is the assurance of ever-

lastingly enjoying the very acme of purity and glory. (6) The

sixth is the promise to the humble, patient and suffering ones

in Philadelphia :
“ Him that overcometh will I make a pillar

in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out
;
and I will

write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of

my God, which is the New Jerusalem, and my own new name.”

This is higher than any of the promises that went before it, for it

is a pledge that they shall be identified in glory with the exalted

Son of God for evermore. (7) The seventh is the promise to the

most faithful because the most tempted believers of Laodicea :
“ To

him that overcometh will I grant to sit with mein my throne, even

as I also overcame and am set down with the Father in his throne.”

This is the highest of all—the highest of which imagination can

conceive, even that of being fully identified with the Lord of Glory

in the government of the world. Such are the seven promises in

their various degress or shades of blessedness
;
and, verily, “ eye

hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of

man, these things which God hath prepared for them that love

him.” Oh, no ! imagination can frame nothing so surpassingly

glorious as the prospect they together hold out to the suffering,

tried, but faithful followers of our Lord.

6. The climax of this remarkable system is reached in the strange

recurrence of the number seven at every point. This is too obvious

not to awaken very special attention—too obvious not to make an

impression that there is great significance in it. The moment we
open the messages we are impressed with the remarkable use of

this number in their every element. There are seven spirits before

the throne, seven golden candlesticks, seven stars in the right hand

of the Son of Man, seven churches of Asia, seven elements in each

one of the seven messages. Then, when we follow on through the

whole book of the Apocalypse, this peculiarity becomes more and

more striking. We find the lamb with seven horns and seven eyes,

the book with seven seals, the seven angels with seven trumpets,

the seven thunders, the seven vials with the seven last plagues, the

seven heads of the dragon and the seven crowns. on these heads, the
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seven mountains and the seven kings, the two witnesses prophecy-

ing in sackcloth the half of seven years, and lying unburied the

half of seven days. In many other instances throughout this book

we find the same number. Whatever may be its special signifi-

cance as a symbol, or whatever may be its use, it is eminently the

number of the Bible.

Then what is its significance ? Before answering we must first

for a moment glance at two or three other sacred numbers which

are used as symbols. Certain numbers occupy too prominent a

place on the inspired pages—they are used in too many different

connections and they too evidently have a special purpose, for us to

slight them
;

or, as many do, sneer at an earnest effort to interpret

them. That would not be giving due honor to the Holy Ghost.

They must mean something. As divinely used symbols they must

mean much
;

yea, they do teach and should deeply impress im-

portant truths.

W e notice only two of them here, namely three and four. On
three we need not dwell, as nothing could be more palpable than

that it is the established symbol of the Godhead—Father, Son and

Holy Ghost. Four is not so well understood, and yet the various

passages in which it is found leave no doubt as to its meaning. We
take a sample as we find it in the Book of Daniel :

“ Daniel spake

and said, I saw in my vision by night, and, behold, the four winds

of the heaven strove upon the great sea. And/oiir great beasts came

up from the sea, diverse one from another.” More briefly, in other

places, we have “four rivers of Paradise,” “four living creatures,”

“ four winds,” “ four notable horses,” “ four workmen,” “ four

chariots,” “four corners of the earth.” We can hardly mistake the

significance of this number as it thus lies before us—four rivers,

winds, seasons, cardinal points, workmen, chariots. Everything is

of the world, humanity, mankind. Four then is the number for the

world. It is the symbol for mankind. Four the symbol for man,

as three is for God.

We would now attempt to answer the question, What is the origin

and what the significance of the number seven as used in these

messages ? The usual explanation of its frequent use in Scripture is

that God rested from His creative work on the seventh day, and

hence its constant use ever afterwards in the Sacred Book. That is

correct so far as it goes, but we must go farther and examine

whether there may not have been sublime reasons why he rested on

the seventh day rather than on the sixth, the eighth, or any other.

All His ways are guided by infinitely wise purposes—what were the

deep purposes here? What we find revealed concerning His glorious

designs in creation and providence, in Scripture and providence, is
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that all was for His adorable Son, our Lord—“ all things were

created bj Him and for Him.” Then this seventh day of rest was

surely not excepted. It also, as we shall see, was created with ref-

erence to Him

—

as His covenant number in redemption. “ All things

were created for him,” hence the seventh day of rest amongst others.

“The Sabbath was made for man,” but for him as originally

belonging to Christ, and bestowed through Him and for His sake.

The well-known fact that the same word used for seven is also

used for oath, and that covenants were ratified by oath, leads to the

conviction that it was a covenant number, and we proceed to show

that it was the covenant number of redemption in Christ, who was

thus typified even by the seventh day of rest. We have already

seen that the established numerical symbol for God is three. W

e

have also seen that the undoubted Scriptural symbol for man isfour.

But three and four brought together or added are seven. Hence,

as clear as symbolic language can make it, seven becomes the

symbol of God and man brought together, or reconciled. This could

not be more strikingly set forth by emblems which, especially in

early days, were the chief method of imparting truth. Imagination

or fancy have nothing to do with it
;
but here are the facts. What-

ever were the reasons for fixing upon the seventh as the day of rest

at creation, and hence for establishing seven as the sacred number

of the world, it must have been something in the mind of God alone.

It could not have been, as has been argued, the genius of the Hebrew
literature or hoary traditions of the nations, for the very good

reason that none of these existed when the infinite wisdom

appointed the seven as the consecrated number. We must trace its

origin to His mind alone
;
and if we can see that, even at the

moment when creation was finished, the Creator gave to the world

this significant prediction of the redemption that would be needed

and that would come, then seven as the sacred number becomes

most sublime. And short of this no explanation satisfies.

Three and four brought together are seven—God and man
brought together are the atonement, or covenant, or God reconciled

in Christ. The sublime covenant of redemption is this reconcilia-

tion of God and man. It is God and man made one. This is the

fundamental thought of the whole gospel—yea, of the whole Bible.

It is the very central and all-essential idea of all religion
;
and the

very word reliyion—to bind back or bind anew—implies it. It

means to reunite God and man whom sin had separated. It is the

very thought and substance of the atonement—the at-one-ment—
God and man united—three and four added—seven. The essential

idea then of the atonement, the covenant, the reconciliation effected

by the mediation and death of Christ is God and man at one.
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Hence, most appropriately, most beautifully and most significantly

is seven .in Scripture the invariable symbol of the covenant and

atonement. All the Bible through it is always used in connection

with atonement and reconciliation. As specimens of this we find

that seven is the number of all sacrifices by which the atone-

ment was typified, of all sacrifices and devotements connected with

the covenant, of all in the old economy which illustrated or set forth

forgiveness. Its very recurrence, then, so constantly in these

messages, is the most impressive kind of proof that it is connected

with the covenant of redemption, that it at every point and element

is a part of the sublime work by which the redemption of Christ is

to be applied to the salvation of mankind.

We come now to a second deeply interesting question concerning

this marvelous symmetry which we find in the structure of the

messages. What does it indicate? What was its design in the

economy of revelation? There must have been some sublime pur-

pose in the mind of the Holy Ghost—something higher than merely

to make the meaning of the revelation complete or well rounded

out. Studying it carefully, can we help the conviction that this ex-

traordinary system was an intimationfrom God Himself that a well-

ordered plan would prevail in conducting the affairs predicted in

revelation— the affairs of the Church and the world? The very

structure of the passage is a prophecy of this.

We can present but two or three of the leading points that come

into the answer. The number seven holds such a conspicuous place

in the system of the structure that we notice it first. The constant

use of the covenant number in the messages most intimately connects

them with all the fundamentals of religion, with the grand pur-

poses of creation, with the marvels of redemption and with every

part of the glorious scheme of the divine government. They are

all parts of the same exalted manifestations of Jehovah. They are

all stamped with the impress of the perfections of the same divine

workman. The same symbol of mysterious and perfect wisdom

and power and goodness, unchanged and unchanging, is on them all

and reveals their celestial origin. This covenant number being

interwoven with every element of the messages shows, in its own

deeply significant way, that they are connected with the sublime

cause of human redemption. They are designed to explain that

cause
;
to delineate its destiny

;
to help it forward

;
to exhibit its

great, God-like features, to urge its claims, and to reveal its tenden-

cies and its inexhaustible benefits to that world it was appointed to

rescue from ruin.

Again, this wonderful system in the messages reveals a most

attractive characteristic of our glorious Lord. It shows that he is
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a God of order. The observance of exact system in His Word and

works is not beneath Him. This is His very nature
;

it is His

way of working, both in the realms of nature and of grace
;

it is

His delight. Every page and element of revelation makes this

most evident and satisfactory. Every point in the messages renders

it most manifest that this is His nature. Exact plan characterizes

all His ways of speaking and working. Order and well-arranged

system are His pleasure.

But the leading point of instruction is, that from the contempla-

tion of this perfect system of the messages we learn assuredly, as it was

intended that we should learn, that the same order, the same 'perfectly

arranged plan will prevail in all the coming changes in the Church
,

in the world
,
in the wholefuture track of human destiny. Blessed

beyond imagination is this prospect 1 Horrible would be the out-

look for humanity were it not for this ! To look forward with the

thought that there is no plan in the changes that are awaiting our

race, no divine scheme guiding its progress, no protection from the

anarchy of selfishness and cruelty and lies, no safe bourne towards

which we are trending—oh, such a thought would crush out all

hope and make the heart sick ! But this very significant system in

the messages gives us a sure intimation that it will be otherwise.

It is itself a type of the well-ordered plan which will direct the whole

future of the Church
, of the world

, of the souls of individuals and

of the whole human race. From it we have a most comfortable

assurance that all the affairs of the Church, for which the world

stands, will be conducted according to a prearranged scheme of

heavenly wisdom. Then this structure of the messages becomes a

prediction—a pre-intimation of what that scheme will be. It

shows that God has arranged a definite plan as to the future career

of His Church, and that plan receives a prophetic delineation in the

rest of the Apocalypse. In no sense is the future of Christ’s king-

dom to be at haphazard, or accidental, or at the sport of mere

human caprice. No, all is under the unerring control of our gra-

cious Lord. He has planned every feature of the coming ages.

All will be molded by His all-wise providence.

This is most deeply significant as standing at the opening of the

Apocalypse. All this system in these messages is undoubtedly a

sample and a pledge of God’s minute government of the interests of

the Church and of the world. The words of this revelation and

the works of Providence are both the offspring of the same mind,

and that the mind of the infinite, the eternal and the unchanging

Jehovah. The system so impressively manifested in the passage is,

as it were, a transcript of that mind. As such it becomes a pledge

that all the affairs of time shall follow the plan of divine wisdom

;
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that the past has been wisely directed
;
that the present is working

out the purposes of our Lord
;
that the future shall follow a well-

ordered path
;
that the events of each believer’s life shall be care-

fully conducted
;
that families shall be led by the gracious hand of

our heavenly Father; that churches shall be conducted in paths

where they shall glorify the King
;
that all nature shall fulfill a des-

tiny of celestial planning, and that mankind, angels, beings celestial

and terrestrial, are all moving forward according to the everlasting

purposes of the Most High God. We cannot give our thoughts

attentively to this most significant order in the messages without

feeling certain that system, divinely perfect, prevails in the whole

universe. The prospect thus opened is sublime. To say that all

this system is the result of chance is but the language of stupendous

folly. Poor, puny, short-sighted unbelief must stand helpless and

abashed before such glories. It may speculate and doubt, or cover

up its eyes as it pleases, but there are the facts, in the presence of

which it is as weak and as ignorant as a child.

Philadelphia. Thomas Murphy.



VI.

THE APOSTOLIC FATHENS AND NEW TES-
TAMENT EEVELATION.

THE attitude of the apostolic fathers, men who had seen the

apostles and been taught bj them, towards the claims of these

apostles to be special witnesses of Christ, and special revealers of

His will, cannot fail to be instructive and in some sense authorita-

tive. They were in vital touch with Peter and Paul in Antioch

and in Eome. They were at home in the family of Philip in

Hierapolis. They had seen and heard John in Ephesus. They

were surrounded by many others who also remembered the teach-

ings and position of the apostles; hence they speak not only for

themselves, but for the churches in Eome, Antioch, Smyrna and

Hierapolis. Their utterances are the response of the churches to

the teachings and claims of the apostles, and form a sort of com-

mentary to the statements and references in the New Testament.

Of course the writings of these fathers, being of a simple, edifying

character, addressed directly to Christians, do not speak critically in

dealing with the Bible or its teachings. The Old Testament is

everywhere appealed to as the widespread, well-known and admitted

collection of Sacred Writings. The New Testament, which arose

in Eome, Corinth, Asia Minor, in different places and at different

times during a period of about thirty years, will naturally appear

unequally represented in a group of writings which themselves

appeared as far apart in time and space as the New Testament

books. In the case of the Old Testament, its antiquity and the ful-

fillment of its prophecies were often urged* as strong arguments

with which to convince Gentiles and Jews, and strengthen the faith

of Christians. The writers of the Jewish Scriptures were in the

background, hence the stress was laid upon the canonical authority

of their writings. But in the case of the New Testament, its

authors, the apostles and apostolic men, were so near, that the em-

phasis is laid rather upon them and their living words, than upon

their writings. Hence it scarcely seems too much to say that

the apostolic fathers might well hold the ordinary evangelical

views of the modern Churches respecting the inspiration and canon-

*Cf. Tertullian, Apology.
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icity of the New Testament books, and yet, solely on the ground of

their historical position, close up against the apostles, use New Tes-

tament material in the somewhat loose, desultory way which marks
their writings.

1. One of the first things that impresses the student of these

fathers is that they repeatedly renounce all claim to apostolic au-

thority. Clement of Rome calls the apostles (i, c. v) “ the greatest

and most righteous pillars,” with which none in the next generation

might compare. They “ spent their lives,” he tells us, “ in the

practice of holiness” (c. vi). To follow them even in divisive

courses involved “ less sin,” for the apostles were “ men well wit-

nessed unto ” (c. xlvii). To presume to lead as they had done was

not to be thought of. Clement calls Peter and Paul “ our apos-

tles,” teachers of all teachers (c. xliv). Ignatius says (Trail., c.

iii) :
“ Shall I reach such a height of self-esteem .... as to issue

commands to you as if I were an apostle?” And again he contin-

ues (Rom., c. iv) :
“ Not as Peter and Paul do I command you, for

they were apostles, I am condemned
;
they were free, I am still a

slave.” In these words there is an evident reference to Paul’s

defense of his apostleship (1 Cor. ix. 1). Again he writes to the

Ephesians (c. iii): “ I do not command you as if I were anybody.”

Polycarp, the disciple of John, uses like language. He says (c. iii)

:

“ Brethren, I write these things to you .... not as assuming any-

thing to myself, but because ye besought me to do so. For neither

I nor any other like me can equal the wisdom of the blessed and

glorious Paul.” He calls Paul “ the holy, the martyred, the wor-

thily blessed,” and exclaims :
“ May I be found walking in his

steps!” In like manner Barnabas claims no authority (c. i), but says

he spoke “ not as an apostle but as your teacher, as one of your-

selves.” And this thought he repeats throughout his epistle (c. iv).

Even bonds and affliction, which these later men had in common
with the apostles, could not for a moment raise them in spiritual

authority to the level of Peter and Paul and John. Ignatius dis-

claims at length any such inference. He says his bonds gave him

no authority
;
he was “ not even a full disciple, much less a teacher

thereby.” It is perfectly clear, then, from these statements and the

tenor of all postapostolic literature, that no successors of the twelve

claimed like authority with them.

2. A second thing, which seems equally clear, is that the disciples

of the apostles recognized in them men occupying a peculiar, unique

relation to Jesus Christ, such a relation as made them authoritative,

infallible founders of the Church in both its teaching and order.

When they refer to the apostles there is never the least question

as to the final character of the reference. What Peter or Paul or
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John said or did was accepted as the will of God. Clement says

(i, c. xiii), and he wrote about the time of the death of John or very

soon after :
“ The apostles were made preachers of the gospel to us

by the Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ was sent by God. So

Christ is from God, and the apostles from Christ.” Those that

heard the apostles, heard Christ, and those that heard Christ, heard

God
;

that is the view of these first fathers. The teachings of

Christ and the apostles were the same
;
hence Ignatius says

(
Magnes

.,

c. xiii) :
“ Seek therefore to be grounded in the doctrines of the

Lord and of the apostles.” And again {Magnes., c. vii): “The
Lord without the Father did nothing, being one with Him, neither

through Himself nor through His apostles.” Elsewhere {Eph., c.

xi) he finds the standard of life and belief to be “ the mind of the

apostles.” He praises the Ephesians because through the power of

Jesus Christ “ they had always been of the same mind with the

apostles.” Ignatius sees in the band of the apostles a “sanhedrim,”

or council of God, a circle about Christ, knowing His mind, as the

circle of elders about their bishop {Trail., iii
;

Magn., vi, xiii).

All Church authority was traced to Christ through the apostles.

He says {Trail., c. ii) :
“ Be obedient also to the elders as to the apos-

tles of Jesus Christ.” Similar teaching is found in Polycarp. He
regards the apostles as special organs of divine revelation. He
speaks (c. vi) of Christ who “ commanded and the apostles who
gave us the gospel.” So Barnabas speaks of the apostles (c. viii)

as “ those who preached to us the gospel .... to whom He gave

the authority of the gospel, being twelve in number.” All this is

in harmony with Ignatius, the older writer, who traced apostolic

succession as follows: “ Keep in union with Jesus Christ, hold fast

to your bishop, and to the ordinances of the apostles.” And going

back to Clement, the earliest of all, we hear him speaking of Christ

revealing the Father and the apostles revealing Christ, as two great

historic stages in the founding and building of the Christian Church.

He continues (i, c. xiii) :
“ Both these took place well ordered from

the will of God.” And further, summing up their peculiar rela-

tion to Christ and their authority, he says of the apostles “ Having

received their orders, and being fully convinced by the resurrection

of the Lord Jesus Christ, and confirmed by the Word of God, with

the full assurance of the Holy Ghost, they went forth to preach the

Kingdom.” In like manner Hermas {Sim., ix, 17, 1) sees in the

twelve the channel through which the gospel went from Christ to

the world. He says :
“ The Son of God was preached to these twelve

nations which occupy the whole world, by the twelve apostles.”

And not only did they preach once, sow the seed, and pass away,

but their authority was permanent in the Church. They continued

31
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for the apostolic fathers the great Court of Appeal. Hence Igna-

tius says (Phil., c. v): “ I cling to the gospel as the flesh of Christ,

and to the apostles as the elders of the Church,” where he sees the

apostles as the abiding collegium of presbyters about Christ the

great Bishop, ruling the Church Universal for all time. The later

elders were but temporary representatives of the abiding apostles.

Hence he says again (Trail., c. iii) :
“ Respect the bishop as the type

of God the Father and the presbyters as the representatives of the

apostles
;

” or more literally, referring to the presbyters only, they

are called “the council of God and the band of the apostles.” God,

or Christ, surrounded by the twelve apostles, forms the heavenly

hierarchy, the ideal bishop and elders
;
while all other bodies of

bishops and elders are but weak, imperfect copies and followers. So
intimate and peculiar is the union between Christ and the twelve,

that Ignatius urges the Church “ to help the bishop to the honor of

God, of Christ, and of the apostles” (Trail., c. xii). The views of

Papias, “a hearer ofJohn and friend of Polycarp”
(
Irenseus

,

v. 33), are

in full accord with Ignatius. He saw two sources of religious truth,

“ the commandments given by the Lord,” and the apostles who
“rehearsed these commandments to faith.” He says :

“ I asked

carefully what Andrew or Peter had said
;
what Philip, or Thomas,

or James, or John, or Matthew, or any other of the disciples of the

Lord had said.” He tells us that he shunned those that talked

much and taught strange commandments, seeking solely “ those who
taught the truth ” and the “ commandments of the Lord.”

Papias speaks particularly of two of the gospels, those of Matthew

and Mark, and makes them both of apostolic origin. The work of

Matthew consisted of the oracles of the Lord (Myia) as the apostle

collected them, while the Gospel of Mark was the teaching of

Peter respecting what Jesus both said and did. Eusebius tells us

further that Papias used proofs from 1 John and 1 Peter (H. E., iii,

39). The little work called The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,

recently brought to light by Bryennios, is certainly of the first

quarter of the second century, and its very title, and its allusions to

New Testament teachings, give further illustration of the point here

under consideration.

3. A third point in the views of the apostolic fathers respecting

the apostles is that these founders of the Church, in their peculiar

relation to Christ, were blessed in an extraordinary way with the

indwelling of the Holy Spirit
,
so that their teachings were infalli-

ble and authoritative. At the end of the first century and in the

early part of the second, the charismatic Church was still glorified

by the evening splendor of that wonderful day of the Lord ushered

in by Christ. Pentecostal life still throbbed in the whole Church

;

and extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost were still found among
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pastors and teachers and evangelists. Hence we hear Clement

speak to the Church in Corinth (c. ii) of “ a full outpouring of the

Holy Spirit upon you all.” And yet, when the calling of the apos-

tles is referred to, a special qualification by the Spirit of God is im-

plied. Clement, in his epistle to the Corinthians, refers to Paul’s

epistle to them and says :
“ Inspired by the Spirit (weupanxtt>?),

he wrote you concerning himself, Cephas and Apollos” (c. xlvii).

He says further, as already quoted, that the apostles were “ estab-

lished in the Word of God, with full assurance of the Holy Ghost.”

This inspiration of the Holy Ghost made them prophets; hence

Clement states they foresaw divisions in the Church, “ for they fore-

knew what was to come to pass ” (c. xliv)
;
and they foreknew it

through their union with Jesus Christ. The Spirit of Christ was

the spirit of prophecy. Clement speaks elsewhere (c. xlv) of the

Scriptures as “ the true utterance of the Holy Ghost ;” and he

speaks with like confidence of the teaching, and practices of the

apostles; hence there can be no doubt but he regarded them as

inspired teachers of the Church. This comes out incidentally in

speaking of the choice of officers to guide believers. He had just

spoken of the apostles foreseeing the danger as prophets
;
and then,

in speaking of the bishops and deacons appointed, he says they

“ first proved them by the Spirit ” (c. xlii).

This oneness with Christ by the Holy Ghost put the apostles on

a level with all other prophets in the eyes of the apostolic fathers.

Of course there was a certain halo of antiquity about the ancient

seers that made them stand higher in the imagination of many,

but still they were in the same class of holy men with the apos-

tles. Hermas describes the apostles and teachers as men “ who
preached to the whole world, and who taught in purity and holiness

the Word of the Lord, always walking in righteousness and truth

as they had received the Holy Ghost” (
Sim

., ix, 25). No prophet

could seek a better description of his office and work. Hermas

classes the apostles with the Old Testament saints and prophets

(Sim., ix, 15). Ignatius puts them in the same group with patri-

archs and prophets, saying (Phil., c. ix) of Jesus Christ :
“ He is that

Door of the Father, through whom Abraham and Isaac and Jacob,

and the prophets and the apostles, and the Church have entered

in.” Here not only are the apostles put beside the prophets, but it

almost seems as if they are put as a separate group apart from the

Church and over it, rather than as members in it (cf. Zahn in loco).

Clement, too, puts these inspired apostles on the same level with

Moses, the great inspired lawgiver
;
and he does it explicitly in

comparing the similar work they were called to undertake (c. xliii).

“ Moses noted down in the Sacred Books all the ordinances which

were given him, and the other prophets also followed him.” This
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was done in reference to the appointment of the Aaronic priest-

hood. Now in this very connection, and referring to this, Clement

exclaims: “ What wonder is it if those in Christ (he., the apostles)

were entrusted with such a duty by God, and appointed those before

mentioned ”

—

i. e., the bishops and deacons. His whole argument

hinges on the fact that the apostles had the same prophetic foresight

as had Moses.

Ignatius shows the same classification. In the passage already

referred to he says: “ I cling to the gospel as the flesh of Christ,

and to the apostles as the presbyters of the Church.” Then he pro-

ceeds :
“ And we love the prophets also because they foretold the

gospel.” Here we have three great coordinate sources of divine

instruction, the gospel, the apostles, and the prophets, and all three

openly recognized and appealed to by the Churches. In like man-

ner Polycarp, the disciple of John (c. vi), says :
“ Let us serve Him

(God) with fear and all godliness, as he commanded us, and as the

apostles and prophets who foretold the coming of our Lord, taught

us.” It is worthy of note how the spiritual authority of the apos-

tles is recognized in the very words chosen to express it. The word

of apostolic authority on Paul’s lips is diazaairoiiai. He says to the

Corinthians (1 Cor. vii. 17) :
“ So ordain I

(
diazdaaonai

)
in all

Churches ;” “ And the rest will I set in order
(
ib.) when I come ”

(xi, 34) ;
and “ As I have given order (?7>.) to the Churches of Gala-

tia even so do ye ” (xvi. 1). It is used of Jesus (Luke viii. 55), of

God (Acts vii. 44), and of the Roman Emperor (Acts xviii. 2). It

is a word of high authority, an expression of command. So Igna-

tius understood it of the apostles, and that is just the word which

he repeatedly uses to describe the relations of the apostles to the

post-apostolic Churches (Trail., c. iii, vii; Eph., c. iii). All the lea-

dership, the inspired authority, the infallible insight into both doc-

trine and life claimed by the apostles for themselves in the New
Testament, are found freely accorded them by the apostolic fathers.

4. We are now prepared to go a step farther and see that the au-

thority belonging to the apostolic office was regarded by the fathers of

the post-apostolic period as equally inherent in their writings. If the

spoken utterances of Peter and Paul were the sure word of proph-

ecy, those words reduced to writing were no less the guide of the

Churches in faith and morals. And this is just what is implied in

every reference of these early fathers to New Testament books.

Clement first speaks of the regular reading of Pauline epistles

(c. xlvii). He says :
“ Take the Epistle of the blessed Paul, the apos-

tle,” etc., where his appeal to the Church in Corinth, as Holtzmann

urges (Einleitung in das Keue Testament
,
p. 108), to read what the

apostle had written, implies that already apostolic writings were side

by side with the Old Testament in Church use. And if Clement
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takes for granted that the Epistles of Paul to the Corinthians were

publicly used in the Church in Corinth, it is a fair inference that

the Epistle of Paul to the Romans was used in the same authorita-

tive way in the Church in Rome, where Clement was chief pastor.

Lightfoot urges the same consideration ( Apostolic Fathers
,
Pt. ii,

Vol. ii, p. 260), referring to the appeal of Ignatius to the gospel,

the apostles and the prophets. He holds, and very justly, that these

sources of religious instruction spoken of as open to men, must in-

volve some written statement of the apostles, as well as of the

prophets, to which appeal could be made. But let us notice first

the other direct references to apostolic writings in the apostolic

fathers. Ignatius, writing to the Ephesians (c. xii), says that Paul

made mention of them “ in every epistle ” that he wrote (b rdffrj

titiGToXf^ meaning either in all the Epistle to the Ephesians, or more

likely, as Lightfoot argues, including other epistles, as those to the

Romans, the Corinthians, and to Timothy, in all of which the Ephe-

sians are mentioned. In any case it shows that the Epistles of Paul

bulked largely in the mind of Ignatius and were regarded as an

important source of authoritative teaching. And yet the early

period of this father appears in the fact that while he is clearly

familiar with several of Paul’s epistles, he never quotes one of them

directly. He knew they were abroad in the Churches, but he had

no collection of them at hand.

Polycarp, who wrote later than Ignatius, makes much more di-

rect reference to New Testament writings, and quotes them oftener.

As Irenasus tells us (Adv. Haer ., iii, 3, 4)—and Irenaeus had known
Polycarp in his youth—Polycarp was “ taught by the apostles and

had intercourse with many who had seen Christ
;
he was also ap-

pointed bishop of the Church in Smyrna by apostles.” Now, Poly-

carp, as is well known, quotes Paul’s Epistle to the Philippians by

name
(
Phil ., c. iii), saying :

“ When absent from you, he wrote you

an epistle, to which, if ye take heed ye shall be able to be built up

in the faith given unto you.” The teaching of the apostle here

given Polycarp describes as “ accurate and steadfast,” a rule and stim-

ulus for the faith of believers. We have noticed above Papias’ ref-

erence by name to the Gospels of Matthew and Mark
;

but in two

other places he refers to authoritative apostolic writings. In one pas-

sage he speaks of his book as “interpretations,” a commentary,

which presupposes New Testament books
;

and in the other, he

says he thought he could get more profit from the words of those

who had been with Christ, than from books giving like information.

So it is plain from direct and indirect references to apostolic writers

that their successors shrank from all comparison of position, looked

to them as having peculiar authority from Christ, especially en-

dowed by the Holy Ghost, and considered their oral and written in-
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struction as of final character. And when we turn to the more in-

direct, anonymous, unconscious use of the gospel and apostolic

teachings, we find this result abundantly verified. The earlier

fathers, Clement and Ignatius, quote the Old Testament with the

solemn formula, yiypazzat. The New Testament Canon was not yet

completed, and there was, thus, not yet any other body of Scriptures

that formed such an authoritative collection as those of the Jews.

The one was definitely before them, hence they said “ it is written
;

”

the other was still largely only in the memory, in the ears, hence

they quote the New Testament as “ the Lord said,” or “ He has

said,” or “ it is said.” But these new revealed teachings, still throb-

bing in the air, and hardly yet fixed by writing, were just as

authoritative and normal for these fathers as the written Old Testa-

ment. A few examples will make this evident. Clement quotes

the gospels as “he has said” (c. xiii, 2), and proceeds to call what

he had quoted a “ precept and command ” “ of Him,” i. e., of God

;

he then continues immediately after, “for the holy Word has said,”

and now quotes from the Old Testament. Again he cites (c. xxxiv)

Dan. vii. 10, as “ the Scripture saith
;

” and then four lines further

on adds, “ for (God or the Scripture) saith,” “eye hath not seen,

etc.,” quoting 1 Cor. ii. 9, thus puttiug the words of Paul side by

side with those of the Old Testament. It is true that here Paul

has quoted the Old Testament, but it is plain that Clement here fol-

lows Paul’s accommodation of Isaiah. In another place (c. xxxv)

he echoes Rom. i. 31, 32, saying, “ For they that do such things, are

hateful to God
;
and not only they that do them, but also those that

take pleasure in them
;

” and then continues, “ For the Scripture

saith,” quoting the Old Testament.

Barnabas in a well-known passage (c. iv) quotes a passage from

Matthew, with the words, “ it is written.” The Shepherd of Her-

mas is a work of the middle of the second century, or somewhat

earlier, but it shows the usage of many Churches, and doubtless re-

produces older views. The writer introduces a saint or angel from

heaven instructing man on earth, and makes this teacher borrow

New Testament language ( Ffs., ii, 2 ;
iii, 6). Then a woman ap-

pears, saying she is the Church, and in her words of wisdom occur

phrases from writings of Paul and John (Heb., xi. 36, 37, in Hi's.,

iii, 2 ;
1 Cor. xv. 6, in Vis., iii, 5). Elsewhere apostolic thought is

so mixed with the writer's expression that so radical a critic as

Holtzmann admits that in the Shepherd Old Testament and New
Testament writings are put upon the same level (Einleitung, p. 109).

But when we come to Polycarp, a less original writer than Ignatius,

and less fanciful than Hermas, a man who reproduced more literally

what he had learned from John and other apostolic men, we find

the free use of New Testament writings as of supreme authority.
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He quotes 1 John iv. 3 (c. vii), and then says, “ Whosoever per-

verts the oracles
(
[Myta

)
of the Lord .... and says there is neither

a resurrection nor a judgment, is the first-born of Satan.” Here the

word Xdyia is used in the broad sense of divine revelation in general.

He then says, “ Let us return to the Word given us from the begin-

ning
;

” and to show what the Word was he quotes Jude 3; 1

Pet. iv. 7 ;
Matt. vi. 13, xxvi. 41, and 1 Pet. ii. 24, 22. In the

next chapter (ix), appealing for obedience to the “ word of right-

eousness,” he cites as special examples, “ Paul himself and the rest

of the apostles.” He next speaks (c. xi) of the “judgment of the

Lord, ” and quotes his authority thus :
“ Do we not know that the

saints shall judge the world, as Paul teaches? ” Cf. 1 Cor. vi. 2.

After this he quotes 1 Thess. v. 22 ;
1 Cor. vi. 2; Phil. i. 5;

2 Thess. iii. 15
;

1 Cor. xii. 26, in a few sentences (c. xi) and con-

tinues (c. xii) :
“ For I trust ye are well exercised in the Holy Scrip-

tures. That he puts both New Testament and Old Testament in

the Scriptures seems clear from the New Testament writings which

he quoted exclusively before this remark, and from the two quota-

tions that follow, from Ps. iv. 5 and Eph. iv. 26, where he intro-

duces both by the words “ as it is said in the Scriptures.” The pas?

sage from the Psalm was quoted by Paul, and is here reproduced by

Polycarp with Paul’s added remark, as all belonging to Scripture.

And that he was conscious of the two sources of his quotation, the

Psalm and Paul, is evident (cf. Zahn, Geschichte d. N. Test. Kanons
,

p. 818, N. 1) from the insertion of the word y-at between the two

parts. He says, “As is said in the Scriptures, ‘Be angry and sin

not,’ and 1 Let not the sun go down upon your wrath.’ ” This view

is further confirmed by the use of the plural Scriptures, instead of

Scripture, showing that he had two different books in mind. Hence

there is no doubt but this disciple of John puts the writings of Paul

on a level with those of the Old Testament. They were for him
hpai ypaupai (c. xii. 1), just as the apostolic writings used by Papias

were the yopiayd Xoyia, “ the oracles of our Lord.”

Besides these more specific illustrations of the recognition of the

New Testament teachings as authoritative by the apostolic fathers,

a general confirmation of this position can be seen in the many
slight, verbal allusions to these teachings, which color this whole

literature, and which are felt by every reader. In the edition of

the Apostolic Fathers by Gebhardt, Harnack and Zahn, allusions

more or less direct are found in Clement to all the New Testament

writings except five, and those the small epistles 2 Thess., 2 and 3

John, Jude and Philemon. Nineteen New Testament books are

found referred to by Hermas, twelve by Ignatius, and fourteen by
Polycarp. In some cases the contact with apostolic writings is very

frequent ; for example, Clement is found referring to 1 Cor. twenty-
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five times in his epistle, and to Heb. thirty-nine times. Polycarp in

his brief epistle quotes 1 Pet. nine times. Ignatius, who refers less

to Scripture, echoes 1 Cor. six times, and the Gospel of Matthew
eleven times. He refers to Scripture but thirty-nine times in all his

epistles (so Zahn), and thirty-three of these references are to the New
Testament. In like manner Polycarp is found quoting the Bible

thirty-eight times, and of these, all but five refer to the New Testa-

ment. Clement, the earliest of these writers, naturally echoes the

Old Testament more
;
but even he uses the Old Testament but one

hundred and thirty-four times, while his New Testament references

amount to two hundred and eleven. It is hence very evident how
thoroughly the New Testament and its teachings had permeated all

the thinking of these early fathers
;

it is also plain that they took

no pains to distinguish its authority and binding character from the

divine claims of the Jewish Scriptures. The apostolic writings

were not to them the survival of the fittest, the cream of primitive

Christian literature, differing only in degree, but not in kind of ex-

cellence from post-apostolic works. They were the lively oracles

of God, spoken and written once for all to guide the Church in all

ages.

When we look a little further a-field in this early literature, in-

cluding some writings as early as the time of the apostolic fathers,

and others coming from their immediate successors, the question of

New Testament authority passes beyond all dispute. The apostolic

writings had then taken definite form and their recognition also at

once took definite shape. In the “ Preaching of Peter ” (IUrpou

xrjpuyva
),
* Heb. viii. 8 and Jeremiah xxxi. 81 as there quoted are

referred to as Scripture, as “the Lord saith.” In the Apology of

Aristides, just restored to us by Prof. J. ftendell Harris, and which

he puts about the year A.D. 140, the Gospel is referred to as ayla ypa<prj

(p. 110), which the emperor was invited to read. He further chal-

lenges the emperor (c. xvi) to read the Christian writings in which

are found their doctrines. The so-called Second Epistle of Clement

was written before the death of Polycarp or Papias, and in it (ii. 4)

Matt. ix. 13 is quoted as yp a<pij, and the apostolic writings expressly

named (xiv. 2) side by side with the Old Testament. Then Justin Mar-

tyr, who lived a younger contemporary of Polycarp, speaks of apos-

tolic writings and the Books of the Prophets as read side by side in

public Church service (1 Ap., p. 98). Finally Irenaeus, who saw

Polycarp when he was a boy, shows the full, free, recognized use

of the New Testament Scriptures.

Chicago. H. M. SCOTT.

* Cf. Hilgenfeld, N. Test., extra Canonem receplum, Fasc. iv, p. 57 fl.



VII.

THE SCHOOL A FACTOR EST MISSIONARY
WORK.

I.

HE writer has frequently, in conversation with men of influence

I in missionary matters, urged the importance of educational in-

stitutions as one department of missionary work in foreign lands.

Not infrequently the reply has been : “We are doubtful of this. It

may be that our policy will he changed so as to do more directly evan-

gelistic work—more preaching and less teaching.” Besides this, the

objection has been offered that conversions are seldom heard of as

a result of school work. Patient inquiry and careful thought, to-

gether with my own experience, have convinced me that a missionary

policy which does not make the most of the work of education, is a

mistaken one. Personal observation has proved also that conversions

are a common result of the work done in schools which are directly

missionary. Of course, I speak with confidence only of Mongolian

countries—China, Japan and Korea—where my experience was gained

and my facts gathered.

As regards the objection stated above, let me say that as one instance

(more can be given, if needed) I would cite the Ferris Seminary at

Yokohama, where valuable results have been attained. I was present

at the commencement exercises of that institution in 1886
,
and listened

to the essays read by the graduates of that year. These were espe-

cially noticeable as indexes, not merely of the ability, but of the char-

acter of the writers, and also because they breathed an earnest love

for, and abiding trust in, the Saviour. When visiting Japan two years

later, I inquired about the life of those girls who had attracted atten-

tion because of the earnestness of their professions of Christianity.

What prompted more than usual solicitude in this direction, was the

suggestion that to gain the favor of their teachers, they might have

feigned an experience they really did not possess. To clinch the mat-

ter, I asked not only the teachers, but also others not directly inter-

ested in the school, how these girls had lived since their graduation.

The replies showed that many of them had kept up correspondence

with the school, and that some of them, in heathen homes and amid

especially trying circumstances, had maintained a consistency of

behavior and an elevation of character, which proved conclusively the
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genuineness of their conversion. Here then is proof—doubtless much
more can be obtained—that at least one school does evangelistic -work,

does lead scholars to Christ. Besides that, a very short residence in

Yokohama suffices to show that the school spoken of is a centre of

very active Christian work.

Xow taking a wider view, is there any a priori reason, validated by
experience, why schools should be utilized as a mission agency ? Un-
doubtedly there is. We must not forget that religious ideas and re-

ligious teachings are those to which men cling with the greatest tenac-

ity. A careful observer has said, illustrating this point :
“ It is almost

as difficult to convert to Christianity an adult Chinaman who has been

bred up in all strictness in the tenets of Confucianism, as to trans-

plant from forest to garden a full-grown pine.” Proof of this is easily

gained. How many' years did missionaries labor in Japan before they

gathered the first fruits of the harvest ? How few, comparatively,

even yet are the converts in China ! To express the idea mathematic-

ally, the power of resistance to innovations increases with age and dis-

tance and decreases with youth and proximity. Even y-et, out of the

backwoods of Japan, comes an occasional growl from some native

who foresees only evil as a result of the contact and traffic with for-

eigners, while the servants in missionaries’ families are the most

enthusiastic over the new ways and are often excellent examples of

the lifting power of Christianity. This conservatism in adults makes

it hard for the missionary to gain a hearing. The conceit of Confu-

cianism, the apathy of Buddhism, and the pride of Brahmanism cul-

minate in the adult, are least known in the child. And so the preacher

often finds himself meeting objections and at times fighting with argu-

ment in his own defense, while the teacher, dealing with children, has

only to instruct and build. The latter has no old building to tear

down, no hampering network of superstition to cut away. Or, to

change the figure, while the preaching missionary has to arrest the car

which has started down the slope, to push it up and start it down the

incline on the other side, the teacher has only' to start the car down

the right slope. The one has the burden of proving his adversary

wrong and of correcting him, the other layrs that burden on the

adversary.

The question to be brought out clearly' is this : Will a missionary

policyr which discards, or makes little use of, the aid of schools, and

relies solely or mainly on preaching, achieve the conquest of “ the

world for Christ,” as early' as one which uses schools as a very' impor-

tant adjunct to and a coordinate work with preaching? Which policy-

moves along the line of least resistance? The hearts of Christians

here are rejoiced at the good news from Japan. Numbers are being

added daily-. Whence come these accessions? Why- is it that

churches are growing? Surely- not merely- because missionaries are

more numerous there now, and certainly- not because they- are more

devoted than those who sapped and mined and bridged and laid the
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roads in the pioneer stages of the work. Rather it is because the

generation of Japanese which has been associated in school and home
with the missionaries of the last thirty years, is now coming to the

front. “ Teachable as a child ” is the proverb. The line of least

resistance to Christianity lies in the hearts of the children, and when

the opportunity is clearly seen and firmly seized, our work will tell

faster.

A word further with reference to schools in Korea. There preach-

ing and evangelistic teaching of adults has borne exceptionally early

and abundant fruit. If this line of work has there been effective, so

will school work be. In connection with the Methodist Mission in

Seoul, is a da}' and boarding school taught by the missionaries attached

to that mission. Out of that school have already gone men under

appointment of His Majesty the King, to take positions as interpreters.

Those men are in the direct line of promotion. They will soon be

“ given rank,” i. e ., made officials, and so have a part in the govern-

ment. Already the king is learning that a Christian is none the less

loyal to his country because of his religion. Look for a moment at

the orphanage under the Presbyterian mission, with its fifty boys.

Those children are being taught the vernacular, Chinese (the official

and literary language of the country), English, including a good

knowledge of the elements, and they are also learning about our Sav-

iour. The facts of Christianity are real to them, as many letters I

have received from them have testified. I have it on good authority

that the king has his eye on that orphanage, that he inquires as to

the progress the boys are making, and undoubtedly, when those boys

are old enough, they will be tried, and if found capable, given posi-

tions of prominence under His Majesty in the government. Who
does not see the mighty influence these Methodist and Presbyterian

missions are going to wield when they send men trained in Western

science and Eastern lore (and hence the peers of their associates) and

having also the fear of God in their hearts, right into the councils of

the king ?

To sum up, all evidence gathered during my residence in the East,

from China, Korea and Japan, confirmed the impression I early

received, that a most powerful, if not the most powerful, lever Chris-

tianity can use in Mongolian countries, is the school for children.

Brooklyn, N. Y. (late of Seoul, Korea). Geo. W. Gilmore.

II.

The battle of modern missions is with sin, entrenched in ignorance

and guarded by superstition. The adherents of false or apostate re-

ligions are behind the battlements of error and are skillful in the use

of their own defensive weapons. The task of the missionary is

not the easy mastery of a defenseless foe by the simple display of
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superior resources. It calls for as large an outlay of patience, tact,

perseverance, p'ersonal force, mental energy and spiritual devotion as

any other sphere of service in the great conflict. The missionary

fights Satan at close quarters, upon his own ground. He reaches the

inner defenses, where he is face to face with trained and veteran legions.

He is opposed by the most consummate arts and the most desperate

methods of the Prince of Darkness. He comes into contact with

human nature after centuries of demoralization, without one uplifting

or helpful influence to break the stead}’ deterioration of the moral

faculties, the painful collapse of the mental powers, and the despotic

sway of gross superstitions and shocking immoralities.

The question before us is, What is the value or usefulness of the

school, as one of the means adopted by the missionary for pushing his

campaign of righteousness into the depths of the enemy’s country ?

Let us note, it is not, what is the Spirit of God able to do without

schools ? or is there any power to the gospel independent of education ?

or are the ignorant ever converted ? or is the school essential always

and everywhere ? or is education a necessary part of religion ? or

is it in its merely secular aspects a sure ally of Christianity? Our

question is practical and specific : Is the mission school of value as

a mission agency ? We understand a mission school to be missionary

in its aims, conducted under the direction of the missionary and

adapted by him to the moral and religious as well as the mental train-

ing of the young.

Schools of this kind we believe to be a factor of prime importance

and fruitful in the best results. Their value is manifold and far reach-

ing. One school of this kind brings the missionary into contact

with an entire village. It introduces him to the people as one who
has a favor to bestow, and opens an access along lines which are less

likely to excite suspicion and animosity than any other. He is usually

invited to the village in connection with the opening of a school
;
he

subsequently visits it and calls upon the parents of the children. He
holds a Sabbath service in the schoolroom, which, being of an infor-

mal character and not in a church building, the parents attend. His

teacher continues this service as a part of the school plan, as parents

in the East place their children in the care of the teacher for seven

days of the week. He organizes also a Sabbath-school with, perhaps,

a course of the international lessons and exercises in singing. All

this will be considered as what is naturally involved in having a

school and can be easily insisted upon, even among a bigoted and

otherwise inaccessible adult population. Priests and bishops may
complain and threaten, but the natural instincts and aspirations of

parents are in alliance with the missionary. His aim is approved,

while that of the hierarch}*- falls under suspicion. The missionary is

an apostle of light, while the priest must advocate the advantages of

ignorance. The school is something new and hopeful, amidst dreary

and fatalistic stagnation. It is a stir among very dry bones. It is
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an earnest of better things and a herald of progress in places where

life has sunk into a dismal round of pitiful stupidity. It is literally

the only provision of bread for the soul and stimulus for the mind, to

thousands of children who have no parental training or moral culture.

In the Orient, men seem to live and move in masses, both intellec-

tually and religiously, as well as socially. The ways and thoughts of

the fathers are a heritage which the children accept without question.

The power of established custom is despotic. Ideas seem to brood

over the minds of men, like dull, heavy, low-lying clouds, motionless,

stagnant, oppressive, obscuring the outlook and deadening all individ-

ual mental activity. No one has the courage or the energy to propose

a change for the better
;
in fact no one knows that there is any better

way or any brighter and higher life. There is no public spirit to

think and plan for the public weal, so all things go on as they were.

The mission school is an humble but efficient instrument for breaking

up this hopeless intellectual and social deadness. It is a glow of light

in the darkness. It is the introduction of a living moral force, which

is destined to have a beneficent mission in reforming and uplifting

the communit}'. Many a wretched village in Western Asia has been

blessed and helped towards light and civilization by a well-conducted

mission school. No one can realize how cheering and significant

these results are, who has not come into contact with the inertia and

incredulity of an utterly ignorant and superstitious community. The

mental and spiritual degeneracy of a societjr where ignorance is abso-

lutely universal and pitiful superstition controls all thought and wor-

ship, is beyond belief to those who are familiar only with the morale

of an educated community. If this darkness is to be dissipated and

the community to be lifted and a spirit of hope planted in these

hearts, the agency which Providence seems to favor and the Spirit to

bless above all others is the patient process of education and religious

ministry through the mission school. The school thus becomes one

of the most effective methods of laying a solid foundation for the

church.

The direct results of these missionary schools are, of course, more

apparent in the children themselves. It is in their young hearts espe-

cially that the seed is sown which gives us in the end a precious harvest

of souls. The imperative need of a work of the Holy Spirit is im-

plied in any case, and the Biblical and religious training of the school

is to be reckoned an essential and invariable part of its service. A
careful course of instruction in Scripture history and doctrine direct

from the open Bible, and in connection with a graded series of Cate-

chisms, with the memorizing of selected portions of Scripture and

religious hymns, make as effective a method of giving light and

guidance to the mind as can be devised. There are school children

in Syria, under fourteen years of age, who know the cream of Scrip-

ture by heart, and have been trained in evangelical doctrine until they

can pass a better examination in it than in any other branch of study.
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Not long ago I attended an examination of one of our mission

schools, -where a class of larger boys were questioned upon the life of

Paul. They seemed to be familiar with every movement and incident

of the apostle’s life which is recorded in Scripture. A mission school,

while it should give an average secular education, is intended especi-

ally to drill a child in the Bible, and fill that young mind with the

thoughts of God and the teachings of Biblical histoiy until the larger

part of its knowledge and mental discipline has been obtained in the

realm of divine truth. This must be done early if it is to be done
thoroughly and effectively. Other studies crowd the curriculum in

the higher training-schools and colleges, so that the time for direct

religious instruction is proportionately curtailed.

The results of this system of elementary instruction are of signal

and permanent value. How could it be otherwise if a religious train-

ing is worth an}'thing to the j’oung ? Is not the “ good ground ”

of Christ's parable worth preparing ? These children taught in the

waj* indicated, become the “ good ground ” for our gospel sowing.

The}’ listen responsivel}’ and receive the truth in a kindl}’ and sym-
pathetic spirit, and it finds a soil in which it can take root. The
growth is often vigorous and fruitful, and the boy or girl comes for-

ward early to an intelligent assumption of the obligations of a full

profession of faith. Our mission churches are largely recruited and

will be sustained by those who have been in our schools. When a

child of a mission school becomes a parent, he or she is ready for sac-

rifice and full of eagerness to secure the advantages of education for

the famil}’. When the mission convert has to face difficulties aud

perils, the earl}* training gives grit and steadiness. His mental strug-

gles with doubt and superstition are less pronounced. His endurance

of persecution is more brave and loyal. The taunts and threats of

the priests are more calml}’ met. The malign arts of a consummate

s}’stem of spiritual tyranny which is able to coil the entire power of

civil and social influence about him, as if to crush him like a helpless

victim in its toils, is not so terrif\*ing to brave young hearts who have

learned of Christ and known the cheer and comfort of His promises.

The relation of the elementary mission schools to the higher training-

institutions and colleges is important. The training-school or college

which cannot draw its pupils largely from the ranks of the village

school, must be content with less promising students, and will not be

able to produce results in moral character so stable and high-toned as

can be produced if the earlj’ training is secured.

What might be called the educational, as distinguished from the

merely evangelistic policj’ of missions, has been adopted and pushed

with vigor in both its elementary and higher grades by the mission-

aries of the Presbyterian Board in S}-
ria, and also with perhaps

somewhat less of a proportionate outla}’, b}r the missionaries of the

American Board in Turkey. Possibly the results have been more

satisfactory here than elsewhere. The peculiarities of the field and
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many providential indications seemed to demand and enforce this

method, as best adapted to a stolid, self-satisfied and “ very religious ”

people, under the power of a vigorous hierarchy, entangled in worldly

alliances, and extremely difficult to reach by direct evangelistic efforts.

In the case of Moslems, anything like open proselytism is even to this

day quite impracticable. The choice of an elaborate and vigorous

educational policy has been justified by its fruits. Syria is ripening for

her future. “ The spirit of the years to come ” is astir, and this quiet

and patient educational work of the missionaries will yet shape the

destinies of a nation and bear a blessed fruitage to Christ’s kingdom

when the Spirit of God shall come in power.

It is hardly fair, however, to speak of an educational, as apart from

an evangelistic policy. In the fields above referred to, both aims have

been kept full in view and good work is done in both directions by the

same agencies. This is as it should be. Christianity must not be in

alliance with ignorance, nor, in this century, can she give over educa-

tion to other hands.

We have heard the remark made that the apostles did not establish

schools and therefore modern missionaries need not or should not do
so. The argument is a shallow one and it cannot be consistently main-

tained. The apostles did not establish religious newspapers, nor did

they found any religious agencies but the Church. They knew noth-

ing of nineteenth-century appliances which may be used for the

help of the Christian religion in its battle with error and wrong. Can
it be argued that Christianity is therefore to be limited in this age of

the world to strictly apostolic methods ? The aim
,
we grant, must be

the same, but can experience, the adjustment of means to an end,

changing forms of opposition, variety of circumstances and the prog-

ress of the world bring no suggestions as to new and various

methods ? That the apostles did not establish schools in the first cen-

tury, does not indicate that they would not approve of them in our

age of the world. If the school is helpful and adapted to any field as

a mission agency, why should it not be used ? If it is demonstrated

by experience that its use is in accordance with the mind of the Spirit,

it should be recognized and honored. It is no mistaken tribute to its

power, that the most vigorous and determined opposition of the

Turkish authorities to our mission work, is now directed against our

schools. Could we have the training of a generation or two of Mos-
lem children in our mission schools, one of the most profound and

difficult problems of modern missions might be, so far as the Turkish

empire is concerned, easily and quickly solved.

Beirut, Syria. James S. Dennis.

III.

The direct aim of all mission work must ever be the conversion of

men to Christ. With this supreme end in view, the means employed
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must contemplate the broadest, most effective and most permanent

extension of the knowledge of Christian truth. In seeking the accom-

plishment of this, the relative claims of preaching and teaching in

their distinctive spheres have frequently been matters of controversy.

On the very threshold of the subject, we are met with two extreme

views, against which we must be on our guard—the one urging a pol-

icy of exclusive evangelism, professedty based on the command, “ Go
ye into all the world and preach the gospel,” emphasizing with pecu-

liar force the obligation of the Church to the present generation and

the duty of “ publishing the gospel as a witness in every land :
” the

other advocating an almost equally exclusive educational policy, based

on the words, “ Go teach all nations,” emphasizing our dutjr to the

rising generation and their posterity and dwelling upon the transient,

superficial influence of mere oral preaching.

As usual in such matters, the via media between these extremes is

the true path of wisdom. While it is true that among all the agencies

used, preeminence must naturally and necessarily be given to the proc-

lamation of the gospel by the living voice, yet it is equally true that

the best and most permanent results of such work can only be secured

by the help of thorough and systematic educational work.

As the result of some degree of experience and a wider degree of

observation and study of the methods adopted in various mission

fields, I would emphasize the following points :

1. Education is a necessary factor in mission work. The Church, by

its very constitution, is an educational institution. This is true of it

in Christian lands and is more emphatically true of it in heathen lands.

Knowledge and intelligence, no less than faith and obedience, are

necessary conditions of healthy, spiritual growth. The school springs

up beside the chapel as a natural and inevitable adjunct. The proc-

lamation of the message of the gospel is the opening of the whole

book of knowledge. The questions and desires it raises in the minds

of those who apprehend its meaning, can be satisfactorily met only by

special instruction, first, in the elementary branches of knowledge and

gradually in the higher departments. This instruction may be given

in a desultory manner by the missionary in intervals of time snatched

from other duties, or by private classes, or by properly organized

schools. The demand, however, must be met or the result will be a

repression of intelligence and the fostering of a narrow-minded, big-

oted spirit in religion, which is the bane of many Roman Catholic

countries. The question to be decided is not one of fact, but one of

method and degree only. Shall the education which the very pres-

ence of the missionary makes necessary and which the very import of

his message implies, be haphazard or systematic ? desultory or con-

tinuous and permanent ? We plead for thoroughness and system in

all educational work in mission fields, not only as required by the exi-

gencies of the work, but as the best economy of time, force and funds

in securing the end in view.
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2. Education is the coordinate of evangelism in mission work.

They are twin factors, working side by side. They form the twin

screw that propels the mission ship in which the energies and hopes

of the Church are embarked. They are the two wheels of the chariot

of the gospel as it speeds through heathen lands. Any attempt to

exalt one at the expense of the other, does injury to the whole, and

leads to an imperfect, one-sided development of the enterprise. They
should be placed on the same level of importance and be accorded

equal w’eight in the scale of forces by which the Church’s supreme

enterprise is being pushed to a successful issue.

3. Education and evangelism are interdependent factors in mission

work. They overlap and interpenetrate each other’s spheres. They
are everywhere interoperative and combine to secure the net result of

an active, zealous, intelligent native church and community. In the

first stage of mission work, the chapel or the itinerant preacher is usu-

ally the forerunner of the school. Oral preaching attracts the atten-

tion and awakens the desire of the people for instruction, and so opens

the wa}r for the school. The preacher is the herald and the chapel

the feeder of the school. As the number of adherents increases, the

preacher finds himself unable to give the instruction demanded and at

the same time cariy on aggresive evangelistic work. The school then

becomes necessary to relieve the evangelist of his increased burden

and leave him free to push forward his special work and gather fresh

materials, which in their turn wr
ill require fresh schools for their instruc-

tion. Educational work therefore becomes necessary to the full effi-

ciency of evangelistic work. Moreover, the school in the course of its

growth, becomes the source of supply whence trained evangelists are

sent forth to preach the Word in ever-widening fields, gathering re-

cruits, not only into the Church, but into the school, who, in turn,

shall go forth fully equipped as the accredited agents of the Church

in her work of aggressive evangelism. In the relations of these agencies

to each other, there is constant action, reaction and interaction, each

in turn becoming the source whence the needs of the other are sup-

plied. Without the school, the main source to which the Church

looks for her annually recruited staff of evangelists would be cut off.

Without extensive evangelism, the number of earnest, zealous minds

ready to be trained into efficient helpei’s, would be greatly reduced

and the schools left to be filled up with inferior and undesirable pupils.

The interdependence of these agencies cannot be too strongly empha-

sized. Each not only supplements the other in the full scheme of mis-

sion work, but the vital and permanent efficiency of each depends

upon the other.

4. The importance of education in the training of the native church.

In mission fields, the Christian community is separated from the

heathen by particular barriers. There is verjr little, if any, commun-
ity of interest in such matters as education. The Christians are, as a

rule, debarred from whatever privileges others may enjoy in the way

32
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of public instruction; and, even were this not the case, the education

to be derived from such sources is not only most defective, but posi-

tively undesirable and often injurious. The Church then must assume

the duty of educating its own youth, and the interests of all con-

cerned demand that this education should be as thorough as possible

that its superiority over that which the heathen receive may be at

once apparent. The schools needed for such training must, in the

first instance, be established and sustained by the missionary soci-

eties, always with the expectation that the native churches will eventu-

ally be able to assume their support. In this way, the churches are

taught what their duty is to their own members and adherents, and a

pattern is furnished after which they may model their own schools.

The influence of Christian communities depends largely upon their in-

telligence. A high degree of intelligence can be developed only by a

thorough system of instruction, in which all the youth of both sexes

have the best advantages possible, to aid them in obtaining a good

education. Most emphatically is it true, that the hope of the future

lies in the children of the Church, and there is no more potent factor

in the realization of this hope than systematic education. In mis-

sion fields, it falls to the Church to do in this line that which the mu-

nicipal and State governments do in other lands.

5. In mission work, all education should have a distinctly evangelis-

tic aim. The direct inculcation of saving truth must ever be re-

garded as the object of first importance to be attained. While their

spheres are distinct, yet in a very significant sense teaching is preach-

ing and preaching is teaching. Every teacher is a preacher, and his

aim should be to make every pupil in his turn a preacher also. The

teaching given should not only be Christian in tone, but special prom-

inence should be given to instruction in the doctrines, history and

practical duties of Christianity. The aim should not be to manufac-

ture Christians by any hotbed process
;
not to take in heathen youth

and in the course of a few years, by some high-pressure method, turn

them out preachers, the probability being that when the pressure is

removed, they will return to their original state
;
but by reasonable

and practical methods to surround them with Christian influences and

so instruct them in Christian truth, that its principles and obligations

may be clearly apprehended by all. The proportion of purely relig-

ious teaching to secular in mission schools of all grades is necessarily

much greater than in similar schools in Christian lands. Every school

should be a centre of evangelistic work—a radiating centre, a centre

both of attraction and diffusion, the aim being first of all to influence

the pupils, and through them their parents and friends. Any conces-

sion to heathen prejudices
,
by which Christianity is thrust into the back-

g^'ound or its special doctrines eliminated from the curriculum of

study, is fatal to the influence of such schools in the interests of the

Church. An}* school, no matter of what grade, whether supported by

mission funds or merely associated with mission work which cannot
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be definitely reckoned as an evangelizing agency, has failed in the

chief object for which it should exist and had better be given up.

6. The importance of fostering higher education in connection with

mission work. Thus far in schools supported by mission funds, the

greater part of the instruction has been of the most elementary char-

acter or merely in special lines for the training of men and women
for direct Christian work. In such education, however, the Church

has met but half the obligation resting upon her. The introduction

of Christianity means intellectual awakening, enlightenment and

progress in all directions. It means an increasing demand for instruc-

tion in science, philosophy and all the branches of secular learning, a

demand which the Church is in the best position to supply. Conse-

quently it should be the aim to have every mission day-school a feeder

to the high-school, and to have the high-schools develop into col-

leges and universities. It should be the policy of the missionary so-

cieties, by direct oversight or affiliation, to take under their wings the

institutions for higher education that are bound to spring up in all

lands. It is of the utmost importance that the Church should take

the lead in higher education and maintain a firm grasp of such work,

placing herself in the position to give the molding touch to

inquiring minds, as they emerge from the darkness of ignorance or

the bondage of effete systems. In this initial stage of inquiry, these

minds are in a plastic state and the impressions then received will

almost inevitably be abiding. The great desideratum
,
therefore, is

that they receive scientific truth from a Christian standpoint. If this

can be done, a Christian tone will be given to higher education, which

all the efforts of unbelievers and misbelievers will be powerless to

overcome. It is impossible to overestimate the importance of this

phase of the subject. The immense advantages that will accrue to the

Church and the priceless boon bestowed upon the people so influenced,

are matters of which no doubt can be admitted. In almost every

land, mission work has reached that stage when institutions for higher

education would receive a large patronage, and it is surely the part

of wisdom for the Church to seize the grand opportunity so presented

of molding the sentiment and giving a distinctly Christian character

to the intellectual life of these awakening peoples.

7. All educational work should be under the direction of skilled

educators. The distinctive sphere of the ordained missionary is found

in pastoral, evangelistic and literary work of a special kind. It is

true that many of the most distinguished and successful educators

have been ministers of the gospel, yet I think it must be admitted

that, except in the sphere of religious and theological instruction, the

energies of the ordained missionary are diverted from their legitimate

channel, when devoted to purely educational work. Leaving room
for as many exceptions as special emergencies may require, the work
of education should be entrusted to trained teachers—men and wo-

men of the highest character and attainments, gifted with that pecu-
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liar faculty which marks the born teacher, the peers of their clerical

brethren in everything but the one matter of ordination. The work
of education at every mission station should be organized into a com-
plete and harmonious system, embracing the widest scope of instruc-

tion possible, extending from the day-school to the boarding-school,

the high-school and seminary, and up to the college and university

;

and the whole should be committed to a specialty trained staff of con-

secrated teachers, selected with reference to the particular work to be

done in the various departments, the number so employed to be regu-

lated by the demands of each field, modified b}^ the relative claims of

other forms of work. While cooperating in the fullest and most cor-

dial manner, the ranks of the pastoral, the preaching and the evange-

listic column should not be depleted to fill up the gaps in the teaching

column, but each, depending on its own reserve forces, should advance

shoulder to shoulder to the conflict with error and false teaching.

Canton, China. B. C. Henry.

IV.

More than twenty years ago, a missionary came to India to work
with brethren, who, with other work, had charge of a number of vernac-

ular and Anglo-vernacular schools. The Bible, Christian hymns, and

Catechisms especially prepared for them, were taught daily to the

Hindu and Mohammedan pupils, in addition to secular studies. After

a few years, this young missionary began to agitate in favor of giving

up the most of these schools, his chief contention being that there had

been very few converts from the pupils. Years passed by, and with

them came broader views of the work, larger experience of the oppos-

ing forces, clearer understanding of God’s working in the past, increas-

ing evidence of the important part played by these schools in prepar-

ing one and another to obey the truth in later life, to say nothing of

the conversions, few though they were, of promising pupils while yet

in school. All these things put together, led him to renounce the

views of his earlier missionar}- life and advocate earnestly the main-

tenance of schools as an important, if not indispensable factor in

pushing on the work. The experience of this missionary has been

repeated again and again. At the great missionary conference in Al-

lahabad, the most severe attack on school work was made by a Baptist

missionary from Delhi. That same missionary, ten years later, at the

Calcutta conference, came out as an advocate of schools and colleges.

At the Bangalore conference, with representatives of twenty-five

missionary societies present, a resolution strongty in favor of schools

was passed by a unanimous vote
;
the missionaries engaged in purely

vernacular preaching who were present in the conference, putting on

record “ their high regard for educational work as a necessary part of

the work of the Church in India.” That this verdict of the Bangalore

conference would receive the approval of every missionary of over
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ten years’ experience in North India, with rare exceptions, I have no

doubt
;
perhaps a few amending it by putting the words, “ a most im-

portant part,” in place of “ a necessary part of the work.” In the

limited space assigned me, I can touch only briefly some of the rea-

sons which have led to this almost unanimous conclusion.

1. And first, in every town and city of India, the number of boys

and young men who have made up their minds to get an education is

yearly increasing. They are crowding by the tens of thousands to

the school doors. Formerly this rush was confined to two or three of

the higher castes, but now they come from every caste. It is only a

few years back, that the Mohammedans could be counted easily in an

Anglo-vernacular school, but they are now fast burying their hatred of

the English tongue and learning to use it as the indispensable condition

of obtaining good posts under the Government. The colleges, for-

merly confined to a few centres, are now springing up here and there.

In 1882, more than 8000 students passed the B.A. and F.A. exami-

nations of the four Indian universities, to say nothing of the 10,000 and

more who failed in these examinations that year. Altogether there

are over three millions of Hindus and Mohammedans under instruction,

and in mission schools about 300,000. The question is : Shall we turn

these 300,000 out of doors, or rather into the doors of schools and

colleges under Hindu, Mohammedan and godless influences ? It is for

the Church with her wealth to say whether schools with the Bible open

in the hand of every pupil shall be enlarged. The command is to give

the gospel to every creature, but how is it to reach the children of India,

if we refuse to receive them into our schools ? Blot out all the Chris-

tian training and influence of home and school life in America, and

how is the gospel to reach the children ? That is the problem we have

to face in India, and our answer is the school.

2. But, secondly, let the Hindus and Mohammedans bring their trib-

ute of testimony. Read their appeals to Government, through the

Educational Commission, not to let the education of the country fall

into the hands of the missionaries. They know that their sons have

left our schools with little faith in their ancestral religion and often

with hearts turned towards the Lord Jesus, while now and then a pupil

has been baptized. They see, too, that the leading members of the

native Church have come from the schools. Hence they are fast found-

ing schools where, along with the secular studies, Hinduism and Mo-
hammedanism shall be taught. Witness the Mohammedan college at

Aligarh, the Arya Samaj at Lahore, and other institutions, in manj'

cases confessedly the outcome of the fear they have of the religious

teaching we give. Whatever be the value of the opinion and fears of

those opposed to us I ask to be weighed in the settlement of this

question.

3. But, thirdly, our schools help on every other form of work. The
village and itinerant preacher often finds our old pupils his most re-

ceptive and helpful hearers. They know the doctrine he preaches.
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In them he finds a basis of Scripture knowledge on which to found

his appeal to the heart. What an advantage this is to the preacher,

only those can appreciate who have had to face again and again an

audience with not one in it acquainted with the simplest facts of the

gospel history—to whom the words : cross, crucified, new heart, life

eternal, resurrection, Son of God, Holy Spirit, and a hundred like

ones, have to be patiently explained befoi’e any7 appeal can be made.

The preacher knows that the mission pupil has a knowledge of the

facts which the Holy Spirit uses, and so can push on to the conquest

of his hearer’s heart. The lady missionary, zenana or medical, finds

many a door opened to her by the old pupils. The Sunday-schools of

India would have to be closed in hundreds of places where now they

are crowded with boys from the mission day7 schools. Again, it is of

the highest importance to the native Christians to have schools of a

high order to which they can send their sons. If we close our schools

then these Christian y’oung men must go without an education, or

seek it where the influences are godless, or the mission must establish

with nearly every church a school for the education of the few Chris-

tian boys of the place, closing its doors to the hundreds of Hindu

and Mohammedan boys willing to sit alongside of the Christians and

study the Bible with them. As might be expected, our educated min-

isters and leading lay members have come chiefly from the mission

school. So also have our Christian teachers.

It is admitted by every one, that a serious defect in our schools is

the presence in them of Hindus and Mohammedans employed to teach

some of the secular branches, as Persian, Sanskrit, mathematics, etc.

The number of qualified Christian teachers is so few that were we

required to have them for all the secular studies, we should be forced

to close most of our schools. This would be a strange way, however,

to secure Christian teachers. We certainly shall not get them by clos-

ing the very schools out of which so many of them have come. The

charge sometimes made that Hindus and Mohammedans are put to

teach the Bible has little foundation. We venture to say that there

is not an Anglo-vernacular middle or high school in North India,

under mission control, in which the Bible is taught by a non-Christian.

• There are primary vernacular schools, usually” in villages and places

where no Christian could live or gather a school, in which are taught

the Catechism, hymns and Scripture portions by a non-Christian

teacher. These schools are examined by the missionary, and the sal-

ary of the teacher is made to depend on the number of pupils who

can repeat the Catechism, etc. The cost of each school is about three

dollars a month. For this small sum, a missionary is allowed to dic-

tate the whole course of study, and secure the committal of Scrip-

ture portions by a school ranging from twenty-five to fifty boys or

girls. It is not a perfect system, but if those who make such an out-

cry against the employment of such teachers were on the ground, they

would often rejoice with us at the opportunity7 of getting hundreds of
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children to commit portions of Scripture, of bringing them thus into

Sundaj'-schools and under Christian influences, and all at such a

small cost.

This may be the best place to answer other objections to our

schools. It is said that this is not an apostolic way of working

;

Paul never established schools. No, nor did he found Bible and

tract societies, Sunday-schools and many other agencies now un-

questioned. Paul, however, did not ignore the law of adaptation, and

so became a Jew to the Jews—all things to all men—that he might

gain the more. By this apostolic principle, we justify our schools in

India. But it is objected that the Bible is crowded into a corner by

the secular studies. No doubt this is true in a few schools and the

sooner they are closed the better. It might be answered that the

Bible is crowded into a corner in some pulpits, but that would be no

reason for closing all our churches. A fact or two may clear the air

of this charge. In the great majority of middle- and high-schools an

hour a day is spent by nearly all the classes in the study of the Bible

under Christian teachers. In most schools all the pupils are present

at an opening service daily. It is objected that too large a proportion

of missionaries give their time to educational work. Outside the Chris-

tian colleges of North India, we believe that there are very few mis-

sionaries who give more than the general superintendence of a school,

opening it with a short service and teaching the Bible to a class or

two. Some give more time than this and some less, but this is a fail-

average. A Christian headmaster teaches five hours, keeps the

accounts and generally relieves the missionary of care concerning the

secular studies, thus leaving him free the greater part of the day for

other work. Dr. William Miller, of Madras, estimates that, taking

India as a whole, ten per cent, of mission strength goes to educational

work. This certainly is not too much to give to this form of effort.

But a still more serious charge is that we draw boys to our schools

by the bait of secular education, while our real object is to lead

them to Christ
;
we hold out a bribe in one hand, and in the other the

gospel. This charge calls for an answer; which is: 1. We proclaim

openly our object. There is no more concealment of this in the

school than in the church and bazaar. 2. The barptism now and then

of a pupil is a testimony to our object plainer than words. 3. If we
give up evex-y effort which may lead to misi-epresentation, we shall

cease work in India. The charge is still made against medical mis-

sionaries that they try by pills and powders to destroy caste and con-

vei't Hindus. The Arya Samaj publishes broadcast in the Isa Parik-

sha that by sending young ladies to the zenanas our object is not to

win the wives and daughters but the young men of the house. We
can never escape misx-epresentation. If we are in the right path, the

only thing to do is to push onward regardless of what critics say.

The last and to many the sti-ongest objection is that there are so

few converts from our pupils. We admit and lament it. But then it
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must be remembered : (1) That outside the aborigines, out-castes and

low castes, not recognized as a part of Hinduism proper, there have

been comparatively few converts. But (2) of the converts from Hin-

duism proper, the number from the mission pupils while in school, but

more especially after they have left school, has been large as compared

with converts drawn through other agencies. (3) Let it not be for-

gotten what it means for a boy in India to make an open confession

of Christ. It always means social death—the turned and angry faces

of those he loves. It may mean violence and a flight from home to

save his life. Only to-day, while writing this paper, a pupil of the

mission school visited me, not the first visit but one of man}', to ask

if I would not baptize him next Sunday and then send him away to

another city to escape the wrath of his family. He may not be bap-

tized while a pupil of the school, but if ten, twenty years hence he is

touched again, as he listens to the bazaar preacher and is then bap-

tized, shall the school where he has been for four years be forgotten ?

Three weeks ago I baptized a man who thirty-five years ago was three

years a pupil in a mission school hundreds of miles from Allahabad.

I give this not as the testimony of a missionary whose life has been

given to educational work, for only a small fraction of it has been so

spent, but of one who has had ample opportunity to see the help ren-

dered by the school to every other form of work, as well as to see

some of the jewels gathered from it for the Master.

Allahabad, India. J. J. Lucas.

Y.

The importance of this subject cau hardly be overestimated, and its

difficulty is hardly less than its importance. Xo wonder then that

missionaries, as well as the friends of missions at home, are much

divided in their views with regard to it, and that a hot and long-con-

tinued warfare has been waged over the question :
“ Should mission-

aries spend their own time and the Church’s money on educational

work ?” The writer has been engaged in this and other missionary

work for many years, and is prepared to give it as his opinion, that so

far as his experience goes, no other branch of missionary work has

yielded more or better fruits than this.

1. In Lahore, and I believe in India generally, a new aristocracy

—

an aristocracy of learning and intelligence—is arising and is supersed-

ing the old aristocracy of birth and wealth. The last is fast losing

its influence and disappearing. It seems a matter of the greatest im-

portance that those who are to be the leaders in social and political

matters should be trained under a Christian influence. In government

schools and schools established by the people themselves, Christianity

is not taught, and it is only through mission schools and colleges that

students can get a correct and complete knowledge of Christian truth.

I have no hesitation in saying that there is a great difference between
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the sentiments and feelings of those who have been educated in Chris-

tian schools and of those educated in non-Christian schools. The for-

mer have higher ideas of life, are more loyal to government and more

friendly to the missionaries and their work, even if they remain in

their own religions.

2. Experience shows that it is chiefly those who have been taught

in our schools, who have a competent knowledge of Christianity. By
merely hearing the preacher delivering his message in the chapel or

bazaar, the hearers generally get a very meagre knowledge of that

message, if not a one-sided and erroneous one. The student may
learn the history, the doctrines, the precepts, the evidences of Christi-

anity, as it is hardly possible for others
;
and no doubt nine-tenths of

those who do really understand what Christianity is, have got this

knowledge through our schools.

3. It is often urged as an argument for medical missions, that they

convince the people of our interest in them and desire for their well-

being. But is it not as strong an evidence of interest that we educate

their sons and daughters and fit them for higher spheres of life and

more lucrative employments, as it is to heal their bodily diseases ?

4. In the Christian congregations in the Punjab, the leading men
are generally from our mission schools. In the Lahore congregation,

the elders and deacons are all men who have been educated in these

schools. There is as yet a very limited Christian literature in any of

the vernaculars and consequently those not educated in English can

hardly be intelligent Christians. Then I think we must look to this

class of men for the defenders and expounders of the faith in the

future.

Among the results of missionary schools have been these. They
have done much to conciliate the people by showing our interest in

the improvement of the young. They have elevated the standing of

our missionaries as men of intelligence and learning. They have filled

our cities with young men who have an extensive knowledge of Chris-

tianity and favorable feelings towards it. They have added many in-

telligent Christians to our churches. They have unsettled the faith of

thousands in their old beliefs and led them to look around for some-

thing better. The great religious movements manifested in the Arya,

Brahmo and other Samajes, I think must be largely attributed to the

influence of Christian schools.

Lahore, India. C. W. Forman.

VI.

I beg to make the following statement :

1. In my opinion, mission schools ought to have an important place

in the evangelization of India for the following reasons
: (1) Mission

schools are the only agency by which Christian instruction can be im-

parted to the rising generation of India. (2) Should mission schools
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be abolished, the whole system of education in India would be purely

secular, which in my opinion would be the greatest evil that could be

inflicted on India. Mission schools are the preserving salt in the

midst of abounding corruption and secularism. There is no other

agency by which Christian knowledge can be communicated to the

youth of India, than mission schools.

2. The results of mission schools have been very important: (1)

The best, ablest and most intelligent converts in all parts of the In-

dian mission field have been almost entirely drawn from mission

schools. (2) Besides professing converts, there are thousands of

young men and old men in all parts of India, who are Christians in

their hearts, but who do not make a public profession. These are the

fruits of mission schools only.

3. If all mission schools were closed, the rising generation of India

would receive no Christian knowledge. Students of mission schools

form a large part of the audience in street chapels and bazaars where

the missionary preaches. They also take the part of the missionary^

in every place. This help would come to an end were mission schools

closed.

Excuse the shortness and lameness of the above statement. Owing
to the formation of a cataract in both my eyes, I am at present unable

to read and write.

Calcutta, India. Lal Behari Day.*

VII.

The school may well stand here for all educational work, whether

the training given be intellectual or industrial
;
and our question as I

apprehend it is, What place is to be assigned to the intellectual and in-

dustrial, as compared with the evangelistic element in our work among
the heathen ? Of course, in practice no sharp distinction can be drawn

between these two forms of missionary activity. Nothing can more

effectually stir the intellectual stagnation of heathenism than the ad-

vent of the gospel. On the other hand, the mission school, where

heathen children are brought under Christian example and instruc-

tion, may be and- often is one of the most direct and effectual agencies

for bringing them to Christ, and through them reaching and saving

their parents. Sometimes, in the beginning of his work, the mission-

ary is almost shut up to this method. The heathen refuse to hear his

message. So he opens his school, where he offers to those who will

come something they can appreciate—an education. But this is only

his bait. His real object is to place in their hands the Bible with its

*[The Rev. Mr. Day is one of the leaders of the Indian Church. He was bap-

tized more than forty years ago by Dr. Duff. For many years, he was a pro-

fessor in a government college. He has edited papers in Bengali and English.

He is a fair representative of the opinions of the Indian Church. Cf. Smith’s

Life of Duff, i, 455, 475 et al.—Editors.]
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message of life and salvation. Such schools belong to the evangelistic

more than to the educational side of missionary work. But while,

in practice, these two forms of missionary activity become thus min-

gled, they are, at least in theory, very distinct. And, in this case,

theory is very important, for clearly the attitude of the missionary to

his work, and to some extent his methods, will depend on the place

he assigns to the material as compared with the spiritual, in his efforts

to rescue a people from heathenism.

I shall, in dealing with this question, only presume to speak for my
own field, where, in at least one of its phases, it raises an issue of the

greatest importance.

There have been examples of tribes lower in the scale of humanity

than are the people of Africa
;
but on the “ Dark Continent ” the

Church is brought face to face with the largest solid mass, so to speak,

of savagery, ignorance and superstition she has ever encountered.

Where and how shall she attack this great stronghold of the powers of

darkness ? There is widespread doubt whether the old methods will

avail for this new work. The cry is for schools in which the langu-

ages and ideas of civilization shall be taught, and for carpenters,

tailors, smiths and the like, who shall give to Africa the arts and

industries of Europe and America. When men like Stanley, Emin
and Wissman call, as they do, for missionaries for Africa, they gen-

erally feel called upon to specify that it is not the missionary of the

ordinary sort, with his Bible or pra}-er book always in his hand, that

is wanted, but men who can do something besides preach. And cer-

tainly unpractical men are of little use in such a country as Africa.

And certainly no one will deny that the people of Africa need help on

the material side. But the real meaning of this cry is, that the Afri-

can is not ready for the gospel
;
which is but another way of saying,

that the gospel cannot avail for so desperate a case as that of Africa.

You must, they tell us, first educate him, clothe him, give him some
industrial training, in a word civilize him

;
then you will have some-

thing to work on : but now the African is too low morally and intel-

lectually to receive the gospel.

There seems at first sight to be wisdom in this idea, that a people

so ignorant and degraded will be more ready to receive the gospel-

message after they have felt for a time the refining, humanizing

influence of education and civilization. Those who are more moved
by the material woes of Africa than b}r her spiritual destitution (and

there are many such) will almost certainly take such a view of the

case. And even those whose great aim it is to rescue souls from eter-

nal death, may be tempted to believe that the gospel can have little

or no effect in Africa until the material condition of her people is im-

proved. But is not this the wisdom of the world? Or, if there must

be such a preparation of her people before the gospel can avail for

Africa, then what of that saying of the wisest of men :
“ The fear of

the Lord is the beginning of wisdom ?” And what of those words of
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Christ :
“ Seek ye first the kingdom of God ?” If these wise material-

ists are right, then what are we to think of Paul, who considered the

preaching of Christ the great business of an apostle, which is in a

high sense only another name for missionary ? Instead of making an

exception in this regard of the ignorant and degraded, Paul assures

us that it is among just such that the gospel of the cross has its great-

est triumphs. Of course, preaching must not be restricted here to

the popular use of that term. It must include for us, as it did for

Paul, all efforts to win men to repentance and faith in the Lord Jesus

Christ. It even includes the work of the school where the main ob-

ject is to teach the Bible and the Saviour therein revealed.

That such efforts should seem to some foolishness, is not strange

—

certainly nothing new. And we are not left without an answer to

such objections. This gospel of the cross, so inefficient and insuffi-

cient viewed merely as a human agency, is nevertheless the “ Power of

God unto salvation.” Are the heathen of Africa too low to be

reached by this gospel ? Then if the “ Power of God ” cannot save

them, we may well despair of reaching them b}^ any device of ours.

Christ came to a world the greater part of which was but little better

than Africa is to-day. He saw all about Him ignorance, brutality,

slaver}', war and fearful oppression. And what did He do ? He said,

“ Repent ye.” He established no schools, promulgated no constitu-

tions, made no fierce attack on established institutions, however cor-

rupt. Instead, He lived and died to reconcile men to God, recogniz-

ing in man’s sin and alienation from God, the root and cause of all

other evils. We shall find no remedy better than this divine remedy

for the evils of the heathen world. We may not refuse material help

where we can give it. Christ did not. But the gospel must ever be

preeminent. And whenever we put any human agency, educational,

industrial or humanitarian, in that first place, we dishonor our great

Master and deserve to forfeit His blessing.

I will not say that nothing can be accomplished by purely material

agencies. The people of Africa are quick to learn many things.

They pick up trades and foreign languages with remarkable facility.

They can be readily taught to adopt the dress and many of the forms

of civilization. Even if their characters are not thus radically

changed, their wickedness takes less gross and repugnant forms. But

are they made better b}’ it ? I will not venture to answer so doubtful a

question categoricall}7

;
but certainly the result leaves much to be de-

sired. Your educated native is probably no more honest, no more

moral, no less selfish than his heathen neighbors. And his temptations

and opportunities for evil are vastly increased
;
so that sadly often he

becomes a worse man, and sinks to even lower depths of moral degra-

dation than his heathen father. But is his mind opened to receive the

gospel ? Emphatically, no. The untutored savage feels his inferiority

and degradation, and is remarkably tractable and teachable. But the

educated native is apt to be so overwhelmed with a sense of his im-
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portance, that there is almost no hope of ever impressing on his proud,

selfish soul a sense of his sin and need of a Saviour. Such will, I

believe, be the almost universal testimony of those who have labored

in Africa. And how could it be otherwise ? The old, yet ever new,

story of the cross has been chosen of God to be everywhere the means

of softening men’s hard hearts and bringing them back from their

wanderings to their Heavenly Father. If we, His ambassadors, come

to men with another message, or if we doubt the wisdom of God’s

plan and substitute for it, or supplement it bjr, some scheme of our

own, how can God bless our efforts ? What can He do but leave us

to plant and water a barren field ?

In all this, of course, I do not mean to deny that education has an

important place in our work in Africa. That place is not first, but it

is second. Its work is not to prepare the way for the gospel, but to

conserve and perpetuate the truths of the gospel. There is no need

of argument to establish the fact that Africa needs intellectual and

industrial education. Her people are the progeny of unknown gener-

ations of ignorance, anger, revenge, superstitious fear and animal ap-

petite—these are the things that fill their hearts and lives. Can we
wonder that the African is a being with a man’s passions and appetites

and a child’s intellect and reason ? Only less imperative is the

demand for industrial improvement. With a country surpassed by

none in its wealth of possibilities, the people of Africa are practi-

cally naked, poorly housed, poorly nourished and often actually hun-

gry. Christianity can be planted in such intellectual and material

surroundings, but it cannot grow in them without changing them.

And here we find the place and work of the school in Africa. When
we bring the gospel to such a people, we awaken them to a sense of

their darkness, nakedness, poverty and ignorance. We create long-

ings for better things. If we do not put them in the way of supply-

ing these newly created wants
;
if we fail to guide them in their striv-

ings after better things, we will utterly fail of our duty. And the

tempter will not fail to use these newly awakened desires as a means

of beguiling them to their ruin. The importance, then, of education,

intellectual and industrial, in our work for Africa cannot be overesti-

mated. But the importance of such work must never for a moment
obscure in our minds the first, the great object of missionary effort,

which is, to implant a new life, born of the Spirit, in the heathen soul.

But what is the practical application of all this ? Shall we, then,

close our schools against the heathen till they are converted ? Cer-

tainly not. It is not a rigid overapplication so much as a cordial rec-

ognition of the principle here contended for that is sought. The ma-

terial side of heathenism, its ignorance, brutality and poverty, strike

us most. But the missionary must never lose sight of the fact that

its root is sin and alienation from God, and that the remedy, without

which all else will be of little avail, is God’s great remedy for sin.

He must recognize that this whole matter was discussed and settled
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long ago, once for all, and there he may well leave it :
“ The fear of

the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.”

Gaboon, Africa. A. C. Good.

yiii.

Two views of foreign missions obtain, the evangelistic and the in-

stitutional. “ Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every

creature ” is taken as the foreign missionary commission by the first,

and the repetition of the “good tidings ” is foremost in its program.

The burden of the world’s evangelization is laid upon the churches of

Great Britain and the United States. Elaborate calculations exhibit

the ratio of population to ministers at home, in comparison .with the

scarcity of missionaries abroad, and set forth how large accessions to

the working force are needed, if Christ is to be preached to all. The
second theory distinguishes home from foreign missions and thinks

the text was given as the standing orders of the whole Church militant.

Home missions shall evangelize every nation and tribe, while foreign

missionaries ordain elders and organize churches and then pass to the

regions beyond. Preaching is only one of many agencies, and the in-

gathering of converts is the beginning of the work. Our view of

the school as a factor in missionary work will vary with the theory

which we adopt. It will vary too with different races and fields, no

human wisdom being competent to prepare a system adapted to all mis-

sionary lands.

A sketch of the history of mission schools in Japan will help us to

determine their value, the sketch keeping closely to schools for boys

and avoiding digressions into inviting fields which lie close at hand.

1. The beginning. Missionary work began with teaching. While

preaching was still impossible, the teaching of English brought man}'

young samurai to the missionaries. These students were patriotic

and intellectual by inherited traditions, accustomed to leadership and

confident that they were the full equals of the best of any land. Keen

to acquire the treasures of Western thought, they readily sought op-

portunity for study. They were among the first converts and have

impressed the whole Church with their own character, modifying every

succeeding phase of missionary work. Wherever Christian men came

in contact with these zealous students, some were led to Christ and

work done in government schools rivaled the best that professed mis-

sionaries could show. And even yet he who has the mind of Christ

may lead students of the highest promise to our Lord, whether his

place be in government or mission school. In the beginning then,

the teaching of English and Western science was a factor of high value,

producing results not otherwise attainable. 2. Progress. When the

penal laws against Christianity were withdrawn, many missionaries de-

voted themselves to preaching and only a few remained teachers. The

West was increasingly the fashion and pupils thronged where English
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was taught. The groups of students grew into schools. Still, how-

ever, the evangelistic spirit predominated. Many students professed

Christianity and some entered the theological seminary. The stand-

ard of instruction was low, but the schools fairly fulfilled their end.

For ten years, say irom 1876 to 1886, pupils and teachers were content.

This was the period of the “ mission school ” in the usual meaning of

the term, but in Japan it was only one stage in a rapid development.

3. Development. Soon the Japanese began to resent foreign leader-

ship. They felt themselves masters of our Western civilization to a

degree that should enable them to dispense with tutelage. The

Church felt the same impulse. Japanese were replacing foreigners as

pastors and evangelists. Many of the congregations became self-sup-

porting. In Presbytery and Synod, the missionaries were already

outnumbered. It was everywhere apparent that we could expect

only the position of adviser and friend. The schools could not remain

successful under their exclusive foreign management. Another

question waited for its answer. Should the schools continue their

unambitious way with the evangelistic aim still supreme, or should they

seek to keep pace with the intellectual and educational progress of

the people ? The answer could not be doubted. They could no longer

continue as mere evangelistic agencies. In 1888, one Japanese min-

ister baptized more converts than were brought to profess the name
of Christ in all the schools for boys and girls of the combined Re-

formed and Presbyterian missions. In government and other schools

students are readily approached. Nor could the schools retain their

attractions for students unless they should equal or excel the govern-

ment institutions. And once more with the success of the Japanese

as pastors and evangelists, the number of missionaries who preferred

educational work increased. Thus the force for an advance was on

the ground. Yielding to these reasons, the missionaries of the Re-

formed and Presbyterian Churches in Tokio united in the establish-

ment of the Heiji Gakuin. The Japanese were associated with the

foreigners in the control, the Board of Directors consisting of seven

members chosen by the missions and seven members nominated by

the Synod. The President was long a foreigner, J. C. Hepburn, M.D.,

LL.D.; although the Vice-President was a Japanese, the Rev. K. Ibuka,

M.A., and in the faculty were nine missionaries and nine Japanese,

apart from the theological department. The buildings are good and the

grounds are ample. The cost is about $15,000 a year. Such an insti-

tution can be defended only on the institutional theory of missions. It

is expensive and yet cannot compete with the simple evangelistic work
in turning many to the truth. It is not needed to break down prejudice,

for that has long since been accomplished; nor to introduce Western

science and thought, as the government efficiently carries on that work.

It is not yet proved that the college exerts as direct an influence upon

the individual student as did the unpretending mission school. But

the establishment of the Church is the end of foreign missions, and
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the college is essential to its complete equipment. Not by foreign

missionaries but by Japanese evangelists shall Japan be won. The
national spirit resents our preponderance. The Japanese Church

must be the witness for our Lord. And the Church needs the col-

lege. All the reasons that justify Christian and Church colleges at

home are emphasized here. Students in non-Christian schools are sur-

rounded by dangers to faith and morals not neutralized by a pervad-

ing Christian sentiment in general society. 4. Completion. A fourth

period approaches when foreign leadership will give place to Japanese

leadership with foreign cooperation. Already the President no longer

is a missionary, Mr. Ibuka having succeeded to that post
;
and Japanese

ideas in curriculum and discipline are prevailing. The general pub-

lic becomes less friendly and the Christian public more critical. In

Japan patriotism takes the place of religion and we can scarcely over-

state its power. The more radical and independent ministers give ex-

aggerated expression to their denials that the Church is a foreign mis-

sionar}- organization. Missionaries and missionary methods are dis-

cussed with the utmost freedom, and there is a vague demand for a

Japanese type of polity and doctrine. The influence accorded to the

Japanese does not content them, and for a year past mission schools

have been in difficulties.

A few missionaries would resist this sentiment, since the use of

mission funds necessitates mission control. But it is neither desir-

able nor possible that authority should be vested in foreigners through

the purse. A few men discuss the propriety of retracting our steps

and propose to give up the college. The expense seems to them

too great, and the difficulties insurmountable. From their point of

view, the evangelistic, greater results might be attained at half the

cost. But the majority of missionaries would continue upon the pres-

ent coui’se unto the end. Methodists, Episcopalians and Congrega-

tionalists are establishing colleges. Our Church too needs the

strength which strong institutions give. The difficulties of the pres-

ent are great, but patience and forbearance have conquered greater.

How soon the changes may be made which the Japanese desire is a

question on which opinions differ. Certainty the Church at home

must have substantial guarantees that the purpose for which it has so

freely given of its means shall be served. The future only can deter-

mine how and when the policy that now so admirably harmonizes for-

eigner and Japanese in evangelistic work shall be accepted fully in

the schools. With a people so self-reliant, patriotic and capable it is

a question whether it would not be better to establish no mission

school but to help those organized and controlled by Christian Japa-

nese. There are such schools and this policy would escape many dif-

ficulties from the start. But the mission followed what seemed the

wisest, indeed the only course. Could the missionary and the mis-

sion purse have been less prominent in the years gone by, the indepen-

dent establishment of the Church would have been more easily accom-
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plished. But no human wisdom foresaw the rapid development which

has taken place, nor could we years ago understand as now the char-

acter of those with whom we have to do. We could only follow the

example of missionaries in other lands. But now with the experience

that years have brought, two principles are clear to me as applicable

to Japan. 1. Mission schools are essential to missionary work.

2. They should from the start be under predominant Japanese control,

with missionary funds and help subsidiary.

One further element complicates the present problem—the constitu-

tion of the mission itself. Neither the Board at home nor the mis-

sion abroad is constituted for the efficient management of institutions

of higher learning. • As the school becomes a college, it should be

endowed and given an oiganization fitted to its needs. In Japan, the

mission school has already grown old in experience. As an evan-

gelistic agency, it was most efficient in its first stage, wrhen groups of

students were led to Christ. As an unpretending school, in the

second stage, it fairly attained its ends. Now, in the third period, it

has facilities and resources far beyond the past, but is in perplexities.

Eventually it will cease to be a mission school, that it may become

the college of the Church. The Reformed and Presbyterian Churches

may well endow the Heiji Gakuin and make it their crowning gift to

this far-Eastern member of our world-wide alliance. Eliminated as a

factor in foreign missionary work, the college will remain a factor of

high power in the work which our Lord gives His Japanese Church to

do.

Tokio, Japan. George William Knox.



VIII.

OBITUARY YOTE.

THE REV. PROF. THOMAS HARVEY SKINNER, D.D., LL.D.

The Rev. Thomas Harvej" Skinner, D.D., LL.D., died at his resi-

dence in Chicago, Januaiy 4, 1892. The son of a distinguished clergy-

man bearing the same name, he was bom in Philadelphia, October 6,

1820. He was graduated at the University of Pennsylvania in 1840, /V
and at Union Theological Seminary, New York, in 1843. He was the

Pastor successive^ of several Presbyterian churches—in Paterson,

N. J., New York City, Honesdale, Pa., Stapleton, Staten Island (Re-

formed Dutch), Fort Wajuie, Ind., and Cincinnati. From Cincinnati,

where he lived for ten jrnars, he was called, in 1881, to the Cyrus H. Mc-
Cormick Professorship of Didactic and PolemicYheology in the North-

western (now McCormick) Theological Seminary of the Presbj'terian

Church. In 1890, owing to failing health, he resigned, and the Board

of Directors, both to show their conviction of the value of Dr. Skin-

ner’s labors for the Seminary, and to provide the kind and amount of in-

struction he desired and felt able still to give, established a new profes-

sorship, called the Chair of Divinity, to continue in being only so long

as he should live. For two years he performed its duties, lecturing

during the first half of each seminary session on the “ Rule of Faith.”

He delivered his lectures for the session of 1891-92 without interrup-

tion from ill-health, and when the Christmas holidaj-s commenced he'

appeared stronger than he had been for several years. But he was

smitten soon after with the prevailing influenza and, becoming weaker

day after day, died just two weeks after the beginning of the attack.

Dr. Skinner became a Professor of S3
Tstematic Theolog3' after he

had passed his sixty-first 3*ear. The Theological Seminary had lost

the majority of its Facult3
r b3

r resignation. He fouiid here only thir-

teen students. During the first year of his labors he wrote out in full

and delivered to the classes two courses of lectures, one in S3'stematic

Theolog3
' and the other in Church History. He labored hard and

successful^- for the growth of the Seminary and for its increased en-

dowment, giving cheerful^- to meet its immediate demands. The

colleagues whom he found here and those who came soon after co-

worked with him, and the famil3
r whose name the Seminary justly

bears responded with great generosity to their appeals. He lived
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only a little longer than ten years after he became Professor, but dur-

ing that period the number of students increased fifteenfold—from

thirteen to one hundred and ninety-eight
;
the old buildings were im-

proved, new dormitories and dwelling houses for the professors were

built and the general endowment fund was largely increased by Mr.

McCormick and his family, who also, more than once, supplied the

annual deficiencies which the rapid growth of the institution occa-

sioned. Of Dr. Skinner’s joy and pride in this swift movement in

sympathy with the increase of the city and of population in the central

and western portions of the country, no one needs to be told whom
the Doctor conducted through the grounds and buildings. During

the same period also the scholarship-fund was trebled, Dr. Skinner

himself contributing to it ten thousand dollars.

Next to the Seminary, the institution that most engaged his affec-

tions was his church, the “ Church of the Covenant.” He had lived

in Chicago only a short time before he was convinced of the need of

a church near the Seminar}', "which would furnish a place of worship

for the students, the professor’s families and the growing neigh-

borhood. He was active in all the movements for its organization.

His wex-

e the largest subscriptions for the erection of the church-

building, and he was always the largest contributor to its support. He
felt amply repaid by its increase and its beneficent influence on the

neighborhood, by the warm friendship between himself and his Pas-

tor, by the great value to him and to the entire congregation of the

Pastor’s ministry, and by his profound joy in all the chui’ch’s worship

and activities. Its beautiful and spacious auditorium was a perpetual

delight to him. The writer of this note was Dr. Skinner’s next-pew

neighbor and knows how warmly he loved the walls of the temple in

which he worshiped God.

How charming a colleague he was all his colleagues will testify. He
exaggerated the merits an}’ of us seemed to him to have, and hum-

bled himself that he might exalt us all. If we were in low spirits he

cheered us. Out of every perplexity or difficulty he was confident

that there was a way, and a way soon to be opened
;
and not seldom

he opened it himself. A braver or more cheerful spirit I have never

known, nor one who knew better how to communicate his bravery and

cheerfulness to others. He was often in each of our homes, and was

always welcome. He knew what members of our families were im-

prisoned by sickness and visited them. Nothing was a trouble to him,

if it comforted or strengthened or cheere.d those who were dear to

him. Nor did the circle of his colleagues exhaust his friendliness. He
was a model neighbor. No one else in the neighborhood was so well

known or so well liked. All sorts and conditions of men attracted

him and were attracted to him
;
and all ages, too. The attachment be-

tween him and children was very beautiful. They loved him and were

not afraid of him. There is growing up around this institution a gen-

eration of young people who know it only as Dr. Skinner’s Seminary.
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This friendliness did not terminate in the mere feeling, but issued

whenever that was possible in most cheerful and generous giving

—

giving, too, that would have been impossible except for self-denial on

his part.

Though Dr. Skinner began to teach theology late, he had long given

to the subject special study. He belonged to a generation of minis-

ters more accustomed than the present is to think theological subjects

in a system. This habit was especially strong in him because he was

the son of a father who took an active part in the theological discus-

sions which interested the Presbyterians and Cougregationalists of

fifty and sixty years ago. The senior Dr. Skinner was a pronounced

Xew School theologian. My colleague has often spoken to me of the

conversations of ministers in his father’s house during “ Anniversary ”

weeks. The names of the interlocutors, Absalom Peters, Lyman
Beecher, Leonard Bacon, Samuel H. Cox, William Adams and Albert

Barnes, indicate both how theological was the atmosphere in which,

when a 3
Toung man, he lived, and the tj’pe of theology to which his

family connection predisposed him. When younger he lived, for a

time, in the family of Moses Stuart, at Andover. Though his views

changed. Dr. Skinner never spoke to me of these men without reveal-

ing his affection for them. To Moses Stuart, Lyman Beecher, Albert

Barnes and Edward Robinson he alwaj^s spoke of himself as deeply

indebted, and he loved to talk of them. He was a delightful recounter,

and, as I had been brought up in the Xew School Church, he found

me a most willing listener. I became his debtor for a better knowledge

of many men whom I had never seen, but whose names were often

mentioned when I was a child in my father’s house in Harrisburg.

Dr. Skinner on becoming a clergyman could scarcely have avoided

becoming specially interested in Systematic Theology. It was not

long before his opinions on subjects in debate between the “ Old ” and

Xew ” School Calvinists changed, and he became what, in those

days, was called “ a pronounced Old School man.” This change of

opinion deepened his interest in the subject, and he was known very

early in his ministry as an exceptionally earnest and wide reader of

the literature of Sj-stematic Theology. His preaching from this time

on was distinctively doctrinal preaching. I suppose few Presbyterian

ministers read so much theological literature, or grasped so surely, or

retained so much of, what they read, for he always read carefully and

was never a mere “ browser ” or skimmer of books. He knew Atha-

nasius on the Trinitarian controversy, and, though not so well, he

knew, from having read Augustine himself, the Xorth African theolo-

gian's doctrine of sin and his defense of it
;
he had studied Anselm

;

Calvin’s Institutes and Calvin’s Commentaries he enjoyed
;
and though

he did not enjoy them, he had examined from time to time, when

studying special subjects, the Reformed schoolmen of the conti-

nent. The authors he loved most and studied hardest were the great

English divines. I am sure I do not exaggerate when I say that he
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knew intimately the following : Richard Hooker, John Pearson,

George Bull, Isaac Barrow, Daniel Waterland and Joseph Butler

among the Anglicans, and Charnocke, Howe and Owen among the

Puritans. He liked them better than the Reformed schoolmen of the

continent, because, to use his own words, they were “less exclusively

intellectual and more religious.” He fed his soul on them. John

Owen was his favorite theologian and sometimes he would talk about

him so enthusiastically as to leave the impression that Dr. Skinner

was “ a man of one book.” Nothing could be farther from the fact.

He was well read in a large section of the literature of his depart-

ment. Of course he knew well the later New England theology. It

was the theology with which he began his ministry.

Dr. Skinner had a vigorous mind and was a man of strong convic-

tions. His religious life was profound
;
his personal experiences were

formed, as they should have been, upon his theology. Of the system

he accepted he became one of the recognized defenders, long before

he was called officially to teach the subject to candidates for the min-

istry
;
and his papers, always strong and clear, were gladly accepted

by the editors of theological reviews.

Thus, though entering late into the Chair of Systematic Theology,

he came to it well prepared. He knew the system he taught, for he

had preached it, and lived it, and read widely of its literature. The
first year of his professorship had not closed before he had written

out a complete course of lectures. The form of this course he modi-

fied somewhat afterwards, but the course as at first written could not

have been produced so rapidly in the stress of so many duties by any

one except a very able and a very well-informed theologian.

I have not space to dwell on Dr. Skinner’s remarkable knowledge

of the language of the English Bible. He could repeat large sections

of it, and had them always at command.

He was also a reader of general literature. He began early to cul-

tivate his love of it. He liked poetry, and among the English poets

confessed that Shelley was his favorite. He liked fiction and enjoyed

most the elder Dumas among novelists. The great English reviews

he subscribed for first when a young minister and continued a subscriber

during his life, and he read with interest the most of each number of

each review. The last time I saw him downstairs in his house, he was

lying on his lounge reading the Quarterly
,
and trying to forget his

excessive pain.

He published about forty-five occasional sermons, discourses and

theological essays. They are all written with great simplicity and

vigor of style. His style is at its best in his theological discussions.

The last of these to appear in print was published in this Review.

Its title was “ The Fatherhood of God.”

Chicago. John DeWitt.



IX.

EDITORIAL XOTES.

DRIVER’S INTRODUCTION TO THE LITERATURE OF
THE OLD TESTAMENT.

The Preface tells us that what the author aimed at was an account

of the contents and structure of the several books of the Old Testa-

ment, together with such an indication of their general character and

aim as could be given in the space to which he was limited. More
would have been said but for this limitation. Still, as it is, the book

is a marvel of compression and clearness, giving as it does the results

of modern critical inquiry in a compact form and with admirable

lucidity. Dr. Driver is perhaps the most eminent Hebrew scholar in

Great Britain, and his book shows his entire familiarity with the

whole progress of Biblical investigation from the beginning. His

tone, in the main, is reverent, and he gives his views with calmness

and sobriety. We know of no single volume which furnishes so

complete a conspectus of the present state of critical opinion as to

the origin and character of the several Hebrew books. And, whether

one accepts the views given or not, it i6 an advantage to have a com-

pact statement of them and the reasons upon which they are main-

tained. coming from a scholar whose competency will be universally

admitted.

The first one hundred and fifty pages are devoted to the Hexateuch,

the authorship of which is asserted to be composite. It consists of

the writings of a Jehovist and an Elohist narrator combined, and in

some cases so skillfully blended that it is impossible to distinguish

them (pp. 109, 110). These works are assigned to a date from 750-

900 B.C., and the Jehovist is by some, the Elohist by others, regarded

as the earlier. To these, which Canon Driver calls the Prophetical

Narrative, is to be added another which he calls the Priestly Narra-

tive. Its date, according to our author, who here follows Wellhausen

and Kueuen. is after the return of the Jews from the Captivity

(although Dillmann holds it to be earlier than the rest of the narra-

tive). Deuteronomy, which is the book found in the temple in

Josiah’s reign, was probably written in the reign of Manasseh. Its

author did not design a forger}',” but simply framed discourses ap-

propriate to Moses’ situation and restated the old laws in a paranetic

setting, and his work cannot be called an‘- invention,” because, on the

whole, it was derived from preexistent usage.
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The first and chief argument in favor of this distribution of the

Hexateuch among four or more authors—I say “ or more ” because all

these critics suppose one or more final redactors who edited the dif-

ferent portions, combined them into a unity by occasional insertions

or omissions, and so brought the whole into the state in which it now
is—is drawn from the differences in vocabulary, style, contents and

doctrine.* The critics have entered into a detailed analysis not only

of books but of chapters, paragraphs and even verses, axxd as a result

they deem themselves competent to assign to each winter his portion

of the tesselated structure. Our chief objection to these finespun

theories is that they are wholly untrustworthy, and so far from being

scientific are simply fond inventions. It has been demonstrated that

the careful application of the method of the critics to another ancient

writing has led to a conclusion absurdly false. The Epistle to the

Romans is accepted by all reputable scholars as the work of the

Apostle Paul, yet it has been proved by a patient analysis after the

fashion of the higher critics that it is the woi’k of four different

authors, and this conclusion is sustained by a series of arguments,

linguistic, historic and doctrinal. Yet no l’easonable man accepts this

x-esult as valid. Why then should he accept a similar result, reached

in the same way, in l'elation to the Hexateuch ? The truth is that

almost any work may be shown to be of composite authorship if a

clever man sets out to manipulate the facts in such a way as to sxiit

his theory, especially if he has a lively imagination and can see dif-

ferences and peculiarities which ai'e not at all obvious to one who has

no preconceived system to sxxpport. Canon Driver says that the

method he has followed is “ universally employed ” in literary investi-

gation, bxxt we think that it would puzzle him to show any parallel

case either as to the Homei-ic poems, the Vedic h3
rmns,the Upaixishad

or the Nibelungenlied. It is only the Book of God which has been

put under the rack axid the thxxmbscx’ew and made to bear witness

against its own integrity. The set purpose of a large and alas grow-

ing school of writei’s appears to be to break xxp the Hebx-ew Scriptures

into a series of dissimilar fi-agments artificially boxxnd together and

adjusted to each other.

An argument is drawn from the fact that we find in the l'ecoi’ded

histoi’y no trace of the obsei’vance of some of the chief pi'ovisions of

the Pentatexxch. The argument e silentio is sometimes vei’y sti’ong,

at others absolutely woi'thless. In the case of the disputed text in

1 John concenxiixg the Thi’ee Witnesses we may confidently affirm its

spuriousness on the ground that the Yicene fathers who contended

against Arianism woxxld certainly have quoted this text had it existed

in their MSS., yet not one of them gives any hint that he knew of its

existence. On the other hand, there is xxo mention in the whole Old

Testament of the administration of circumcision after the statement

in Joshxxa v. Are we heixce to infer that the rite died oxxt ? The

The last of these four particulars is not asserted by Dr. Driver.
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period which followed Joshua’s death was one of constaut relapses

into idolatry and consequent distress and disorder. We are told

more than once in the Book of Judges (xvii. 6, xviii. 1. xxi. 23), “ In

those days there was no king in Israel : every man did that which was

right in his own eyes.” In a land harried by Canaanites, Midianites,

Ammonites and Philistines how could there be a strict observance of

the Mosaic statutes? On the same principle, a man walking through

many streets in the east side of our town on Sunday might conclude,

from the buying and selling he saw going on, that there was no law

against doing business on the first day of the week. The times of

which we have record in the Book of Judges are not the long intervals

of peace when the land had rest, but throughout are those in which

there was decay and conflict. And the maxim was as true then as it

is now, that Inter arma leges silent.

But in some cases there are in the preexilic literature references to

priestly usages which no one doubts or can doubt. Dr. Driver’s an-

swer (pp. 136, cf. 144-147) is that these passages “ attest the existence

of certain institutions
;
they do not attest the existence of the partic-

ular document in which the regulations touching those institutions

are now codified.” The}’ are “ proof that the institutions in question

are ancient in Israel, but not that they were observed with the precise

formalities prescribed in ” the priestly document. This seems to us

to knock out the underpinning of the whole theory. The contention

is that the prophetical portion of Scripture was prior and the priestly

posterior, and when it is established that certain main points of the

latter existed before the former, escape is made by assuming “ an

ancient traditional basis ” (146) upon which the subsequent stately

fabric was gradually reared. We den}’ the reasonableness of this

assumption, and insist that it is far more natural to take these por-

tions, not as the basis of what followed long after, but as the sure

indications of what had gone before. The higher critics’ method of

argumentation is anything but scientific. Were it adopted or admit-

ted anybody could prove anything in reference to the date of ancient

documents.

So, again, the prophets are said to be silent about the Mosaic insti-

tutions, and this is given as a reason why they must be assigned to a

later date. But this involves a total misconception of the function of

the prophet. He was sent not to do over what had been done, but to

announce new truth or new applications of the truth. What need

was there for any one of them to reassert the obligations of the Le-

vitical worship? Men in all ages stick to ritual far better than they

do to doctrine
;
often even when they have renounced the latter they

are punctilious in observing the former. This error the prophets fre-

quently reprove, never condemning sacrifice and offering and fasting

in themselves as expressions of the heart, but. as Isaiah does in his

first chapter, denouncing the prevalent habit of combining ritual ser-

vices with gross immoralities. They insisted on what is contained in
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the fine saying which our Lord quotes from Hosea, “ I desire mercy

and not sacrifice, and the knowledge of God more than burnt offer-

ings (Hos. vi. 6) ;
which does not mean that the Lord repudiates sac-

rifice and offering but that he abhors them when they are put in the

place of spiritual service. And in all their fierce denunciations of

idol worship in its various forms the prophets stood by the side of

the Levitical priests and the authorized worship. Nor is there any-

thing in their recorded utterances that requires us to believe that

they and their writings preceded the existing accounts of the priestly

legislation.

The theoi’y which Pr. Driver favors affects sensibly the credibility

of the Old Testament in that which is the foundation of the whole

—

the Pentateuch. True, this has been denied, and we are assured that

as the fourfold biography of our Lord confirms faith in His existence

and His character, so this fourfold authorship of the Hexateuch

assures its validity. But how great the difference ! The evangelists

were contemporaries, were either apostles or belonged to apostolic

circles, and their wonderful agreement in the principal things with

their circumstantial variations gives to them an assured hold upon

the faith of all unprejudiced persons. Whereas J and E and P and

D are wholly unknown historically, and their existence is simply an

inference from uncertain data. So far from being contemporary with

the narratives or institutions of which they write, they were separated

from them by an interval varying from four to eight centuries. Dr.

Driver assigns to J and E a date in the early centuries of the mon-

archy (p. 118), D to the reign of Manasseh, and P to the exilic

period. Nobody knows who these writers were, what pains they took,

what opportunities they had, or what commission they bore. They

compiled from what materials they had, but we have and can have

no guarantee either of their competency or of their fidelity. All

is in shadow and gloom. If this be admitted, it does not seem possi-

ble to satisfy an honest inquirer as to the authenticity of the Penta-

teuch. He will say, “ How can I rely upon men who lived so many
ages after the occurrence of what they l’ecord ? Who knows whether

they confined themselves to well-authenticated fact or adopted also

vague and wandering traditions? Besides, if they were honest men,

how came they to put what they wrote into such a shape and connec-

tion that for over two thousand years readers and critics of all classes

supposed that the Pentateuch was the first part of the Old Testament

committed to writing, that it was the work of Moses and the men of

his time, and that it was really the basis upon which the entire subse-

quent portions of Scripture rested ? Why did they labor to concoct

their several narratives and then afterwards join them together in

such a way as to make a false impression upon many generations of

readers ?
”

One point in which Dr. Driver favorably distinguishes himself from

other critics of the same general class is his abstinence in treating of
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the Pentateuch from any impeachment of what is stated in the sev-

eral books. Other critics contend that the several writers are dis-

criminated b}' their theology as well as by their peculiarities of vocab-

ulary and style. And Prof. Harper, in his discussion with Dr. Green

in Hebraica, mentioned cases in which one of the presumed authors

of the Pentateuch represented Jehovah as dishonest in asking Pha-

raoh for a three days’ journey, and as encouraging stealing in Israel’s

so-called “ borrowing ” of the Egyptians when they set forth for Ca-

naan. Nothing of this kind appears in the first third of this Intro-

duction save in one case (p. 120), where we read, “ It is difficult to

escape the conclusion that the representation of P includes elements

not, in the ordinary sense of the term, historical.” In his Preface the

author insists that the conclusions reached by critical analysis “ do

not touch either the authority or the inspiration of the Old Testa-

ment
;

” nor can there be a doubt that he firmly believes this. Yet

he holds the Bible to be the record of a “ progressive revelation ”

(p. 149), and we ask how that record can have authority if it contains

elements not historical. So on Chronicles he says (p. 500),
“ It does

not seem possible to treat the additional matter in Chronicles as

strictl}* and literally historical. In many cases the figures are incred-

ibly high
;

in others the scale or magnitude of the occurrences de-

scribed is such that, had they really happened precisely as represented,

they could hardly have been passed over by the compiler of Samuel

or Kings
;

* elsewhere again the description appears to be irreconcil-

able with that in the earlier narrative
;

while nearly always the

speeches assigned to historical characters and the motives attributed

to them are conceived largely from a point of view verj’ different from

that which dominates the earlier narrative and agreeing closely with

the compiler’s.” But he adds on the nest page, “ The Chronicler must

not on this account be held guilty of a deliberate perversion of his-

tory
;
he and his contemporaries did not question that the past was

actually as the}- pictured it. and the Chronicler simply gives expres-

sion to this persuasion.” But, we answer, such an ingenious sugges-

tion may save the personal credit of the Chronicler, but what becomes

* The learned writer when he penned this clause could hardly have bethought

himself of the aid he was giving to the assailants of the authenticity of the

fourth gospel. For the Apostle John recounts at length the wondrous miracle

of the resurrection of Lazarus, and represents it as the exciting cause of the des-

perate resolution (John xi. 47-53) of the priests and Pharisees that Jesus should

be put to death. Yet the synoptical gospels take no notice of this miracle and

write as if they had never even heard of it. How easy would it be for the oppo-

nents of the truth to say—as, indeed, many of them have said in substance

—

“The magnitude of the occurrence described is such that, had it really happened

precisely as represented, it could hardly have been passed over by the other

evangelists.” Alas, that friends of the gospel should thus play into the hands

of its avowed adversaries ! For an argument of this kind, if valid against the

historical character of the narratives of the Old Testament, must be equally

valid against the historic worth of those of the New.
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of the authority of his narrative ancl the credibility of the book which

regards this as one of its component parts ? The same question is

suggested by the statement concerning Ruth (pp. 427, 428), that the

story rests on the family traditions respecting Ruth and her marriage

with Boaz. “ These have been cast into a literary form by the author,

who has no doubt to a certain extent idealized both the characters and

the scenes.” In like manner it is said of Esther (p. 454) that,

“ though the narrative cannot reasonably be doubted to have a sub-

stantial historical basis, it includes items that are not strictly histori-

cal.” To the same effect it is said of Jonah (p. 303),“ Quite irrespec-

tive of the miraculous features in the narrative, it must be admitted

that there are indications that it is not strictly historical.” So of the

last two chapters of the Book of Judges it is said (p. 159),“ The account,

as we have it, can hardly be historical
;

” and then reference is made
both to the figures, which are called “ incredibly large,” and to certain

combinations of the whole people, which, we are told, “ could hardly

have taken place on the scale depicted.” Xow, as to all these cases,

we simply ask, If to so many portions of the book historical valid-

ity is denied, in what sense and on what ground can the authority and

inspiration of the volume be asserted ? To deny historic validity to

any portion of a historic revelation is to undermine the basis on

which the whole rests.

In treating of the Prophets, Dr. Driver gives in each case a good

summary of the literature, a chronological table and a general view of

the contents, putting as elsewhere much information in a small com-

pass. In Isaiah he follows the modern fashion of denying to him not

only the second half of the book but half a dozen chapters in the first

(xiii, xiv, xx. 1-10, xxiv-xxvii). The chief ground of this arbitrary

dislocation is given in a statement which all the advocates of the

Higher Criticism seem to think self-evident, a sort of intuitive truth.

Thus, “ It was the office of the prophet of Israel to address himself

to the needs of his own age, to announce to his contemporaries the

judgments or consolations which arose out of the circumstances of

their own time, to interpret for them their own history. To base a

promise upon a condition of things not yet existent and without any

point of contact with the circumstances or situation of those to whom
it is addressed, is alien to the genius of prophecy ” (p. 201). I submit

' that this is entirely arbitrary and unreasonable. The function of the

prophet was to speak in the name of God and bear the divine message

as it was given to him. Xor is there anything in his calling to hinder

him from putting in writing what was intended for after ages. The

remarkable prophecy of Jacob contained in Genesis xlix was ex-

pressly intended to tell his sons, “ What shall befall you in the lat-

ter days.” Xo part of it was to be fulfilled for half a thousand years.

What was done in the infancy of the race might very well be done in

its maturity. Besides, the outlook of the second part of Isaiah is far

wider than the objection supposes. It is not merely the deliverance
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from Babylon, but a glorious display of Jehovah's character and pur-

poses, of which the return from exile was only a conspicuous feature.

With this are intermingled warnings, such as the rebuke of formal

fasting (chap, lviii), which were entirely suitable to Hezekiah’s times,

and rebukes, such as of idolatry (xl, xli, xliv-xlvi, lxv), which could

have no sort of application to the exiles, who seem, as their subse-

quent history shows, to have been delivered entirely from this gross

and debasing sin. Hence, I insist that while there may be difficulties

in holding Isaiah to be the author of all that goes under his name,

there are much greater difficulties in the theory of a deutero-Isaiah.

In the case of the remarkable prophecy of Babylon in chaps, xiii

and xiv the first verse is. “ The burden of (or, oracle concerning,

Marg.') Babylon which Isaiah, the son of Amoz, did see.” Now, if

this was written by somebody else in the next century, that person

was guilt}' of a shameless forgery. Such an admission casts a heavy

shadow of doubt and suspicion over the whole volume. If the most
able and brilliant of all the prophets could be and was counterfeited

in this brazen style, what security have we in any portion that it is

what it professes to be ?

The several summaries of the minor prophets are very well done,

compressing into a short space all needful information. In Zechariah,

Dr. Driver follows the usual course in saying that it is hardly possible

that the author of the first eight chapters should be the author of

what follows. He rests this opinion mainl}' upon differences of style,

as uncertain a ground of argument as is known in criticism.* At the

same time, he candidly admits the difficulty of determining the date

of the second part; because, if there are passages which seem to im-

pl}' a preexilic date, there are others which imply a postexilic date.

To us the differences between the two parts have much the same gen-

eral character as those which are found to exist between the former

part of Isaiah and the later prophecies, and are to be accounted for

by the different position of the respective authors at the time of com-

* A remarkable illustration of this observation is found in the Preface by Dr.

G. Heinrici to the seventh edition of Meyer’s Commentary on First Corinthians.

He cites, as a warning to critics, a signal failure on this point in the case of Prof.

Wilhelm Scherer, the accomplished historian of German literature. This bril-

liant critic, in his Goethean Essays, analyzed the famous drama of Faust, attri-

buting its various parts to different periods of Goethe’s life on the ground of deep-

reaching differences of style and internal inconsistencies which could not be

explained except on the supposition of composition at different times and subse-

quent combination. Thus he assigned the Prologue to the period of Goethe’s

maturity when he was in his prime. But Ehrich Schmidt has recently published

the oldest manuscript of the poem, which shows beyond doubt that it was the

young Goethe who wrote the Prologue, essentially as it now stands, in a single

gush. He was able, “at the same time, to assume the style of an effervescent

youngster and that of a cynical gray-beard.” If the most acute and experienced

of critics can be deceived in this way, what must be the case with others of less

keenness and practice?
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position and the different objects they had in view and the difference

of the subjects which they were treating.

The account of the Hagiographa begins with a finely conceived and

expressed account of Hebrew poetry, in which he mentions in a foot-

note (p. 339) Prof. Briggs’ system of measurement b}" accents or rhyth-

mical beats, without apparently approving of it. The Psalms he justly

considers to have been gradually collected. He denies the credibility

of the titles, and asks (p. 352), If some of the authors of earlier

Psalms were known, how comes it that those of confessedly later

Psalms were not recorded ? To which we answer by another ques-

tion, viz., If the titles that occur were not traditidnal, but the inven-

tion of editors, why did these men not invent titles for all the collec-

tion ? He discusses the question of date and authorship with acute-

ness, fairly summing up the opinions of other critics, himself taking

a view which is moderation itself compared with Cheyne’s, but at the

same time is much looser than the Church has usuall}- held. He gives

in to the old notion revived by Reuss and Stade (p. 366), that what

appear to be recitals of individual experiences really express the sense

of the community, and are the voice of the nation rather than of one

person—to our mind a needless and most disagreeable hypothesis,

and one that robs the Psalter of a great part of its usefulness and

glory. He applies this to the 51st Psalm, which, he says, could not

have come from David, whose wrongdoing affected Uriah most inju-

riously and who, therefore, could not have uttered verse 4—“Against

thee, thee only, have I sinned.” To which shallow reasoning I answer

that, upon that ground, it could not have come from anybody
;
for the

writer, whoever he was, had committed murder (see “ blood-guilti-

ness,” ver. 14), and therefore, according to Dr. Driver, could not pos-

sibly have said, “ Against thee, thee only, etc.” Out upon such prosaic

incapacity to understand either poetry or deep religious experience !

On Proverbs, Dr. Driver speaks in the main wisely and well, though

he doubts the Solomonic authorship and inclines towards a low date

—

even, in part, postexilic—of the compilation of the collection. His

treatment of Job is judicial and fairly satisfactory, although he errs

widely in saying that Elihu’s speeches are not part of the original

poem and in thrusting down its date to the age of Jeremiah, or,“ most

probably, to the period of the Babylonian captivity.” Of the Song

of Solomon he presents the traditional view according to Delitzsch,

and the modern according to Ewald, giving preference to the latter,

which makes it “ nothing but a description of human emotions ”

(p. 424), and hence occasions the inquiry what a mere love song has

to do in the record of a divine revelation. Nor can -we see “the ethi-

cal justification ’’which Dr. Driver finds in the literal sense of Ewald’s

view. As to Lamentations, he thinks the balance of internal evidence

preponderates against Jeremiah’s authorship, but does not win confi-

dence by his arguments. His account of Koheleth or Ecclesiastes is

extremely good, though it is not necessary to accept the low date
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(300 circa) and still less the conjecture of Cheyne, that the author

left the book unfinished at his death and an editor added portions

of the last chapter in order to set forth what he thought the true

moral of the book. The Book of Daniel was not the work of Dan-
iel himself, we are told, but must have been written “ after the dis-

semination of Greek influences in Asia through the conquests of

Alexander the Great.” The chief evidence for this assertion is the

presence of at least three Greek words, and this is dwelt upon as

irrefutable. But recent archaeological discoveries have shown that

there existed Greek writings on the Nile which must date six or seven

centuries before Christ, and that there was frequent communication

between Egypt and Babylon—a fact which proves that it was by no
means impossible for Greek words to penetrate to the Euphrates.

And, besides, the presence of Persian words is difficult to be accounted

for if the book were written in the Greek period. It seems to us

that, while there are acknowledged difficulties in this book—one, e. g.,

in the fact that it is written partly in Hebrew and partly in Aramaic
(ii. 4b-vii), a circumstance which no one yet has been able satisfac-

torily to explain—yet its unquestionable merits as a religious work,

and the testimony of our Lord in its favor, give reason for the judg-

ment that one should await the progress of archaeology and further

developments in regard to sacred texts before pronouncing definitely

against the claims of this book to a place in the Canon. Daniel is the

first of the prophets who enters the field of universal history and

sketches the progress of events apart from the fortunes of Judah and

Israel. His utterances furnished the pattern for the great Apocalypse

that closes the New Testament, to the interpretation of which he

contributes more than all the rest of the Old Testament. His treat-

ment of things is novel, and there are not a few perplexing questions

connected with his oracles, but we cannot spare Daniel, and to

impeach his integrity would create in Hebrew literature a hiatus valde

deflendus.

The Books of Chronicles, Ezra and Xehemiah are properl}" classed

together as being all of the period of the Return, though there is no

need of pushing the composition of Chronicles down as late as the

Greek period. Too much praise can hardly be given to the tables by

which the author compares this book with earlier narratives, and

especially with Kings, showing clearly the additions, omissions and

alterations. But the sentence we have already quoted, in which he

sets forth the unhistorical character of the book, is inexcusable, espe-

cially the wholesale assertion that this Biblical writer conceives long

past events in the light of his own age, and accordingly represents

them in a way which, indeed, seemed true to him but was really quite

at war with the actual facts. We do not see how it is possible to

acquit such a writer of being faithless to the truth of history and his

work of the charge of being utterly untrustworthy. A practice which

might be allowed in what professed to be merely a work of human
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origin, becomes utterly intolerable -when applied to what claims to be

part and parcel of a divine revelation.

Upon the whole, then, while Dr. Driver is entitled to high commen-
dation for the thoroughness of his work, its religious tone, its candor,

its general sobriety of utterance and the vast and valuable amount of

material for students it furnishes in the lists of phrases peculiar to

the several writers, the comparison of the laws of Exodus, Deuteron-

omy and Leviticus, the chronological tables, the tabular representa-

tions of the constituent portions assigned to different writers, and

the anatyses of the contents of the several books, still we do not

think that he has made out his case, but rather has seriously damaged
the cause he meant to serve. Without going into detail we insist

:

1. That if the successive redactions which his theory requires had

actually taken place, it is quite inconceivable that so many lacunae

would have been left, that so many inconsistencies would have been

suffered to remain, in short, that there would be found the strange

congeries of omissions, redundancies and contradictions which fur-

nish the stock in trade of the higher criticism. The editors, during

the Restoration period, had, according to the theory, the matter in

their own hands and wei’e responsible to nobody. Why did they not

go carefully over the whole book, eliminating what was superfluous,

suppressing what was incorrect, and making the entire volume one

complete, self-consistent whole? There would haA^e been no more

impropriety in doing this than in the alterations which it is claimed

that they took upon themselves to make. The half-way imperfect

manner in which the supposed redaction was accomplished is a sub-

stantial reason for thinking that it was neither undertaken nor accom-

plished at all, but is merely an imaginary invention of modern critics.

2. If so large a portion of the book had the late origin which is

assigned by the higher criticism, why did the final editors and revisers

leave it in such a shape that the prtma facie appearance was all the

other way, so that for twenty centuries all readers, learned and ignor-

ant, without exception took the Old Testament as a plain, historical

narrative in which the Law was recorded by Moses, with a few subse-

quent editorial notes interspersed, while the rest of the contents was

added from time to time by men whom God raised up for the pur-

pose ? Writers are justly held responsible for the natural and legiti-

mate consequences of their own acts. One of the consequences of

the course said to have been taken by the redactors was to give a false

impression to millions of Jewish and gentile believers. How is it

possible to reconcile this with honesty and fair dealing, and especiall}’

with divine supervision ?

3. If the case is so plain as modern critics claim, why was it not

discovered before ? The Jews, after the Restoration, had a body of

men whose life-business it was to transcribe and preserve and explain

the sacred writings, and no competent person undertakes to deny that

they accomplished their work with wonderful success. Now, how does
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it happen that these microscopic scribes never discovered what at this

day is established beyond contradiction, as we are over and over

assured ? How did the revisers and composers of Ezra’s dajr and the

period following manage to conceal their work so that it escaped

recognition for ages upon ages ? How does it come that never a hint,

not even the remotest intimation, of this composite authorship and
final revision of the Old Testament fell in the way of the devout men
who wei’e entrusted with its preservation and transmission ?

4. We have the writings of three prophets after the Restoration as

well as the memoirs of Ezra and Xehemiah. Xow, a man may search

these books from beginning to end and he will find nothing to indicate

the undertaking, much less the accomplishing, of any such work as

the modern theoiy insists was done at this period. All that is said

in any of these postexilic writings is confessedly in harmony with the

traditionary view, nor is there mention of any person or place or

time where and when the final revision was performed. We are told

about the return of the exiles, the rebuilding of citj- and temple, the

opposition of their neighbors, their own shortcomings and trials, and

a variety of other matters, but not the remotest allusion to any redac-

tion of the Old Testament. On the contrary, all their utterances pre-

suppose the existence of the earlier portion of the Old Testament

just as we have it.

5. The authority of our Lord and His apostles, as set forth in the

New Testament, is in direct opposition to the new theory. So clearly

is this the case that it has brought up for discussion a question about

which for ages there had been little difference of opinion among the

devout, to wit, the extent of our Lord’s knowledge. The Saviour

was well acquainted with the Old Testament. If Timothy had been

taught it
“ from a babe ” by his Hebrew mother, we may well conclude

that the infant Jesus was nurtured in the same way. Would He have

quoted the Law, the history, the Psalms and the Prophets as freely as

He did, in ignorance whether the sacred writings would bear the inter-

pretation He put upon them? Would He have based an argument

upon the Davidian authorship of a Psalm which was written ages

after the son of Jesse lived? It seems easy for other persons to think

this, but we have not so learned Christ.

6. Again, the theory destroys one of the chief recommendations

and most glorious features of the Old Testament, viz., that it is the

record of the gradual self-revelation of God made through many cen-

turies. It begins on the heels of the Fall, passes on through the

world before the flood, takes a new start in Abraham and the patri-

archs, is silent for centuries in Egypt, reappears in Moses (through

whom the Decalogue and a body of civil and political legislation,

together with a copious and typical ritual of worship, was instituted),

after which the settlement of the twelve tribes in Canaan is described

and their history, during which Samuel, the last of the judges and the

first of the prophets, comes forward and is the agent of selecting and
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anointing the first king, who, proving unfaithful, is succeeded by

David, the founder of a dynasty whose final product is the Messiah,

and the sweet singer who gives name to the praise book of Israel.

His son, Solomon, erects the temple, a type of our Lord’s exalted

person. Under his successors Elijah and Elisha, prophets of action,

appear, soon after whom begins a series of prophets who give to the

people the further instruction required and are faithful preachers of

righteousness. Notwithstanding their efforts the people decline in

faith and morals till first the northern half of the people is carried

away in exile and, one hundred and fifty years after, the southern ex-

periences the same fate. But, after seventy years of captivity, some
of the exiles return and set up the old worship. Occasionally the

voice of prophecy sounds in their ears, but about 400 B.C. becomes

silent and so remains till the Messiah comes. Now, during all this

lengthened period the disclosure of God’s will and purposes was

becoming fuller and clearer, partly by typical events and persons,

partly by the utterances of holy men, and partly by the divine hand

in Providence. Each period marks a new stage in the wondroxis de-

velopment which goes on steadily enlarging until the fullness of time

came for a complete revelation in the person and work of the Lord
Jesus Christ.

The new theory sets all this aside. It leaves room in the early

period, so masterly for its simplicity and brevity, for fable, folk-lore,

or at least unhistorical incidents
;
this puts a hideous plague-spot on

the entire record. For all is of a piece and all hangs together upon
one and the same authority. Then passing to the later books of the

Pentateuch, we have a curious mixture of old and new, some contem-

porary institutions, but the whole so blended with the productions of

writers six or nine hundred years later, that the idea of orderly

progress is needs abandoned, and it takes the toilsome efforts of

one or two generations of scholars to disentangle the original nucleus

of fact from the framework of fiction in which it has been set. Indeed,

the whole period from 1500 B.C. to 800 B.C. becomes a hopeless jum-

ble in which nothing is settled, nothing is clear.

7. Once more, Dr. Driver distinctly disowns evolution in this mat-

ter (p. 149), and holds the old theory of a “progressive revelation,n

but that does not prevent us from insisting that his theory of the

composition of the Old Testament coheres much more exactly with

the naturalistic hypothesis of the origin of the Hebrew religion than

it does with the claim that that religion was the result of direct divine

communications. It has been carried out to this extent by Wellhau-

sen and the late Prof. Kuenen, and this seems to be the logical out-

come of the speculation. Men brought up in the serene atmosphere

of an evangelical faith, like Dr. Driver, may for a time and even per-

manently resist this consequence
;
but how will it be with their pupils

and followers ? Will they fail to carry out the scheme to what seems

to be its natural and legitimate result ? And if they do so carry it

34
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out, must not the consequence be fatal ? The Old Testament and the

New are inseparably bound together, and the giving up of one must
be followed by the giving up of the other. Nor is this a mere infer-

ence. It is sustained by facts. There is no case on record in which
men have given up the Old Testament and then for any length of
time retained the New.
Hence the unutterable importance of this question of the compo-

site authorship of the Pentateuch. We are told often enough that it

is a mere question of criticism and may be settled one waj^ or the

other, salva fide. We do not think so. It is a question which ulti-

mately bears heavily upon the point whether we have a divine reve-

lation and whether the Bible is such a revelation. To have either of

these points determined adversely is the greatest calamity that could

befall the Church or the world.

New York. Talbot W. Chambers.

THE ONE HUNDRED AND FOURTH GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.

It cannot be but that great good will result from the mere fact of

the Assembly’s meeting on the Pacific coast. The journey across the

Continent and the reception accorded the delegates both along the

route and in flourishing and hospitable Portland, have given those

who attended this meeting a clear and distinct impression of the

greatness of our country and of its needs. On the other hand, the

visit of the highest court of the Church to the extreme West has

manifested the unity of the Church throughout the whole land, and

set its vital blood flowing more strongly into the extremities.

A vei’y large portion of the time of the Assembly was unavoid-

ably consumed in hearing and issuing the appeal of the Prosecut-

ing Committee, appointed by the Presbytery of New York in the

matter of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America

against the Rev. Charles A. Briggs, D.D., against the judgment of the

Presbjdery of New York dismissing the case. A number of nice

points of interpretation of the new Book of Discipline were involved

in the entertaining of this appeal
;
and the Assembly properly ex-

pended much patience in determining the matter. The interpretations

which it gave are, in general, obviously right, and will stand as much-

needed precedents in subsequent cases. That a Prosecuting Commit-

tee has the right of appeal is involved in the equitable right of both

original parties to an appeal to the superior judicatories. The con-

fusing difficulties of the present case seem to have arisen out of the

vacillation of the Presbytery of New York rather than out of the

nature of the case. That an appeal may be taken immediately from

Presbytery to Assembly is involved in the definition of an appeal in

the Book of Discipline
,
Sec. 94, in contrast with the definition of a
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complaint in Sec. 83, as well as in the explicit terms of Sec. 102
;
and it,

of course, belongs to the supreme court to which the appeal is carried,

to determine in what circumstances such a departure from the ordinary

course of a case is justified. It is, perhaps, not so obvious whether a

dismissal of a case is a “ final judgment ” in the sense of the Book of
Discipline

,
Sec. 94; but this is a point that can only be settled by

the interpretation of the supreme judicatory; and it has probably

been wisely determined affirmatively by this Assembly. The appeal,

having been entertained, was after full discussion, sustained by an

overwhelming vote in evei-y specification, the finding of the Assembly

being as follows :*

The General Assembly having, on the 28th of May, 1892, fully sustained all

the specifications of errors alleged and set forth in the appeal and specifications

in this case, it is now, May 30, 1892, ordered that the judgment of the Presby-

tery of New York, entered November 4, 1891, dismissing the case of the Pres-

byterian Church in the United States of America against the Rev. Charles A.

Briggs, D. D., be and the same is hereby reversed, and the case is removed to

the Presbytery of New York for a new trial, with directions to said Presbytery

to proceed to pass upon and determine the sufficiency of the charges and speci-

fications in form and legal effect, and to permit the Prosecuting Committee to

amend the specifications of charges not changing the general nature of the

same, if in the furtherance of justice it be necessary to amend, so that the case

may be brought to issue and tried on the merits thereof as speedily as may be

practicable.

This was clearly the proper disposition of the case. And it illustrates

the fact—however much the action of the Presbytery of New York
may have been dictated by a desire for peace and quiet—that, in judi-

cial proceedings as well as in morals and mathematics, the shortest

line between two points is usually the straight one.

Next to this appeal, the Assembly gave most time and patience to

the difficulties which have grown out of the exercise by the Assembly
of 1891 of its right of veto upon the appointment of Dr. Briggs to

the Edward Robinson Professorship of Biblical Theology in the

Union Theological Seminary. This matter came regularly before

this Assembly, not only through the usual report of Union Seminary

to the Assembly, by which it appeared that notwithstanding the veto

of the last Assembly Dr. Briggs had been retained in this Chair; but

also through the report of the Committee appointed by the last As-

sembly to confer with Union Seminary, and a parallel report made by

the Seminary at this Committee’s request, which united in recommend-

ing that the fact be recognized of an irreducible difference of inter-

pretation of the compact of 1870 between the Assembly and Seminary,

as regards the application of the veto to transfers from one Chair to

another. A supplementary report from so man}- of the Committee

of Conference as wei’e present at the Assembly proposed arbitration

as the only practicable method of settling, in a fraternal manner, this

difference of interpretation. A memorial from Union Seminary was

also presented, requesting the Assembly to “ concur in annulling the
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arrangement of 1870.” The arguments by which this request was

supported can scarcely be thought convincing. One was, that u the

one and sole aim of the concession of the veto power made by Union
Seminary was the peace and harmony of the Church,” and that the

effect of its exercise had been rather to break this peace and harmony.

The statement itself is inadequate
;
but is it, in any event, the exer-

cise of the veto power, or the resistance of Union Seminary to it, which

is chargeable with the breach of peace and harmony in the Church ?

Another argument was that the veto power is useless for its purpose

and not thought necessary in other spheres of Church work, as is

evidenced inter alia by the fact that “ the Assembly has no veto

power over the appointment of a pastor
;

” as if the whole settlement

and transference of pastors were not under the control of the Presby-

teries—the courts to which church affairs are reported as the Semi-

nary’s affairs are reported to the Assembl}'. As to the request itself,

to “ concur in annulling the arrangement of 1870,” the Assembly could

not, of course, yield to it. Such a procedure would introduce that

inequality in the relations of the Seminaries to the Church which was

recognized as intolerable when the negotiations for the Reunion of

the Old and Xew School Churches were in progress, and without ade-

quate pledges for the removal of which that Reunion was fully under-

stood to be impossible. The generosity of Union’s concession of the

existing measure of control by the Assembly of her appointments,

consisted just in this—that by engaging to concede this control, or

by withholding it, it was in the power of the Seminary to enable or

to prevent the consummation of Reunion
;
and it chose the generous

path of concession and thereby rendered Reunion possible. It ought

to be generally understood : 1. That it was held to be intolerable

that the Assembly of the Reunited Church should have direct con-

trol of the elections to the professorships in the Old School Semina-

ries and no control over them in the Xew School Seminaries. 2. That

Reunion could not, therefore, have been consummated without suffi-

cient pledges that all the Seminaries should be placed under something

like equal ecclesiastical control. 3. That these pledges were given

in the “ Concurrent Declaration,” and carried out immediately
;
the

concession of the veto power by Union being the act by which, on its

part, they were carried out. That the requirements as to Theological

Seminaries were not made part of the Reunion contract itself, but only

a debt of honor (if we can say “ only ” in such a case), did not lead the

fathers of the Reunion period to feel them any less binding. 4. That

the ecclesiastical control actually* conceded by Union Seminary in the

proposition of 1870, was less, not more, in amount than had been con-

templated in any plan that had been in discussion before Reunion had

been consummated—the Reunited Church meeting the generosity of

the Seminary by generously yielding to its representations as to the

legal difficulties in the way of the concession of a veto upon the elec-

tion of directors. 5. That to annul this arrangement of 1870, as regards
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Union Seminary, would reintroduce the same inequality in the eccle-

siastical relations of the Seminaries, pledges of the removal of which

were a prerequisite of Reunion
;
and that such an inequality would be

as intolerable now as it was then. Above and behind all this there

stands also the manifest duty of the Church, as guardian of the doc-

trinal purity of its ministry, to retain some efficient direct control of

the institutions in which its candidates are trained, a duty safe-

guarded by the requirement of the Form of Government that candi-

dates shall be placed under the direction of “ approved ” teachers. In

these circumstances the action of the Assembly could not be doubt-

ful. But the generosity of the form in which it was taken passes all

precedent
;
as, indeed, in all the discussions and in all the rulings of

the Moderator, generous kindness towards a great institution which

(however mistakenly) felt itself aggrieved, was allowed the fullest

play. The text of the finding of the Assembly is as follows

:

Having regard to the Overtures and all the papers in the case, the Assembly
takes the following action :

1. That the Assembly indorses the interpretation of the compact of 1870, as

expressed by the action of the Assembly of 1891.

2. That the Assemby declines to be a party to the breaking of the compact
with Union Theological Seminary.

3. That the Assembly is persuaded that the Church should have direct con-

nection with and control over its theological seminaries.

4. That the Assembly appoints a committee of fifteen, consisting of eight

ministers and seven ruling elders, to take into consideration the whole subject

of the relation of the Assembly to its theological seminaries ;
to confer with the

Directors of these seminaries ; and to report to the next General Assembly such

action as will result in a still closer relation between the Assembly and its semi-

naries than that which at present exists.

5. That the Assembly dismisses the Committee of Conference appointed last

year with courteous thanks for its faithfulness, and highest appreciation of the

services it has rendered the Church.

As to the interpretation of the compact of 1870—for “ compact ” it

is, as the Moderator clearly showed—so far as it relates to its appli-

cation to transfers from Chair to Chair, the Assembly went to the

very extreme of generous concession. In the nature of the case, the

compact must cover transfers
;
no Chair can possibly be filled with-

out an election or appointment to it. The elaborate arguments to the

contrary, propounded by the papers presented by Union Seminary, are

themselves enough to evince this. “ If,” says one of these papers,
u ‘ Dr. Briggs was not elected under the conditions prescribed by our

laws observed in all other cases of election,’ then he was not elected

at all.” “ A professor can be elected in this institution,” says the

other paper, “ only in accordance with our laws. And according to

these laws Dr. Briggs was not elected.” Such reasoning may raise

the query whether, according to the laws of Union Seminary, the

Edward Robinson Chair of Biblical Theology has ever been filled :

but they can scarcely prove that a transfer of a professor from
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another Chair to it was no “ election or appointment.” The Assem-

bly would have been thoroughly justified, therefore, in abiding by its

obviously correct interpretation of the reach of the compact. But

with the utmost stretch of generosity it adopted the recommendation

of the portion of the Committee of Conference present at Portland,

and proposes to the Seminary an arbitration of the disputed point.

Here are the supplementary resolutions, to which every Presbyterian

will assent, as marking the triumph of affectionate charity over the

claim of right, however just

:

Resolved, 1. That this General Assembly recognizes the status quo as to the

different interpretation given by the Directors of Union Seminary from that

given by the Assembly’s Committee of Conference, and in accordance with the

proposition suggested by said Committee of Conference, this General Assembly

agrees to submit the difference of interpretation of the compact of 1870 as to

transfers, to a Committee on Arbitration.

Resolved, 2. That a committee of five members representing this Assembly

shall be appointed by the Moderator, which shall select five other persons as

arbitrators to meet a like number selected by Union Seminary
;
and these ten

shall select five others ; and by the fifteen thus chosen shall the interpretation of

this compact as to the transfer of a professor be decided.

We are sorry that the dealing of the Assembly with the Report of

the Committee on the Revision of the Confession of Faith cannot

command an equal commendation. It was a grave error to reject

Mr. Junkin’s motion to refer the report, “ under the provisions of the

third section of the amended Chapter xxiii of the Form of Govern-

ment adopted June 1, 1891, to a committee constituted out of the

membership of the Revision Committee in accordance with said

section.” To speak of that section as an “ ex post facto law ” in its

bearing on the present report, is strangely inaccurate. All that has

hitherto been done with reference to the revision of the Confession is

extra-constitutional and follows the provisions of the book neither

before nor after the amendments to it proposed in 1890, and made law

in 1891. This procedure has justly been defended on the ground that

the provision of a mode of action by the Assembly in proposing

revisions to the Presbyteries, cannot prevent the Assembly from

seeking all the light it desires, from Committees or Presbyteries,

prior to the action itself. But certainly the progress of this endeavor

to seek light prior to action, cannot afterwards be pleaded as already

the action itself begun. Now, at this Assembly, the action itself was

to be inaugurated, and the law of the Church distinctly provides that:

“ Before any amendments or alterations of the Confession of Faith

or the Larger or Shorter Catechisms proposed bjr the General

Assembly shall be transmitted to the Prebyteries, the General

Assembly shall appoint—to consider the subject—a committee of

ministers and ruling elders, in number not less than fifteen, of whom
not more than two shall be from any one Synod, and the committee

shall report its recommendations to the General Assembly next ensu-
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ing for action.” In transmitting to the Presbj’teries a huge body of

overtures proposing amendments or alterations to the Confession of
Faith

,
without taking this measure prescribed by law to be taken

before such amendments are transmitted
,
the Assembly has indubita-

bly acted illegally^. The lameness of the answer of the Assembly to

the protest of Mr. Junkin, Dr. B. L. Agnew and others against this

illegality^, is the sufficient proof of its reality. This answer urges that

the previous action shows “ a very close, if not entire, compliance

with the constitutional provisions referred to in the protest ”—which

seems a somewhat veiled admission that the compliance has not been
“ entire.” And if, as is said in this answer, “ the continuance of the

Revision Committee by the General Assembty of 1891 was the equiv-

alent of a new appointment,” the case is even worse
;
for why, in this

“ new appointment,” was the committee not conformed to the require-

ments of the amendment to the Form of Government which became

law at that very Assembly, if this committee was anything more than

an extra-constitutional advisory committee of the Assembly’s ? It is

distressingly easy to forget legal niceties in zeal for the completion

of a work which has cost us much labor. This was strongly illus-

trated by the amazing proposition of the Chairman of the Committee

in presenting the report—that the Committee be continued and what-

ever of its overtures maj^ be rejected by the Presbyteries of this year

be referred back to it, “ in order to recast them with the additional

light furnished it by the different Presbyteries.” “ These,” urged

the Chairman, “ can be further amended and referred to the Presby-

teries next year : bjr this rne.ans the Assembly may soon settle the

Confessional agitation and secure another opportunity to put the ob-

jectionable overtures in a form acceptable to all.” The Committee

must surely think that the Church exists for it, not it for the Church.

Apart, however, from the illegality* of sending down these over-

tures without regard to the requirements of the Form of Govern-

ment, the haste with which the whole matter was disposed of, without

that careful consideration which becomes a great court in propos-

ing alterations in its fundamental law, cannot be too much regretted.

The tenderness before the prospect of criticism of its work which

members of the Committee of Revision have been prone to show,

was exhibited here too. In commending the report to the Assembly,

the Chairman is reported to have made the remarkable request included

in the following strange passage—strange, in view of the obvious duty

of the Assembly to propose no changes in the Confession which it

had not itself sifted and criticised and approved in every word :

“ When a large Committee like that of Revision has done its work,

strictly within the restrictions laid down by the body that appointed

it, it is no more than common courtesy to accept its report and send

it down for confirmation or rejection by the Presbyteries. The Com-
mittee never supposed that the Assembly would desire to take up the

overtures in detail, or to enter largely into the discussion of the re-
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port as a whole. I should greatly regret a suppression of discussion

;

but I would at the same time deprecate extended debate on the sepa-

rate overtures, because I am sure that it would be impossible for this

Assembly or any committee of the same to reach in that way satis-

factory conclusions.” Accordingly, the debate had scarcely begun,
when another member of the Committee moved the previous question,

under the pressure of which this flood of unconsidered proposals to

alter the Confession of Faith was precipitated upon the Presbyte-

ries. To say the least of it, this was scarcely decorous, and it has

naturally aroused very widespread and just disapproval.* The
engagement of the Assembly’s time and efforts in other important

matters, and the difficulty thence arising of finding space for the con-

sideration of these numerous overtures with that minute and detailed

care which surely the Church had the right to expect of its supreme
court before it proposed so many changes in the Confession, might
justly have been pleaded as a reason why the Assembly should refuse

to transmit them to the Presbyteries, especially after it had been

pointed out that immediate action upon them was unconstitutional :

but no such plea, and indeed no plea at all, can justify the frivolity of

this wholesale proposition of alterations for the Confession
,
practi-

call}’ without any consideration at all.

This would of course be true, even were there nothing objection-

able in the proposed alterations. How could the Assemblj- assure

itself that it was proposing nothing objectionable? The Commit-

tee seemed to think that its personal assurances as to the fact

ought to be sufficient. It will have been noticed that in the exti'act

from the Chairman’s speech which we have already quoted, he

assigns as a reason why the report should be accepted and sent

down, that it has been strictly conformed to the restrictions laid

down b}r the appointing Assembly, and both he and other members
of the Committee, with some iteration, asserted that in the judg-

ment of the Committee the “ integrity of the Reformed or Calvin-

istic system of doctrine taught in the Confession of Faith had

* The following editorial references to the haste with which the Revision

report was pushed through the Assembly, wifi give some idea of how it has im-

pressed our chief weekly journals. “Even the report on Revision, which two

years before had been the supreme question, and the interest in which was now
to culminate, was passed almost without debate, so eager were all to come to

the great conflict over the Briggs case.”

—

The Evangelist, for June 2, 1892.

“The whole matter was rushed through at a rate which almost took away one’s

breath.”— The Presbyterian, for June 8, 1892. “On the Revision report action

was taken last night in a hasty manner that was discreditable, and that has

caused a wide feeling of indignation This has produced a feeling of con-

temptuous anger.”— The Presbyterian Journal, for June 9, 1892. “A proceed-

ing that cannot be justified took place .... when a motion to send down the

report of the Revision Committee to the Presbyteries was under consideration.

.... This important report was rushed through without any opportunity

for discussing its merits. It is not strange that widely spread and deep indig-

nation has been manifested.”

—

The Presbyterian Banner, for June 1, 1892.
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not been impaired by any change reported.” But how was the As-

sembly to know this ? Should such important matters be taken on

the mere ipse dixit of any committee ? Why not let the work speak

for itself on this point? Unfortunately, however, when the work is

interrogated for itself, it does not give forth such a certain sound.

We do not purpose to go here into an examination of the character

of the changes proposed. We have tried to point out their real

nature in the last number of this Review, to which we venture to

refer the reader.* It will suffice to say here that all of them are not

indifferent to the Calvinistic system : and that the body of the doc-

trinal changes, taken together, exhibits a distinct tendency to lessen

the sharpness and strength of the expression of that system in the

Confession. This cannot be successfully denied. The defense put

in, is not that these changes do not, as far as they go, infringe on

doctrines necessary to the integrity of the system
;
but that they do

not remove all the safeguards of the system. Thus I)r. Herrick

Johnson, replying! to our strictures on the omission of the words
“ and those only” from x. 1, as words necessaiy to the guarding of

the doctrine of Effectual Calling, as taught in the Bible and the Con-

fession, does not deny the necessity of the words to the guarding of

the truth, but replies that they are retained in iii. 4. But if the words

express a truth, and a truth necessary to the integrity of the system,

several questions arise—as, e. g., What is the necessity or gain of

omitting them? and especially, Does not their omission here leave

the doctrine of Effectual Calling in x. 1 insufficiently defined? We
press this last question, for it is the core of the whole matter.

Through this Revision report, whether intentionally or not, there

throbs an assault upon the Calvinistic doctrine of Vocation, and a

recommendation of the Arminian doctrine of universal sufficient

grace. Here is where, next after sovereign preterition—with which

(as Mr. Gilman’s letter, read in the Assembly, shows! least un-

derstands) the doctrine of Effectual Calling is inseparably bound up

—

* Pp. 322-330.

fin The Interior, for May 26, 1892.

\ This (for a professed Calvinist) remarkable letter objects, first to the doc-

trine of sovereign preterition, and then to the closing words of vii. 3: “and
promising to give unto all those that are ordained unto life, his Holy Spirit to

make them willing and able to believe.” It remarks that this statement “is

part and parcel of the preterition theory.” This is true enough. And that is to

say, that the denial of sovereign preterition not only must involve the denial of

sovereign election—that God has ordained any to eternal life
;
but must involve

also the denial of special and efficacious grace, effectual calling, and as a foundation

for it, the passivity of man in regeneration and his inability in sin. For if God
has passed by no man in the distribution of His grace—in the gift of the Holy
Ghost to make them willing and able to believe—then it inevitably follows,

either that this gift saves all effectually (and that is Uuiversalism) or else that it

is not effectual to salvation (and that is the Arminian doctrine of sufficient uni-

versal grace). He who begins by denying sovereign preterition must end in

either Universalism or Arminianism.
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the assault upon Calvinism always begins. It was here that our Con-

gregational brethren began their defection from Calvinism, when, on

adopting in 1648 the Westminster Confession as their doctrinal stan-

dard, it was alread}7 with the distinct provision that the statement

thei'ein of the “Doctrine of Vocation ’’was not “ to bind apprehen-

sions precisely.” It is to be sincerely hoped that the desire of multi-

tudes among us to relieve the Confession of the possibility of mis-

representation as to the fate of infants dying such, will not mislead

them into accepting along with an appropriate alteration of x. 3, the

general scheme of alteration proposed by these overtures in vii. 3, ix.

3, x. 1, 2, 3, 4—which, as a whole, is calculated, so far as it has any

effect at all, to wear down the sharpness of our Calvinistic (and

Scriptural) doctrine of Effectual Calling, and its involved doctrine of

man’s Inability in his sin.

The report of the Committee on a Consensus Creed seems also to

have been accepted with too little discussion. This report really

registers the failure of the project, and this should have been recog-

nized and the committee discharged from further unprofitable labor.

A glance over the list of sister Churches who have undertaken to

unite in the effort to form such a “ consensus creed,” will show not

only how few of them have responded favorably, but also that those

who decline to take part in the movement are often the very churches

with which we are in closest harmon}7
. Our sister Presbj'terian

Churches in the United States, for example, are conspicuous for their

absence
;
and the same is true of those foreign Churches with whose

doctrinal witness and condition we are most in sympathy, such as the

Irish Presbyterian Church and the Christian Reformed (or Free)

Church of Holland, as well as its small but worthy American repre-

sentative. The Church does not desire a creed presenting its consen-

sus with the Cumberland Presbyterian Church (which has doctrinally

no more right to be numbered among the Reformed Churches, in a

historical sense, than has the Methodist Episcopal Chui’ch) and its

dissensus (for this, such a “ consensus ” would inevitably show) with

our nearest kindred, such as the Presbyterian Church, South.

The report of the Committee exhibits, however, also a grave error in

its procedure. It reports the preparation of a creed, which, however, it

did not present to this Assembly for approval. The gravity of the error

of proceeding to frame a “ consensus creed,” however tentative, apart

from the cooperation of the other Churches which were invited to

assist in the work, is illustrated by the xery proper complaint of Dr.

T. W. Chambers, a delegate from one of these Churches to this As-

sembly. “ Such a creed,” he writes to the representative newspaper of

his Church, “ must satisfy all the parties who enter into the enterprise,

or else it had better not be undertaken. It hardly seems wise for only

one of these parties to set forth even a 1 tentative ’ symbol before it

has been requested to undertake such a work.” * This protest is just.

* The Christian Intelligencer for June 8, 1892, p. 2.
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We must hasten to assure our brethren of the Reformed Church and

of the other Churches concerned, that the Assembly is in no way
responsible for this discourtesjr. The Assembly did not appoint a

committee to form a “ consensus creed ” to submit to other Churches
r

but “ to invite the cooperation of the other Churches to prepare a

creed.” According to the text of the action of the Assembly, it

raises a Committee of nine, “ who shall invite the cooperation of the

Reformed Churches throughout the world, holding the Presbyterian

system, to pi’epare a short creed containing the essential articles of

the Westminster Confession, to be used as the common creed of these

Churches
;
not as a substitute for the creed of any particular denomi-

nation, but to supplement it for the common work of the Church,

especially in mission fields.” * It is impossible to read this as a

license, much less as an instruction, to prepare such a creed in draft,

apart from the cooperation of the Churches. The Assembly owes it

to its own dignity, and to the demands of courtesy towards the sister

denominations, to make it clear to them that the Committee has fallen

into error in this procedure.

A word further is necessary as to the creed itself which, in these

not altogether pleasant circumstances, the Committee has prepared.

It assuredly will not command the “ consensus ” of our own Church
;

and it is to be hoped neither will it gain the consent of many of

our sister Churches. The Chairman says of it :
“ It adheres closely

to the spirit and frequently to the verbal forms of the Westminster

Standards.” It may be more truly said that it revolutionizes the

spirit of the Westminster Standards, while }
7et using their verbal

forms quite extensively. The Westminster Confession is a typical

Calvinistic document
;

the proposed “ consensus creed ” makes the

most emphatic statement of the Salmurian modifications of Calvinism

ever given credal expression. Its Article vi is a very emphatic asser-

tion of mediate imputation—a doctrine never held by more than a

small minority of Calvinists and certainly not according to the spirit

of the Confession. Its Article vii is an emphatic assertion of the

Salmurian theoiy of the order of decrees, reversing the order of the

Confession. In its Article vii, this effort to state the Saumur doc-

trine with emphasis overreaches itself and passes into pure Univer-

salism
;
for if it be true that Christ, “ being made under the law as the

substitute for sinners
,
fulfilled all its demands, and endured the pen-

alty of the law,” it would be hard if, after this, any sinners had to

fulfill the law’s demands or endure its penalty for themselves. There

is much confusion in the subsequent articles
;
especially in Article xi,

on Regeneration. On the whole, we may congratulate ourselves that

this creed has no right to exist.

It is a pleasure to turn from the doctrinal work of Committees

which we cannot approve, to the admirable and thorough^ satisfactory

interpretation of the doctrinal standards of the Church on the great

* Minutes, 1890, p. 87.
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question of the inspiration and authority of the Scriptures, which the

Assembly was led to give in answer to certain overtures from Presby-

teries. The text of this weighty deliverance, to which certain needed
instructions to the office-bearers and Presbyteries were appended, is

as follows

:

The General Assembly would remind all under its care that it is a fundamen-
tal doctrine that the Old and New Testaments are the inspired and infallible

Word of God. Our Church holds that the inspired Word, as it came from God,
is without error. The assertion of the contrary cannot but shake the confidence

of the people in the sacred books. All who enter office in our Church solemnly
profess to receive them as the only infallible rule of faith and practice.

If they change their belief on this point, Christian honor demands that they

should withdraw from our ministry. They have no right to use the pulpit or

the. chair of the professor for the dissemination of their errors until they are

dealt with by the slow process of discipline. But if any do so act, their Presby-

teries should speedily interpose and deal with them for a violation of ordination

vows. The vow taken at the beginning is obligatory until the party taking it is

honorably and properly released. The General Assembly enjoins upon all min-

isters, elders and Presbyteries to be faithful to the duty here imposed.

The doctrinal statement here as to the inerrancy of the Scriptures

is simply the official interpretation by the Church’s supreme court of

the teaching of our Standards. It does not add an iota to the doctrine

of those Standards. They teach in plain language that “ all the books of

the Old and New Testament ” are “ the Word of God written,” in the

originals “ immediately inspired by God,” who is “ the Author thereof

so that “ a Christian believeth to be true whatsoever is revealed in the

Word, for the authority of God Himself speaking therein.”* As the

* The odd efforts that have been made to interpret verbal inspiration and the

inerrancy of Scripture out of the Westminster Confession have, of course, been

unsuccessful ; they are especially absurd in the face of the historical position of

the framers of the Confession, and the demonstrable meaning to them of the

terms they employ. Dr. Briggs has. indeed, committed himself to the despair-

ing contention that the Westminster men did not believe in verbal inspiration

and the inerrancy of Scripture. The misinterpretation to which he has sub-

jected their language in his attempts to make this contention plausible, has been

pointed out by the present writer in The Independent for Dec. 5, 1889, through

an examination of the passages brought together in Whither? pp. 06 sq. and 70

sq. A similar examination of the passages from early writers in support of the

presence of “ errors ” in Scripture, brought together in Dr. Briggs’ latest book,

The Bible, the Church and the Reason (pp. 215 sq.), will show that they, too, rest

simply on misinterpretation of the authors quoted. So much has been made of

the mistakenly alleged freedom of Luther and Calvin in admitting errors in

Scripture as it came from God, that we have sought from competent hands, and

hope soon to publish, fresh studies, from the sources, of Luther’s and Calvin’s

doctrine of Inspiration
;
in these papers the error of these allegations is demon-

strated. Meanwhile, we pause only to express our regret that Dr. Scliaff, in our

present number (p. 467 above), repeats this mistake as to Calvin, basing his con-

tention on the quotation of two passages, both of which are found, on examina-

tion, to concern errors of copyists only (not of the autographs), and neither of

which, therefore, can furnish a foundation for the assertion made on their credit.

In both passages Calvin uses the technical language of the textual critic, as is
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outgoing Moderator (Dr. W. H. Green) said, in his admirable sermon :

“ If God says it, it is true. If God enjoins it, it is right, no matter

what sense or reason may suggest to the contrary. This absolute sub-

mission of ourselves with implicit confidence to the guidance of the

Most High is a fundamental requisite of true discipleship.” * By this

timely declaration as to the sense of the Standards on an important mat-

ter, the Assembly has made a very long step towards clearing the air

in the doctrinal disputes now raising themselves in the Church as to the

inspiration, authority and trustworthiness of the Scriptures. Not as

if it had defined the issue between the Church and the radical form of

criticism to be upon the bare point of the inerrancy of Scripture.

That issue cuts across the Church’s doctrine of the Scriptures at a

very much higher and more vital point than this
;

it is not the iner-

rancy of the Bible alone which the radical criticism endangers, but

its historical trustworthiness as a record of a historical religion, its

divine origin and oharacter in any appreciable sense, j* But it is equally

important that the Church’s position should be made alike plain with

that of “ advanced ” criticism, in order that the wideness of the gulf

that yawns between the two may become more apparent. The Church

holds to the inerrancy of the Bible as given by God and as His Word
;

the radical criticism not only finds the Bible filled with minor errors,.

• but even undermines its general trustworthiness as a historical record

of a historically delivered religion. These views cannot, by any

finesse
,
be made to appear to agree.

There is only one doctrine more fundamental to Christian theolo-

gizing, or to the Christian life, than the trustworthiness of the

Scriptures
;
and that is the absolute trustworthiness of Christ as

our Teacher and Guide. The old rationalism looked upon Christ

as nothing more than a Teacher and an Example. The newer ra-

tionalism—which is more subtle and more common in its practi-

cal manifestations than we sometimes think—will not allow' Him
to be even a thoroughly trustworthy Teacher and Example. Our
readers can scarcely have glanced over the account given by Prof.

Gretillat, in this number of the Review, of the painful controversy

as to the limits of Christ’s authority as a teacher, now raging among

easily shown from comparison of his similar language elsewhere
;
and it is diffi-

cult to explain how Dr. Schaff can offer the words, “he suggests that Stephen or

Luke drew upon ancient traditions rather than upon Moses, and made ‘a mis-

take in the name of Abraham, ’ ” as a representation of Calvin’s words: in nomine

Abrahce erratum esse palam est Quare hie locus corrigendus est. The
accurate rendering of this language (remembering the principle so strongly in-

sisted on by Edward Thring, that the strong verb in Latin becomes the strong

noun in English) is this : “There is obviously a corruption in the name Abra-

ham An emendation is accordingly in place here.” The wish must not

be allowed to be the father to the thought, in historical investigations.

* We quote from the report in The Occident for May 25, 1892, p. 4.

t See what Dr. Chambers says in reviewing Dr. Driver’s recent book : above,,

pp. 522, 523.
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the French-speaking Protestants, without the deepest concern. It

has not become so bad as that among us as yet. In America,

men at large as yet yield to their Lord the theoretical homage of

their minds and hearts. He is still proclaimed as our perfect

Teacher, ever}' word of whom we theoretically recognize as true

;

our perfect Example, every act of whom we theoretically recognize as

right
;
to follow hard after whom, in His teaching and example, is to

be a perfect theologian and a perfect man. But rationalism is very

subtle. Usually it enters first our conduct—involved in some act

which it seems to us right to do
;
and then it enters our mind in an

attempt to justify this act. So the radical critic first takes up views

of the Old Testament which are not his Lord’s
;
and then he doubts

whether our Teacher is a perfect teacher in matters of the criticism,

of the interpretation and of the inspiration of the Old Testament. So,

too, we may take up a view in ethics which will clash with our Lord’s
;

and at once the question is involved—though we may not see it at

once—whether our Example is a perfect example in the sphere of

morals. These remarks are suggested by a much to be regretted

clause in the report to the Assembly by the Committee on Temper-

ance, concerning the use of so-called unfermented wine in the Lord’s

Supper, and a more to be regretted action of the Assembly in refus-

ing to disapprove it. We must not set ourselves against our Lord’s

perfect example; And we must not sophisticate ourselves into con-

tending that we do not do this, when we reverse His practice, on

moral grounds. The need of the world is not a better morality than

Christ’s, but Christ Himself, the Righteousness of God. And as a

Church we need to take our stand in simplicity of heart beside Him

;

beside Him in everything, whether in doctrine or in practice. “We
need,” says an eloquent servant of this our common Teacher and Ex-

ample,* “ a ministry that believes in Jesus Christ. I mean by this a

ministry that believes in Jesus Christ against the whole world
;
that

not merely believes that Jesus Christ is a power, or even a great

power, but that all power in heaven and earth is His This is

the ministry we need—one not afraid, as has been well said, to step

out in the deep blue of God’s promise and trust where the whole world

derides; not afraid to stake the awful inviolability of Christ’s Word
against the despair of a nation, and to rejoice in sunlight where the

world sees only the blackness of the storm.”

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

* The Right Rev. M. S. Baldwin, D.D., Bishop of Huron, in Papers on Preach-

ing, pp. 9-10 (F. H. Revell, 1888).
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Edited by J. Armitage Robinson, B.D., Fellow of Christ’s College,
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Harris, M.A. Cambridge : University Press, 1891. 8vo, pp. viii, 272.

(Also as : Haverford College Studies. Published by the Faculty of Haver-

ford College, Ho. 8. Haverford College, Pa., 1891.)

The Codex Sangallensis (A)- A Study in the Text of the Old Latin

Gospels. By J. Rendel Harris, formerly Fellow of Clare College,

Cambridge, and now Professor of Biblical Languages and Literature in

Haverford College, Pennsylvania. London: C. J. Clay and Sons, 1891.

8vo, pp. viii, 56.

Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchrist-
lichen Literatur, von Oscar von Gebhardt und Adolf Har-
nack. vii. Band, Heft 1 : Die Joannes-Apokalypse. Text-
kritische Untersuchungen und Textherstellung, von D.
Bernhard Weiss. Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’she Buclihandlung, 1891.

8vo, pp. vi, 225.

A Companion to the Greek Testament and the English Version.
By Philip Schaff, D.D., President of the American Committee on
Revision. With facsimile Illustrations of MSS. and Standard Editions

of the New Testament. Fourth Edition, Revised. New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1892. 12mo, pp. xxvi, 616.

AVe bring together here some recent works in New Testament textual criti-

cism. AVe cannot be surprised to see Dr. Schaff’s admirable Companion
reach so rapidly its fourth edition : no other book covers quite the same
ground and no other one could cover the ground better. Dr. Schaff has a

genius for plate-correcting and has brought this fourth edition quite up to

date. AVe wish he would cut the book in half and render the two parts, on
the Greek Testament and on the English Version, accessible separately. The
latter is very largely an account of the Revision of the English New Testa-

ment of 1891, and students of the Greek text do not always desire to buy also

J
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this—indispensable, in its own place and for its own purpose—history of the

origin and character of a Revision which has partly failed by the weight of

its pedantry. The former portion of the book is the best extant account in

brief compass of the material of the textual criticism of the New Testament.
It would be even more used than it is now, could it be had separately.

In his new Preface Dr. Schaff gives a brief notice of Dr. Weiss’ study of

the text of the Apocalypse. Dr. Weiss has for many years been a most careful

student of the New Testament text, as readers of his Commentaries have been
kept aware—especially of his Mark (1872) and Matthew (1876). He speaks of

having been led by accident to bring his studies in the text to final, formal

publication first in the case of the Apocalypse : but his readers may congratu-

late themselves—as he has found already occasion to congratulate himself

—

that his good star led him first to publish on a book which needed the careful

work he has given it above all others, and the material for which was of com-
paratively manageable compass. Dr. Weiss has spared no pains in his investi-

gation of the characteristics of the five uncial MSS. which have come down
to us for the Apocalypse, x, A, C, P, B, neglecting the minuscules and ver-

sions. He finds that these fall into two groups, a later. P B, and an earlier, x
A C. Prom the text which he has established he finds that 480 variations can

be counted in P and B, and 830 in X, A and C. But 380 of the former 480 bear

the character of intentional corrections, while out of the latter 830, only 250

bear this character, and the most of these are of the more mechanical and less

reflective sort. His reading of the history of the text is that systematic

emendation began very early; the earliest text we have, x, was already

strongly influenced by an earlier revised text, and from its influence no text

has entirely escaped. The problem is to find our way behind it. Forty-five

of the 830 erroneous readings found in x, A or C, are common to two of them,

showing a common basis of error. The right reading is found in the whole
group x, A, C, only twenty times, while in sixty-five cases it is found in two
of these MSS. A alone preserves the right reading sixty times ; x alone, eight

;

C alone, four ; and in the sixty-five cases where two of them stand for it, A is

absent only five times, x A has it twenty-two times; A C, thirty-seven.

P B has the right reading ten times, and either P or B alone fifteen times

more. From the detailed and most fi’uitful study of the MSS., covering over

150 pages, it is concluded that the group AC gives the relatively best text,

and that A is the best single text. These results correspond with and con-

firm the conclusions of Dr. Hort. It follows naturally that the text which

Dr. Weiss has constructed assimilates very closely to that of Westcott and

Hort. We regret that the book lacks a collation of the two texts. We have

noted the following variations only, for the first three chapters; the

actually printed text alone being taken into account, with neglect of brackets

and margins, i. 10 : Weiss, !XSY- l1,,u > W. and H., loziaw /mu

(pcovr/v /j-zy. 13: Weiss, spp.s(uo
;
W. and H., ey /j.s/uu, 13: Weiss, ut<«.

;
W.

and H.,o(ov. 13 : Weiss, patois
;
AA . and H., paavocs. ii. 1 : Weiss, sp/ismo ;

AY. and H., ev /±s<ud. 1: AA'eiss, ypuaewv
;
AY. and H., ypuauj/. 4: AYeiss,

~c~Tuixa? ", AA7 . and H., jrejrrwxe?. 10: AA eiss,
;

A\ . and H., syr/Zs. 13:

AVeiss, en?; AY. and H., omit. 24: Weiss, peravoT/<twatv
;
W, and H .,-ou<tij.

28 : AA7 eiss, zpoivov
;

AA7 . and H., -pwtvov. iii. 17 : AYeiss, e/eeivo?
;
AY. and H.,

eleivos. These differences are inconsiderable. The text is acoompanied by a

brief but most valuable running philological commentary, by which the

volume is made important even beyond its contribution to fixing the text.

One of the results to which Dr. AYeiss has been led is that the Apocalypse is

a unit; whence arises another argument, if another were needed, against the

crop of divisive hypotheses which have sprung up from Volter’s and Vischer’s

seeding.
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Prof. Harris’ two books do not yield in importance even to Dr. Weiss’

grounded study of the text of the Apocalypse. They are primarily studies of

two of our Graeco-Latin texts, and are, as such, models of watchful, acute

and fertile investigation. They make valuable contributions to our knowl-

edge of Latin and Romance philology, and to our knowledge of the origin and
history of the Old Latin Version, as well as to our knowledge of the character

and the history of the two texts more immediately under investigation. The
brilliancy of Prof. Harris’ work in these regards passes all praise. But
beyond these contributions to our knowledge, Prof. Harris seeks in the volume
on Codex Bezie to untie for us that hitherto hopelessly compacted knot of the

origin of what Dr. Hort calls technically the “ Western ” text. His reading

of the problem is that practically the whole body of Western readings and
certainly all that is characteristic of that text, has arisen from the effect of

the Old Latin version on its parallel Greek in such bilingual MSS. as D.
The Greek text in such MSS., he holds, has first been systematically

Latinized, and then these Latinized copies spread over the world from
Rome as a literary centre. No pains have been spared to prove or illustrate

the theory. The greater portion of the volume on Codex Bezre is occupied

with a study of the parallel texts with a view to proving the influence of

the Latin upon the Greek, and with investigating the age and distribution

of the suggested Latinization. Prof. Harris’ conclusions are that “ the

whole of the Greek text of Codex Bezse from the beginning of Matthew
to the end of Acts is a readjustment of an earlier text to the Latin version ”

(p. 41) ;
and that “now we have at last succeeded in tracking the Western

corruptions to their origin ” (p. 191). The solution which Prof. Harris pro-

poses for this vexed and vexing problem has such a priori verisimilitude, and
he has supported it with such a wealth of ingenious illustration, and more-

over it would be so welcome an end to the long and long-fruitless study of the

subject—justifying the neglect of “Western” readings as obviously, as a

whole, that body of corruptions which all schools of textual criticism agree

that they are—that we are tempted to adopt it out of hand. A closer study

of Prof. Harris’ body of proof, however, bids us draw back. We think he has

proved that Codex D has suffered occasionally from Latinization
;
but not to

such an extent as will supply a basis for this wide-reaching and attractive

hypothesis. Nor do the readings which appear to be Latinisms seem to have
had any very wide currency. At the most, we can look upon his studies as,

besides illuminating the history of this individual codex, supplying the stu-

dent of readings with a new source of corruption to which he may on neces-

sity appeal, for the explanation of separate readings. It is odd that scattered

Syriasms appear to have obtained a wider currency in the text than Latin-

isms. We do not know how to doubt that the reading Aalpavoodd in Mark
viii. 10 and certain Bezan readings quoted by Prof. Harris (p. 178 sq.) are

Syriasms. But J aXpavoudd is the reading of nearly the whole transmission.

In noticing an earlier publication of Prof. Harris’, his study on The Diatessaron

of Tatian, in which he suggested that those odd corruptions of the Gospel text

which Dr. Hort has called “ Western non-interpolations,” arose from a

Syriac passion-harmony, we were led, while recognizing their origin in a

passion-harmony, to express doubt as to its having been Syriac (Presbyte-
rian and Reformed Review, ii, p. 691). In view of the facts now before

us, we would withdraw that doubt. It looks as if a certain rarely occurring

Syriac corruption has entered the whole text-transmission, except the

“Western” text, and one of the chief values of the “Western” text is

that it enables us to exscind it. We have expressed our estimate of Prof.

Harris’ brilliant broschures more fully in The Critical Review of Theological

and Philosophial Literature (T. and T. Clark), for April, 1892.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.
35
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The Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter in the Light
of Old Testament Criticism and the History of Religions.
With an Introduction and Appendices. Eight Lectures Preached before
the University of Oxford in the Year 1889, on the Foundation of the late
Rev. John Bampton, M.A., Canon of Salisbury. By Thomas Kelly
Cheyne, M.A., D.D., Oriel Professor of the Interpretation of Holy
Scripture. New York: T. Whittaker. 8vo, pp. xxxviii, 507.

English literature owes a debt to the Bampton Foundation for the many
valuable works it has contributed to the various branches of theology. Yet
the form of these works is often a serious drawback upon the reader’s pleasure
and profit. The lectures can give only a part of what the speaker has to say,
and the rest is added in the shape of notes at the end, so that one who uses
the volume intelligently must continually revert from one part to the other.
This infelicity is conspicuous in Dr. Cheyne’s work, in which the notes are
very frequent, and must needs in justice to the author be read along with the
text.

The volume opens with an elaborate Introduction, in which the author
describes the origin, the critical basis and the chief features of his lectures,

and at the same time excuses, or as he would say, justifies, his departure from
“ the elder orthodoxy.” That departure is very great. The view which Dr.
Cheyne takes of the Old Testament is quite different from that which is held

now by the great body of evangelical believers, which has been held by the

historical Church from the beginning, and which is clearly and repeatedly set

forth throughout the New Testament. Dr. Cheyne says that to him “ the

exercise of the critical faculty and of the historic imagination has been as

truly a religious work as joining in the worship of the sanctuary.” It is not

for us to deny such a serious declaration, but we are sure that the results of his

work will exert anything but a religious influence upon those who accept them.
To them the Bible will no longer be what it once was, the one unerring

standard of truth and duty, but a mixture of truth and error, a combination

of elements, some of which are from heaven and divine, while others are from
earth and only .human. Thus we are told that there is a “ mythic substratum

of narratives and phrases in the Old Testament,” and that the effort of

Ewald to banish the words myth and mythic from Biblical criticism is a
“ flying in the face of facts ” (p. xviii). Certain Psalms belong to the “ liter-

ary revival of Hebrew mythology during and after the exile” (p. 202).

“ Instead of growing in all points into God’s likeness, the Psalmists did some-

times as it were transform God into their own ” (p. 286). The first part of

Lecture vii closes with a justification of the custom of regarding certain

passages as mythical, in the course of which it is said that “ exegesis is in

danger of being led astray by a misplaced modern repugnance to mythology.”

The learned professor expresses with great naivete the opinion that Christian

students will be enabled by the course he recommends “ to draw honey from

the neglected myths of Hebrew antiquity ” (p. 326). To us they seem more

likely to draw “ the poison of dragons, and the cruel venom of asps ” (Deut.

xxxii. 33). Once admit the existence of a mythical element in Scripture, and

while the literary excellence of the book may remain, its doctrinal value is

gone. Scripture is no longer the Book, separated by au impassable interval

from all other books, but has come down to the same plane with them. We
need to be constantly on our guard in turning its pages lest we confound the

mythical with the real, and form our opinions and govern our conduct by that

which has no actual existence. Such a Bible is no Bible at all. It may be

interesting and instructive and so in a measure useful
,
but it has no authority.

It does not hold a man confronted with his'Maker, whose least word is an end
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of all controversy, nor does it bid the reader at his peril reject or disregard its

utterances. If this is the outcome of “ the modern critical spirit,” the

praises of which are sung so lustily in various quarters, it is no wonder that

the body of Christian people turn away from it in disgust and alarm.

The astonishing thesis which the book is designed to maintain is that

none of the Psalms, save possibly the eighteenth, date back to the age of

David, but all were composed in the postexilic period. Dr. Cheyne begins

with the fourth and fifth books of the Psalter, and reasons backward from
these to the date of the preceding groups. What now is his argument to

establish the late origin of Books iv and v, taken as wholes ? One is the

paucity of authors’ names, which presupposes that the Psalms are not much
older than the collections ; but we should think that the presupposition was
just the opposite. The second is the almost complete absence of musical

phrases in the titles, which shows that the temple music had undergone a

radical change in or near the time of the collectors
;
but is it not equally rea-

sonable to suppose that the style of music having been settled by the earlier

books, notation was no longer needed ? The third ground is the many distinct

references to a congregational use of the Psalms, which shows that the older

scngs were found not to be sufficiently adapted to this use; but the difference

supposed is as imaginary as the inference founded on it. In the rest of the

first lecture and in the second the author takes up groups of Psalms and
individual lyrics, and seeks to show that they fit a late postexilic period and
no other. One is constantly surprised at the tenuous nature of the arguments
adduced, and the liberal use made of what is called the historic imagination.

To consider the claim in detail would require as large a volume as Dr.

Cheyne’s. Let us take one conspicuous specimen, the obscure but vigorous

110th Psalm, on which the author dwells at some length, wholly disregarding

the “ Jewish exegesis ” current in Christ’s time, and saying that our Lord
merely “ assumes the premises of the Pharisees to prove that even thus He is

much more than a son of David ”—which induces the remark that one who
can convert the utterance, Matt. xxii. 41-46, into a mere argumentum ad homi-

nem has no call to cry down conservative men as lacking in logical force or

critical acumen. He passes over without notice the title which ascribes it to

David, although its internal character every way confirms the ascription.

The central point of the song is the fourth couplet which ensures by a divine

oath a perpetual priesthood to the monarch addressed in the opening strains.

Who is this monarch ? Some say it is David thus glorified by a court poet on
the removal of the ark to Mt. Zion, which the author properly rejects, as he

does also the view which refers it to the crowning of Joshua the high priest

mentioned in Zechariah (vi. 9-13). But his own view is worse than either of

the former. It is “ an encomium upon Simon who by the capture of the Acra
and the expulsion of its garrison (May, 142 B.C.) had completed the liberation

of Jerusalem.” But Simon was a priest already by descent. He secured for

a time the national independence and was a wise and prosperous ruler, but he

made no foreign conquests, nor struck through kings in his wrath, nor did

his dynasty continue, for in less than a century Rome appointed the rulers of

Palestine. If the Psalm were intended for him it is an absurd exaggeration.

Dr. Cheyne admits this, but claims that the inspiration of the prophets “ was
not incompatible with some harmless illusions.” We ask what the inspira-

tion was good for, if it did not restrain men within the bounds of truth and
propriety ?

In Lecture iii the author takes up the second and third books of the Psalter,

in treating which he often illustrates his own dictum :
“ The dark places of

history must sometimes be illumined by the torch of conjecture ” (p. 146).

The seventy-second Psalm with its wride reach of rule and blessing and its
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promises of permanence, he thinks, was intended to set forth the virtues of

Ptolemy Philadelphus ! The mention of Joseph in several Psalms is a “ sym-
bolic archaizing expression for the northern tribes. ” Psalms xlvi, xlviii could

not have been written by Isaiah, because “ his time was far too germinal for

their daring monotheism and impassioned love of the temple.” Psalm xlv is

“ a courtier’s love poem ” composed for Ptolemy Philadelphus. “ There is an
innocent and genuinely Hebraic sense in which Jehovah and Zeus are one ;

cf

.

Mai. i. 11, Psalm lxv. 3 ” (p. 169). Such language as this shows how far the

author has departed from the old reverence with which believers have been

and are accustomed to regard the Scripture, a reverence which they learned

from the highest authority, even that of our Lord and His apostles. And we
are made to think that a recent utterance of Dr. Cheyne (Expositor ,

March,
1892) is applicable in a sense far different from what he intended :

“ There is

in fact no subject on which it is so easy to go wrong as in the criticism of the

Psalter.”

In Lecture v the first book of the Psalter is considered. The titles, it is

said, “form no part of the authentic text,” yet Dr. Cheyne has never seen a

Hebrew codex which omitted them. “ The richest spiritually of the ages of

Psalmody cannot have been the earliest,” a saying which by no means proves

itself. Dr. Cheyne disposes of many lyrics by saying, “ Search the story of

David’s life from end to end and you will find no situation which corresponds

to these Psalms, and for the very good reason that the Jewish Church in whose
name the Psalmist speaks did not yet exist but it is equally hard to find the

corresponding situation in the postexilic age. He denies Psalm xix to the

son of Jesse, saying, “ Fancy the worldly-minded, even though religious,

David inditing a hymn in praise of a rich and varied handbook of spiritual

religion but it is even harder to conceive of a Jew of the Greek age rising

so far above his surroundings. Psalm ii is the work of a postexilic writer

throwing himself back into the age of David or Solomon; but why not assign

it to David himself ?

In Lectures vi-viii the author further elaborates his general view. The
Psalms usually thought to refer to a suffering Messiah he thinks are, like

Isaiah liii, the utterances of “ the personalized Genius of Israel ” (p. 264), a

phrase which whatever it may mean seems to do away the Messianic charac-

ter of these remarkable sayings. He says, “ Israel was brought to Babylon

partly at least to strengthen its hold on lately acquired truths,” and owed to

its new lords its views of “ the number and personality of angels and the

existence of evil spirits ” (pp. 270, 272) ;
if so, how strange that there is not

the remotest hint of this indebtedness in the canonical Scriptures ? Dr.

Cheyne finds six Messianic persons and classes in the Psalter. Not one of the

Psalms is either typically or in the ordinary sense prophetically Messianic.

The fundamental idea of such as are usually considered Messianic is that the

people of Israel is to work out the divine purposes in the earth ;
whether a

king (past, present or future) or the people of Israel is referred to, makes no

difference ;
the Messianic king is primarily the representative of the Messianic

people (pp. 338, 340). There is no need to comment on this deplorable sur-

render of what has been the cherished possession of the people of God in all

ages. So in regard to the doctrine of sin. “ We cannot be surprised that it

sometimes appeared to a Psalmist as if the whole [race of man] had turned

aside (Psalm xiv. 3, cf. xii. 1, 2), a fresh illusion ” (p. 342).

On p. 402 we read, “ I have already explained that no important belief of

the Jewish Church was in the strict sense borrowed, but that without foreign

influence some of its greatest beliefs would not, so far as we can see, have been

fully reached.” Dr. Cheyne no doubt thinks that there is a distinction

between what he denies and what he affirms, but we can see none. Nor is it
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apparent how one can assert the inspiration of writers who were indebted to

foreign influence for some of their greatest beliefs. The author endeavors,

successfully, as we think, to show that “ among the religious ideas of the

Psalter are those of immortality and resurrection,” and to the objection that

other views are also expressed answers that a similar diversity exists in the New
Testament

, for there are five passages that assume that a vision of God is possible

directly after death (Rev. xiii. 6 ; Acts vii. 59 ; 2 Cor. v. 1-10
;
Phil . i. 23 ; Heb.

xii. 23), whereas according to Rev. vi. 9-11
,
the souls of the martyred righteous

remain “resting” in the underworld till the great judgment admits them
to the immediate presence of God. We doubt whether any other critic in the

round world would dream of considering a highly symbolic vision as opposing

a plain didactic statement. Such a view seems to us as absurd as Dr.
Cheyne’s notion of a “ Hebraized Zoroastrianism.”

The main contention of the volume—that all the Psalms, excepting possibly

a part of the eighteenth, are of postexilic origin—is one in which Dr. Cheyne
stands alone. Very many commentators have assigned some Psalms to this

period. Calvin regarded as possibly Maccabsean, Psalms xliv, lxxiv and Ixxix

;

Venema extended the list to thirty-five; Hitzig made it cover the whole
of the three last books, and Olshausen and Lengerke insist that by far the

largest part of the Psalter is Maccabsean. It is only the Bampton Lecturer
that with a sweeping generalization reduces the whole collection to a very

late postexilic period. Ewald, on the contrary, who certainly was not

biased by any dogmatic prejudice, said, “ Nothing can be more untrue and
more perverse than the opinion that there are any Maccabsean Psalms at all in

the Psalter ” ( Psalmen ,
dritte Ausgabe, Vorwort, ix).

1 . There is not a particle of external evidence in favor of this extraordinary

proposition. There is no testimony from the Books of Maccabees or any
other quarter that Hebrew lyrics were then composed. The whole theory is

based upon subjective considerations, the chief of which is that the Psalms
indicate a progress of thought and a stage of religious knowledge which could

not possibly have been reached until a period long after the exile.. And this

again is based upon the modern assumption that the Pentateuch was not

reduced to its present form until after the return from Babylon. And this in

turn has its root in the notion that the Old Testament records the natural

development of religious ideas in a nation slowly emerging from a condition

of barbarism. These premisses being false, the conclusion is worthless.

2. Nearly all the Psalms are written in pure classic Hebrew. It is not pos-

sible that they could have originated at a period when the language had
become debased by the intermixture of Aramaisms and the inevitable results

of exile, as is shown by the later books of the Canon. One might just as

well assert that a play of Sophocles could have been produced in the century

that followed Alexander. The evidences of degeneration in the style of

Ecclesiastes, Chronicles and Ezra are too many and manifest to admit of

denial. There are certain lyrics the contents of which have shown to every

reader that they originated after the capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar.

But these are exceptions to the general tone of the Psalter, and in consequence

of that fact entirely discountenance the extravagant theory of Dr. Cheyne.

3. This theory brings down the date of the Septuagint to a period much
later than the one heretofore generally accepted. But beside this general con-

sideration there are two others of no small moment. One is that the LXX. no-

where ascribe any Psalm to the Maccabees, which surely they would have

done had the facts been as claimed. Dr. Cheyne’s reply to this (p. 458) is that

“ It was not the interest of the Jerusalem editors to publish the recent origin

of a portion of the Psalms.” The remark does not meet the case. The trans-

lators must have known the fact were it really such, and their habit of
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assigning authors to the Psalms would have led them to state the fact. Their

omission to do this is a serious argument against the theory. .The other dif-

ficulty lies in the fact that the Septuagint translators obviously misunderstood

the meaning of the headings of several Psalms and of certain phrases in them
(e. g., Psalm xvi, lvi-lx and cx), and the question is asked, how this could be

possible if these lyrics originated in the Greek age. Dr. Cheyne’s answer is

that “ similar objections may be raised to any historical hypothesis that
“ the Jewish scribes themselves may have forgotten the meaning ” of the

titles ; and that “ it has not been proved that the complete Greek Psalter was
in existence much before the Christian era.” Surely it is not worth while to

spend time upon these manifest evasions of the issue. Upon the professor’s

theory the entire literary history of the postexilic period must be rewritten,

and conclusions which have been acquiesced in for centuries must be reversed.

We submit that he has furnished no rational or even plausible argument for

such a total revolution in critical opinion.

4. The theory is opposed to all that we know of the postexilic period. It

was a time of rigid formalism. Pharisaism had begun its system of bending

everything to the mere letter of the law. The life of religion was crushed

under the weight of endless minutiae and a burdensome ritual. Commandments
of men took the place of the written law, and all the excessive refinements

which our Saviour so severely reprehended, were rife among the people. We
may well ask how it was possible amid such an environment for a race of

poets to spring up whose songs shall represent the highest stage of religious

feeling known to man, who should in a moment emancipate themselves from
all the narrowness of a superstitious age and nowhere show the least trace of

the bondage to the letter that characterized their countrymen. One might

as well look for palm trees in the midst of the snows of Greenland. More-
over we have post-Biblical writings of that age and some of them very clever,

yet the best of these are separated by an impassable interval from any con-

tents of the Psalter. There is no room for comparison between them. It

is not denied that there are some very fine things in the Wisdom of Solomon

and in Ecclesiasticus, but it is vehemently denied that either of these books

compares in spirituality, in fervor, and especially in abstinence from the praise

of men, however distinguished or holy, with the collection familiarly known
for ages as the Psalms of David.

5. Hupfeld after Ewald refers to the fact that the Psalter was in existence

at the time when 1 Chronicles was written
,
since the author of the book quotes

portions of several Psalms (cv, xcvi and cvi) as sung at the time of the trans-

fer of the ark to the city of David (1 Chron. xvi. 7-36). These Psalms belong

to the fourth book of the Psalter, and their occurrence in this narrative is an

evidence that they were well known previous to the time when this narrative

was drawn up, which according to the opinion of nearly all scholars was not

later than the fourth century before Christ. The only exceptions to this view

of the date of Chronicles occur among those who find it convenient for the

sake of their views on other subjects to bring down the period of the compila-

tion to as late a period as possible.

6. There are in the Psalter what are known as historical Psalms, e. g.,

lxxviii, cv, cvi, and in a lesser degree, cxiv, cxxxv, cxxxvi. Now not one of

these songs comes down to a later point than the establishment of the mon-
archy under David. They dwell with minuteness and often with exquisite

force on the early annals of the Hebrews. Why do they not come lower down,

and touch upou the deliverances wrought subsequently by Jehovah for his

people ? To us there seems to be but one answer to this question. The writers

lived at or soon after the Davidic period, and they mentioned no subsequent

events for the very good reason that they knew nothing of them. If this be
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not the cause of the singular peculiarity noted, it remains for Dr. Cheyne and
those who hold his views to furnish some satisfactory explanation of thefact.

Finally, it is hardly possible to resist the conviction that the whole theory

of Dr. Cheyne’s volume rests upon the view he takes of the date and origin

of what are usually considered the earlier books of the Old Testament.

The Psalter taken as a whole presupposes the existence of the Pentateuch,

but if the so-called Books of Moses were not put in writing until the time of

the return from exile, we must perforce assign a later origin to the songs of

the temple. But this is only one of the logical consequences of the fatal error

which is so often paraded as a certain result of modern Old Testament criti-

cism. Its utter unsoundness helps to show the lamentable nature of the false

theory from which it has proceeded.

New York. Talbot TV. Chambers.

Hiob. Nach Johann Georg Ernst Hoffmann. Kiel: C. F. Hseseln,

1891. 8vo, pp. 106.

The Epic of the Inner Life. Being the Book of Job translated anew,
and accompanied with Notes and an Introductory Study. By John F.

Genung. Boston andNew York : Houghton,Miftlin&Co.,1891. 16mo,

pp. 352.

One of these works comes from the hand of a German philologist, professor of

the Semitic language at the University of Kiel, hitherto known to us mainly by
his Syriac studies

;
the other comes from a pupil of Tayler Lewis and Delitzsch

(to whom his work is dedicated) who occupies a literary chair in Amherst
College. The one is analytic and critical, the other sympathetic and literary

in the whole conception and treatment of its subject. Each gives us a trans-

lation with accompanying notes, and each in an Introduction, occupying a

third of the volume, sets forth the author’s conception and justifies his mode
of procedure. Hoffmann’s main object is to restore the train of thought of the

original poem, which he finds to have suffered from considerable interpola-

tions, and some transpositions affecting the structure of the poem, and from
errors that have crept into the superscriptions of some of the sections, and dis-

turbed the order of its thought. Prof. Genuug, whose work savors strongly

of Milton and Tennyson and Goethe and Browning and Carlyle, finds the

main interest of the book in its action rather than its argument, and conceives

of the poem as an Epic, dealing not with external incidents, but with the

trial, development and vindication of a life, which defies the anticipation of

Satan, defends and strengthens itself against the misjudgment of friends,

makes its eager and passionate appeal to God, and in the great issue is

triumphantly justified by Him. TVe shall content ourselves with indicating

some of the points of interest in the two volumes, without canvassing the

many questions which they raise.

Prof. Geuung finds the probable time of the composition of the poem in the

age of Hezekiah
;
Hoffmann, on the ground of its obvious indebtedness to

Jeremiah, the second Isaiah, Zechariah and the Persian period, refers it to

the beginning of the fifth century B.C. It is wrnrth notice, in passing, that

Hoffmann maintains the unity of Zechariah, while referring the book to the

time of Darius.

Man’s suffering is greater than his guilt in God’s sight. The current doc-

trine as to God’s righteousness, which infers guilt from suffering, which Job’s

friends maintain, Job declares to be false, and is in the end declared to have

spoken in the great question at issue concerning God the thing that is right.

It remains, however, true that God does not explain the existence of suffering

;

this is his reserved right; and it is also true that Job’s friends are justified
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rather than he, when in the vehemence of his self-defense he would reach if

he might the very seat of God Himself, and compel an endorsement of his inno-

cence and uprightness. Job reproved and humbled, and brought to a deeper
self-knowledge by the vision of God, receives every needed vindication, and
becomes the accepted intercessor for his friends, who in their theodicy are

more at fault than he. This is Hoffmann’s conception of the scope of the

poem. As to its structure, he regards the discourses of Elihu as a manifest

interpolation, opening no new point of view, qualifying in no essential degree

or particular the error or defect in the argument of Job’s friends, and delaying

God’s response to Job’s appeal and challenge in chap. xxxi. 35, 36. He
regards'chap. xxxii. 2-5and’xli. 1-4 as also interpolations, with minor clauses

here and there. The symmetry of the structure, of the poem, which in gen-

eral is remarkable, has been disturbed, Hoffmann thinks, by transferring

chap. xxiv. 13-25, from Bildad’s third discourse, to which its thought and
argument plainly assign it, to the close of Job’s preceding discourse, with

which it has little in common. The vexed question as to chap, xxvii. 7,

xxviii. 2S (to which Prof. Davidson devotes several pages), Hoffmann would
settle by making this Zophar's third speech, as others have done before him.

The want of correspondence between this and Job’s general argument, as

well as the immediate context, has been seriously felt. The one chief objec-

tion which Davidson argues against this hypothesis, loses much of its force

if Bildad's third discourse, instead of consisting of five verses only, in-

cludes all that Hoffmann would assign it. Job’s antagonists are not so

nearly silenced that Zophar’s withdrawal from the field at this point is

the natural thing. Chaps, xxix-xxxi will not then be an inappropriate

or disproportionate reply or sequel to Zophar's third argument. Job’s

recognition of God’s infinite and transcendent wisdom, as expressed

in chap, xxvi, does not prevent the most vehement reassertion of his own
integrity in the opening verses of chap, xxvii. Davidson admits the great

difficulty of referring subsequent utterances, like those of chap. xxx. 20, 23,

to Job, if xxvii. 7-10 is also his. Riehm holds such occasional self-contradic-

tions, more seeming than real, to be a natural and necessary incident to his

recovery from some of his more extreme positions. If, however, the section

in question is Zophar's, then there has not been this apparent revolution in

Job's view, followed by a reaction. That chap, xxviii is not easily connected

with xxvii, Davidson concedes, as Delitzscli also had done. Hoffmann regards

chap, xxviii as the fuller expansion of the hint given in xxvii. 16 sq. of the

ungodly man’s greed for gain, which constitutes one of the mightiest

motives to his ungodliness, and prompts the boldest and most adventurous

efforts to satisfy his craving. The seat of the divine wisdom to which Job

would press in his passionate confidence that he could there obtain the vindi-

cation both of his own service as disinterested, and of his theodicy, is still

more inaccessible.

Our space will not allow us to call attention to even a few of Hoffmann’s

novel and representative translations. The tone of his Preface suggests that

this work is somewhat tentative, and that while some of his conclusions are

reached with considerable confidence, he does not here at least lay claim to

that unassailable and imperturbable assurance which too frequently charac-

terizes the more adventurous German scholarship, and that of those who are

saturated with its spirit.

Prof. Genung, as we have indicated, would make the argument of the book

secondary in its importance to its exhibition of a great life-struggle, with

which many minds in all ages can sympathize, and from which all can learn.

He accepts the book as it stands, without attempting to reconstruct it, and

endeavors in his Introduction and notes to justify his view. He holds a com-
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posite translation to be necessarily a compromising translation, and therefore

translates afresh, to make the poem tell its story as he understands it. Job
does “ fear God for naught,” and under God’s teaching and discipline reaches

views of Him higher and truer than those which underlie the current doctrine,

and which were once his own. "VVe cannot think that all the great problems

of the poem are solved, when it is regarded so exclusively from the literary

point of view, and measured by the standards of our occidental literature.

The book is, however, a polished and scholarly contribution to the library of

works that have dealt with what our author calls “ the long-suffering Book of

Job.”

Princeton. Charles A. Aiken.

Messianic Prophecy : Its Origin, Historical Growth and Kelation to New
Testament Fulfillment. By Dr. Edward Riehm, late Professor of

Theology in Halle. Second Edition. Translated from the German by
Lewis A. Muirhead, B.D., with an Introduction by Prof. A. B. Davidson,

D.D. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons; Edinburgh: T. and T.

Clark, 1891. Pp. xx, 848.

This is a new translation of Riehm’s Messianic Prophecy ,
made from the

second German edition which was issued by theauthor in 1884. Thework origi-

nally appeared in three parts in the Theologische Studien und Kirtiken (1865 and
1869) and it still bears the marks of the circumstances and manner of its first

publication. The controversial form of the earlier part of the volume need
not have been continued in a second edition. But the broad survey which
the author takes of his subject and which was also no doubt due to the cir-

cumstances of its first appearance, gives the book a value of its own among
works in the same department of Biblical exposition. No attempt is made
to explain in detail the successive Messianic prophecies, though they are con-

stantly used by way of illustration. The author, presupposing the results of exe-

gesis and criticism, gives a rapid sketch of what in his view Messianic prophecy

actually was. He treats in turn of its origin, its historical character and
adaptation to the times, and its relation to New Testament fulfillment. By the

first he means the mode in which the several announcements were brought to

the prophets’ own minds. He controverts the idea that they were communi-
cated mainly through visions, or in ecstatic states, or that they were purely

supernaturally produced without relation, in the prophet’s consciousness, to the

previous ideas which as a pious Israelite he had, or to the situation of his

people at the time. He admits indeed that true prophets received visions.

But these were neither the highest form of the prophetic consciousness, nor

did they constitute its essence. Prophecy was on the contrary “ psychologi-

cally mediated.” It was an enlightenment of the prophet’s mind attained in

the exercise of his ordinary faculties ;
produced by the divine Spirit, but

through the prophet’s reflection upon Israel’s origin and goal as seen in the

light of the progress of its history. Messianic prophecy therefore on its

human side grew out of the life of Israel as a people and was the purest

expression of its spirit and hope as these rested on its origin. The prophet

was the living exponent of the original revelation, carrying it forward and
adjusting it to new circumstances, consciously rising from previous divine

teachings to new perceptions of God’s will for his own age and God’s purpose

for the future. Riehm names in particular, as the three fundamental ideas

out of which Messianic prophecy grew, the covenant of Jehovah with Israel,

the kingdom of God, and the theocratic kingship, and he strikingly exhibits

the efflorescence of these into the warnings and promises of the inspired mes-

sengers.

In the second part Riehm discusses the influence of contemporaneous his-
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tory on the form and substance of prophecy, maintaining that it provided the

coloring with which the duty and hope of Israel were painted by the prophets,

and by supplying starting points for the prophetic announcements, determined

their themes. In the third part of the volume it is argued that Messianic

prophecy and its New Testament fulfillment are not precisely coextensive.

Prophecy was not a brokeu mosaic which, when fitted together, makes the

picture of New Testament history. Much of it lay outside of the sphere

covered by the latter. Some of it was not intended by God to be formally ful-

filled. It had also its specifically Old Testament features, due to its “ times-

coloring,” and the entire divestitute of these was only accomplished by the

overthrow7 of Judaism. Nor did prophecy even at its best fully grasp the

gospel. Even its view of the renewed and perfected life of Israel pertained

only to the life of Israel on earth and did not look like the New Testament,
beyond the grave. Even its view of the coming salvation through divine

grace did not include the union of all saving agencies in the Messiah, nor did

it anticipate the course of Christian history. Nevertheless Rielim teaches

that in the divine intention all prophecy referred to Christ and His people in

Him. He distinguishes sharply between the content of prophecy as it lay in

the prophet’s mind and the full divine thought which is only unveiled to us

by the person and work of Christ. He insists that we should not begin our

interpretation of prophecy with the latter. We should start with the actual

historical content and then observe the divine thought rising fully to view in

and through Christ. He admits, however, that specific events in Christ’s life

were so anticipated by the prophets that we can refer the coincidence only to

direct divine prediction. But he contends that by following critically the

rise and growth of prophecy up to the complete revelation given in Christ,

the actual cause of Israel’s preparation for Christianity will appear and the

divine guidance of prophetic thought be in the end plainer and more sig-

nificant.

The book thus falls in line with the current method of viewing revelation.

Its point of view is historical. It seeks the supernatural in the natural.

The author was far from being a rationalist and his broad survey gives many
useful suggestions which a study of details might obscure. None can fail to

be helped by thus realizing the evolution of revelation as God wrought through
human media the perfect disclosure of saving truth. This broad view of

prophecy forms, we think, a more cogent apologetic than that drawn from
minute, specific predictions and in its light the character and work of the

prophets become more intelligible. This may be said without agreeing with

all of the author’s positions. His critical attitude is that of the older liberal

school, and while his method and spirit are far from that of the now popular

theories of the Old Testament, he yields, we think unnecessarily, not a few

points in the supposed interest of criticism. We think too that a larger place

should be allotted in the prophetic consciousness to the influence of visions and

direct communications from Jehovah, though we sympathize with the

author’s effort to present the rational character of prophetic thought, and we
cannot see why the dependence of prophecy on history is not sufficiently

guarded even if it be supposed that the prophet’s vision, rooted in an historical

starting point, anticipated the course of events and placed itself far ahead of

its own time. We demur most of all to Riehm’s interpretation of “ the ser-

vant of Jehovah ” as referring originally to the chosen people alone aud not

to the Messiah, and to his denial that prophetic and priestly functions were

attributed to Messiah by the prophets. But the cautious reader will be stimu-

lated by the broad outlines of the treatment of the subject and many will

obtain a new sense of the largeness of the process by which divine revelation

was given forth.

Princeton. George T. Purves.
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The Bible and Modern Discoveries. With Map and Illustrations.

By Henry A. Harper. Third Edition. London : A. P. Watt, 1890.

Royal 8vo, pp. xx, 546. Fourth edition, 1891. Post 8vo, pp. xvi, 418.

This work reached a third edition four months after its first issue, and is

also published in America. It has a short Introduction from the Secretary

of the Palestine Exploration Fund, Mr. Walter Besant. We are told by Mr.

Besant that the author has attempted a thing hitherto untried. He has taken

the sacred history as related in the Bible, step by step, and has retold it with

explanations and illustrations drawn from modern research and from personal

observation. It is added that Mr. Harper has the three great qualifications

necessary for the successful performance of such a task : he has traveled in

the regions described ;
he knows the Bible thoroughly

;
and he possesses “ the

power of writing popularly and vividly.”

The author himself states in his brief Preface that the work was written at

the request of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund,

and adds that he “ has attempted to compile a simple account of the valuable

discoveries made by the officers of the Fund in Palestine as well as some of

the equally valuable discoveries made by the Egyptian Exploration Fund,
the two American expeditions and the latest travelers.” The plan followed

in the book is to divide the historical books of the Old Testament into sec-

tions and illustrate their contents from the sources above mentioned. Thus
he makes ten chapters as follows : From the call of Abraham to the death of

Joseph, Israel in Egypt, Joshua, Judges, 1 Samuel, 2 Samuel, 1 Kings, 2

Kings, 1 Chronicles, 2 Chronicles. The illustrations are mainly of a topo-

graphical character, the numerous identifications made by Conder and other

distinguished explorers occupying a very large place. For the region east of the

Jordan, the work of Dr. Selah Merrill is largely drawn upon.

One cannot but have a strong sympathy with the aim of the author, and a

kindly feeling towards his very important undertaking, especially as in his

very modest Preface “ the critic is warned that the writer does not pretend to

literary skill,” and it is indicated that the work is almost entirely a compila-

tion from the researches of others. But the very importance of the subject,

as well as the character and standing of the society under whose auspices the

book appears, makes it necessary to criticize the main features of the pro-

duction fully and fairly.

The most obvious remark to be made is that the contents of the work do

not accurately correspond to the title. Neither the “ Bible ” nor “ modern
discoveries” are at all fully represented. Neither the prophetical nor the

poetical writings of the Old Testament are treated in the book, and the illus-

trations of the historical books are taken almost exclusively from Palestine

and Egypt, the immense range of observation and comparison afforded by the

monuments of Babylonia and Assyria, not to speak of Mesopotamia, being

virtually ignored. Another writer might with equal justice use the same
title and compose a work based almost entirely upon the latter fields of

research.

Mr. Harper gives a number of interesting and most important facts, such as

are to be found in special journals and reports, and are not yet presented to

Bible readers in popular publications. The account of the journeyings of the

Israelites from Egypt to Canaan is on the whole very good, especially in con-

nection with the map which has been prepared by Mr. George Armstrong,

the Assistant Secretary of the Fund
;
and the discoveries of Naville and Petrie

in the region of Goshen are successfully utilized. The author has also done

well to exhibit clearly the relations existing between the nomads of Northern

Arabia and Palestine and the native Egyptians in very early times, and to
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show their bearing upon the residence of Israel in Egypt. The first two
chapters (pp. 1-176) are undoubtedly the most valuable portion of the book.

The rest of the work is mainly taken up with the identification of the names
of places found in the earlier books of the Old Testament, along with remarks
on the physical features or monumental remains of these sites and the adja-

cent districts. Among these descriptions, perhaps the most interesting and
suggestive are those given of localities east of the Jordan, with the massive
architecture of their ruined cities, and the numerous stone monuments that

recall the modes of worship of the primitive inhabitants. In the country
west of the Jordan, we have given us valuable details concerning the valley

of Jezreel and the northern half of Palestine generally. The densely popu-
lated central region is less satisfactorily treated, but here it is more difficult

to distinguish and identify. From what is said about the excavations in and
about Jerusalem much can be learned of actual achievements as well as dif-

ficulties yet to be overcome, in spite of the lack of clearness manifested in

the description of the pools and the great aqueducts of historical importance
to the southeast of the city. Interspersed among the topographical observa-

tions are occasionally found valuable explanations of obscure Biblical allu-

sions, drawn from the manners and customs of the modern inhabitants of

Syria and Arabia.

In these and in many minor respects the book must be regarded as serving

a useful purpose. But much must be said in qualification of this general

commendation. The method of treatment is unfortunate, because the concep-

tion of the subject is so one-sided and partial, and one might almost add, un-

Biblical. Mr. Besaut in his Introduction drops the remark that “ Syria and
its occupants were at no time isolated, but were always in relations more or

less intimate with the Assyrians, the Egyptians, the Hittites, and all other

nations around them.” This idea should be further pressed to the concep-

tion, necessary to any rational and satisfactory treatment of Old Testament
literature and antiquities, that the history of 'Western Asia from remote

times was a unit, and that its great motives and tendencies can be clearly

traced. The true way to give interest and value to such a task as Mr. Harper
has set himself to fulfill, is to treat the Bible lands not as furnishing matter

for an itinerary, but as the theatre of a connected series of events of un-

equaled historical significance. From this point of view the Bible story

could be retold in outline and much of the material so lavishly furnished by

Mr. Harper might then be appropriately brought in as filling up the historical

background and giving clearness and coherence to the progressive story.

That much would have then to be omitted is true enough, but it would have

been better omitted in any case. The general reader or even the enterprising

Bible class teacher does not need the details that are given of a vast number
of localities of little or no historical importance, and the special student will

not think of going for information of this sort to such a book as Mr. Harper’s

aims to be.

Of the mode of treating matters of detail it is in many points not possible

to speak in terms of approval. Most to be reprobated is the extraordinary

amount of repetition. A locality is rarely mentioned a second, third or fourth

time without in every case its identification with a modern site being

attempted, along with some descriptive remarks. Those names which in the

index are furnished with more than one reference may in general serve to

verify what has just been said. I may, however, particularly instance Hor-

mah, Taanach, Megiddo, Zidon, Hazor, Mahanaim, Bamoth-Gilead. In the

description of the excavations and shaft-sinking for the temple wall in Jeru-

salem (p. 355 ff.) what had been said on the pages immediately preceding

(p. 351 ff.) is reproduced almost literally. The style of the book is frank,
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chatty and lively, often abrupt, and not seldom very peculiar. Informalities

abound too various to be particularized. Sentences, not exclamatory, devoid

of a verb, are not uncommon. On p. 197 we read, “ On the hill are crusading

ruins of a church. ” Even in topographical description vagueness in localizing

frequently occurs.

Mistakes are unavoidable in a work of this kind, but they are very numerous
in this book. A few may be specially noted. On p. 4 it is said of “ Sargon

I, of Accad,” that “ he has left his image on the rocks of the Mediterranean

coast.” On p. 82, Mr. Harper asserts that about 1600 B.C., “ the combined
armies of Hittites and Phoenicians were defeated in the Plain of Megiddo.”
On this date the Hittites had not begun to descend from northern Syria. In

connection with the statement in Deuteronomy that the bedstead of Og was
of iron, he thinks it “ not impossible that the word rendered ‘ iron ’ may mean
(as in Talmudic use) strong or princely ” (p. 163). His explanations of proper

names are very frequently wrong, and it is difficult to determine who his

authorities are in this subject. Debir is said (p. 197) to mean “scribe.”

Topjhet is explained (p. 375) as “ drum-beating.” Elijah is translated (p.

389) “ converter.” On p. 489 the “ Shilonites ” are said to be “ descendants

of Shelah, Judah’s youngest son.” It is stated (p. 482) that “the present

Medinah appears to carry on the name of Midian.” Some strange identifica-

tions of names of places are given: Cutha is made equivalent to Churistan,

although it has long been known to have been an important Babylonian city.

Mr. Harper regards it as probable that Berothai, one of the cities of Hada-
dezer, king of Zobah, is the modern Beyrut, though he admits that this is

much disputed. In this connection the king of Zobah is said to have “had
possession of the country from Damascus to the country adjoining the Eu-
phrates,” while at the bottom of the same page the author agrees with 2 Samuel
viii. 3, 9, 10, in holding a quite different opinion. Socoh (p. 279) and Sechu

(p. 282) are made equivalent to the same modern locality, though the latter

word is not the name of a place at all. What is said of the Phoenician deities

is largely, and of the Babylonian deities wholly, erroneous. Sansom did not

offer “ a change garment ” (described on p. 246 as being “ costly ”) to those

who should guess his riddle, but simply what the Hebrew text and the English

versions say he offered them. The assertion (p. 281) that before the defeat of

Goliath, David’s “ life had been lived away from camp or court,” is contra-

dicted by 1 Sam. xvi. 18 if., cf. xviii. 2.

The map at the close of the volume is intended to illustrate the events and
places noted in the whole of the book, and it is a very good piece of work,

clear, full and accurate, in fact a most valuable map. Hauran is not indi-

cated, though it is a Biblical name (Ezek. xlvii. 16, 18). The position of Zobah
is certainly made too far south.

The book would be much more useful if it were reduced in size by more
than one-half. It is very handsomely gotten up at the price of sixteen

shillings, but it is not very pleasant to think that the unnecessary expenditure

it has caused might have facilitated the publication of much scholarly and
solid work. The fourth edition, it must now be added, can be had for seven

shillings, sixpence, or in America for two dollars and a half.

Toronto. J. F. McCurdy.

How to Read the Prophets. Being the Prophecies Arranged Chronologically

in their Historic Setting, with Explanations, Maps and a Glossary. By Rev.

Buchanan Blake, B.D. Part i: Containing Jon., Am., Hos., Zech. (ix-xiv),

Mic., Ha., Zeph., Hab., Ob., Jo. 12mo, pp. 244. (Edinburgh: T. & T.

Clark
;
New York : Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons.) The same author

previously issued How to Read Isaiah. Encouraged by the reception which
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that work met with, he has been lecl to proceed on similar lines with the rest

of the prophetic books. The plan is well described in the title. In Division

i, pp. 11-122, the text of the prophecies is given with headings to sections and,

sometimes, brief introductory matter
;
in Division ii, pp. 123-219, the general

contents and supposed historical connection of the several prophecies
;
in

Division iii, pp. 220-227, the ruling conceptions of the prophets. Two col-

ored maps, of the dominions of David and of Jerusalem, and a Glossary of

Proper Names add to the value of the book. Naturally, much depends on the

author’s execution of his well-conceived plan. We are sorry to see a tendency
to concede too much to current but unproved theories respecting the origin

of Old Testament books. There are, for example, no adequate reasons—the

requirements of Pentateuchal critics are not enough—for assigning Joel to a

date after the exile
; or for dividing Zechariah into two parts, the one here

considered being assigned to another writer ; or, finally, for giving Obadiah
so late a date as B. C. 587. Cf. Kleinert, in Rielim’s Handvrorterbuch, s. v.

“ Obadja.” Canon and Text of the Old Testament. By Dr. Frants Buhl.

Translated by Rev. John Macpherson, M.A. 8vo, pp. 259. (Edinburgh:

T. & T. Clark
;
New York : Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons.) The

original of this work was noticed by us in the April number of the Review.
The book presents a creditable appearance in its English dress and will no
doubt have a wide circulation. We have not been able to test the accuracy

of the translation throughout, but find that considerable freedom has been

taken with the original in some instances. Students proficient in German
will do well to use the original text. The Divine Library of the Old Testa-

ment : Its Origin
,
Preservation, Inspiration and Permanent Value. Five Lec-

tures. By A. F. Kirkpatrick, B.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew in the

University of Cambridge, etc. 12mo, pp. 155. (London and New York:
Macmillan & Co., 1891.) The first two lectures relate to the origin of the Old

Testament
;
the third, to its preservation ; the fourth, to its inspiration

;
and

the fifth, to its use in the Christian Church. Their professed object is to be

a contribution to a “right temper and attitude, with reference to the ques-

tions which are exercising the mind of the Church at the present time with

regard to the Old Testament.” They are, for the most part, scholarly and

candid in spirit and treatment; though one cannot resist the impression that

the writer has directly in view, throughout, the defense of the current Hexa-

teuchal analysis, or. more exactly, the reassuring of the public mind in view

of the revolution in opinions about the Scriptures which that analysis is caus-

ing. While denying, against Kuenen, that Christianity is merely one of the

great religions of the world, and refusing to goto the extreme of disbelieving

the existence of Davidic Psalms, our author accepts the theory of Kuenen and
Wellhausen in its main features as something already proven. This we must

beg leave to dispute, and in consequence to regard Prof. Kirkpatrick’s book as

based on a false and harmful assumption. Moreover, the title “ library,” as

applied to the canonical books of the Old Testament, is open to misconstruc-

tion, as also the statement that the canonicity of the Song of Songs and

Ecclesiastes was“ challenged ” in our Lord’s day “ on internal grounds.” The
question then discussed by the finical rabbins was not whether these books

were in the Canon, but whether they ought to have been admitted. It is

unnecessary to say that there is much in our author’s book that is instructive

and to be highly commended. Die Entsteliung cles alttestamentlichen Kan-
ons. Historisch-kritische Untersuchung von Dr. G. W ildeboer, ord. Professor

der Tlieologie zu Groningen. Large 8vo, pp. 164. (Gotha : Friedrich Perthes,

1891.) This book is a translation into German from the Dutch. Its author

is conscious of taking a somewhat ultra stand (p. ix). His general positions

are like those of Ryle of Cambridge ; but he goes farther. He finds no
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external evidence of a Canon before the Book of Ecclesiasticus, which shows
a high esteem for the Law. The author of that book, however, did not

recognize any. clear distinction between his work and that of Biblical pro-

phetical writers. The LXX. offers no testimony to the existence of strictly

canonical books in its time
;

in fact, the Jews in Alexandria troubled

themselves very little with the subject. Even Philo did not accept the idea

of an official and inspired Canon. The fourth book of Ezra (our 2d Esdras),

belonging at the end of the first century A. D., does speak of a Canon of

twenty-four books. Josephus gives the Hellenistic view of the Canon and
fixes the number of books at twenty-two, but gives no definite information

about the close of the collection. The New Testament writers do not quote
all the Old Testament books

;
do quote Apocryphal works

;
and from them it

cannot be determined that the books now known as canonical were specially

recognized as such in their day. The Talmud shows only that in 200 A.D.
the present Canon was already fixed. The Church fathers show that disputes

were current in the early Christian centuries over Esther and Ecclesiastes. The
canonization of Old Testament books properly began (as can only be learned

from the books themselves) with Deuteronomy, under Josiali, B.C. 621. It was
made to include the Torah after the exile, B.C. 444. The prophetical books
followed about B.C. 200 under the influence of the scribes of Jerusalem. Prob-
ably most of the books of the third class were in existence at that time, but
there was nothing to hinder other books being received to it. This third part

was finally closed and joined to the rest of the Old Testament not later than

200 A.D. It was the Jewish scribes who, in the last instance, decided on the

limits of the Canon. The reader must, in general, decide for himself how much
credit is to be given to these statements. There is scarcely one of them that

is not open to important exception
;
some have no other basis than conjecture

;

and some are palpably and demonstrably false. Mitteilungen aus den Vorle-

sungen iiber das Alte Testament von Johannes Wichelhaus, weiland Professor

der Tlieologie in Halle. Drittes Heft: Aus der Genesis. Svo, pp. 262.

(Stuttgart, 1891.) A similar posthumous volume of lectures on “ Moses and
the Prophets ” from Wichelhaus was briefly noticed in the January number
of the Review. The present work is not without its value in the discussion

of the Pentateuclial analysis. At the time the lectures were first given the

original “document theory” had recently been proposed. Wichelhaus

stoutly opposed this, showing not only in the matter of the divine names as

they are used in Genesis, but in many other respects, that it was wholly out

of harmony with the facts it attempted to explain. A specimen of his reason-

ing may be given from p. 160, on the change from Jehovah to Elohim in

Gen. xvii. 1 : “In the earlier chapters the personal relation to Abraham of

the God who there reveals Himself is made prominent
;
hence He is named

Jehovah. Here, however, the same Jehovah appears to Abraham as El
Shaddai (God Almighty), so that Abraham prostrates himself in worship

upon his face. And so, too, Moses makes use intentionally throughout the

section of the title Elohim
;
for the covenant made has reference not alone

to Abraham, but to a multitude of many peoples,” etc. Die Grosse Gebets-

erhorung Davids in dem letzen Philisterkriege und die clavon handelnden

Psalmen, dargestellt von J. Storjohann, Pastor in Christiana, Norwegen.

12mo, pp. 86. (Berlin, 1892. New York: B. Westermann & Co.) This

little brochure comes like a refreshing breeze from the North. Its author

signs himself “ Pastor,” but he has also been instructor in a theological semi-

nary and shows both scholarship and scientific method in his book. He did

not trust to German critics to tell him, on the basis of conjecture, the author-

ship of the Psalms ; he set to work to find out for himself whether the usual

titles were, in this respect, trustworthy. For this purpose he made use not
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only of literary criticism, but checked and guarded it throughout from
the double historical narrative iu Samuel, Kings and Chronicles. In this way
he has discovered and proven, as he thinks, both that the Psalms usually

ascribed to David were written by him, and that the other Psalms of Books
i, ii, without an ascription of authorship, are also his. In the present work,
he gives a specimen of his method as it relates to fifteen Psalms whose occa-

sion he thinks was David’s Avar wTith the Philistines, described in 2 Sam. xxi.

15-17. They are, properly grouped, cxliv and xxxiii, xx and xxi, xviii and xxix,

lxvi and cxxiv, lxv and lxvii, ix and x, xlvi and xlviii, lxxvi. The book is a
timely offset to Cheyne’s recent lectures on the same general theme (The
Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter in the Light of the Old Testament

Criticism and the History of Religions , London, 1891), who admits, with
Graetz, that Ps. xviii only of the Avliole Psalter is (essentially) Davidic. Pas-

tor Storjohann hopes later to publish other studies in the Psalms, which have
already appeared in Norwegian. Har-Moad, or the Mountain of the Assem-
bly. A Series of Archaeological Studies, chiefly from the Standpoint of the

Cuneiform Inscriptions. By Rev. O. D. Miller, D.D., etc.' 8\m, pp. 445. (North
Adams, Mass.: Published by Stephen M. Whipple, 1892.) The history of this

book and the relation between its author and publisher are so unique that

they are worthy of special notice. “ In 1865 the twain entered into a verbal

agreement [which was faithfully kept] that if one would devote his time and
talent to recover from oblivion ‘the primitive revelation Avritten in the

heavens,’ the other would share equally with him the proceeds of his labors,

as God should prosper him.” In 1888, Dr. Miller died and his friend and
colleague noAv brings his engagement to an end by publishing in a very at-

tractive form the results of his many years of study. On the ground of these

singular facts, something a little unusual in the form of the book may Avell

be pardoned : Ave mean the marked effort made in the Preface and Introduc-

tory Statement (“What this Book Teaches”) to get a hearing for and a

favorable judgment upon its main theories. It is impossible in this place to

give more than a brief sketch of their nature. Har-Moad, or the Mountain
of the Assembly, is the Biblical Garden of Eden. Its location Avas on the

table-lands of Pamir, in Central Asia. Their climate is now very different

from that of the earliest times. From this point the various traditions of

Chaldeans, Assyrians, Persians, Hebrews, Hindus, Egyptians, Chinese ami

Greeks radiate. Human history began, as he learns from a study of the

oldest zodiac, 12,000 years ago. Barbarism was not the primitive condition

of man, but the very beginnings of human life Avere marked by the exist-

ence of a sort of brotherhood of priest-kings, Avhose great object was to

keep and transmit to posterity correct ideas of God. The earliest Avriting

Avas symbolical. The Cushites were the inventors of the cuneiform charac-

ters. Their home Avas the upper Indus. The names in early Genesis are to be

understood in a generic sense, as standing for tribes or generations; its cos-

mogony, the “ groundwork of the primitive philosophy of the universe.” The
central idea of the remotest times Avas that God had a dwelling-place like man ;

it Avas the celestial heaven over against the celestial earth. Our author is

generally re\rerent towards the Scriptures, and finds in Christ the acme of

human history. He supports his several conclusions with unmistakable learn-

ing and a remarkable array of important facts. Hoav far his singular conclu-

sions are justified can only be determined by laborious study, to Avhich they

will themselves offer the needed stimulus. A A’aluable bibliography of five

pages fitly concludes the work.

Hartford. Edwin Cone Bissell.
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II.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.

Geschichte der Papste im Zeitalter der Renaissance bis zum
Tode Sixtus IY. Yon Dr. L. Pastor, ordentl. Professor der Ge-

schichte an der Universitat zu Innsbruck. Freiburg im Breisgau

:

Herder, 1889. Pp. xlvii, 730.

Conciliengeschichte. Nach den Quellen bearbeitet von C. J. von
Hefele, Bischof von Rottenburg. Fortgesetzt von J. Cardinal Her-
genrother. Bd. ix. Freiburg im Breisgau : Herder, 1890. Pp. 972.

History of the Catholic Church of Scotland from the Intro-
duction of Christianity to the Present Day. By Dr. A. Bel-
lesheim. Translated, with Notes and Additions, by D. O. Hunter
Blair, O. S. B. Yol. iv. Edinburgh: W. Blackwood^fc Sons, 1890. Pp.

viii, 470.

Geschichte der Katholischen Kirche im neunzehnten Jahr-
hundert, von Dr. II. Bruck. Bd. ii : Geschichte der Katholischen

Kirche in Deutschland. Thl. ii: Yom Abschlusse der Concordate bis

zur Bischofsversammlung in Wurzburg im Miirz 1848. Mainz: F.

Kirchheim, 1889. Pp. xvii, 592.

Theologische Bibliothek XX. Dogmengeschichte der neueren
Zeit (seit A.D. 1517), von Dr. J. Sciiwane. Freiburg im Breisgau:

Herder, 1890. Pp. x, 415.

Ignaz von Dollinger. Erinnerungen von Luise von Kobell. Munich :

C. H. Beck, 1891. Pp. 140.

Das Papstthum von 1. yon DOllinger. Neubearbeitung von Janus
Der Papst und das Concil im Auftrag des inzwischen heimgegangenen
Yerfassers von I. Friedrich. Munich : C. H. Beck, 1892. Pp. xvii,

579.

The works here presented, by Roman Catholic writers on Roman Catholic

subjects, must impress all readers with the literary activity, especially in Ger-

many, of the scholars of that Church. These books, which have come to the

reviewer in the ordinary course of publication, discuss the History of the

Popes, History of Councils, National Church History, General Church His-

tory, History of Dogma, and the Old Catholic Movement, as represented by
von Dollinger. Leo XIII, himself an eminent student of history, soon after

becoming Pope opened the Yatican Library to investigators of all creeds
; for,

he said, he believed the Roman Church was the true Church, and the more
her history was studied the clearer the truth of his belief would appear.

Hence not only have eminent French critics been encouraged to publish

Papal Registers, but such German scholars asHergenrotherand Deniflehave

been brought to Rome and put in official connection with the Papal Archives.

The good results of this new policy can be seen in such a publication as the

Archivfiir Literatur- und Kirchengescliichte des Mittelalters, edited by Denifle

and Ehrle, which has now reached its sixth volume (Freiburg: Herder),

and in the elaborate works of Pastor and Hergenrother mentioned above.

The abundant learning which here appears on every page, cannot fail to im-

press the reader
;
and the consideration of historic subjects from a Catholic

point of view greatly helps the Protestant student in reaching the golden

mean of historic impartiality.

Pastor’s History of the Popes in the Time of the Renaissance discusses in

36
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three “ Books” the pontificate of Pius II, 1458-14G4, Paul II, 1464-1471, and
Sixtus IV, 1471-1484

;
so that this elaborate work of 590 pages, with an Ap-

pendix of seventy-three pages of hitherto unprinted documents, and a Post-

script of thirty-eight pages more, covers less than thirty years of papal

history. We are prepared for such thoroughness when we find the “ List of

Archive and MS. Collections Used” filling four printed pages, and the
“ Full Titles of Repeatedly Quoted Books,” filling twenty-three pages addi-

tional. Quite in harmony with this use of such wide literature and great

attention to the most minute details, Pastor occupies about one-tliird of his

space with footnotes, containing references to sources and authorities and
brief discussions of minor disputed points. His history is, accordingly, a fair-

illustration of the modern German methods of investigation, which seek

everywhere and above all else to get at the simple facts involved, and by the

facts and through a study of their chronological and logical relations, to

reach such an apprehension of the principles underlying events as will enable

the true historian to reproduce the past so exactly that it can become
prophecy for the instruction of the future.

The period covered by the present volume is of great interest ; it is the time

of transition, when Constantinople fell (1453), when the Renaissance was
filling Europe with new ideas, when the printing press was beginning its

wonderful work, when the new knowledge, looking upon the old corruptions,

set men everywhere to thinking about Reform. Pius II, who now became
Pope, was a humanist and statesman of European reputation, who knew his

age thoroughly. He saw at once the great danger to Christendom of the

Turk in Constantinople, and, as Pastor well points out, made it “ the ideal of

his pontificate ” to free Europe from the shame of Osman rule. Hence his

peaceful policy in Italy, to unite men against the Turks. Hence his compara-

tive neglect of learning, which he so loved. Hence the Congress of European
Princes at Mantua to plan a campaign, at the earnest solicitation of Pius II,

against the Mohammedans (pp. 12-71). The Pope was now an Italian Prince

and must suffer as such the fortunes of war. The conflict between Anjou
and Arragon for the throne of Naples, and republican movements in Rome
itself—for priestly rule in Rome always made it a hotbed of insurrection

—

sadly diverted Pius from the crusade against the Turks (pp. 72-90). Then
followed the attempts of France and Germany, animated by the Councils of

Constance and Basel, which had set Councils above Popes, to break down
papal authority (pp. 91-148). On every page of this account we read of rising

national consciousness, and the declining power of the Church. It is not

true, as usually represented, that the fifteenth century was an age of religious

decline. It was rather a time of the revival of piety, but piety of the monk-
ish, Catholic sort (cf. Muller, Bericht iiber d. gegenwart. Stand der For-

schung auf d. Gebiet der vorreform. Zeit, 1887). But this very revival of

earnestness often made common cause with the growth of national inde-

pendence in opposing Pope and hierarchy, who resisted religious reform be-

cause it weakened ecclesiastical authority. The opposition to the Church in

France and Germany was led by Princes and theologians, and was schismatic

intendency. In Bohemia, however, Pius II had to meet the opposition of

the mass of the people, who opposed the teachings as well as the actions of

the Church (pp. 149-167). Thus civil and religious strife weakened the west,

while the Turks went on conquering. Their victories finally decided the

Pope to put himself at the head of a crusade (pp. 168-187). At the same time

he planned Church Reform, but found the old, evil system too strong for him

(pp. 188-216). He died in Ancona, trying to lead an army against the Turks

(pp. 217-261). This sympathetic, detailed account of the reign of Pius II,

which was “ more or less a chain of disappointments,” is a most striking
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illustration of the Church aud the age which produced such a man and such

a Pope.

The “ Second Book ” (pp. 265-397) depicts the pontificate of Paul II.

He was pledged before election to the war against the Turks and to Church
Keform. But he could fulfill his pledge in neither direction, for divided

and lethargic Europe would not fight the Mohammedans, and the papal

system was too strong to be reformed by a Pope. The conflict of the

Church with the Renaissance, which had become more and more pagan in

Italy, is well described. Paul forbade the study of heathen classics and of

astrology, and yet Pastor shows that his promotion of universities, his intro-

duction of printing into Italy, and his encouragement of art are proof that he

was not a foe of learning. The Pope, as an Italian Prince, must be largely a

politician
;
but, as head of Christendom, he represented the universal charac-

ter of the Church
;
hence the two strange currents which we notice running

through this history—that of the small Roman State, and that of the great

general Church. Paul II was an Italian Prince, a Venetian noble, but among
his cardinals and friends were Germans, Englishmen, Spaniards and Bohe-

mians. He fought France and Florence and Venice in asserting papal

supremacy, but we are reminded again and again truly by Pastor, that the

conflict was largely that of spiritual independence against secular assump-

tion
;

it was the Roman Catholic form of the struggle, which appeared in

Scotland when Presbyterian and Covenanters fought for the headship of

Christ against both Papists and Prelatists.

Sixtus IV (pp. 401-5901 found the Turkish invaders more threatening than
ever, and Italy and Germany divided and demoralized. It sounds strange to

hear of this Franciscan monk, now Pope, fitting out a fleet of twenty-four ships

and 4700 soldiers, under command of a Cardinal-Admiral, to wage war against

the Mohammedans, together with Venice and Naples. As usual, the Italians

soon quarreled among themselves and no decisive victory was gained. The
nepotism of the Pope, and the way he rewarded his friends, are next presented

by Pastor, and even in his cautious statements can be seen election methods
and the use of the spoils of office which strongly remind us of the usual

political modes of working in our own day. Next we have an interesting de-

scription of the visit of Christian, King of Denmark and Norway, to Rome. He
was a model pilgrim, and received as chief relic a splinter of the true cross.

Then we share a campaign under a Cardinal-General to put down a rebellion

in Umbria. We celebrate the jubilee year, 1475, in Rome, and learn of the

beginning of the works of restoration and decoration in the city. We follow

the struggle between the Pope and Lorenzo de Medici, who led the Italian op-

position to the papacy. Pastor holds that Sixtus was party to the conspiracy

against the Medici in Florence, but did not approve of the plan to kill the

brothers. A long struggle between Pope and Florence followed , in which we
see illustrated anew the treachery, cruelty, selfishness and corruption of Italian

life in those days. Then again Turkish victories at Otranto and Rhodes ter-

rified the quarreling Christians into peace, and once more the Pope tried to

lead Italy against the Mohammedan hosts. He failed in starting a crusade,

but joined Venice in a war against Ferrara and Maples. Finally Sixtus and
the Venetians came to blows, and we see the Bishop of Corro, legate of the

papal fleet, in alliance with Naples and Florence against Venice. While the

successor of Peter thus wielded the sword rather than the shepherd’s staff, it

is not surprising to learn that he also persecuted the Waldenses, greatly

favored the worship of the Virgin, and supported the setting up of the inqui-

sition in Spain, under Ferdinand and Isabella. Pastor is forced to admit that

“ great imperfections and deep shadows ” cling to the character of this Pope.

Yet in strength of character he must be placed beside his predecessor, Nicho-
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las, and bis nephew and successor, the warrior, Julius II. His love of learning,

too, his restoration and opening of the Vatican Library, his encouragement of

the Renaissance, and his works for beautifying Rome—churches, bridges,

Capitoline museum, hospitals,—his great promotion of art as seen in the Six-

tine Chapel and the works of men like Perugino and Pinturicchio—all these

things belong to the bright side of the character of Sixtus IV.
This brief outline shows what a fullness of material lies in this volume of

Pastor's History. Everywhere the reader is informed and instructed. The
chief defect seems to be an undue timidity, which leads the writer to put too

much of his criticism in quotations from others, often unnamed writers, and
an apologetic tone in reference to the papacy, which makes his Ultramontan-
ism somewhat marked. A sharp outline of opinion is lacking, a crystalli-

zation of inferences which keeps the outlook of persons and movements
clearly before the reader. In these respects the work of Creighton, The
Papacy during the Reformation (Vol. iii, 1887), the only English History to

be compared with Pastor’s, excels that of the German, and the Protestant

scholar is a valuable supplement to the more elaborate but less precise Cath-
olic investigator. We are glad to learn from Pastor’s Postscript, in which
he replies to his old Catholic critics, that his History is being translated into

English.

The ninth volume of Hefele’s History of Councils
,
to which we turn next,

is the second volume of the continuation of the great work of the Bishop of

Rottenburg, by Cardinal Hergenrother. He tells us in his brief Preface that

he hoped to include in this part of his History the first period of the Council

of Trent under Paul III, but found the fullness of his materials rendered his

plan inoperative. Hence the reader is a little surprised to find this bulky

book of a thousand large pages entirely occupied with “ Protestantism ” or

the “ Preliminary History of the Council of Trent.” Strictly speaking, it is

not at all a volume in a History of Councils
;
but is a most elaborate account

of the Reformation from a Roman Catholic point of view down to the time of

the Council of Trent. It covers about fifty years, and is certainly worthy to

be placed side by side with the equally detailed and able work of Pastor.

And yet the claim on the title page that the History is “ composed from the

sources ” is hardly fulfilled ;
for notwithstanding Hergenrother’s official

connection with the Vatican Library, which he did so much to open to all

scholars, apart from three brief documents published in the Appendix to this

volume, and a few items referred to in footnotes, there is very little in his

book which is not drawn from printed works. He begins with a brief out-

line of Luther’s life, and shows at once a strong Catholic prejudice which

renders him incapable of giving an impartial historical account of the Re-

former and his work. He does not agree with Ranke, that the German
Augustinians and the University of Wittenberg were early antipapal and

antischolastic; hence he finds the Lutheran movement sprang from the

inner life of Martin Luther. The spiritual struggles of the friar ran into

great excesses of legalism, and almost landed him in despair and madness.

The recoil from this extreme threw Luther into the other extreme of opposi-

tion to all Church order “and bold self-sufficiency.” From the error of

resting all upon works, he ran into the other error of resting all upon faith.

He thus found peace for himself
;
and in a bold, inconsistent way made his

own experience a guide for all others. Hergenrother then proceeds to give

a detailed, cold, dry, objective account of the march of events in the Refor-

mation struggle, omitting not a few things unfavorable to the Catholic

Church, and making prominent the excesses and weaknesses of the Protes-

tants. Thus he tells us that Luther admitted he did not know what indul-

gences were when he first opposed them, and charges him with perverting the
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words of Tetzel. Of Tetzel it is said that most of the charges against him
“ have been proven to be lies and slanders.” But he says nothing about the

friar’s having begotten two children, while he revives the old slander against

Luther, which Erasmus had the grace to retract—“ he married the run-away
nun Catharine von Bora, who had already long been intimate with him, and
had been a sweetheart of Hieronymus Baumgartner.” We are told at length

of the rebellion in Germany, the opposition of Humanists, Nobles, Reformers

of all sorts to the papacy, but get no explanation of this revolution, which
tore Northern Europe away from Rome. Frederick of Saxony, it is said,

opposed the Pope because of a dispute about a benefice. The poor nobles,

Hutten, Sickingen and others, were bitter against the Church
;
but of the

way cardinals, bishops, abbots and others sucked up the property and
privileges of these nobles and made them desperate, we hear little or noth-

ing. The Peasants’ War, the Anabaptists, and the Reformers are all put

together as confused factors in a revolution against all order and authority,

without any scientific analysis of the influences which gave rise to this double

revolution, social, political and religious, and without any just appreciation

of the difference between the Reformers and the Anarchists. He can find

Luther moved only by self-assertion, blind zeal, and a groundless belief that

what he taught was divine truth. He says that his opposition to Rome was
at first essentially a fight against the Dominicans. lie answered Eck’s Aster-

isci with a “flood of contempt.” His dealings with the Pope were marked
by “hypocrisy and cowardice.”

Even polemic writings are used as if genuine source-materials to blacken

the Reformers. Aleander, the papal legate, is authority for making Luther
agree with the plan of Hutten to spread Lutheranism by the sword. And
an anonymous letter is quoted to show that seven princes had conspired

with Luther for armed revolution. Bohemia was to send 35,000 men, and
Saxony and other North German States a like number, to sack Rome, in 1520.

The answers of Tetzel, of the Universities of Louvain and Paris, of Eck,

Cochkeus and other Catholic controversialists, and the instructions of the

papacy to Aleander and other legates, in reference to the spread of Protes-

tantism and how it was to be met, are given at length
;
and this full state-

ment of the Roman side of the controversy is one of the most instructive

parts of Hergenrother’s book. Here the literature followed is ample, and
the latest writers consulted

;
in fact Jannsen and Ehses, the most unfair of

recent Catholic historians, are followed not only in their facts but also in

their prejudices and misstatements. From this source comes the interpre-

tation of Luther’s wish that Hutten had captured the papal Nuncios

—

“ Utinam .... intercepisset ”—as “ Oh that he had killed them ” (cf. Kost-

lin, Martin Luther
,
I, S. 797). It is the ex parte method of Jannsen which

runs all through the account of the Reformation in England and Switzerland,

and appears in the confused juxtaposition of Lutherans and Communists in

Germany. Instead of recognizing corruption in the Church and explaining

Protestantism as a Reform movement, Hergenrother follows too much the

Ultramontane historians, who fill the early part of the sixteenth century with

incipient reforms within Church lines, and then proceed to treat Protestant-

ism as an iconoclastic revolution which destroyed all these fair beginnings

and hurled Europe into chaos and lawlessness. When the work passes

from the relations of Lutherans and Catholics and proceeds to describe the

differences between Lutherans and Reformed, Germans and Swiss, the

writer’s historic appreciation and power to reproduce with proper perspective

leave still more to be desired. His account of the sacramentarian contro-

versy is neither sympathetic nor just. He finds Luther changing his views

respecting the real presence through jealousy of Carlstadt and Zwingli. On
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the Protestant side of the controversy and respecting Protestant doctrinal

tendencies, Hergenrother has paid little attention to recent Protestant his-

torians. His chief authorities seem to be the somewhat antiquated work of

Schrockh, and the Abriss der Kirchengeschichte by Herzog. The standard

work of Kostlin is very sparingly referred to, and many less prominent writ-

ings are neglected altogether. Our feeling, accordingly, in laying down this

most elaborate of all Homan Catholic Histories of the Reformation, written

by a Cardinal, a Vatican Librarian, a man of such abundant learning that

his book will become a standard work in his Church, is colored by disap-

pointment
;
for with all the information given, there is such a lack of scien-

tific estimate of men and movements, both Catholic and Protestant, such a

passing over of underlying causes and far-reaching tendencies, as leaves the

student bewildered often in the presence of so many actors and events,

unable to see the forest for the trees. We regret to learn of the recent death

of Hergenrother; and cannot but hope that his proposed volume on the

Council of Trent may have been left for posthumous publication ; for in a

book moving entirely upon Catholic ground such a learned Catholic historian

could not fail to enrich our literature with a work of permanent value.

Bellesheim’s History of the Catholic Church of Scotland is concluded in the

present volume, which covers the period from the accession of Charles I to

the restoration of the Scottish hierarchy, A. D. 1625-1878. The translator

calls this “ the darkest and most gloomy epoch ” in the history of Catholicism

in Scotland. It is the age respecting which Protestant historians cease to

be interested in the Catholic Church ; hence the writer, no longer supplied by

the rich historic materials of men like Skene, Forbes, Burton, and other

Scottish antiquarians, becomes more independent, and by his own study of

papal archives has brought to light some new material with which to enrich

his book. In an Appendix of eighty-five pages the chief documents referred

to are printed. They consist chiefly of Reports of Vicars-Apostolic in Scot-

land to the Propaganda in Rome respecting the state of the Church in Xorth

Britain, and so form a basis for the present volume. But with all this docu-

mentary material, in fact with complete information on the subject, it would

be very difficult to make a book of much interest or value on the History of

the Catholic Church in Scotland since the time of Charles I. Xo land in

Europe was more Catholic than Scotland
;
and when the Reformation came

no land so thoroughly shook off the papacy, and so learned to hate the gar-

ments spotted by the flesh. Every one of the 1200 churches here became

Protestant houses of worship ; and, in 1630, when the few surviving Catho-

lics began to get together, they could find only 14,000 communicants, 12,000

of whom were scattered through the islands and glens of the Western High-

lands, held fast by the Gaelic language and traditions, and only 2000 could be

found in the English-speaking part of the country. Scotland as a nation,

with all its political life, its educational development, its social, moral and

religious growth, was Protestant ; hence to write the History of the Catholic

Church in this latter period, is to follow a weak thread of historical conti-

nuity, upon which can be strung only disjointed accounts of local missionary

labors, and the attempts of single men here and there to win single converts

to Romanism, and conduct public worship for groups of Catholics who
seemed in many respects foreigners in their own country. In 1800, there

were only twelve Roman Catholic churches in Scotland, with three bishops

and forty priests. Then came large numbers of Irish immigrants, who
brought the Catholic population, in 1827, up to 70,000, and in 1S90, to the

number 338,643. For a long time the priests in Scotland were missionaries,

supported from Rome, chiefly monks, who labored especially to keep hold of

some noble families that still clung to the ancient faith, and sought, fre-
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quently with success, to win converts from Presbyterian, and especially from
Episcopalian households. Such converts, when preparing for the priesthood,

must study in Rome, or Paris, or Douai, or in Spain ; hence they ever seemed
more or less alien to Scottish life. These foreign influences brought discord-

ant elements into the Church
;
for not a few of the men trained in Paris

imbibed Jansenist views, which led them to form a party in opposition to

the Ultramontane party whose leaders came from Rome In the present

century divisions of another sort have distracted the Church, through the

Irish immigration, and the jealousies that have arisen between the Irish

majority and the Scotch minority in many parishes. Beyond these internal

struggles, Scotch Catholicism was unfortunate both in the friends and the

enemies which it made. Charles II and James II both sought to favor it,

indirectly and directly ; but Charles through his vain effort to force Episco-

palianism upon Scotland led to a national reaction, which smote both Pope
and bishop, and the favor of James involved the Catholics in the dishonor of

his deposition and disgrace. Then came the insurrection under “Bonnie
Prince Charlie,” in 1745, when all the Catholic Highlanders fought and con-

quered at Prestonpans, and fought and suffered hopeless defeat at Culloden.

Attachment to the House of Stuart brought little but sorrow to the Scotch

Catholics.

On the other hand, the legislation of Protestant Scotland was severe and
repressive when dealing with Catholics ; and the burden of this book is to set

forth the hardships of the suffering Church at the hands of Protestants,

heretics and rationalists. Bellesheim quotes especially Chambers’ Domestic

Annals and the well-known works of Lecky and Buckle as his authorities

to show how cruel were the Presbyterians. Catholics, in the seventeenth

century, were frequently obliged to recant or leave the country
;
they were

fined; their meetings forbidden; their property in some cases confiscated;

they were not eligible to office; they were often subject to popular attack.

But even Bellesheim must admit that Protestant voices in increasing number
were raised against these things ; that these early Protestants were but

carrying out what they had learned in the Roman Church; and that the

progress of legislation in Scotland led to full religious liberty for Catholics.

How would the history of the oppressed Protestant minority in Italy, or

Spain, or Austria, compare with that of the suffering Catholics in Scotland ?

This book pleads for toleration
; but elsewhere the writer says that “ the

principle of authority is of the very essence of Catholicism ;
” and we know

that the Inquisition has been a characteristic expression of that authority in

dealing with heretics. It is pretty hard, eyen for a Roman Catholic, to say

that Scotland under Protestantism does not stand in the forefront of intelli-

gent progress in everything that exalts a people
;
yet, following Jannsen and

his school, he here and there repeats the weary platitudes, that Protestantism

in Scotland led to a reaction towards “doubt and infidelity.” It would be

very easy to show that the opposite of this is much nearer the truth, and
that the lands where utter unbelief prevails are those where the Catholic

Church rules. In another connection Bellesheim practically admits this, for

in speaking of the conquests of Napoleon, in Italy, Spain, Belgium, Austria,

he says those nations were “ plunged in the torpor of rationalism and indif-

ference.” The book closes with a chapter on the restoration of the hierarchy

in Scotland, in connection with which the writer once more speaks of the

spread of rationalism and the decay of religion in the land, generalizing from
cases of heresy—Prof. Robertson Smith, Rev. Fergus Ferguson and others

—

and from a speech of a city missionary on the unchurched masses. Prefixed

to this volume is a colored map “illustrating the state of the Church in

1890.” The book is beautifully printed on good paper, and contains an
Index to the whole work.
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The section of Briick’s History of the Catholic Church in the Nineteenth

Century, which falls now for notice, is the second volume of the second part,

the History of the Catholic Church in Germany. The present volume covers

the period from the conclusion of the Concordats (1817), to the Meeting of

Bishops, in Wurzburg, in 1848, aud “ treats of the arrangements made by the

German governments with the papacy for the ordering of Church matters,

the carrying out of these arrangements in details by the contracting parties,

the discussions and conflicts about mixed marriages, also ecclesiastical learn-

ing and the state of Christian living, with its dark and its light sides.”

Nearly half of the volume is taken up with a description of the long struggle

of the Catholic Church in Germany to free herself from the subjection to the

State, which had been forced upon her by a long secularizing process extend-

ing from Frederick the Great to Napoleon Bonaparte. Rationalism, “ Fe-
bronianism,” or the tendency towards creating a free German Church, inde-

pendent of the papacy, Jansenism revived—all these had worked in the

demoralized Catholic communion, and Briick shows by abundant learning,

that the result was deplorable in the eyes of all intelligent observers, whether
Catholic or Protestant. Prussia, Bavaria, and the other States were driven

to seek a restoration of the bishoprics, a demarcation of dioceses, provision

for support of the episcopate, and other measures for the amelioration of

the Church. But all these involved the cooperation of the Pope
;
hence we

are taken through long discussions and series of events which led to Concor-

dats; and then we must hear of many an unworthy act on the part of the

non-Ultramontane German Catholic rulers and Protestants to make the pro-

visions of the Concordats of no effect. In respect of education and
appointment of the clergy, of Church discipline and worship, of religious

instruction and pastoral work, it is clear that the German States interfered

in an oppressive and irritating way with Roman Catholics. We cannot but

sympathize witli the suffering Church
; but at the same time, when we hear

the claim of spiritual freedom made to include both the bishops and their

endowments, both the priests and their living provided by the civil power,

we cannot resist the conviction that the Church could have met the encroach-

ment of the State with much greater success, had she been less desirous of

receiving her daily bread from this secular source. Another element in this

struggle receives frequent illustration—that is the growing conviction that

the Catholic Church received her constitution from God, and that this con-

stitution is an absolute monarchy. Hence when the claim was repeatedly

made for liberty, for the Church to rule her own household in all its rela-

tions, there was involved in this claim the assumption that all civil liberty

based upon popular vote, all laws decided by majorities or by the opinions of

a cabinet, all such sources of authority being essentially republican in charac-

ter, must in their very nature conflict at many points with the Church mon-
archy, and that the only way of peace was for the secular to submit to the

spiritual. This fact helps explain the failure of every Roman Catholic land to

build up strong republican institutions. France, Spain, South America, all

show that absolutism in the Church makes constitutionalism in the State

impossible. Men of piety and deep conviction are in the Church, but the

Church is ecclesiastical Csesarism
;
hence to be free and republican, men

must forsake the Church, and with her, as they suppose, give up religion

also; but those who have given up living faith in God and spiritual convic-

tions, even though they be ready to die for liberty, can never lay the perma-

nent foundations of true national freedom. A similar conflict of theory and

life runs through the Catholic question of marriage, as can be seen in the

section on “Mixed Marriages,” which forms the next subject treated by

Briick (pp. 268-416). At needless length he tells us of the controversies
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between the papacy and the German Governments on the marriage of Prot-

estants and Catholics. The most that the Pope would yield was that the

priest should passively take part at the marriage, favor it enough to make it

legal, but do nothing that would give Church sanction or comfort to the

contracting parties. It is sad to see church officials, every one an unmarried

man, consecrated by the sacrament of celibacy, putting all sorts of difficulties

in the way of men and women seeking to observe another sacrament called

Matrimony. The ideal of Romanism is celibacy for all men, and the intro-

duction of two standards of Christian living, the high and the low, the

married and the unmarried, the priest and the parent, has involved the

Church in hopeless inconsistencies, which find only one of their many illus-

trations in this conflict about mixed marriages. The attempt of a Church,
whose clergy are celibates, to lead family life towards its highest development,

must in the nature of the case prove largely a failure. It sanctions a mixed
marriage, but only on condition that all the children be trained in the Catho-

lic faith. The confused, conflicting history of this matter which inevitably

appears in Germany, and wherever Catholics and other Christians live

together, and the endless make-shifts and exceptions which bishops and
Popes must constantly make, show that the Roman system is condemned at

the bar of experience.

The fourth and fifth sections, which complete this volume, deal with
“ philosophical and theological studies,” and “ religious life.” This part of

the history is of much more interest to the general reader. The seculariza-

tion of the Church after the Napoleonic wars, had greatly crippled educa-

tional institutions
;
with the renewed connection with Rome, theological

seminaries and Catholic Faculties at the Universities were founded, and
those existing made more effective. In Freiburg and Tiibingen especially,

liberal ideas had taken root ; in Breslau the Faculty was for four years with-

out a Professor of Dogmatics, and there was no Professor of Old Testament
Exegesis for ten years. In Bonn rationalism was in the Faculty, and the

views of Hermes provoked much discussion. In gymnasia and common
schools the bishops had only partial oversight of the religious instruction of

their people. Since about 1835, Catholic education in Germany has shown a

very decided advance. It became more scientific, and also more orthodox.

The names of Hug and Scholz, in the New Testament
;
Movers, who gave us

the work on “The Phoenicians;” Windischmann, the Orientalist ; Baader,

the philosopher, whose love of Bohme made him such a sweet mystic ; Gun-
ther, another philosopher, who leaned more on Hegel ; then Alzog, Miihler,

Dollinger and Hefele, historical scholars of European reputation ; and Gorres,

a man of vast lore, an apologist, a patriot, a Churchman—these names, as

recalled in brief biographical outline by Brack, show the extent and charac-

ter of this revival of learning.

In the closing section, on “Christian Life and Worship,” the writer describes

the restoration of monastic orders and changes in Church ritual. He comes
also to speak of the exhibition of the holy coat of Treves, in 1844, and the

criticism of it by Ronge. In all this Briick finds nothing but reverence, zeal

and love of the Church on the side of the Ultramontane party, and thinks

the German Catholic party animated only by rationalism, radicalism, and
that awful complex of modern evil which he calls “Josephism.” But in

this latter party arose the new Darning which lie loves to praise
;
and the

anti-Concordat, anti-Jesuit, Hermesian or Sailer, or whatever name be given

the tendency, was the fruitful source of modern Catholic scholarship in Ger-

many. * Hermes, Dollinger, Staudenmaier, Hirscher, Sengler, Hefele, and

others, all belonged to the German school ; and they opposed at the Univer-

sities of Tiibingen, Giessen and Marburg the Ultramontane tendency which
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sought to put Seminaries in place of University training, and finally killed

out free research by the “ Censur ” of the Jesuits. How one-sided and un-
sympathetic Brack’s whole treatment of these parties is, may be seen by
comparing Xippold’s work, Geschichte des Katliolizismus seit der Restauration

des Papstthums. 1883, pp. 535-737, in which there is some tendency towards
the opposite extreme.

Schwane’s History of Doctrine includes, in this last volume, the period

from the Reformation to the present day. In an Introduction on the state

of the Church and of theology in the early part of the sixteenth century,

he proceeds to give also a brief “History of Church Theology in Recent Times,”
dwelling especially upon theology in Spain, Italy, France and Germany. He
then enters upon his subject proper, which he treats under the four main
divisions of “ The Development of the Doctrine of God in the Post-Trent

Period next “ The History of Christology in Recent Times then “ The
History of Anthropological Teachings on the Original State of Han, Sin,

Grace and Justification, in the Post-Trent Period,” and finally “ The Devel-

opment of the Dogmas which relate to the Rule of Faith, the Church, and
the Sacraments.” His description of the relation of theological science to

Christian doctrines is essentially correct. He finds the substantial elements

of doctrine in divine revelation, and coming from God they are unchange-
able ; but their form and method of statement, varying according to the cir-

cumstances of every age, bear the marks of current theology. Hence every

period must sink itself anew in the revelation of God and reproduce divine

teachings in a way to be intelligible and attractive to its own generation.

Since the Reformation, Catholic theologians have had a threefold mission

;

first, to present Church dogmas in the language of the Revival of Learning

;

next, to teach Catholic doctrines in opposition to Protestantism, especially the

doctrines of the Rule of Faith, Sin and Justification, the Church and Sacra-

ments
;
and finally, since the middle of the eighteenth century, to defend the

very fundamentals of Christianity against all kinds of unbelief and rational-

ism. Respecting the first two main subjects—theology proper and Christol-

ogy—little that is new can be expected in a Roman Catholic history of dogma,
for those doctrines were settled for the Church in the patristic and scholas-

tic periods. The later discussions about God referred chiefly to two lines of

inquiry, that of the divine foreknowledge and of the Scientia media among
the Spanish theologians, and the inquiry into our knowledge of God from
nature and the relation of such knowledge to faith. This last question was
raised by the philosophy of Des Cartes, and was authoritatively settled by the

Vatican Council. Here the Kantian views of Hermes and the Hegelianism

of Giinther were condemned, together with the three chief errors of philos-

ophy, atheism, materialism and pantheism, whether under the form of ema-

nation, evolution or determination. It is held that God can be known in

nature as Creator and end of creation ; hut revelation is indispensable to

full knowledge of God
;

it makes the acquisition of the knowledge of God
easier, gives it greater certainty, and purifies it from errors. Faith is the

means by which the truths of revelation are appropriated by every indivi-

dual. It rests on credible and reasonable things, and yet the enlightening

grace of God must cooperate in an act of faith. True faith is a reception of

revealed truth in the sense held by the infallible Church. As to the relation

of knowledge and faith, the Vatican teaches that reason is the source of the

natural sciences, and when illumined by faith it can also gain a certain

knowledge of revealed truths, and build them into a science, although this

science has other principles and objects than those of natural science. Hu-
man reason can also prove that there is no contradiction between the two
realms of truth, that of science and that of revelation. So reason prepares
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the way for faith by proving its basis of inquiry
;
and then draws from faith

the power to build up a science of theology in the light of faith and in its

own light. As it comprehends revealed truths and explains them and their

relations to natural truths, this reason, thus enlightened by faith, makes prog-

ress in the knowledge of all truth. An important part of the History of Doc-
trine is to trace this progress. Under Cln istology the chief points touched on are

how the incarnation affected the “ Mother of God,” the human knowledge
of Christ, and His mode of existence as a man. The chapter on “ Soteriology ”

discusses the doctrine of the vicarious satisfaction of Christ in the writings of

post-Trent theologians. In opposition to Yasquez and others, who held that

sin is not of infinite demerit, the Church theology taught the deep guilt of

sin in connection with the infinite worth of Christ’s sacrifice. The Thomists

continued to teach that God accepted Christ’s atonement as of infinite

intrinsic merit; while the Scotists still declared that God only graciously

regarded it as sufficient. Coming to Iieformation teachings, Schwane finds

that Protestantism spread so far, because it was in harmony with the ten-

dency of the time; and it has become so strong, because it became allied with

the national governments which laid the foundations of their power in the

sixteenth century. He finds that the tendency of Reformation days was
widespread opposition to the papacy. He calls Luther “ a bold demagogue;”
and actually thinks that if reforms had been granted a little earlier, the

Reformation would not have broken beyond Church control ! In dealing

with the points of difference between Protestant and Tridentine theology, he

repeats what can be found in any Roman Catholic book on symbolics.

Apart from the discussion of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin, the

chief post-Trent controversies had to do with the questions of grace, free

will and predestination. In this movement of thought, in which the Jesuit

theology of Probabilism
,
and with it a crypto-Pelagianism, finally banished

Augustinian theology from the papal Church, and brought the system of

expediency to triumph over Dominicans and Jansenists, Schwane fails to

grasp or does not wish to make prominent the revolutionary character of

the new Catholicism. He explains the Jesuit exaltation of free will as a

reaction, and rightly he thinks, from the views of the Reformers
;
and says

that much of the opposition to the Jesuit theology within the Church sprang

from jealousy. He admits that the later teachings do not agree with those

of Thomas Aquinas, who labored in his day to lead away from Aristotleism,

and back to Augustine, but he says the Jesuits were supplementing certain

one-sided positions of Aquinas! He admits also that Bajanism, the fore-

runner of Jansenism, and Jansenism itself, followed Aquinas in seeking

to restore the theology of Augustine ; but he has no eye, like that of Dollin-

ger, to see how the whole current of the Jesuit theology was sweeping
Church thought away from its ancient moorings (cf. Dollinger, Gescliichte

der Moralstreitigkeiten in der Ii. K. Kirche seit dem 16. Juhr., Bd. i, 1889).

In the last section, on “Ecclesiastics,” a clear account is given of the develop-

ment, under Jesuit guidance, of the doctrine of papal supremacy and infalli-

bility. Here we see in'a very instructive way how Gallicanism, Febronianism

and every other form of national Church life or defense of bishops and Coun-
cils against the Pope, was killed out by the Jesuits, who finally at the Vati-

can Council, in 1870, had the new dogma proclaimed. There seems no more
room for a further History of Dogma in the Roman Church

; it will hence-

forth form part of the biography and decisions of Popes.

The writer of the Recollections of von Dollinger tells us that as she once
read to her learned friend a biography of her father, which she had written,

he remarked :
“ As you closed the reading the sad thought occurred to me,

would that I had somebody belonging to me, who might judge me and my
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work in such a loving way.” To fulfill this wish the little book before us

was written. For nearly twelve years Madame von Kobell, her husband,
and von Dollinger took a walk together every Friday in the English Garden,
in Munich, and out of the conversations of those delightful days come the

charming recollections which are here given to the world. We see the great

scholar in his family circle
;
we visit with him friends in the country

;
we see

in words and in a frontispiece Dollinger in friendly intercourse with Glad-
stone, Lord Acton, the Empress Frederick, and theologians and statesmen
of all parts of Europe; we are present at the “little dinners” which he
loved to have, in his salon girt round with pictures of Bossuet, Fenelon,

Dante, a few landscapes, and a head of Christ. But beyond these rich and
interesting personalia

,
utterances of Dollinger on questions theological and

ecclesiastical are here found which are most suggestive and instructive.

His confession, when he saw the dogma of Infallibility about to be voted, is

touching: “ I feel often in my deepest soul a pang of conscience, because I

have, as a theologian, called much good, set much in my books in the fairest

light, inspired by the honorable desire to exalt religion and the Church
;
and

over many a failing I was silent. By such things I helped to educate the

very clergy who afterwards advocated and received the Infallibility dogma.”
He thought true objectivity the grand desideratum in a historian, and
greatly admired this element in the writings of Ranke. Only in respect to

England and the Jesuits does our chronicler think he was a little partial,

in the one case too favorable, in the other too depreciating. He thought the
“ many Germans wearing spectacles, weak in body, ill-grown, and rude ”

were in sad contrast to the healthy, hearty, manly youths of Britain. He
traced not a little German coarseness to beer drinking and use of tobacco.

Of this last he said, “ it is the ruin of social intercourse and of knightly bear-

ing towards ladies.” Coming to the evils in his own Church, Dollinger

traced perhaps too many of them to the unscrupulous policy of the Jesuits,

who had conquered the papacy, a victory of new theories in both religion and

ethics which he termed “unparalleled in history.” While on a visit to

Home, in 1857, he wras amazed to find a German book placed on the Index

by an official that could not read a line of German, and who judged by a few
passages translated for him into Italian ! The Pope is so in the hands of the

Jesuits “ that he is free to do nothing but pronounce the benediction.” He
urges men to read Pascal’s Letters

,
to see just what Jesuitism is.

As is well known, Dollinger in his earlier works spoke very unfavorably

of the Reformation, and this very year Catholic publishers have been shame-

less enough to republish those writings without a word of explanation.

Here is what the old scholar himself says :
“ I would write very differently

now about Luther, for age teaches a man how to put himself in the place of

another.” lie praises Melancthon also as “a very influential and lovable

man.” But he said he would not like to have lived with the severe Calvin.

A little farther on he quotes the remark of the Nuntius in Paris, after the

massacre of St. Bartholomew :
“ It is truly refreshing, how the Catholics,

with the white cross upon their breasts, rush into the houses and murder the

heretics!” Training in such a school as that was enough to make Calvin

stern and uncompromising. Dollinger blames the clergy entirely for the

Revocation of the Edict of Nantes; and says the suppression of Protestant-

ism in France was a great detriment to Christianity in the land. The
competition of Protestants raised up scholars in the Roman Church ; but the

crippling of the Reformed w'as followed by great decline of learning in the

Church, so that when the Encyclopaedists appeared there were no theologians

fit to cope writh them. It was far different in free England, where the

attacks of the Deists called forth replies from historians and theologians,
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who far excelled the unbelievers in both learning and ability. This little

work closes with extracts from Dollinger’s book on Dante, and explains his

great love for the Italian poet from the similarity of the aims of the two men.
Both loved the old Church ;

both followed Beatrice, “ theology, as the living

daughter of Heaven ;
” both labored for reform and pointed towards a hap-

pier future ; both were driven from the Church and died in exile from the

home of other days. The delight which these fragmentary recollections of

Dollinger have given, encourages us to hope that some competent heart and
hand may soon give us a complete biography of the man who stands for the

glory and the shame of the Catholic Church in our century.

The new edition of The Pope and the Council by Dollinger, which he
regarded as the most important of his books, has been prepared at the

author’s request by his dear friend, Prof. Friedrich, his fellow-laborer in the

old Catholic movement, the brother priest who gave him the last comforts of

religion on his death bed. In this work Dollinger says :
“ The attempt has

been made for the first time to give a history of the hypothesis of papal

infallibility, from its first beginnings to the close of the sixteenth century,

when it appears complete.” Ho man living was so well qualified to write

such a book, and the new edition will be welcome to many who learned to

their regret that it was out of print. Written under great pressure and in

haste near the time of the Vatican Council, a few incorrectnesses had crept

in
;
and the references to sources and authorities were sparingly given. All

this is provided for in the new edition, in which to the 300 pages of the origi-

nal work, Friedrich has added 244 pages of most valuable notes. In these he
confirms the statements of the text, and meets the attacks upon the book,
especially the Anti-Janus of Hergenrother, with wide information and keen
polemic. We have here a handbook on the subject of the papacy which no
advanced student, no teacher of Church history can afford to do without.

Chicago. Hugh M. Scott.

History of Cocceianism. A Study in the Past of Protestant Theology.

(In Hungarian). By Eugene ZovXnyi, Privatdocent at Klausenburg.

Budapest, 1890. 8vo, pp. 176.

The author returns thanks in his Preface to the Utrecht Professor, J. J.

P. Valeton, for substantial help accorded to him in his work. And the book
predominantly draws upon Dutch sources. Along with a sharp condemna-
tory tone against all opponents of emotionalism, it makes use of especially

harsh language against the orthodoxy of all times. After an Introduction

which carries us from the Keformers to the Protestant scholastics, the author

treats, pp. 20-47, the doctrines and theological system of Cocceius
; pp. 47-73,

the struggles of Cocceianism in the Netherlands
; pp. 73-103, the Cocceianist

theologians of the Netherlands
; pp. 103-114, the doctrines of Cocceius among

the German Protestants; pp. 114-175 (which is of the greatest interest for

Hungarians), the effect of Cocceianism upon the Hungarian Reformed.

Hungarian students were being trained in ever greater numbers in foreign

universities, and in the seventeenth century the attractions of Holland were
predominant, and in Holland especially the learned and popular Cocceius.

The working of his influence shows itself as early as 1652 in one of the dis-

sertations held under his Presidency, u de justificatione.'
n Paul Kalmar on

that occasion declared that in the Old Testament there was only paresis
,

while only in the New Testament were aphesis and dikaiosis given.

Another of his pupils, Andreas Tarpai, after returning to Hungary, carried

on a correspondence with him, and sought instruction from him in 1655 as

to the Sabbath rest, which Cocceius willingly granted him. Soon afterwards

t
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he had to enforce upon his former pupil, David Szentgyocgyi, whose con-

science had become troubled, that Sunday is no doubt of apostolic origin

and rests on Christ, but by no means binds us to rest from all work. On the

ground of these instances the author feels justified in saying :
“ No doubt

not only these Hungarian theologians, but also many others adopted, some,

special views of Cocceius, some, his system in general, or at least its sub-

stance.” This would indeed follow from the polemics of Hungarian theo-

logians against Cocceianism. A dissertation by Stefan Eszeki in 1665,

which Cocceius felt bound to answer, is not to the point
;

it is an academic

exercise assigned by Yoetius; and the student himself soon afterwards went
to Leyden. A treatise by George Martonfalvi, Professor at Debreczen, who
was famous for being “ inter theologos Hungarise aquila, severus pietatis

exactor, doctrina et vita theologus,” is, however, of significance : its title is,

Orthodoxa diatribe de hodierna famosa peccatorum paresi et apliesi
,
seu piorum

V. T. plenissima peccatorum remissione, and it was published in 1673 in four-

teen quarto sheets. It gave a forcible warning against the teachings of Coc-

ceius, by which Socinian, Lutheran and Romish errors were being smuggled

into the Church. There are only occasional references to Cocceian errors in

the writings of other theologians. Only in “ The Seven Mountains ” was
there a real conflict against Cocceianism. In 1671, Martin Dezsi, who had
completed his studies at Leyden and had even lived in Cocceius’ house, was
called to the Professorship of Theology at Enyed. It was not long, however,

before his removal was demanded by the pastors because of his too zealous

propaganda for Cocceianism. The agitation was also directed against his

colleague, Paul Csernatoni, who taught the Cartesian philosophy, as also

against Stefan Patak, Professor of Theology at Klausenburg. The merit of

the opposition belongs, however, to Hungarian theologians, the professors

driven away from Patak, John Posahazi and Michael Buzinkai, to whom
the learned and skillful court preacher of Prince Apafi, Michael Tafeus

joined himself. The Prince called a Synod at Radnoth, before w'hich, on

June 16, 1673, the accused had to answer. The result was a threat of dis-

missal from office if the objectionable teachings were further spread; the

bishops and curators were enjoined at the same time to a more energetic

exercise of their official duties, and to an immediate removal of the sus-

pected. Our author looks upon this conclusion as the defeat of the orthodox.

More radical action could no doubt have been taken. In 1685, Posahazi was

led to print the following treatise at Klausenburg (five sheets 4to) : Syllabus

assertionum
,
thesium et hypothesium illarum (emultis ) quibus neoterici quidam

theologi et philosophi hoc tempore in Belgio, Hungaria, et Transsylvania
,

scholas et ecclesias turbant , ex propriis ipsorum scriptis collectus, cum sue-

cincta ad Mas animadversione. Dezsi did not delay answering it. And
with this, the literary contest ended. As well in Hungary as in the Seven

Mountains, orthodoxy was strong enough to ward off all attacks. The
influence of Cocceianism showed itself most powerfully in the sphere of exe-

gesis. In the sphere of dogmatics, it could not come to rule, as here an

impassable wall stood opposite to it in the doctrine of predestination; and

only where this doctrine had become weak in the consciousness of the

Reformed did Cocceianism press into the centre of the fortress, under the

mantle of Pietism. Zovanyi’s work would be much more praiseworthy if

the author had been a little more modest in passing judgment upon, and had

taken a little more pains to understand, the Reformed dogmatics.

Uj-Sove, Hungary. Alexander Venetianer.
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Austin Phelps. A Memoir. By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. New
York : Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1891. 8vo, pp. 281.

My Note Book. Fragmentary Studies in Theology and Subjects Adjacent

Thereto. By Austin Phelps, D.D., LL.D. New York: Charles

Scribner’s Sons, 1891. 12mo, pp. 324.

The Still Hour
;
or, Communion with God. By Austin Phelps,

Professor, etc. Boston : D. Lothrop Company. 16mo, pp. 143.

This memorial is an exceedingly interesting and in some respects excellent

contribution towards the fuller and more satisfying future biography of our

beloved and revered teacher and friend. Somethings in it are exquisite. The
conception and much of the material and treatment of it could come only from

within the home circle. The proportion given to its parts, and the tenderly

and lovingly apologetic tone often characterizing it, tell of the knowledge,

the sympathies, the solicitude of those to whom he was precious. Coming
from the hand that wrote it, it could not be a broadly and fairly objective

portraiture even of its noble subject. Some of the finest qualities of the

father, the scrupulously considerate and just and judicial character of the

man, were not inherited fully by the biographer. If the temper described

(on p. 156) as characterizing his outspoken part in the “ theological war ” of

recent years at Andover had shaped her description of his attitude in the

earlier conflict between old school and new school, there would have been no
compromising or obscuring of his real and very pronounced views, while a

few such phrases as “ theological contortions,” “ ungodlike God,” “ dog-

matic horror never dogged us,” etc. (p. 154), would have been eliminated.

No man could express more incisively his views of truth, or his estimate of

men and things
;
and the terse and strong expression was the more telling,

because he was not wrestling with the poverty of language to reach a rhe-

torical effect, but with subtle temptations to be unfair to those whom he must
oppose with all the energy of his convictions.

Our personal contact with Prof. Phelps began at the opening of our semi-

nary life, in the second year of his official connection with Andover. He had
come in his early manhood from his six years’ pastorate in Boston. He was
not yet thirty. There were nearly or quite a score of men in his first classes

who were older than himself. He commanded at once the respect and con-

fidence which were due to his unusual powers, his extraordinary maturity, his

thorough sympathy with young men in their early efforts to learn how to

preach, his wisdom and skill in teaching and guiding them. However little

might be left of one’s first crude venture, his instructor’s criticism never vio-

lated the self-respect of one who had tried to do his best, while the probe went
to the bottom of faults and needs, small and great. One of our most valued

relics from those days is the penciled memorandum of his thorough criticism

upon the only sermon which we had occasion to submit to him. Prof. Park
is quoted (p. 63 of the Memoir) as referring to his colleague’s “discipline in

studying the materials for The Sabbath Hymn Book ” (this was issued in the

autumn of 1858) as having “ led him to place a lower value than formerly

on the Latinisms of an English sermon, and a higher value than formerly on
its Saxon idioms.” We can bear witness that five years before this time he
had turned a very keen and helpful glance in the same direction, and advised

this tonic for a style that needed it.

While Prof. Phelps was thus painstaking and unwearied in his labor upon
individual students, there was no limit to the work which he put into his

lectures. The spirit which prompted him to write a series of newspaper arti-

cles on Creeds “ three times over, lest I should say some unwise things ”

(p. 220), led to a constant revision and rewriting of his lectures, that he might
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give each class the best that was then at his command. His quick and mas-
terly reconstruction of a sermon, showing what might be done with a text or

a theme, supplied his pupils with object lessons of the greatest value.

His heart was in the preacher's work. He left the pastorate for the pro-

fessorship only in deference to the judgment of others, and gave up at last,

under the pressure of the sternest necessity, the hope that he might preach

again to a people of his own, with some of his most useful and happy days be-

fore him. There were but few years of the thirty-one that measured his pro-

fessional term in which he enjoyed good health. A terrible insomnia de-

pressed and crippled him more or less after the first ten years, and rendered

most of his life miserable after he reached the age of forty. Nearly all the

literary work with which his name is associated, was done in the last ten years

of his life after he became Professor emeritus. The volumes of miscellanies

then published, with the substance of his lectures, garnered up much of the

ripest and choicest thinking of his life.

The memoir before us is most successful and most valuable on the private

and personal side. Its greatest lack is that it gives no analytic and adequate

presentation of the powers and qualities which made him the preacher and
teacher that he was. In the judgment of many of his pupils, from the earliest

to the latest years, he had as a preacher no superior in the American pulpit,

and a very large public agreed with them. No other chair than that of

homiletics, however strongly urged upon him, had any attraction for him
; no

other than this could have drawn him away from a pulpit and a congregation

that were his. His memoir tells us to what extent he did all his later work
under a sense of the sacrifice he made and the loss he suffered when he be-

came only a professor.

The last third of the volume, which is devoted to selections from his letters,

is peculiarly rich. Much comes to view in some of these fragments that no
biographer could bring out so well, if at all. The whole memoir, like his

wrhole life, magnifies the ministry, the preacher’s office, the worth of mind
and cultivated mind in this high calling; no “ doing good,” at sewing circles

and the like, could fit men for it. In a very interesting letter to Dr. Eay
Palmer, he gives expression to his sense of the low, personal, selfish con-

siderations that so often not only beset but master the path to the ministry,

and the ministry itself. He always emphasized the home-missionary work

and the home-missionary spirit. He valued Church life. Beyond the evil

theological drift of the passing days he saw a coming reaction (p. 190).

The manuscript of his Note-Book reached his publishers just before his

death in October, 1890. Like the similar volumes of collected papers which

preceded it, it contains some of the most characteristic and valuable things

that he ever wrote, most serious and elevated in their theme, strongest in

their thought, and most powerful in the putting of them. Part of the material

had been accumulating in his note-books, while other parts had been used

before and more or less wrought over. Some of his favorite subjects, like the

discipline of suffering, the silence and non-interventions of God, are treated

with great power. For popular effect, his Still Hour is the best known and

most highly valued of all his writings. If a circulation of two hundred

thousand copies and translations into five other languages meant anything he

had cause for gratitude, and at the same time warrant for his unwillingness

in this last edition (the Preface of which is dated the month of his death) to

make any change beyond the addition of a brief chapter to supply a want

which had been suggested, and which he recognized as real. It is a wonderful

exhibition of communion with God. At the same time it reflects both the

spiritual attainments and the temperament of the man.

Princeton. Charles A. Aiken.
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Select Writings and Letters of Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria. Edited

with Prolegomena, Indices and Tables. By Archibald Robertson, Principal

of Bishop Hatfield’s Hall, Durham, late Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford.

[Yol. iv in the “Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the

Christian Church.” Second Series.] Pp. xci,605. (New York : The Chris-

tian Literature Company, 1892.) This volume contains in translation all of the

theological and controversial writings of Athanasius, except the Ad Serapi-

onem and the Contra Apollinarium, both undoubtedly genuine, and two
other works, which, though included by Migne in his collection of Athanasius’

works, are not Athanasian, viz., the Interpretatio Symboii and the De Incar-

natione Verhi Dei. It does not include any of the exegetical works of

Athanasius, not even the Ad Marcellinum, a treatise on the proper use of

the Psalter rather than an exegesis of the Psalms, and therefore more prop-

erly a theological essay on hermeneutics than an exegetical work. The
apparatus collected by Principal Robertson is both full and satisfactory. It

consists of ninety-one pages of Prolegomena, including chapters on the life

of Athanasius, with an account of Arianism ;
on his writings and character

;

on his theology
;
chronological discussions and tables and literature. Besides

the Prolegomena each special treatise is preceded by a special introduction

and the most important are elucidated by excursus and appendices, all of

which amount to over one hundred pages. To these are added, at the end,

twenty-two pages of indices, also full and satisfactory. The edition is based

on older translations by the Rev. M. Atkinson, Cardinal Newman and the

Rev. H. Ellersliaw, but these are carefully revised and the notes, which in

the earlier edition were mostly by Cardinal Newman, are amended and in-

creased in number. Everywhere the editor seems to be alert to avail himself

of the work of his predecessors, but at the same time to improve it and go
beyond it in securing the greatest possible precision of scientific scholarship

and helpfulness to the student who would verify the results for himself. The
chapter on “ Literature ” in the Prolegomena is especially to be commended
as judicious in the selections and adequate without aiming or claiming to be

exhaustive. Absolute exhaustiveness would be worth little if, in order to

attain it, the editor were to enumerate very rare and inaccessible sources,

most of which are duplicated by fuller and better ones near at hand. Other
attractive features of the work are its clear outlines of the contents of the

original matter, its extreme accuracy and minuteness in chronology, and its

freedom from bias of any sort. The importance of Athanasius in the crisis

of the Church during the fourth century was evidently before the mind of

Principal Robertson in preparing this edition. While he is free from the old

presupposition that all who differed from Athanasius during his age were
heretical and evil in all their ways, he does not in the least show a tendency to

minimize the greatness of the man or the importance of his work. Tertullian

De Pcenitentia
,
De Pudicitia. Herausgegeben von Lie. Erwin Preuschen,

Freiburg i. B., 1891. Pp. viii,96. (New York : B. Westermann&Co.) [Samm-
lung ausgewahlter kirchen- und dogmengeschichtlicher Quellenschriften,

herausgegeben unter Leitungvon Prof. Dr. G. Kruger. Zweites Heft.]

Tertullian De prcescriptione hcereticorum. Herausgegeben von Lie. Erwin
Preuschen, Freiburg i. B., 1892. Pp. xi, 48. (New York : B. Westermann &
Co.) [In the same series as above. Drittes Ileft.] These editions will make
Tertullian accessible for the study of historical method as Kruger’s edition of

the Apologies of Justin Martyr (mentioned in the last number of The Pres-
byterian and Reformed Review) bring within the reach of students the

writings of that early father. The editions are preceded by a duplicate intro-

duction treating of the life and works of Tertullian in a very brief way, which
is followed by a special introduction to the individual works in each

37
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separate volume. There is a brief textual apparatus and the editions are

otherwise equipped for just the work for which they were intended. The
Newly Recovered Apology of Aristides; Its Doctrine and Ethics. With Ex-
tracts from the Translation by Prof. J. Itendel Harris. By Helen B. Harris.

Pp. vii, 114. (London: Hodder & Stoughton.) Mrs. Harris has put into

popular form the pith of this earliest Christian apology, discovered in a

Syriac translation by her husband at the convent of St. Catherine on Mt.

Sinai. The student, of course, will be satisfied with nothing less than the

Cambridge edition by Prof. J. Itendel Harris himself, but there are mauy
whose interest in early Christian literature is quite general ; to such this

edition, containing a large portion of the Apology in extracts, as well as an
introductory account of its recovery and a summary of its teaching in doc-

trine and ethics, will be welcome. Its typographical style and outer dress are

in Hodder and Stoughton’s best form and are calculated to commend it to the

leader. Monk and Knight. An Historical Study in Fiction. By Frank W.
Gunsaulus. Two vols., pp. 365 and 342. (Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Com-
pany, 1891.) The period of the Reformation, including a few years before the

formal opening of the period, furnishes the historical background for this

work of fiction by the brilliant Chicago pastor. The history in it is careful

and exact, but as a work of fiction the study will hardly be found as attract-

ive and read as widely as Charles Reade’s Cloister and Hearth, the main events

of the plot of which are taken from the same general region. The Bishop

Hill Colony. A Religious-Communistic Settlement in Henry County, Illinois.

By Michael A. Mikkelsen, A.M., Fellow in History, Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity. Pp. 81. (Baltimore : The Johns Hopkins Press, 1S92.) [Johns Hop-
kins University Studies in Historical and Political Science, Herbert B.

Adams, Editor. Tenth Series, I.] A very interesting account of an episode

in the early religious history of Illinois—an episode, however, which can-

not be regarded as a mere eddy in the stream of the development of the

State. Its influence, as the author shows clearly, was far-reaching. The
author traces the origin of the colony back to Sweden, where, in the early

part of the present century, a band of devout people under the lead of Eric

Janson organized themselves into a reforming party within the State Church.

Unable to accomplish their object and persecuted by the State Church,

which resented their attempts to reform it, they came, somewhat like the Pil-

grims and Puritans, through much tribulation and suffering, to a country

where they could enjoy liberty in holding and propagating their peculiar doc-

trines. Their chief doctrines were : (1) the use of the Bible pure and simple

for devotional purposes, protesting in this respect against the use of the works

of. Luther, Arndt, Scriver and Xorrburg, which had largely taken the place

of the Bible in devotional use
; (2) the reorganization of the Church as a re-

ligious community in which all property was to be held by all in common ; and

(3) the recognition of Eric Janson and his successors as the impersonation of

Jesus Christ in His second coming. The treatise gives a full account of the

fortunes of this community and the changes gradually effected in the system

as a matter of practical necessity. Church and State in New England. By
Paul E. Lauer, A.M., Fellow in History, Johns Hopkins University. Pp.

106. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1892.) [Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity Studies in Historical and Political Science, Herbert B. Adams,

Editor. Tenth Series, II and III.] Very few even among the better in-

formed realize fully how far it was from the minds of the original settlers of

Hew England to establish the condition of affairs with reference to the rela-

tions of Church and State which now prevails, or how recently tiie.se relations

have been fully established. It is the result, if not the object of Mr. Lauer’s

essay, to clear up this point. The Pilgrims and Puritans took refuge in Hew
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England, not because they were lovers of religious liberty so much as because

they were in the minority in the Old World and chafed under the restraints

imposed on them by a majority who held different views in matters of faith.

It was their intention to establish their views and defend* and maintain them
precisely by the same means as were employed by the dominant governments

in the Old World. Only after a long and naturally painful process, and, as

it were, inch by inch, they gave up first, the idea of a State coextensive at

every point with the Church
;
then the idea of an established Church of the

Congregational form
;
then the idea of a favored Church; and thus reached

the present status. The essay is in an interesting style, though at times its

transitions appear abrupt. The discussion of the “Half-way” Covenant

(p. 5S sq.) should be read in connection with an article on the subject in the

New Englander and Yale Review, February, 1892, by Prof. Williston Walker,
of Hartford. Charles Haddon Spurgeon: Preacher , Author, Philan-

thropist. With Anecdotal Reminiscences. By G. Holden Pike, author of the

Romance of the Streets, etc. Introduction by William Cleaver Wilkin-

son and Concluding Chapters by James G. Fernald. Pp. xiv, 397. (New
York: Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1892.) Charles Haddon Spurgeon.

By Rev. James J. Ellis, author of Marked for Death, Messages of

Christ, etc. Pp. xi, 219. (Chicago: Fleming H. Revell Company.)
Charles H. Spurgeon: His Life and Labors. By George C. Needham,
author of Street Arabs, Father Flynn. With introduction by Rev.

A. J. Gordon, D.D. Pp. xvii, 327. (Boston: Bradley & Woodruff, 1892.)

From the Usher's Desk to the Tabernacle Pulpit. The Life and Labors of

Charles Haddon Spurgeon. By Rev. Robert Schindler, author of North-

eram Hall, etc. Pp. viii, 316. (New York: A. C. Armstrong & Son,

1892.) Life of Charles H. Spurgeon. By Russell II. Conwell. (Phila-

delphia : Edgewood Publishing Company, 1892.) Spurgeon. By Thomas
W. Hanford. (Chicago: Morrill, Higgins & Co., 1892.) A Monograph :

Charles H. Spurgeon, The Puritan Preacher of the Nineteenth Century. By
G. C. Lorimer. (Boston: James II. Earle, 1892.) These are not the only

lives of Spurgeon published since his death on the first day of February,

1892, but perhaps they adequately represent the literature that has been oc-

casioned by that event. This literature owes its existence to a large number
and variety of motives. Spurgeon’s was not a checkered career, full of

adventure, incident and change
;
and interest in the events of his life is not,

therefore, the result merely of natural curiosity, but also springs partly from
gratification at the work be accomplished, partly from a desire to learn the

secret of his success, and partly from the more scientific desire to ascertain

how much of that success was due, under God, to the force of his personal

peculiarities and how much to the strength of the system of thought he be-

lieved and taught. Whether, as Henry Ward Beecher is reported to have
said, he was a great preacher in spite of his Calvinism, or, as he himself

asserted, it was because of it that he was listened to, his personality was cer-

tainly strong. No man could have held the place he occupied for thirty-

eight years, and wielded as much influence, unless he were possessed of a'

many-sided nature
;
and this the many biographies of him, with their various

points of view, enable us to realize to some extent. Mr. Pike’s book prop-

erly lays the weight of emphasis to the work of Spurgeon as a preacher. It

is a plain narrative of facts interspersed and enlivened by striking anecdotes

and reminiscences. Dr. Lorimer dwells on the peculiarity of the type of
preacher to which Spurgeon belonged. Mr. Ellis as a pupil of the great

man’s in the Pastors’ College, naturally makes more of the founding and
management of that institution. Mr. Schindler writes from the point of van-

tage afforded by intimate acquaintance with the family of the subject of his
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biography, and furnishes many facts which will doubtless prove extremely

valuable when the history of the Metropolitan Tabernacle shall be written

without the glow of contemporaneous interest and bias. In fact, each of

the works adds to the totality of the picture, and wTe are glad to have them
all ; and though the prominence of Mr. Spurgeon in the religious wrorld for

the last forty years has acquainted most men of even less than middle life

with the chief events of his life, yet it will not be amiss to go through one
or more of these lives, tracing the ancestry of Spurgeon, his birth at Kel-

vedon in 1834, his early training and scanty opportunity for education, his

precocious entrance on ministerial life in the metropolis at the age of twenty,

his gigantic efforts there resulting in the marvelous wrork of the Tabernacle,

the Pastors’ College, the Oiplianage and the Colportage Society, his personal

habits, his domestic life, his struggle with ill health for years and the circum-

stances of his death at Mentone. As already intimated, however, wre have

here the sources of Spurgeon’s biography rather than the biography itself.

Truman Marcellus Post
, D.D. A Biography, Personal and Literary. By

T. A. Post. Pp. xv, 507. (Boston and Chicago : Congregational Sunday-school

and Publishing Society, 1891.) The life of a typical New Englander, who left

his native hills in Vermont and made his home, first as an educator in Jackson-

ville, 111.
,
founding, in connection with Edward Beecher and others, the Illinois

College, and afterwards as pastor of Congregational churches at Jacksonville

and at St. Louis. There was very much in the early days of the century to

foster and develop the heroic element in the nature of a man like Dr. Post. In

fact, his life falls within what may be called the heroic period in the history of

Illinois—the period preceding the day of railroads, when he had to travel by

canal, steamboat, stagecoach and private carriage in order to go from his

old home in Vermont to his new one in the West, taking five weeks to make
the trip. But there was in the nature of Dr. Post very much of the heroic

element to develop, so that as his environment gave occasion during the days

of the antislavery agitation he took an active and effective part in settling

the question of the exclusion of slavery from the State of his adoption. This

volume tells the remarkable story of his life, giving at the same time

glimpses of the literary ability of the man in extracts from his occasional

addresses and letters.

Chicago. Andrew C. Zenos.

III.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.

Philosophy of Christian Experience. Eight Lectures delivered be-

fore the Ohio Wesleyan University, on the Merrick Foundation. By
Randolph S. Foster. Third Series. New York: Hunt & Eaton;

Cincinnati : Cranston & Stow'e, 1890.

These lectures are an attempt to deal with a subject somewhat new, and

where, it is said, no guide has led the way. The volume purports to be a

Philosophy of Christian Experience, dealing with facts rather than specu-

lations—wjth experimental verities rather than mere dogmas. It professes

to offer the inner experiences of the soul to the examination and explanation

of reason; to deal with purely subjective phenomena ;
to inquire what they

are and how they are to be explained ; to give the what, how and why of

Christian experience. No humble undertaking truly, but one possessed of

deep interest for the thoughtful Christian. The author, on p. 126, says

:

“ These discussions clearly point out the process through which the sold

passes in becoming Christian, and indicate the grounds and significance of
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each successive stage of the process.” The latter part of the volume gives

the subsequent experience of a Christian as the author conceives it to be,

with a hortatory sequel.

By certain stringent definitions our author limits the discussion to the con-

scious experience of a man who accepts the New Testament teaching con-

cerning Christ, and thus necessarily excludes infants, imbeciles and heathen.

These may be saved, but as they have no knowledge of the gospel they can-

not have a consciousness of the facts which our author regards as constitut-

ing Christian experience. We are next informed, in many words, that a

Christian is a self-conscious, intelligent, free, responsible spirit; that he is

conscious of guilt, has an instinctive belief in a God that pardons, and knows
that, on condition of repentance and faith, he will be pardoned through

Christ by the office and work of the Holy Spirit—all of which implies ac-

quaintance with the Bible. These, we are told, are “ indispensable conditions

of Christian experience” (the italics are the author’s) “whether they are

recognized or not.” Next we are told that the experience is colored or con-

ditioned by such facts as these : A spirit is a free, personal, self-determining

power
;

is in a state of probation which tests his ethical quality. Every man
begins existence in an abnormal condition, “estranged from God, dead to

spiritual realities
;
nevertheless he gains more in Christ than he lost in Adam,

so that if the dead sinner yields to the mighty persuasions of God’s love ”

and chooses righteousness, he can “ revolutionize himself,” aud by obedience

secure a fixed ethical character which conditions his salvation. Then follows

a labored vindication of God in view of the fact that He permitted sin, and the

fall of man with its harmful consequences to the unborn descendants of our

sinning first parents. The hapless child of man is represented as “ looking

sovereignty in the face,” and with piteous wail thus arraigning the Most
High :

“ I never had a chance
;
I was sent here maimed—a hopeless cripple,

with impossibility to do otherwise than sin. The blight of another’s sin, not

mine, reached me in the womb ere I was born, and so warped my faculties

that escape from this curse which I now suffer was never in my reach. I am
foredoomed by the sin of another, of which my sins are unfree accidents

,

however they seem to be my free and personal acts.” The theodicy offered

by our author just amounts to this : The moral system is the best possible,

and provides a way of escape for such as are self-determined to righteousness,

and love is an element of God’s nature as well as justice. Next comes the

process by which a dead sinner attains salvation. It is the result of the
“ coaction ” (not in its lexical meaning, but in the sense of acting together)

of the soul and God ;
“ God and man are cofactors ” in salvation. Our author

is sure as to the necessary and essential elements of Christian experience, and
that the order in which he puts them cannot be transposed. These are divine

illumination, conviction, vocation (passively), penitence, faith. “ The faith

act,” we are told, “ is completed by the soul thus moved to trust, volitionally

committing itself to God. It is an act of choice and free, and an utter self-

determination to righteousness.” Pardon follows faith, and is conditioned

by and “ attended with a subjective change in the recipient.” The soul feels

sure that it is pardoned
;
this is the fact of experience. Last of all comes

regeneration. The soul must make itself righteous before this, for “ God
works regeneration only when the soul is in a condition to be the recipient.”

So that while regeneration is the work of the Holy Spirit, “ the work is not

wholly monergistic,” that is, God’s work in the soul. It is as much the

soul’s work as God’s. In it they are cofactors. The next experience is

adoption or sonship. The man becomes a child of God, an heir, and contin-

ues such so long as the experience of regeneration remains a fact. Of this

he is conscious. In the next lecture, it is said that the title of heirship is
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good only if the regenerate man “ do not forfeit it by future unfaithfulness.”

For the Christian is still “ fallable ” (able to fall), and may at any time apos-

tatize and be lost. Perseverance is conditioned by and depends on making
the utmost effort to approach as near as possible to the standard of ideal per-

fection, and on using the means of grace. By so doing “ the perfection of

love,” or entire sanctification, is attainable
; and this is the highest stage of

experience which a Christian can have in this life.

It was scarcely necessary for our author to tell us that his standpoint is

broadly that of Arminian theologians. This is apparent from the painful

iteration with which he emphasizes certain alleged truths, such as, that the

soul, being moral, is a free agent
;

is not coerced in its choice; must forever

be “ fallable ” or capable of apostasy. The fear that the Almighty may, in

His sovereignty, violate morality by overbearing and coercing the will of His
creature haunts our author. To escape the phantom he asserts that God
could not have prevented sin in a moral universe

;
to save His goodness he

limits His power. Quite naturally we find severe denunciation of the “ vicious

theologizing ” known as Calvinism ; “the idea on which it rests is a defama-
tion of God ;” the system is blasphemous, atrocious, infamous. Nevertheless

no sober-minded Calvinist would state more strongly than is here done the

doctrines of innate depravity and misery as the result of Adam’s sin
;
man’s

spiritual deadness and inability to save himself
;
the regenerating power of

God
;
God’s foreknowledge and eternal purpose of redemption ; and the con -

nection between justification and sanctification. Arminiauism is not made
any stronger by the discussion, and certainly Calvinism is not weakened by it.

As a whole, the book is to the careful reader unsatisfactory and disappoint-

ing. Great was the promise; small the performance. The dialectic is

wearisome, prolix, repellent, bristling with postulates, axioms, fundamenta,

laws, etc. At times it is merely the verbose unfolding of an assumed defini-

tion. There is not a little inexcusably loose writing, useless repetition,

involved and confused thinking. Through the volume we meet with loud-

sounding, pretentious phrases, e. g., “the free soul revolutionizing itself;

loss of the equation of power
;
the eternal and unchangeable ethic of the

divine nature,” etc. Abstract ideas and states of mind are personified.

Solecisms and unusual words abound, such as “ volitionating, abnormalcy,

de-ethicalizing, unfree, coaction (cooperation), differentiable, cofactor,

con-reconciliation, technic and ethic (as nouns), triplex,” etc. Why, we ask,

can we not have pure English which a plain man who knows no Greek or

Latin can read ? Are these phrases and strange words used purposely to

perplex and mystify, or are they mere covers for half-thought-out problems ?

These, however, are minor faults. What chiefly offends is the arrogance and

presumption of the argument. The facts and their alleged sequence will both

be questioned. They cannot be accepted as the sufficient data for a philoso-

phy. And when our author, with self-complacent dogmatism, sets up his

standard of ethics as indisputable, summons the Holy One before his bar

(see pp. 81 and seq.), audaciously tries Him by that standard, declares what

is the “ eternal and unchangeable ethic of the divine nature,” that is, what

God must and must not do, and vouchsafes a lame defense for God's righteous

judgment, we are appalled. Well does our author disclaim an appeal from

his philosophy to the Word of God. Very different from his is the theodicy of

Scripture. There God speaks :
“ Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right ?

It is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God, that

showeth mercy. Nay, but, O man, who art thou that repliest against God ?

Shall the thing formed say of Him that formed it, Why hast Thou made me
thus ? Oh, the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and of the knowledge

of God. How unsearchable are Ilis judgments, and his ways past tracing
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out !” All this our philosopher ignores. For him these are not facts condi-

tioning Christian experience. He thinks he has made the mystery of re-

demption plain, and yet he has not attempted to show (to use his own phrase)

the conditioning cause of the fact that, of two men under precisely the same
influences, one determines himself to righteousness and the other to sin.

Nay, he confesses that he cannot lift the veil that hides omnipotent grace

when “ sweetly persuading and enabling us to embrace Jesus Christ as offered

to us in the gospel.” He says :
“ How the Spirit operates (sic) regeneration

in the soul is not given us to know.” Better surely, then, to uncover our

heads and worship before the darkness that hides Jehovah’s work, than at-

tempt to scatter it with the rush light of reason. What we know not now
we may know hereafter. But to all eternity the creature will never be able

to comprehend or explain the counsels and ways of the Most High
;
and to

profess to do so now—to give a philosophy of God—is ignorant presumption.

Dundas, Ont. John Laing.

God Incarnate. By the Right Reverend Hollingworth Tully
Kingdon, D.D., Bishop-Coadjutor of Fredericton, New Brunswick,
Canada. New York: Thomas Whittaker.

This goodly volume constitutes the Bishop Paddock Lectures for 1890.

Delivered under the auspices of the General Theological Seminary of the Pro-

testant Episcopal Church, they probably express the views of a considerable

section of that denomination. The weighty subjects discussed are, “The
Creator,” “ The Creature,” “ The Incarnation,” “ Perfection of Sympathy,”
“ The Atonement,” “The Sacraments,” and “ The Gift of the Holy Ghost.”

The lectures are the work of a devout, earnest and cultured writer, but are not

distinguished for any special force or freshness of thought. The author

appears to desire to maintain a position respectably distant both from Rome
and Geneva, and is very successful in the latter part of the attempt.

The title, “ God Incarnate,” is evidently suggested by the view which the

lecturer entertains of the position and relations of the Incarnation according

to the divine plan. All creation leads up to man, and is, in both its material

and spiritual departments, summed up and recapitulated in him. When God
made man in His image, He made him in the image which the Creator

would assume in “ the fullness of time.” The Incarnation would therefore

have taken place whether man had fallen or not. “ We can understand

why man was of so complex a nature as to ’comprehend in himself an
affinity to each part of creation, that when the loving Creator vouchsafed to

enter into personal conjunction with the common nature of man, He might
be at once in touch with all His creation ” (p. 49). The divine plan has been

carried out undisturbed by the Fall, and the Incarnation, while accomplish-

ing its original design of bringing man, and creation through him, into

touch with God, has also been made the means of saving man from the ruin

wrought by sin. The benefits of Christ’s redemptive work are imparted to

man by means of what the author calls an “ extension of the Incarnation.”

All the topics handled fall, according to this view, naturally enough into

line in virtue of their relation to “ God Incarnate.”

An Incarnation apart from the Fall has not commended itself to the

majority of divines, but the views of the author regarding the deity of

Christ, the Incarnation and the Trinity are, in the main, those which enter

into the faith of the Church Universal. The discussions also on the Atone-
ment and the Fall, though less satisfactory, contain much important truth.

There are, however, features in these lectures which we cannot regard so

favorably. They are very “ churchy ” in matter and tone. The English Bible
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is “ the Bible of the English Church ” (p. 15). The author exhibits a truly

churchly deference to the fathers, especially when their views coincide with

his own ;
and one or two patristic authorities seem to invest rather puerile

opinions with great weight. His views of the Church, while nowhere

defined, are clearly not those of Wickliffe and the Reformers. In its true

idea it is not the entire number of the saved, as embraced in the purpose

of God, but a visible society composed of those who profess the Christian

faith, enjoy the communion of the sacraments and are subject to legiti-

mate pastors. Through this visible organization, with its mixed member-
ship, God’s grace flows. It is not denied that God may in His mercy

bless some who are not connected with this society
;
but they have no prom-

ise of divine grace. All outside are left to God’s uncovenanted mercies.

He informs us that “ it is the universal teaching that the Holy Spirit

is not ‘ given ’ outside of the Church as an indwelling Power ” (p. 194).

He refers to other denominations as “such bodies as have separated them-

selves from the communion of the Church ” (p. 193). He is good enough

indeed to assure us that “the individual members, if they have been baptized,

are so far forth members of the Church. When they seek admission into

the communion of the Church, they are not rebaptized ” (p. 193). This

most charitable concession he fortifies by a quotation from St. Vincent of

Lerins. He might have referred also to the canons of the Council of Trent

which are here quite at one with him.

This author exhibits the usual antipathy of Tractarians and High-Church-

men to Calvinism, and their usual incapacity to understand it or state it

fairly. He classes Calvinists and Mohammedans together (p. 129) in a pas-

sage which probably gives his estimate of the men who penned the Articles

of his own Church. He refers to some “inaccurate theologians,” who
speak of fallen man as “ utterly depraved and incapable of grace.” The

phrase, “ utterly depraved,” we know, and are aware, if the bishop is

not, that it is generally used in a well-defined sense, entirely coincident with

the teachings of the XXXIX Articles
;
but that any class of divines hold that

fallen man is “ incapable of grace ,” is quite new to us, and we suppose must

be held to refer to some recent discovery in Darkest Africa I

In the chapters on the Sacraments and the Gift of the Holy Ghost, the

author diverges widely from what Protestants regard as the teaching of the

Xew Testament. They agree with him “ that the first requisite for the sal-

vation of the individual man is union with God. This can only be through

the Incarnate Lord ” (p. 139). But when he adds, “the initial sacrament

whereby this union is effected is baptism,” we have reached a spot where the

road divides. We are familiar with two views, radically distinct, respecting

the way men are brought into personal union with Christ. Evangelical

Christians hold that the normal method is through a personal acceptance of

Christ by faith—a faith which is itself due to the quickening agency of the

Holy Spirit. Hence the absolute necessity of faith to salvation as empha-

sized in the Xew Testament. It is that which unites us to Christ and makes

us members of His mystical body. The other view, embraced by Roman-

ists, Tractarians and Sacerdotalists generally, is that we have access to

Christ through a mediating Church. By .incorporation into the visible

society which they call the Catholic Church, we are united to Christ;

and this incorporation is effected by means of the sacraments. We are

sorry to observe that on this vital question Bishop Kingdon adopts the

formative principle of sacerdotalism. He knows apparently no channel

on earth through which grace flows, save the sacraments, which he re-

gards as an “extension of the Incarnation.” At His death, Christ de-

scended into the invisible world and preached to the fathers who died
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before His advent; and we are informed, “He regenerated them and
made them partakers of Himself, and this in some mysterious way in con-

nection with His descent into Hades ” (p. 132). “ But for those still in the

body there was a different scheme whereby the Incarnation was extended to

the individual.” “ The Holy Spirit,” he says, “ extends to us the Incarna-

tion through the sacraments ” (p. 189.) The sacraments convey grace inva-

riably, except where some obstacle is interposed by the recipient. We are

regenerated in baptism, which is the initial sacrament by which the Incarna-

sion is extended to us. What precisely the author means by “ the extension

of the Incarnation to us,” he nowhere explains. It is probably one of those

phrases which is most effective where least understood. But he informs us

that Christ “ is in living union with all creation through man’s nature ”

(p. 127). He might have given some hint of what it is which differentiates

his relation to angels and inanimate creation, from His relation to man.
It is evident that this view of the method of our union to Christ allows

no place to faith such as it holds in the New Testament. Indeed, the lec-

turer scarcely seems to know what faith is, or what to do with it. His refer-

ence to it is instructive : “We must ask, as did the first converts, ‘ What
must I do to be saved ? ’ The answer will be the same as ever. The Creator

requires in the first instance the subjection—the willing, free subjection—of

the will of the intelligent agent to His will ” (p. 129). This solitary refer-

ence to such a vital topic suggests two remarks : 1. The answer is neither in

form nor in substance that of the Apostle Paul. Faith may implicate our
entire moral and spiritual nature, but it cannot be correctly described as a

mere subjection of our will to the will of Christ. 2. It seems impossible to

resist the conclusion that the painful incapacity of this “ master of Israel ”

to comprehend the real import of the apostolic answer, is largely due to its

felt incompatibility with the sacramentarianism to which he is wedded.

For when it is perceived that a personal faith in Christ is indissolubly linked

with salvation, the foundation on which the sacramentarian theory rests, is

gone. The sacraments can no longer be regarded as a means essential to our

union with Christ and our salvation through Him, but must take the place

of important duties and privileges enjoined, which loyalty to Christ and a

regard for our highest well-being will not suffer us to overlook.

Toronto. William MacLaren.

Natural Theology. The Gifford Lectures, delivered before the University

of Edinburgh in 1891. By Prof. Sir G. G. Stokes, Bart., M.P. 12mo, pp. viii,

272. (London and Edinburgh : A. Cl Black & Co.
,
1891.) There is something

exceedingly engaging in the simplicity, modesty and sweet reasonableness of

the desultory talks on points in religion and morals, considered from the point

of view of reason, which Sir G. G. Stokes made do duty for the Gilford Lectures

of 1891. The reader feels precisely as if he were sitting at the footstool of some
wise old gentleman, listening with great delight to his garnered wisdom. A
science or any concatenated contribution towards the science of natural

theology, we can scarcely consider this body of pleasant musings ;
but every

serious-minded man will enjoy reading them, and it is far from useless to have

laid before us the opinions which so eminent an investigator in physics and
mathematics has been led to form on so many disputed questions. Take for

example the matter of evolution. Consonant with the general method (or

lack of method) of the book, it comes up repeatedly for consideration.

“ Even supposing the theory to be accepted as accounting for the permanence of more or less

neighboring species, it seems to me inconceivable that it should be competent to bridge over the

interval which separates remote forms ” (p. 43, cf. p. 116). “ There are structures so complex, so

artificial, so eminently (to all appearances at least) having a purpose to serve, that it seems incon-
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ceivable that they could have been built up by a mere selection of haphazard variations from a

type which in consequence of this selection undergoes a slow secular change ” (p. 44). “ The evi-

dence appears to be utterly insufficient to establish, on scientific grounds, the derivation of man
by continuous natural transmutation from some different form of living thing” (p. 73). “On
the whole, the scientific evidence for transmutation, in other words for evolution, as applied to

the origin of man, seems to me, I confess, of the very slenderest kind ” (p. 74, cf. pp. 117, 170).

As to the eye :
“ It seems impossible to regard it as the mere outcome of casual variations taking

place in a vast series of generations, combined with a selective preservation of the more advan-

tageous ” (p. 212).

But Prof. Stokes has in view only the extreme form of the evolutionary

hypothesis, as, e. g., Mr. Darwin taught it; he is careful to warn his readers

against jumping to the other extreme and excluding second causes, as Mr.

Darwin sought to exclude the first cause. The Spirit of Man. An Essay

in Christian Philosophy. By Arthur Chandler, M.A., Rector of Poplar E.,

Bellow and Late Tutor of Brazenose College, Oxford. 12mo, pp. xii, 227.

(London and New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1891.) Mr. Chandler’s

strength lies in the philosophical and sociological sides of his discussion, and

it is a pity that he did not omit his more theological chapters, the thinking in

which is obscure and the theology of which is absurd—from the construction

of the doctrine of the Trinity to that of the doctrine of Redemption (which is

purely gnostic). Nothing can exceed, however, the clearness and force with

which he writes on his proper theme of Christian philosophy. In the first

chapter—on “ Knowledge and Reality ”—although he criticises acutely the

idealism of both Berkeley and T. H. Green, he ends himself in a subtle

idealism ; by the aid of the subjective and objective senses of the word Truth,

identifying knowledge and reality, and making reality itself the product of

sensation interpreted by reason. Knoidedge is no doubt produced by the

interaction of sensation and reason (p. 27) ; and sensation itself is no doubt as

little a copy of outside reality as the spectrum of a star is a copy of its consti-

tution or its motion. Sensation needs interpreting to give knowledge, and

reason is the interpreter. But our confidence in the truth of our interpreted

sensation, i. e., in its conformity to outside reality, is ineradicable : and ac-

cordingly the common-sense view that knowledge is a copy of the real world

outside us, which the author sharply criticises, will always rule. This confi-

dence is resolvable ultimately, no doubt, into our confidence in God as Creator

both of the external world and the perceptive mind
;
and the development of

this idea by Mr. Chandler (p. 33 sq.) is most excellently done, though, of course,

from his idealistic point of view, he can speak of God as Creator of the world

we know only as he creates both the elements (sensation and reason), from

whose interaction the world of truth springs into being. Thus, however, he

develops, even from his point of view, a defense alike of the individuality of

knowledge and of the unity of truth. We do not know where we have read

more strikingly clear and just chapters than those on “ Virtue ” and “ Insti-

tutions,” which close the volume. In the former the perfection of Christian

ethics, in area, object and motive, is set over against the failure of Greek ethics

primarily in area, and the failure of Utilitarian ethics primarily in object.

The Greek recognized the claim only of his fellow-citizen upon him, and

accordingly found virtue consistent with the most cynical immorality and

cold-blooded cruelty towards all others. The Utilitarian loses what he gains

in area by his low idea of the object in view, pleasure :
“ Those to whom duties

are owed are men conceived of as creatures capable of feeling pleasure. Now,
creature capable of feeling pleasure is animal, and thus Bentham’s cele-

brated dictum comes to this : Every man to count as an animal and no man
as more than an animal ” (p. 174). Christian ethics keeps the area universal,

all men; holds the object high, man’s perfection; and rinds the highest

motive, reverence for human personality. The almost equally valuable
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chapter on “ Institutions” takes the broad ground that the whole significance

of institutions depends on their being free associations in order to express ideals

and aspirations and to serve as means for their development. This idea is

logically developed and brightly illustrated from friendly societies and trades

unions, and then applied to the Church. Religious Systems of the World.

A Contribution to the Study of Comparative Religion. A Collection of

Addresses, etc. Second Edition, with several New Articles. 8vo, pp. viii,

824. (London: Swan, Sonnenscliein & Co.
;
New York: Macmillan & Co.,

1892.) A most interesting volume, giving a brief and clear survey of a vast

field—inclusive not only of the various religious systems, but also of the

several Christian denominations. The point of view varies with each address
;

but since, as a rule, an exponent of each type of faith has been entrusted with

its exposition, most of the articles are both sympathetically and intelligently

written. Presbyterianism has found, for example, an admirable expounder
in the Rev. David Fotheringliam, of St. John’s Presbyterian Church, Tot-

tenham. There is an especial timeliness in the words with which he brings

his excellent paper to a close :
“ The members of the Presbyterian Churches

have no need to be ashamed of the faith in which they have been nurtured,

and it is their duty, wherever they go, to hold up its standard and keep its

banners flying.” The point of view of the collection, on the other hand, is dis-

tinctly naturalistic
;

falling in with and seeking to propagate that concep-

tion of the study of comparative religion which confounds all religions together

as alike “ essentially divine,” and judges each “ not by its supposed accordance

with the letter of the Bible, but by its ability to minister to the wants and
fulfill the aspirations of man.” This is only a revival of the eighteenth-century

naturalism
; the old strife between natural and revealed religion is simply

transferred from philosophical to historical ground. No one doubts that

there is a natural religion and a natural theology
;
the question brought to

issue by such teaching is whether a distinctively revealed religion exists, and
whether its peculiar disclosures are necessary to salvation. There is an abund-
ance of the crassest error abroad on this subject, and it begins to look as if the

eighteenth-century battle was to be fought over again. An exception to the

general fairness of the distribution of the lectures is found in the assignment

of the treatment of the religion of Israel to a prepossessed disciple of Well-

liausen and Kuenen, with the result of discrediting its records and thus reduc-

ing its monotheism to “ monolatry.” Vernunft und Offenbarung bei Johann
Gerhard und Melanchtlion. Untersuchung zur Geschichte der altprotes-

tantisclien Theologie. Von Lie. Theol. Ernst Troeltsch, Privatdocent an der

Universitiit Gottingen. 8vo, pp. vi, 213. (Gottingen : Vanderlioeck und Rup-
recht

;
New York : B. Westermann & Co., 1891.) A solid and careful study of

one of the fundamental elements of old Protestant thought, Melanchtlion and
Gerhard being taken as representatives of the older and newer Lutheranism.

The author assumes at the outset, with Gass and against Tholuck, the close

connection between Reformation dogmatic thought and the general scientific

and philosophical outlook of its day ;
and then studies in turn Melanchtliou’s

doctrine of the usics organicus of reason (Realphilosopliie und Formalphilo-

sopliie), and the usus catasceuasticus and anasceuasticus (cognilio Dei

naturalis ), comparing each with the fundamental opinions of the old Prot-

estant, Catholic and new Protestant dogmatics. The inclusion of natural

reason and its deliverances under the category of “ law,” in contrast to the

“gospel,” by the old Protestant thought, has its lessons for to-day, as the

book just reviewed on Religious Systems of the World and its naturalistic pre-

suppositions show us. Over Sixty-six Sacred Rooks. How they came to us

and what they are. A Popular Handbook, etc. Second Edition, with
Analysis and Questions. By Edwin W. Rice, D.D., author of People’s Com-
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mentaries on Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, etc. 12mo, pp. 159. (Phila-

delphia: The American Sunday-school Union [1892]). An admirable little

handbook, likely to supply fully the needs of primary instruction. The first

section, which deals with the texts and versions, is especially praiseworthy and
attains a very high accuracy, barring only such easily corrected peccadillos as

these: p. 58, the report of the old MS. at Damascus was a canard
;
p. 59,

the “ cursives ” are not written in a “ running hand,” but in a later book-

hand. The like may be said for the last section, on the writers and composi-

tion of the books, etc. The intermediate chapter vi, on the Canon, is less

successful, inasmuch as it bases the Canon on “ the general religious con-

sciousness of early Christians” (p. 64), almost on a Canon-making inspiration

of the early Chuch (p. 69). The author has been misled apparently by

Weiss. The truth, of course, is that the Canon was made by the fact that

just these books and no more were given the Church as its authoritative corpus

juris by the apostles, the authoritative founders of the Church. What men have

often misunderstood as evidence of a selecting by the Church after testing, is

simply the historical evidence of the spread of the apostolically given books

over the whole Church. The books were not given in a collection, but one

by one ; and the collection formed itself by the gravitation together of the

books thus given one by one to different sections of the Church. Let any one

search and look : throughout the whole early Church the principle of the

Canon is never fitness to edify, or harmony with the Christian consciousness,

but the historic tradition of apostolic gift. It is doubt of this that makes a

book an antilegomenon
;

it is assurance of this that establishes it in the Canon.

We hope Dr. Rice will rewrite this chapter in this sense, and so render his

excellent little book a perfect handbook for its purpose. The Doctrine of

the Episcopal Church. So far as it is set forth in the Prayer Book. Digested

and Arranged by Henry R. Percival, M.A., Honorary S.T.D., of Nashotah,

Rector of' the Church of the Evangelists, Philadelphia. 12mo, pp. iv, 103.

(New York : G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1892.) The main contents of this book

consists of a catena of sentences from the formularies of the Protestant

Episcopal Church, arranged under rubrics designed to present the doctrinal

system taught in these formularies. Such a catena takes its color, of course,

as much from the arranger as from the materials arranged, unless it is done

with scrupulous inclusion of all the materials furnished by the formularies

and with a careful scientific regard to the historical point of view of the formu-

laries. Dr. Percival, apparently has not been able to escape from his per-

sonal views in his work. Hence we have Confirmation, Penance, Holy Orders,

Matrimony treated as if they were sacraments, no trace of which conception is

discernible in the formularies themselves. Occasionally also a side-note

creeps in which quite reverses the meaning of the text. Thus, e. g., on p. 41,

we read on the side margin, “ Concupiscence has only the nature of sin, and

God hates nothing in the baptized,” as a gloss on Art. x—a gloss which just

reverses its obvious sense. How little completeness has been studied in the

gathering of the material, is at once evident when we mention that fifteen of

the Thirty-nine Articles are not quoted at all. Apart from these drawbacks,

the catena is an instructive one and certainly bears out the contention of the

author that the Episcopal Church has a system of doctrine, and that, we
may add, an evangelical one. A brief Introduction shows beyond contro-

versy that the American Episcopal Church has established and set forth the

Thirty-nine Articles, as well as the Prayer Book, as her doctrine ; and points

out the illegitimacy in that communion of the looser opinions which are now
so often held by the divines of that Church. In an Appendix we have a series

of stimulating brief expositions of the doctrines of Holy Scripture, Christ’s

Human Knowledge, Endless Punishment and the Atonement. A modified
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purgatory is taught (pp. 84, 85): “But it is also true that the Church does not

by any means deny that between the hour of death and the last Judgment
there will be ample opportunities for imperfect souls, unfit for heaven and
the vision of God, to be perfected.” This is somewhat less crass than Dr.

Briggs’ theory and not so strange in an Anglican. The Chalcedonian

Decree. Or Historical Christianity, Misrepresented by Modem Theology,

Confirmed by Modern Science, and Untouched by Modern Criticism. The
First Series of the Charlotte Wood Slocum Lectures. By John Fulton,

D.D., LL.D. 8vo, pp. vii, 213. (New York: Thomas Whittaker, 1892.) Dr.

Fulton appropriately opens the first course of lectures delivered on the foun-

dation endowed by the liberal hand of the late Mrs. Slocum, with a grace-

ful tribute to the memory of the good woman who established it and the

good Bishop in whose memory it was established. The lectures themselves

are most vigorous, attractive and learned. They are full of good things, of

which the following is a fair sample :

“ We often hear men say, ‘ Give us the Christianity of Christ !
’ It is a most just demand. It

represents a lawful and laudable resentment at the endless additions to the Christianity of

Christ by which the Gospel has been obscured and Christ Himself has been hidden behind a

mass of vain inventions. By all means let us have the Christianity of Christ and nothing else

than that. But let us have the whole of it ! Let us have all that the Apostles remembered and
the Evangelists recorded

;
and let us have the deep meaning of it all, the fullness of the truth

of it, which the Holy Spirit revealed to them ” (p. 65).

We cannot resist the temptation to put by the side of this altogether admir-

able passage, certain even more admirable words, similar and yet deeper, of

Dr. C. Wistar Hodge :

“ There is no use in these days for men of light and easy temper, who make up their judgment
hastily on the most vital questions, or who like to be in advance of all changes and easily

renounce the most sacred heritages. Men should be sober and thoughtful. They should be stu-

dents of history
;
they should be prayerful students of the Bible. Change is not necessarily

advance. The majestic testimony of the Church in all time is that its advances in spiritual life

have always been towards and not away from the Bible, and in proportion to its reverence for

and power of realizing in practical life the revealed Word. The watchword of the modern
school is on every hand :

‘ Back to Christ.’ Surely we say ‘Amen.’ From every department of

thought or life let us go back to Christ. But it is one thing to realize afresh the life and teach-

ing of Christ in the historic spirit in relation to what is to come, as the germinal planting of a

future harvest of life and doctrine
;

it is a very different thing to go back to Christ by the rejec-

tion of all subsequent revelation which is based on His authority and is the living development

of His teaching. They tell us that it is not the Christ of the creeds. The Church has lost the

spirit of Christ, because she has attended to the doctrine about Him
;
confining in scholastic

forms its conceptions, disputing about consubstantiality and person and nature and satisfaction

to justice, and losing the living pulse of sympathy and love and practical life in her teaching.

So far as the Church has sacrificed life to mere theological science, it is to be repented and
amended. But when the process of generalization and definition and coordination of Scrip-

ture fact is sneered at, the charge is simple puerility
;
and when the assertion is made that

logical definition has interfered with reverential love and obedience, it is a reckless slauder of

the Spirit-led history of the Church of Christ.”

As we torn over Dr. Fulton’s brilliant pages, and are drawn to him by the

richness of his thought and of that spiritual life beneath the thought, to

which they bear witness, we are seized with deep regret that such a thinker

could not have escaped the faults which Dr. Hodge here uncovers. The
object of these lectures is to identify Christianity with the Nicene formula,

to insist that this is all of Christianity which needs defending, and (we regret

to add) to inveigh in rather unmeasured terms against whatever has been

the outcome of “ the Spirit-led history of the Church of Christ ” since the

fourth century in the way of “coordination of Scriptural fact ” and logical

definition of Christian truth. Thus Dr. Fulton rejoices in a Christianity

unassailable by false science or false criticism, only because he proclaims a

Christianity so meagre in positive doctrinal content that one may deny nearly
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even thing Christ revealed and the apostles taught, and not run athwart it.

He himself severely condemns “ the pretended apologist who takes away one

fragment of the faith itself, under the pretext of removing difficulties,” as

“no apologist but an assailant in disguise ” (p. 128). But if the Scriptures

of God given by the apostles as the authoritative agents of Christ, are the

ultimate standards of truth, and not only the Xicene Creed validated by
common consent, we fear he has fallen many times over under his own con-

demnation. The vigor with which he excludes from the Christianity which

he will defend, all doctrines not explicitly controverted, and therefore expli-

citly defined in answer to controversy, in the first four centuries, is matched
only by the violence of his attack on the rest of the deposit of the faith. His

language as to verbal inspiration can scarcely elsewhere be paralleled in

harsh misrepresentation. That as to Calvinism is as bad :
“ Xow I have not

the slightest hesitation in saying that if this doctrine were any part of Chris-

tianity, I should renounce Christianity forthwith as immensely worse than

atheism. It is better not to believe in God, than to believe Him to be incon-

ceivably and capriciously malignant ; better a thousand times to embrace

agnosticism than to believe God to be an almighty demon ” (pp. 108, 109). It

is true that the picture of Calvinism on which this sentence is passed, is a

grossly caricatured picture ; but it is dreadfully evident that it is not the

caricaturing features but the essential contents of the formulated truth

itself which arouses in Dr. Fulton this unmeasured and atrocious abuse of

what is not only, as he recognizes, the faith of “ millions of Christian peo-

ple,” but also, as his eyes are holden that he does not recognize, the

revealed truth of God. We turn back sadly to the opening of the pre-

ceding lecture and read with new appreciation these noble words :
“ It is one

of the horrors of religious controversy that it casts out charity The
charity which tliinketh no evil is forgotten, because it is necessary to think

evil and to say evil in order to discredit the adversary ” (p. 71), and much
more to the same high effect. Alas, that such forgetfulness need come so

soon! These finely phrased and well-studied lectures may bring us, thus,

many important lessons. They may teach us, for example, precisely what those

mean who speak of the Xicene Creed as “ a sufficient statement of Christian

doctrine.” They may teach us what union on that basis would mean,

as to harmony of faith and the exercise of charity. They may teach

us what hope there is of reconciling men who think and speak thus, to

our most dintinguishing doctrines, merely by attempting to state these

same doctrines in milder language. They may teach us our duty untir-

ingly to instruct a world, so fatally misled in Christian knowledge and in

Christian charity alike, in the truth which has been committed to us.

The Church and Her Doctrine. By the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Syd-

ney, the Rev. C. II. Waller, M.A.. the Rev. Edward Hoare, M.A., Hon.

Canon of Canterbury, the Rev. R. B. Girdlestone, M.A., Hon. Canon of

Christ Church, the Rev. Sir Emilius Laurie, B.D., the Right Rev. the Lord

Bishop of Ossory, the Rev. II. C. G. Moule, M. A., the Rev. Henry Wace,

D.D., Prebendary of St. Paul’s Cathedral. 12mo, pp. 309. (London : James

Xisbet & Co. ;
Xew York: The Christian Literature Co., 1892.) This vol-

ume of papers, setting forth the doctrine of the Church of England, in

Bishop Kerr’s words, “ as it stands distinguished from all Papal and Puritan

innovations and as it adheres to the doctrines of the cross,” must needs be

looked upon as a sort of manifesto of the Evangelical wing of the English

Church. As such it is brought into an unfair comparison with Lux Mundi—
unfair inasmuch as the present essays are not, as the others were, elaborate

studies addressed to the learned, but plain and brief expositions of doctrine

designed for the instruction of the simple. The only paper in the volume of
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length and elaboration sufficient to bring it into any sort of comparison
with those of Lux Mundi, Dr. Wace’s paper on “ The Church,” will not

suffer in the comparison. Dr. Wace takes his position with clearness and
force on the Protestant doctrine of the Church, as primarily invisible and
only secondarily visible, and decides in the Protestant sense the crucial

question as to whether Christ instituted an external society for His followers

to belong to as the means of belonging to Him, or rather unites men to Kim
by the Spirit and, as a consequence of this union, incites them to seek union
with each other. “ True believers in Christ,” he says (p. 256), “ as long as

they are in the flesh, are visible, and are required by Christ’s ordinances to

maintain the closest possible visible unity with each other. For the pur-

poses of this unity, the Lord has established the ministry of the Word and
the Sacraments.” On the organization, which is “ necessary to the due con-

stitution of the Church ” (not to its existence), he stands upon Anglican
ground, unreasonably and un-Scripturally as we think. Principal Moule
gives, under the title of “ I Come,” one of his richly Scriptural, exegetical

and dogmatic studies. The other contributions are slighter, but all of them
breathe a noble spirit, and all teach the truth of God as to the chief revealed

doctrines of our holy religion. We note both Principal Moule and Principal

Waller adverting with just indignation to the current attempt to hide a

refusal of the Lord’s guidance under a kenotic doctrine of His person. “ I

cannot find words to express the repugnance and the indignation,” says the

latter, “ with which I regard the revival of that doctrine, call it kenosis or

what not, which holds that our Lord in His relation to the Old Testament
Scripture was as other men were, neither more accurate nor better informed.

What, then, did He mean by His saying, ‘ I am the truth ?’ ” (p. 60.) And
the former, after an exposition of the matter marked by his accustomed
gentleness and acumen, adds :

“ But one thing I may at least say here : that

it is a grave mistake to class under the idea of a willing Humiliation such a

voluntary acceptance of the capacity to be mistaken—and to mislead. To
submit, in His divine surrender, to the necessities of weakness and grief,

and even to consent to the abnegation of a present consciousness of omnisci-

ence, is one thing
;
but it is a far different thing where the Lord is conceived

as consenting not to know when He was or was not mistaken as a Teacher.

Such a consent, if conceivable, would fall under a very different head of

thought from that of a holy Humiliation ” (pp. 202, 203). We rejoice to know
that there is such a vigorous body of advocates of evangelical truth in the

Church of England as these eight good men. May their tribe increase !

Not on Calvary. A Layman’s Plea for Mediation in the Temptation in the

Wilderness. 12mo,pp. 46. (New York : Charles T. Dillingham & Co., 1892.)

A painful little book pitifully innocent of the first principles of Christian

theology and pitifully the prey of the crassest rationalism in method and
result. The author refuses the guidance of the prophets and apostles

(p. 26 S7O, and looks for a “ faith unclouded by mystery ” (p. 30) to arise as

the discovery of some spiritual Edison, an “ interpreter with clear insight ”

who shall “voice the deeper truths which are seeking expression ” in these

better times of “truer, lovlier, more consistent recognition of God’s love.”

Having thus cast off the authority of the apostles, it was hardly ingen-

uous to prefix this note, for the benefit of possible reviewers : “For the sake of
brevity this defense is limited to the words of the Lord and the history of

His life. Consequently a fair criticism will be within the same limits.” But
what does one who discredits the reports of the apostles know of “ the

words of the Lord and the history of His life?” Have we accounts of

them from other than apostolic hands, receivable on other than apostolic

credit? And does our Lord, less than His apostles, teach that His work
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consisted in giving His life as a ransom for many ? in shedding His blood of

the new covenant for many for the remission of sins ? in giving His flesh for

the life of the world ? And what does this spiritual Edison invent for us as

a substitute for redemption by our Lord’s death on the cross ? Only some
sad incoherency of redemption by his subjection to the power of Satan, in

the wilderness and throughout life, culminating in a Satan-inflicted, humil-

iating death. One is painfully conscious as he reads, that a little more
knowledge might have saved the author from much of his difficulty. He
labors to prove that death and suffering are Satan-inflicted. Who doubts it ?

The sad tiling is that the author is thereby led to deny that they are God-
sent. Did he never read Job ? or the twelfth chapter of 2 Corinthians ?

So, much of his central contention rests on a strenuous effort to prove that

Christ's life, temptations and sufferings, and not merely His act of death

on the cross, were redemptive. Who doubts it ? Did he never hear of the

active and passive obedience of Christ, of His probation-keeping and pen-

alty-paying, united in inseparable union through all His life and death ?

But after all, we are sorrowfully bound to confess, his difficulty lies deeper

than mere ignorance. It is the old trouble of the offense of the cross.

Die falschmunzerische Theologie Albrecht Ritschls und die christliclie Wahr-
heit. Allen Christglaubigen gewidmet durch Johannes Claravallen sis. 12mo,

pp. 200. (Giitersloli : C. Bertelsmann, 1891.) A thoroughgoing arraign-

ment of Bitschlism as a “ counterfeit theology ” which deserves at the best

only the name of “a theologie” or “a theologistic.” Even Lipsius, we
are told, “although a Rationalist of the purest water,” calls Ritschlism

“formal Positivism” and “material Rationalism,” while it is in truth

partly Pantheistic but chiefly Deistic Rationalism, and altogether counterfeit

in expression and conception. The language is strong
;
but the subject per-

haps deserves it and the pamphlet does not lack in searching method.

Tlieologisclie Briefe der Professoren Delitzsch und v. Hofmann. Herausge-

geben, bevorwortet und mit Registern verselien, von D. Wilhelm Yolck,

ordentlichem Professor der Theologie an der Universitat in Dorpat. 8vo, pp.

xiii, 233. (Leipzig: J. C. Hinriclis’sche Buchhandlung
;
New York: B.

Westermann & Co., 1891.) This model of theological correspondence was
held at Delitzsch ’s instance with his colleague at Erlangen, between 1859 and

1863. Just before his death, Delitzsch prepared it for the press by exscinding

all his owrn allusions to living theologians, and making corrections here and

there in his letters. After his death, it was placed in the hands of Prof.

Yolck, for publication. The letters are full of interesting personal details,

as, for example, Hofmann’s account of his philosophical education and his

only curious or actually bored attendance on the lectures of Hegel, Marhei-

neke and Schleiermaclier. They also exhibit the peculiarities of their

writers, Hofmann’s objectivity and dialectic sharpness, Delitzsch ’s dreamy

mysticism—distinguishing characteristics which give Delitzsch’s letters the

outward appearance of relative gentleness. The chief subject treated in

them is the descensus Christi ad inferos. In regard to this, Hofmann pos-

sessed clear and correct views; while Delitzsch is mystical, shadowy, wrong.

It is astonishing how confused so great a scholar could remain—confounding

the progress of doctrine from the Old Testament to the New with a change in

the condition of souls after death, and consequently immersing himself in a

maze of difficulties with the plainest Scriptures. One would think that the

impossibility of reconciling Acts ii. 24 wTith Luke xxiii. 43 on his confused

theory, wmuld have opened his eyes to the fact that the assertion that men
are “in the pains or bonds of death” is not inconsistent with saying that

they are in heaven—in Old Testament or in New. But it did not. Nor
could Hofmann bring him to his own right and strongly argued view of
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1 Peter iii. 18 sq., as referring to a preaching of the unincarnated Mediator

in the days of the flood. On Delitzsch’s view (which made Christ preach in

Hades), Hofmann strikingly insists that Peter would be made to represent the

disobedience of those sinners to the word, work and will of God as the very

reason why Christ preached to them after their death ! Other important sub-

jects treated in these letters are the nature of Scripture and the theologian’s

proper attitude towards it, Delitzsch sharply criticising, in the interests of

what he calls the “ fullness of Scripture,” Hofmann’s habit of distinguishing

between what Scripture asserts and what we infer from it
;
the idea of canon-

icity
;
the origin of sin

;
and the last things. Discussions by Robert L. Dab-

ney, D.D . ,
LL.D., Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Texas

and for many years Professor of Theology in Union Theological Seminary
in Virginia. Edited by C. R. Vaughan, D.D., Pastor of the Presbyterian

Church of New Providence, Va. Vol. ii: Evangelical. 8vo, pp. iv, 684.

(Richmond, Va. : Presbyterian Committee of Publication, 1891.) The edit-

ing of the second volume of Dr. Dabney’s occasional papers, presents

many of the same faults which were pointed out in our notice of the first

volume (Presbyterian and Reformed Review, Vol. ii, p. 714.) The
principle of arrangement of the papers is generally, but not invariably,

chronological
;
the indication of the time and occasion which produced each

paper is common but not constant. Above all we are at a loss to understand

on what ground the papers of this volume are classed under the general head

of “ Evangelical.” Most of them are on matters of ecclesiastical arrange-

ment and action, and some of them are (although of ecclesiastical origin)

distinctly secular in spirit and tone. The intellect is constantly stimulated

by Dr. Dabney’s writing, and the mind instructed. There is a literary grace

attending much of bis writing which is truly delightful. We always rejoice

to have such a champion “ on our side ”—as we have in many of the papers

of this volume, as, e. g., those on the “ Public Preaching of Women,” “ Theo-
ries of the Eldership,” and the like. But it must be admitted that sometimes
a strength of language invades his writing which offends against good taste,

and that sometimes a depth of prejudice veils his vision which leads him
into views and expressions scarcely “evangelical.” Topics of the Times.

By Rev. Howard MacQueary, Author of The Evolution of Man and Chris-

tianity. 12mo, pp. 238, 51. (New York: The United States Book Com-
pany [1891].) This book consists of eight lectures on social questions, ten ser-

mons on “burning questions” of theology, and Mr. MacQueary’s defense

before the Ecclesiastical Court of the Episcopal Church in Northern Ohio,

when arraigned before it on charges of heresy. The last is very strongly

commended by Ex-President Andrew D. White, as an “ absolutely conclu-

sive argument,” and as a help towards saving the Church of the twentieth

century from entire desertion by “ thinking men.” It seems that it is still

to be true that “not many wise are called.” Mr. MacQueary spoke vigor-

ously, and his defense is a very instructive presentation of the extreme Broad-

Church position. He, too, professes to “ accept the authority of the Scrip-

tures and merely reject their verbal inspiration and infallibility
;
” and to be-

lieve in the incarnation and in the divinity of Christ, so as to “have no objec-

tion whatever to hearing His testimony, if He delivered any, on the subject

of the authorship of the Old Testament or its miracles, but ” (he adds) “ we
submit that it must be shown that His words have been correctly reported be-

fore it can be truly said that He endorsed such stories as that of Jonah” (p. 152).

Thus he rids himself of Christ’s testimony, on the ground of the untrust-

worthiness of that Scripture record which he says he holds authoritative.

His Biblical criticism is as bizarre as his theology : and between them, he
manages to retain as little of the deposit of the truth as commends itself to

38
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his untrammeled intellect. It is worth our while to note how much rejection

of the fundamental truths of Christianity can hide beneath the plea that it

is not the authority of the Bible, but only its verbal inspiration that is

refused. Under its cover Mr. MacQueary rejects, for example, the virgin-

birth and bodily resurrection of our Lord, as well as many other precious doc-

trines. So long as the world lasts and “ the march of mind ” continues, we
shall have men of the type of Mr. MacQueary—men whose active intelligences

are caught in the eddies of the current of thought and swirled helplessly out

of the stream. Would that a later Rev. Dr. Folliott could tell us what be

thought of these new “ advances !” Mr. MacQueary has a quick mind and
a striking style : the lectures on social questions contain some good things

;

the sermons are spoiled by their shallow half-learning. But we wish more
preachers would adopt his principles as to preaching, as laid down on p. 10

—where he deprecates preaching merely “ orthodox theories ” and “ leaving

unpreached the great moral truths :
” and should equally deprecate preaching

merely the great moral truths, leaving the “ orthodox theories ” unpreached

—which is perhaps the more common error. There are a few books on our

table which do not easily fall into our ordinary rubrics, and to which we call

attention here. The first of these is the very admirable Concise Dictionary

of Religious Knowledge and Gazeteer. Edited by Rev. Samuel Macaulay
Jackson, M.A.

;
Associate Editors : Rev. Talbot W. Chambers, D.D., LL.D.,

and Rev. Frank Hugh Foster, Ph.D. Second and Revised Edition. Large

8vo, pp. 996, 34. (New York: The Christian Literature Co., 1891.) We
know of no single-volume dictionary of religious knowledge which can even

come into comparison with this careful and excellent work, and it surpasses

in real usefulness many dictionaries much larger and more costly, but not so

judicious and accurate. Nearly every possible device has been adopted to

compress its size without curtailing its usefulness. It is up to date. It is

to be recommended as in every way a desirable addition to the library of the

scholarly pastor. The Critical Review of Theological and Philosophical

Literature. Edited by Prof. S. D. F. Salmond, D.D. Vol. i. 8vo, pp. 476.

(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark; New York: Imported by Charles Scribner’s

Sons, 1891.) The establishment of this new Review was noted by us in our

issue for April, 1891 (Vol. ii, p. 322). The bound copy of its first volume

justifies the high anticipations to which we then gave expression. The great,

mass of important theological and philosophical literature is promptly noticed

in it, by the hands of men of special learning in the separate branches : and

it looks as if a crying want in British periodical literature were at last filled.

We take pleasure in renewedly commending this scholarly journal to all

who would keep up with the rich theological literature which is now pouring

from our presses. Dr. Martin Luther's sdmmtliche Schriften herausgege-

ben von Dr. Joh. Georg Walch. Siebenter Band: Auslegung des Neuen
Testaments. Auslegungen iiber die Evangelisten Matthaus

,
Lucas und Johan-

nes bis zum sechsten Capital Johannes (me/.). Aufs Neue herausgegeben im

Auftrag des Ministeriums der deutschen ev.-luth. Synode von Missouri,

Ohio und anderen Staaten. 4to, pp. xiii, and coll. 2463. (St. Louis: Con-

cordia Publishing House, 1891.) Former issues of this splendid new edition

of Luther’s works, in German, have been noticed in this Review, Yol. i,

689, and Vol. ii, 716. The present volume begins the exposition of the New
Testament. The excellent editing that has characterized the undertaking

from the beginning is continued here. The portions originally written in

Latin (as the notes on the first eighteen chapters of Matthew and the dispu-

tation on Luke vii. 47) are newly translated
;
the German works are care-

fully revised. Walch’s arrangement has been bettered in some items. A
number of new sermons have been inserted into the volume from those pub-
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lished by Buchwald, the text of which required much labor. The dates of

the sermons have been more exactly investigated
;
one curious result of which

has been that over thirty have been shown to fall in the latter half of 1539,

a period which has hitherto been vacant (Buchwald : Elf bisher ungedruckte

Predigten von D. Martin Luther
,
1890). This edition bids fair to be the

definitive German Luther.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

IV.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

The Philosophy of Preaching. By A. J. F. Behrends, D.D. (The

Lyman Beecher Lectures before the Divinity School of Yale University,

1890.) New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1890.

No enviable task is assigned the lecturer on the Lyman Beecher foun-

dation. He comes not only after the king, but after a succession of

kings. Not unlikely this consideration influenced Dr. Behrends in the

choice and treatment of his theme, The Philosophy of Preaching, with strong

accent on Philosophy. The book is interesting, suggestive—at times pro-

vokingly so ; but we lay it down with some slight feeling of disappointment,

questioning the practical helpfulness of much of it to the young men
to whom it was ostensibly directed, and wondering whether the author did

not have rather in view the larger audience to be reached by the printed page.

The book begins with the consideration of the importance of preaching,

the two tests of which are the ability to compel an audience and to produce

conviction of its divine origin and intrinsic worth—to a literal acceptance of

which, perhaps, some prophets and martyrs might take exception. The
necessity that the preacher have faith in his own message is admirably

enforced. The faith which some preachers have in themselves and in what-

ever emanates from themselves, is not, however, intended ;
but faith in

God’s message as full of the life and power of God. A distinction is made
between the evangelical and “ evolutional ” conceptions of preaching. The
former “ restricts the operation of the Holy Spirit within the lines of evan-

gelical Christendom
;
” and makes the design of preaching “to fix the eter-

nal destiny of souls, to save them in the sense of getting them into heaven.”

This the author repudiates. “ It cannot be the preacher’s business to

people heaven. He does not carry the keys of death and of the under-

world upon his girdle.” The salvation of infants forbids the belief that

the eternal destinies of men are “bound up with the work assigned to

the preacher of the gospel.” The logic which concludes from God’s dealing

with his unintelligent creatures the method of His procedure with creatures

under dissimilar conditions, no doubt seems clear and cogent to Dr. Behrends.

The “ evolutional ” conception of preaching “ assumes that the religious life

is germinally and potentially present in every soul. It substitutes culture

and development for conversion.” It takes every man as a son of God and

heir of heaven, unhappily asleep to his high condition and privilege, and

seeks to awaken him to a true sense of what he is. Apostolic expressions about

his death in trespasses and sins, and his being a child of wrath, are not in

good form, at least in a Christian community. Maurice, Kingsley, Robert-

son and other earnest and powerful exponents of this conception “ have

sapped and undermined the movement toward Unitarianism.” The Unita-

rian verdict, curiously enough, is that much of this style of preaching has so

far done the work of Unitarianism as to give it a very comfortable lodgment

in the evangelical Church; and that its leaven is by no means yet through
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working. The raison d'etre of Unitarianism is not as clear as it was. The
author objects to this conception as disregarding the element of conscience

and overlooking the exceeding sinfulness of sin. Can the two be combined ?

The author thinks not without confusion, narrowness and distraction. In
chap, ii he gives us the single and comprehensive aim which the preacher
should ever keep in mind. In his judgment, the best and most helpful

theory of the preacher’s vocation has been given by Mr. Beecher, in one of

those vague, evasive phrases in which Mr. Beecher’s genius delighted, and
which leave such delightful play for the imagination in the absence of defi-

nition, Reconstructed Manhood. ‘ That some types of manhood are in sore

need of thorough disintegration and such “ reconstruction ” as would consti-

tute regeneration, Mr. Beecher’s later experiences must have taught him
;

whether he had any other than gospel methods to apply, or whether in the

application he was more successful than others, we are left to conjecture.

But the author regards this as something “definite and tangible something
practical

;
having immediate results, looking to the man present and not to

his ghost; bringing heaven here as the reign of righteousness on earth, and
making of bell the greed and hurt and passion from which, as brands from
the burning, the preacher seeks to pluck men now. The unit or individual

is to be brought to repentance and regeneration with a view to pervasive and
universal moral rectitude. The author thinks that preaching (? evangelical)

has singularly overlooked the present to emphasize the future, and it does not

seem to him “a very high morality which cultivates decency in behavior

under the pressure of future reward.”

Much of this chapter is admirable, and yet not a little, as indicated in the

above abstract, as well as elsewhere, sounds like caricature. Except when
he has the honor of listening to himself, Dr. Behrends must have been unfor-

tunate in his hearing, as well as in his reading of sermons, if he really thinks

that the average Christian pulpit adopts the low commercial appeal which
seems to be suggested by his strictures. Where has he heard the atonement in

the blood of God’s only-begotten Son preached as an economic compromise

between the conflicting claims of holiness and grace, “ as if God were doing

the best He could to pay II is own debts, or paying no more than was actually

necessary V ” Why not leave such caricature to the Sunday press ? Surely

the students to whom he was speaking were in no danger of forming their

methods on such models. Not a few of the readers of this Review will ex-

cept to much of this chapter. So far as concerns the Old Testament, his

generalizations about the character of preaching are too broad
;
and as con-

cerns the New Testament, they are not always sustained by the fact ; and of

quotation from the Word of God there is a marked, though perhaps not alto-

gether singular, absence. The emphasis stated as given by apostolic preaching

to the second coming of Christ (p. 43) seems exaggerated. Nor are we (p. 33)

to get our conception of preaching from “ the very structure of the Bible,”

much of which was constructed with no special reference to preaching,

having necessarily a local and historic coloring
;
but from the example of

Christ and His apostles.

While agreeing with Dr. Behrends that salvation is now
,
that eternal life

in the soul begins when the Holy Spirit regenerates, and is not therefore

altogether a post-mortem attainment, since Christ, if accepted, is our life
;
we

believe that the Lord gave more emphasis than he is willing to allow to both

the thought of heaven and of hell and all for which these stand. It was

not enough before these young men to minimize, as on page 37, the revelation

concerning heaven and hell. We are not “the organs of God’s retributive

justice,” and “the dead are in God’s hands, where we should be both content

and glad to leave them
;
” but the declaration of the largest agnosticism will
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not take from the watchman the responsibility for the loss of souls, before

whom he failed to set plainly the terrible intimations of the Master Himself
as to the horrors of eternity for him who persists in sin. Dr. Behrends seems

himself unconsciously to have felt something of this, and in the admirable

close of the chapter, as -well as in preceding statements concerning the

relation of our Lord to redemption, has perhaps guarded against consider-

able misapprehension.

The personal element in preaching as related to all the parts and powers of

the man, physical as well as intellectual and social, is strongly emphasized.

The putting of one’s self into sympathetic relation with the people so that

every occasion, whether of joy or sorrow, becomes a new and fresh occasion

to us as well as them is happily enforced. Here is a large part, the author
thinks, of the possible power of the man who is free from liturgical bondage.

No harder task is set before the young minister, whose life has thus far per-

haps been reclusive, than to become one with his people in their experiences
;

and yet to the man who loves Christ and souls and works for them, it becomes
more and more a delight. The relation of self-knowledge to power in preach-

ing is well brought out, illustrating the common experience that our most
helpful sermons are usually those in which we preached to our own experience.

In his fourth chapter a sharp distinction is drawn between preaching

ethics and ethical preaching
;
ethics dealing largely with rules of conduct

which may vary, and ethical preaching with the “ eternal verities ” which are

God and the soul, and the states and activities springing out of the relations

mutually arising between God aud the soul. He avoids here the distinct

consideration of spirituality, though in another chapter emphasizing the

spiritual element in preaching. He is profoundly moved by the unhaopy
relation of the Presbyterian Church to the Westminster Confession, and is

persuaded that when we have a creed to which we can subscribe without
“ mental reservations and unworthy subterfuges,” we shall renew our
youth

;
from which prophecy no doubt those who feel the wrinkles and stiff

joints of our decrepit age, and look with envy on the more robust liveliness

of our sister Churches, will derive appropriate comfort. It is doubtless

correct, however, as suggested, that the heresy of untruthfulness is a prime
heresy—wherever it exists, and we cast no stones. We are ready to join in

the cry for all that may make for “ ethical uprightness ” in the ministry of

Jesus Christ. If in view of the facts we cannot say quite so confidently,
“ Christianity is Christ,” we can desire that Christianity should become per-

fectly the life of Christ in the world.

It is gratifying to see the high place which is given to theology as requisite

for the preacher; and it is no doubt true, too, that the theology which is of

worth to the preacher does not come by mere absorption
;
and the man who

cannot preach his theology needs to examine himself and it sharply by the

Word of God
;
but it will to many probably have all the freshness of an

original suggestion as they are informed that Charles Hodge was as much an
innovator in theology as Nathaniel W. Taylor; and that the younger Hodge
found it necessary at almost every step to say that he did not quite agree

with his father. Dr. Behrends, by the way, eases himself of not a little

theology in these suggestive lectures. The “ethical unity of God” is his

starting point. In his impatience of the stricter Calvinism, he does not

always seem to be quite fair in his statements. “ Start with the absolute

freedom of God, as the essential energy lying back of His nature, determin-

ing its contents and expression, resolving Him into causative will,” and the

Doctor thinks you must land in pantheism or in a mechanical interpretation

of moral government. But who does this ? and how are we to make free-

dom
,
which is a mere condition for activity and energy, “ essential ” or other-
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wise, which lies hack of nature, determining its contents and expression ? If

certain non-existent and unrelated terrible things be supposed, we can of

course draw no end of direful conclusions. Do not many of our difficulties

come from assigning to some condition, quality, or attribute the characteris-

tics of personality ? It is not the justice of God more than the love of God
which has “ immutable sovereignty,” as the author points out (page 95). It is

God who is sovereign, among whose many attributes in their perfect balance

are love and justice. It is the whole God who acts (if the expression may be

pardoned), and not any part of Him, as the whole man thinks and feels and
wills, however convenient it may be for us to classify in terms of will, intelli-

gence, etc. ; and we presume that we have here with us the authority of the

author in his conception of the ethical unity of God. The closing words of

this (fourth) chapter deserve profound meditation from all of us who preach
the truth. They are admirable.

The need of gravest care in the formation of the preacher’s thought of

God is well enforced. “ Iiis mental tone and temper will be shaped by his

living thought of God.” The theological outcroppings are, as suggested

above, numerous. They do not seem always self-consistent. They do not

always show a sympathetic knowledge of views which Dr. Behrends opposes.

He does not see how one who looks upon the glory of God as the final cause

of all things can avoid feeling sometimes that “ God is supremely selfish

Himself,” though commanding unselfishness in others (p. 156). Certainly

not, if our conception of “ glory ” is of the drum-major order. But if by a

devout study of Exodus xxxiii we catch God’s own conception of the

divine glory, it may reconcile us to the first answer in the Shorter Catechism.

There are many of us who have no quarrel with the sovereignty of the

divine will, because that will is the expression of the divine character. We
are ready to say, “ Even so, Father, for so it seemeth good in Thy sight.”

It was this view which made the doing of the divine will the meat of the

Master, and what was a worthy end for Him cannot be altogether unworthy

of the servant.

We cannot follow our author into the consideration of the divine immuta-
bility and must omit much beside, noted for reference. We surely get beyond

our depth in seeking to analyze at any given moment the consciousness of

the Most High God, filled as that consciousness must be with so much that

cannot without contradiction be conceived to coexist at the same moment in

human consciousness. It must be a comfort to our Creator that the specu-

lative limitations which -we put upon Him bind Him less than the green

withes bound Samson. Indeed, if the sense of humor be a part of the divine

likeness in us, it will not be difficult for it to find exercise at its original

source, as one after another our philosophers rise to acquaint the Majesty on

High with Iiis prerogatives and limitations. It is evident that just now
Arminianism is having its innings.

Our readers will find very much in this volume which is suggestive even

when not helpful
;
and very much more that is both suggestive and helpful

;

and the brilliancy of the style, while occasionally giving a suspicion of over-

statement, makes the labor of reading a delight. The concluding pages are

rich with common-sense advice out of the author’s ripe experience and ob-

servation. He evidently does not need to follow his own advice, “ Let him

dye his brains, not his hair,” for the full vigor and strength of fresh and ro-

bust thought crowd the sentences. We are glad to have enunciated the reit-

erated warning of at least one homiletic class room, that the dead line in the

pulpit is simply the lazy line. The book is admirably printed.

Auburn, N. Y. T. G. Darling.
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How to be a Pastor. By Theodore L. Cuyler, D.D., late Pastor of

the Lafayette Avenue Church, Brooklyn. New York : The Baker and
Taylor Co.

The Pastor Amidst His Flock. By Rev. G. B. Wilcox, D.D., Profes-

sor in Chicago Theological Seminary. New York : The American Tract
Society.

It is one of the notable and encouraging signs of the time in the Church,
that there is a marked revival of interest in Pastoral Theology. The term
has come to include far more than the visiting of the families of a congre-

gation in health or sickness or affliction. Having to do with the minister’s

entire work outside of the pulpit, it covers in these days of multiplied organ-

izations an increasingly large and important field. If it be true that the pul-

pit is still and will continue always to be the minister’s throne
,
it is also true

that in almost every instance he will not long occupy his throne unless his

personal oversight is extended to'all the machinery in the church which has

been set in motion for doing good
;
and this in no perfunctory way. In

everything and everywhere, in the Sabbath-school, in the Young People’s

Associations, in all the missionary societies and bands, the heart-beat of the

pastor must be felt. If it is not, he must be an extraordinary man indeed

who will hold his position to the satisfaction of his church for any prolonged

period.

The subject having assumed such proportions and having so much to do
with success or failure in the pastorate, the two books above named are most
timely and will supply a want widely felt, and not met by previous publica-

tions. In them we come in contact not only with the minds of men abund-

antly qualified in this respect to speak, but also with their own experience
;

not only with what may be or ought to be tried, but with what has been
tried, and tried successfully. That Dr. Cuyler has been an extraordinarily

successful pastor, not for a few years, but for more than two-score, all the

Church and all the world knows
;
and it knows too, that his marvelous activity

outside his pulpit has not prevented him from “ magnifying his office ” in it,

as few men have. It is worth while to listen to a man who has “ made that

full proof of his ministry ” which he has, when he opens his mouth at the

close of its active duties and tells his brethren “ how to be a pastor.” Dr.

Cuyler’s personality is prominent in the book and it is this very thing which
makes it the practical and helpful book it is. In twelve brief chapters, he

comprehends an amount of instruction with reference to matters with which
every pastor has to do, which, so far as we know, cannot be found within the

covers of any other book. The chapter on “ Training Converts ” is especially

worthy of careful study, as it is just here that so many pastors disastrously

fail. The counsels wTith reference to pastoral visits are wise and in the right

direction. When Dr. Cuyler advises ministers to “ encourage the people to

talk about the Sabbath services
;
the truths preached ; the difficulties raised

or allayed; the light afforded, or the comforts given
;
” he indicates plainly

enough the true character of a pastoral call—that it is not to be a mere social

visit, but that it is to enable the preacher better to serve his people by an
actual acquaintance with the lives they are living and the special help they

need in them. It is to be feared that pastoral visiting has much changed
in character during these later years and that for the worse; and Dr. Cuy-
ler’s words are calculated to tone up the ministry in this respect. This is

a high estimate of the importance of the pastoral visit, but not too high

:

“ Set it down as a cardinal principle, that if you would interest people in

the gospel, and interest them in their salvation, you have got to interest
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yourself in them and all that belongs to them. You must win them to

yourself and win them to the sanctuary, if you would win them to Christ.”

Prof. Wilcox has thrown his volume into the conversational form, “as a

familiar and easy working-dress in which to clothe the thought.” And not

only familiar and easy is it, but most interesting and effective. Almost
every question that could, as it seems to us, occur to any one entering upon
the Christian ministry, is asked and answered in a straightforward, manly and
sensible way. He asserts at the outset his intention to cover “ the entire

work of the pastor, aside from the composition and delivery of sermons,”

but upon these subjects also he touches, though not at length, the chapter on
“Manner in the Pulpit” being one of the best in the book. Everything

that pertains to ministerial life from the time of “ candidating ” for a call

until the resignation of the charge, is provided for in this singularly compre-

hensive book. The author gleans the entire field and gleans it well. For
the most part he is wise and conservative in his views and counsels, and
wherein he is progressive but little exception can be taken. Not a few, how-
ever, would question the wisdom of his choice of the sermons of Eev. H. W.
Beecher and Rev. T. D. Talmage as the sermons to be in a young pastor’s

library in preference to all others. The field of sermonic literature is large,

and it is not confined to this generation or to this country. We must also

dissent from the author’s view of the nature of “ the call to the ministry.”

To the question, “ Would you say that he is called to the ministry just as a

Christian lawyer or doctor is called to his profession ?” the answer is given,

“ Exactly so. The lawyer or doctor is as solemnly bound as he is to raise

carefully and prayerfully before God this question of the greatest good.”

Again, “Ho more thorough surrender is required of a minister than of any

other man.” Prof. Wilcox lays down the principle that “the call to the

ministry is like the call to any other profession.” But we think that Paul

said, “ Woe is me if I preach not the gospel,” when he would not have said,

“ Woe is me if I do not practice law,” or, “ Woe is me if I do not sail a

ship.” We should greatly deprecate the prevalence of the idea that men are

“separated by the Iloly Ghost ” to the work of the ministry, only and pre-

cisely in the sense in which they are separated by Him to any ordinary busi-

ness. But Prof. Wilcox has written a book which ought to make all engaged

in the active work of the ministry, and their congregations as well, very grate-

ful to him. We sincerely wish that these two books might be widely read,

and that they might especially have the earnest study of all young men en-

tering upon the sacred office. They would assuredly save them from many
grievous mistakes and inspire them to show themselves “ workmen needing

not to be ashamed.”

Philadelphia. George D. Baker.

La Liturgie Wallonxe. Etude bistorique et pratique suivie des textes

ancieus et d’un projet de revision. ' Par E. Lacheret, Pasteur a la

Haye. Paris: Librairie Fischbacher, 1890. Svo, pp. 132.

This “ study ” was submitted to the Conference Evangelique Wallonne that

met at The Hague, October 28, 1889. Its title indicates its limits. It pre-

sents no theory of worship or general considerations about liturgies. It deals

only with the liturgy of the Walloon churches of Holland, settling its history

and discussing the different parts of it in its actual state, and submitting for

approval a prepared work of revision. The author thinks that the form he

proposes may be satisfactory to such as would combine two things, viz., tra-

dition and progress.

Beginning with a description of the quarto volume that is found in the
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pulpits of the Walloon churches (composed of two parts, viz., The Psalms oj

David and Ecclesiastical Prayers
,
Liturgies, Calvin's Catechism, Confession

of Faith; printed 1787), commonly called Psautier liturgique—Part First,

pp. 3-13, traces its history to the present time. The nucleus is the liturgy of

Calvin (service for the Sunday, forms for baptism, the Lord’s Supper, and
marriage) that appeared in 1542, with Calvin’s Catechism 1545, which were

introduced into the Netherlands at the time they appeared. The additions

of forms for the Confirmation of Pastors, Elders and Deacons, and for Ex-
communication and Reconciling Offenders, make a second part, sensibly

inferior to the former in depth of thought, vigor of style, and evangelical

savor. This liturgy was not complete till 1670. The revisions it has since

received have been necessitated by the changes that the French language has

undergone. There has been really only one, viz., in 1730; another in 1787

being a corrected reprint.

Part Second begins by representing the use or rather disuse of the liturgy.

The situation is pictorially given thus :
“ The liturgies that are found in our

pulpits present a mournful spectacle. One might call it a battlefield. The
pen and the pencil have wrought their work of destruction on those pages.

Strokes across and horizontal and vertical are like so many stones covering

the dead. Some have disappeared—entirely buried—others show some part

of their miserable skeletons. Yerily, it is a mournful spectacle!” After

stating five principles that should guide the revision, the author applies

them to the different parts of the liturgy. Part Third, pp. 28-128, presents

in four columns, two to a page, the Primitive Text, Geneva, 1542; the

French Revision, 1689; the Psautier Liturgique, 1787; the (author’s) pro-

posed text.

This proposed revised text is the product of much the same principles as

the similar work of Prof. Doumergue. The differing national conditions of

French-speaking churches in France and in Holland would inevitably pro-

duce different results. But there appear many differences traceable to per-

sonal taste and judgment alone.

Philadelphia. Samuel T. Lowrie.

The Credulity of Incredulity. By Arthur T. Pierson, D.D. (Presbyte-

rian Board of Publication.) The subject of this booklet is not new, but it

is freshly and vigorously handled by Dr. Pierson. Yet we regret to see (p. 21)

an implication that the human authors of the Bible were familiar with the

latest discoveries in several physical sciences
;
for they were not, and to inter-

pret their words in this sense is to mistake poetry for prose. The Bible

Teacher's Guide; or, Methods of Work in the Sabbath-school. By James R.

Worden, D.D. (Ibid.) It is not often that one can speak in unqualified ap-

proval of a pedagogical work, but no other terms are suitable to this brief but

weighty tractate. Its directions are eminently wise and appropriate, especiallly

the sections on the “Art of Questioning.” It would be a very good thing if

this compendious manual were circulated broadcast through all evangelical

Churches. Conformity to the World. By Howard Crosby, D.D., LL.D.
(Ibid.) This outspoken tract is what one would expect from the pen of its

lamented author. He always knew what he was talking about, and had the

courage of his convictions. There are many good people who differ both in

theory and practice from what is said in these pages, yet we are persuaded

that they are in the wrong. If all Christians made it their study to
“

live

godly in Christ Jesus,” both the Church and the world would be other than

they are. The Man of Uz. Lessons for Young Christians from the Life

of an Ancient Saint. By the Rev. S. A. Martin, Professor of Homiletics,

Lincoln University. (Ibid.) The character of this slender volume is well
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set forth in the title. Prof. Martin does not discuss the age or the author-

ship of Job, but simply and effectively states the useful suggestions which
are to be drawn from the ancient record. The book strikes us as being ad-

mirably calculated to instruct and guide the young Christians for whom it

is intended. Instructions Preparatory to Baptism and the Lord's Supper.

By the Rev. Edward B. Hodge. (Ibid.) An excellent little manual, sim-

ple and Scriptural, followed by a catechism in which the answers are given

in the wrords of the Bible. There is hardly any point in which young be-

lievers so much need instruction, line upon line, as in regard to the sacra-

ments. This tract furnishes what is needed. “ Blessed are They that

Mourn. ” Thoughts from the Holy Bible on the State of the Blessed Dead.
With brief Notes by Edith R. Crosby. (James Pott & Co.) A neat little vol-

ume in which the Scriptures are arranged under appropriate heads, and the

side margins are used to give the substance of the divine utterances. At the

end is a short discourse, “Victory over Death,” delivered by the author’s father,

Dr. Howard Crosby, shortly before his death. It bears the characteristics of

him who pronounced it and so soon experienced what he had spoken of. The
whole makes a very suitable gift to the bereaved. A Square Man. A
Talk with Young Men at Men’s Mass Meeting, Rochester, N. Y. By the

Rev. G. B. F. Hallock. (Rochester: O. D. Grosvenor.) A bright, earnest

and stirring address, showing that to be a square, that is, a complete man
one must cultivate physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual strength. All

is well done except an attempted emendation of the last verse but one of

Ecclesiastes, which Mr. Hallock undertakes to read, “ This is a wiiole man,”
which the Hebrew cannot possibly mean. The true sense is, “ This is every

man’s duty.” Our Lord's Life. A Continuous Narrative in the Words of

the Four Gospels. Arranged by James Strong, S.T.D., LL.D. (Hunt & Eat-

on.) This is substantially a condensation of the author’s Harmony of the

Gospels
,
issued in 1852. The little volume is well made and will be of great

service to all who desire to have a connected outline of our Lord’s personal

history and teachings. Its main divisions are into the three years of our

Saviour’s public career. A better division, in our view, is one which takes

up His successive ministries in Judaea, Galilee and Perea. A novelty in

Dr. Strong’s book is the introduction of some sentences and clauses from

1 Corinthians. Memorials of a Ministry. A Selection from the Dis-

courses of Edward A. Thompson, Free St. Stephen’s Church, Edinboro.

With a Biographical Sketch by Prof. Laidlaw. (Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark

;

imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons.) Mr. Thompson was a pastor in Dun-
dee for fifteen years, and then for the rest of his days in Edinburgh. The
interesting sketch prefixed to the volume shows him to have been a man of

mark, not made after the ordinary pattern. This is confirmed by the fifteen

discourses that follow, which, while truly evangelical, are at the same time

fresh and vigorous. Dr. Thompson had the faculty of avoiding platitudes

while speaking to the heart and the conscience. His style was simple and

direct, and in no case is there doubt of his meaning. Apparently without

much imagination, he could please and strike by apt illustration from life

and history. The volume must be precious to his friends and useful to all

readers. Our Sacred. Commission. By the Rev. F. R. Wynne, D.D.

(New York : James Pott & Co.) This volume gives the substance of lectures

delivered by the author, who is Professor of Pastoral Theology in the Dub-

lin University. They treat of ministerial character, the way to deal with

beginners, with doubters, with the sick and sorrowful, with Pharisees and

with the faithful, the conduct of public worship and the preparation and

delivery of sermons. The book is unusually good and singularly enough is

as well suited to our meridian as to the Irish Episcopal Church. The author
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is remarkable for his directness and plain speaking, and every suggestion

seems to be drawn from personal experience or observation. A good speci-

men of his calibre may be seen on p. 51, where he mentions sermons that are

clever and original and true, yet seem to make no impression on the hearers,

and the reason is that the preachers were full of their subject and worked
faithfully, but did not think of their audience, what they needed and how to

meet their wants. Can a young preacher have a better suggestion ? The
book is full of such things, bearing on every page the stamp of a man of

sense, who gives the result of independent thinking. Theodor Christlieb,

D.D., of Bonn. Memoir by His Widow and Sermons Translated Chiefly by
T. L. Kingsbury, M. A., and Samuel Garratt, M.A. (New York : A. C. Arm-
strong & Son.) No German professor was so well known in this country as

Christlieb. At the meeting of the Evangelical Alliance in New York in

1873 he took the audience by storm. His paper on the way to meet doubters

held rapt and undivided attention literally for hours, and made him by far

the most conspicuous speaker of the occasion. This paper was afterwards

expanded into a volume, entitled Modern Doubt and Christian Faith
,

which put its author in the front rank of Christian apologists. The memoir
prefixed to the volume before us is a just and graceful tribute to his memory,
showing as it does his untiring labors, whether as pastor or professor, his

attachment to evangelical principles and his profound and intelligent inter-

est in the missionary cause. He was a power for good in many ways, and
the friends of truth in Germany will long have occasion to mourn his re-

moval. The discourses here given are richly evangelical, and far more sim-

ple and natural in division and arrangement than is common with the

author’s countrymen, but they hardly convey a full idea of Christlieb’s

intellectual force. Jesus in the Vedas; or, The Testimony of Hindu Scrip-

tures in Corroboration of the Rudiments of Christian Doctrine. By a Native

Indian Missionary. (Funk & Wagnalls.) The corroboration referred to

in this interesting little volume is the correspondence between the Yedic
principle of redemption from sin by sacrifice and the Christian view of atone-

ment by our Lord Jesus Christ. The author brings this out very clearly by

citations from the Vedas with which he seems to be very familiar. It is sad

to think that the impure accretions of later ages have overlaid and obscured

the original principles of Hinduism. The Sermon Bible: Jno. iv-Acts vi.

(A. C. Armstrong & Son.) This volume is made precisely after the pattern of

those which preceded it in the series. It is very good of its kind, the sermons

quoted or analyzed being all from contemporaneous preachers or at least of the

present century. The value of the book depends, as has been said before, on
the way in which it is used. If it is made a crutch the effect is ruinous.

Arrows for the King's Archers. By the Kev. Henry W. Little. (New
York: T. Whittaker.) This volume is further described on the title-page

as, “ Analytic Outline Addresses upon Religious, Temperance and Social

Topics, with Some Courses of Addresses for Special Seasons.” It owes its

appearance to the success of a similar volume by the same author issued a

year or two since. One may well doubt the wisdom of multiplying books

which furnish men an excuse for not doing their own thinking, yet it is con-

ceivable that Mr. Little’s volume may be of service in the way of suggestion.

The Appendix contains a number of brief extracts very well chosen.

Saint Paid in Rome. By J. R. Macduff, D.D. (American Tract Society.)

This is a reissue of a volume published twenty years ago by the Carters. It

consists of a series of sermons preached by the author in Rome, treating of

the teachings, fellowships and dying testimony of the great apostle in

the city of the Csesars. It is written with the author’s usual skill and is in-

teresting and instructive. Gospel Pictures in Bible Stories. By W. T.
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Fullerton. (Ibicl.) This is a well-meant and, in the main, successful

endeavor to set forth evangelical truth in such a way as to render it both

plain and attractive, using for this purpose the vivid narratives to be found
in the Old Testament and the New. But the author is credulous in believ-

ing (p. 66) the fable that the name Jehovah is given in an acrostic form in

several passages of the Book of Esther, while certainly and carefully excluded

in any other form. Such inventions do no credit to the best of books. We
have received from B. Westermann & Co., Lieferungen 3-7 of a Hilfs- Lexi-

con, prepared by the Editors of Perthes'1 Ilandlexicon fur Ecangelische

Theologen. Not having the first portions of this auxiliary dictionary, it is

not easy to describe it. It contains chronological tables down to 1596, syn-

chronistic tables of Church history and a brief Hebrew-German dictionary

of the Old Testament. The parts we have examined appear to have been

made with care, but would be particularly useful to the owners of the Hand-
lexicon. An English translation of the various tables might be of services

but the Hebrew dictionary would be of none. Das Yerlorene Wort. Ein
Yortrag. Durch Johannes Claasen. (Giitersloh: C. Bertelsmann; New
York: B. Westermann & Co.) This is an extract from the Ecangelische

Scliulblatt
,
with supplementary matter from Franz Baader and Saint-

Martin. It is composed of ingenious analogies between the Word as an

utterance and the eternal Word as set forth in John’s gospel. The author

resorts to history, tradition and poetry for examples of the threefold use of

the former, and then applies the same to the latter. The essay is spiritual

and edifying, but in parts approaches the mysticism of an earlier period.

We observe a quotation from Jacob Bohme, who, we are told, “though
now almost forgotten, was one of the most profound of all Gottesweisen oder

Theosophen since the days of the apostles.” But for the bulk of mankind
clearness is better than profundity. The Scripture alone unites both quali-

ties.

Hew York. T. W. Chambers.

Y.—GENERAL LITERATURE.

The History of Human Marriage. By Edward Westermarck, Lecturer oil

Sociology at the University of Finland, Helsingfors. 8vo, pp. xix, 614.

(London and New York : Macmillan & Co., 1891.) This noble volume is one

of those monuments of almost exhaustive collection of facts, the fashion

of which was set by Mr. Darwin. The conspectus of the facts relative to its

subject which it lays before the reader, will make it indispensable to all stu-

dents in this line of research, whatever their attitude may be towards the

author’s theories. These theories are frankly naturalistic ; but often from the

naturalistic side come to conclusions not dissimilar from the Christian view.

For example, the attentive reader cannot but believe that, on purely scientific

grounds, Westermarck gives the coup de grace to the dreadful hypothesis

which has been so prevalent, that primitive men lived promiscuously and

marriage—especially monogamous marriage—has only developed itself by a

slow, secular growth. He shows that there are probably no promiscuous

tribes of savages known; and then, after a survey of marriage among ani-

mals, concludes on evolutionary grounds that “ marriage, it seems to me, is the

natural form of the sexual relations of man, as of his nearest relations among
animals” (p. 70). On the postulates of natural selection, indeed, marriage

must be deemed an instinct developed by natural selection working on the

needs of the family (p. 22), and this instinct and the practice itself must have

been fully developed long ere mau became mau. Whatever comfort we may
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get out of such conclusions, Dr. Westermarck gives us. But for ourselves,

we must confess to a profound distrust of the whole method of investi-

gation here used, as a means of obtaining knowledge of primitive man. “ The
chief sources of information,” says Mr. McLennan, “ regarding the early his-

tory of civil society, are first the study of races in their primitive condition.

. . . ” Just so, but if we have “ races in their primitive condition ” to study,

what need have we of a “ secondly ?” Dr. Westermarck justly criticises the

petitio principii involved in assuming that a given condition is the primitive

condition, and then from this “ scientifically ” reconstructing primitive man.
Yet he adopts this same petitio principii as his fundamental principle, by
assuming the evolutionary hypothesis, and interpreting all his facts on that

presumption. If it be true that even statistically aided induction cannot
help us to recover primitive man, unless we start with “some previous

knowledge of him ” (and this “ some” previous knowledge in Dr. Wester-
marck’s usage means simply the assumption of the necessary implications of

the evolutionary hypothesis), is not the appearance of induction from all this

multitude of facts fallacious ? The historical method, wherever it is applica-

ble, appears to us to give a far stronger basis for judgment. Take for exam-
ple the terrible passage on p. 69, where it is shown that impurity increases

with civilization, and the negative conclusion seems sound enough :
“ In con-

sideration of these facts, it is almost ridiculous to speak of the immorality of

unmarried people among savages, as a relic of an alleged primitive state of

promiscuity.” The evidence, so far as it goes, is for progress downwards.
Bible students will find their account in reading the full discussion of the

prohibition of marriage between kindred (p. 290 sq.), and of circumcision in its

broad distribution (p. 201) and its causes—the author’s somewhat bizarre opin-

ion being that its original purpose (as that of clothing) was coquetry. He
rightly opposes and disproves the view that mixed races are relatively sterile and
weak, a view which seems to owe its origin to race prejudice (p. 284). The book
will be a mine of facts to all students, but needs to be read with discretion.

Friendship the Master Passion; or, The Nature and History of Friendship,

and its Place as a Force in the World. By H. Clay Trumbull, Author of
“ The Blood Covenant,” “ Kadesh-Barnea,” “The Knightly Soldier,” etc.

4to, p. 413. (Philadelphia: John D. Wattles, 1892.) The accomplished

editor of The Sunday-school Times has made the sentiment of friendship, for

the first time apparently, the theme of a full analytical and historical study

in this sumptuous volume, which is worthy of its subject in paper, print and
general make-up. What is attempted is a careful analysis of the elements of

friendship as a human sentiment, and a comprehensive record of its more
important historic illustrations, the latter grouped according to the impulses

given by it. The breadth of the investigation and the extensiveness of the

literature ransacked for illustrations are amazing. Dr. Trumbull understands

by friendship that “ voluntary and distinguishing love that goes out unsel-

fishly and admiringly towards its chosen object,” which is called agape in the

New Testament in distinction from a love “ that instinctively grows out of a

relationship, or that is based upon a natural desire for possession.” That is,

apparently, he would class under the name of “friendship,” all love that is

not merely instinctive
;
and he would speak of the natural love of instinct

passing iuto “friendship love” in proportion as it bases itself upon some-

thing higher than instinct. There can be no serious objection to this, if it is

not allowed to belittle in our minds the conception of natural or instinctive

love, which, whenever not wholly animal, never lacks the characteristics of

“ friendship love
;
” and certainly neither that spontaneity which gives it

the name of instinctive, nor the fact that its object has distinct claims

upon it, can be held to lessen the value or nobility of the deepest and noblest
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of passions. It is only when we class all the higher exercises of love under

the name of friendship, that we are justified in speaking of the latter as “ the

master passion.” We could not endure to substitute the word “ friendship ”

for “ love ” as a translation of agape, say, in the thirteenth chapter of 1 Corin-

thians. Dr. Trumbull, however, in singing the praises of “ friendship ” has

in mind much the same passion which Paul’s song of love celebrates. May his

exposition and celebration of the most divine of human feelings deepen, broaden

and quicken its pulses in the hearts of us all. Plantation Life Before

Emancipation. By It. Q. Mallard, D.D., New Orleans, La. 16mo, pp. xi,

237. (Richmond, Va. : Whittet & Shepperson, 1892.) Dr. Mallard’s object

is to present a picture of the relations of the whites and blacks in the South
prior to emancipation, which will do justice to the patriarchal nature of

slavery in America, and to the Christian character alike of the master and
servant. How the book may strike one who has no personal experience of

the scenes it depicts we do not know, but it is certainly delightful reading to

one who (like the present reviewer) spent his boyhood on a plantation 11 before

emancipation.” Dr. Mallard’s vivid descriptions of the intercourse between
the masters and slaves, and their mutual trust and love on a well-ordered

estate, revive many sweet memories and send the heart back into the past,

longing for its old joys. Had Dr. Mallard’s object been to show that there

was no evil in slavery, he would, of course, have failed
;
above all there was

that evil of evils, slavery itself, which led Paul to counsel those who had the

opportunity to become free, “to use it rather.” Had he intended to show
that all was done for even the religious instruction of the slaves that should

have been done, or that could have been done had men been more alive to

the welfare of the souls committed to their care, his own pages would have

supplied the refutation of his contention (pp. 144, 159). The same causes

which led to the suppression of all distinctively intellectual training, operated

everywhere powerfully against instruction of all kinds ; and it was only those

whose fear of God overbore their fear of social revolution who could engage

with really warm zeal in even the moderate measure of religious instruction

which was secured. But since Dr. Mallard’s purpose is only to show “ that

with its confessed evils and occasional abuses ”—alas ! that they had been only

“ occasional !”—“ African slavery in America had manyredeeming qualities,”

his book must be accounted eminently successful as well as delightful. The
emergence of seven millions of barbarians into civilization and Christianity

within so brief a time, and under the disabilities of a servile condition, is itself

the unmistakable evidence of the Christian faithfulness of the followers of

Christ in the South. Where are there seven other millions of civilized and

Christian blacks ? The account given in the course of the book of the

apostolic work of Dr. C. C. Jones, and the glimpses we get of the personal

experiences of Dr. John L. Girardeau (for who will not guess the author

of chap, xix?), add to the solid historical value of the book. On the

Border with Crook. By John G. Bourke, Captain Third Calvary, U. S. A.
Illustrated. 8vo, pp. xiii, 491. (New York: Charles Scribner’sSons, 1891.)

The pictures which Capt. Bourke gives us in this attractive volume, of

the state of affair's in Arizona before the coming of Crook, of the policy of

Crook with the Indians and its results, of the Indian wars on the old frontier,

and of the character and present state of the Indians, are not only absorb-

ingly interesting, but also of the greatest importance for every American citi-

zen to contemplate and understand. Capt. Bourke’s narrative is always bright

and his presentation of facts always lucid. The lesson which his book

teaches us of the mismanagement of the Indians and the gross maltreatment

of which they have been too often made the victims at the hands of Govern-

ment officials is a bitter one—not rendered less so by the other lessons which
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he teaches of the amenableness of the Indians to justice, kindness and truth.

May his book be one of the means of introducing a juster rule among them.

Morocco. Journeys in the Kingdom of Fez and to the Court of Mulai Has-
san, with Itineraries constructed by the Author and a Bibliography from 1844

to 1887. By H. M. P. He La Martiniere, F.R.G.S., etc. With a Preface

by Lieut. Colonel Trotter, 93d Highlanders. 12mo, pp. xvi, 478. (London :

Whittaker & Co.
;
Hew York : Macmillan & Co., 1892.) Although M. de la

Martiniere’s English is not entirely perfect, it is wonderfully good for a

foreign hand, and the information he gives of the interior of Morocco and
the life of the various classes of its inhabitants is of the greatest interest.

The first two chapters treat of Tangiers and give a general description of

its population ; after that the book takes the form of a detailed itinerary.

M. Martiniere writes brightly and carries his reader generally with him.

The admirable series of maps and orographical sketches and the full bibliog-

raphy add great value to the book. The Question of Silver. Comprising a

Brief Summary of Legislation in the United States, together with a Practical

Analysis of the Present Situation, and of the Arguments of the Advocates of

Unlimited Silver Coinage. By Louis R. Ehrich, of Colorado. 12mo, pp. 115.

(New York : G-. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1892.) Two clear papers giving a satis-

factory exposition of the suicidal folly of the unlimited coining of silver, in

present conditions. The Condition of Labor. An Open Letter to Pope Leo
XIII. By Henry George. With Encyclical Letter of Pope Leo XIII on the

Condition of Labor. 16mo, pp. 157. (New York : The United States Book
Company [1891].) Mr. George makes an earnest plea to the Pope, as the one
“ in whose hands more than in those of any living man lies the power to say

the word and make the sign that shall end an unnatural divorce, and marry
again to religion all that is pure and high in social aspiration,” to adopt his

theory of land ownership as the great social panacea. We shall certainly all

join in the concluding prayer which wishes for the Pope, “ the chiefest of all

blessings, that he may know the truth and be freed by the truth ”—whatever

differences we may cherish with Mr. George as to what that truth is.

Papers in Penology. Second Series. Compiled by the Editor of The Sum-
mary. 32mo, pp. 148. (Elmira: New York State Reformatory, 1891.)

This suggestive booklet contains six papers on crime and prisons, selected

frdm current publications, followed by a long account of “ The Elmira

Reformatory of To-day,” by the Editor of The Summary himself, The
Summary being the prison newspaper. The excellently printed and manu-
factured little book is entirely the work of inmates of the Reformatory, from
its tastefully etched cover to the binding. Along with it comes the Sixteenth

Year Book of the Reformatory, to the report in which it stands as a visible

illustration. The impression left on the mind of the reader is that the

Elmii'a Reformatory is doing a great work for good. The Choice of Books.

By Charles F. Richardson. 12mo, pp. 208. (New York: John B. Alden.)

Hr. Richardson, the author of the most readable and really illuminating of

all the histories of American literature, here writes equally delightfully and
helpfully on the choice of books. The book is at once stimulating and prac-

tical, and may be recommended to all who need guidance in their choice

of reading or in forming reading habits, as a safe and trustworthy as

well as inspiring helper. The Deluge. An Historical Novel of Poland,

Sweden and Russia. A Sequel to With Fire and Sword. By Henryk Sien-

kiewicz. Translated from the Polish by Jeremiah Curtin. In two volumes.

12mo, pp. xviii, 585 and 673. (Boston : Little, Brown & Co., 1891.) Sienkie-

wicz’s noble novel With Fire and Sword was commended to the public in

this Review some time ago (Vol. ii, p. 191). Mr. Curtin has now put us all

under renewed obligations by enabling us to read and enjoy The Deluge also.
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These two novels are really . an accession to English literature. They are

novels of action and incident, and so far are to be classed with, say, those of

Dumas; but they bear about the same relation to Dumas’ Three Guardsmen
series, for example, that Michael Angelo’s Last Judgment bears to a forest

revel by Watteau. We feel it an insult to speak of Sienkiewicz’s noble

heroes with their lofty characters and high purposes and great deeds, in the

same breath with Dumas’ swashbucklers
; and the historical action of

the one in its breadth and greatness is equally beyond comparison with the

petty intrigues which form the action of the other. These books are histor-

ical novels in the best sense of the word, and belong among the great books

of the world’s literature. The Deluge is not the equal of With Fire and
Sword in compactness of plot or brillancy of character painting, but it sur-

passes it in fertility of incident. The invention displayed is enormous. It

suffer of course from the disadvantages which necessarily accompany sequels.

The new figures brought on the scene are so numerous and well drawn, how-
ever, that this disadvantage is reduced to a minimum. We do not love

Kmita and Olenka quite as much as we did Pan Podbipienta and Helena,

but we love them
; and their strong characters are most carefully and inter-

estingly drawn ; while those of Volodyovski and Zagloba are well sustained

and even developed. Pau Yan’s dignified virtue is more in the back-

ground. A religious motive suffuses the book and becomes dominant in its

latter half, thus making it almost a plea for Romanism. The Redemption

of Edward Strahan. A Social Story. By W. J. Dawson, Author of

“The Threshold of Manhood,” “The Makers of Modern English,” “A
Vision of Souls,” etc. 12mo, pp. iv, 292. (New York and Chicago : Flem-
ing H. Revell Company [1891].) Mr. Dawson drags his hero through some
rather unsavory places before he allows him to see redemption, and this

makes the book painful and at times very unprofitable reading. The author

is a British Methodist himself, and ought to know whether there are churches

in the connection like that at Middleham, led by men like Bannerman. But
we are slow to believe it. The picture of Church life, the Sunday rest and
Christian development in an English village which is here given us is sim-

ply loathsome. The depicting of the experience of the hero in seeking some-

thing better breathes a higher spirit. But wTe sigh a sigh of relief when we
learn at the end that Christ is the only true remedy for the social evils of the

day. The book is written with some power and skill. It will hardly serve

as an evangelical tract, but is best in the hands of those who scarcely need

its highly colored pictures to uncover for them the condition of wage-win-

ners and their needs. A Highland Chronicle. By S. Bayard Dod,

Author of “Stubble or Wheat.” 8vo, pp. 290. (New York: Dodd, Mead
& Co., 1892.) A delightful picture of the fortunes of a Scottish Jacobite

family in the days of Prince Charlie, drawn with sympathetic insight and

picturesque skill. We would not willingly miss having known James Muir
and Janet, sturdy John Gunn and Helen. The beautiful format of the vol-

ume is only the fit shrine for the beautiful story, whose life and tenderness

it conveys to the reader.










